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1. Introduction

1.1 BACKGROUND

There is hardly any area of life that is not characterized by change and innovation.
Often, human reactions to changes and innovations are a major point of concern. This
applies to social innovations (such as a new public policy, new law, etc.) as well as
product innovations. The term innovation is used in a broad sense here to include an
idea, practice, or object that is perceived to be new by the individual or other units of
adoption (Rogers, 1962,1983, and 1995).

Product and service innovations are a major source of corporate sales growth or
continued existence. Many companies depend on the repeated introduction of new
products. New products may compensate for loss of sales on products late in the
product life cycle, and may generate the growth that a company may need (Kotler,
1991). In high-technology industries in particular, innovations may be essential to
survival. But in many other industries, from clothing fashion to toys and packaged
goods, innovations, even minor ones, may provide competitive advantage for the firm.

Essential questions are, for example, what are innovations?, Who are the people
who buy or use them?, Why do some people buy or use them and others do not?, and
How do innovations change peoples' behavior? As we will see later in this chapter, in
spite of their importance, these questions have not been answered consistently.

In these questions, a distinction can be made between the adoption of innovations and
the diffusion of innovations. Adoption is a more psychological term, that may refer to
individual behavior. Diffusion is a more sociological term, referring to the
proliferation of the innovation in a group or in society. Both terms are related.
Diffusion without adoption is impossible, and adoption without diffusion will not
generate much interest among policy makers and academic researchers. The diffusion
related questions are mainly addressed in the so-called diffusion theory (Rogers, _,
1962). The diffusion theory may be viewed as the general context for theories of  £
innovation adoption. Therefore, before addressing the question on critical adoption  '
factors, we will provide a general discussion of this theory and the paradigm to which
it belongs.

1.2 THE DIFFUSION PARADIGM

Rogers (1962:64) defines the diffusion process as "the process by which inno-
vations spread to the members of a social system". The diffusion literature developed
across a number of disciplines or traditions. It offers a fairly well-developed
theoretical framework which applies to the flow of innovative information, ideas, and
products.

A research tradition is defined by Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) as a series of
investigations on a similar topic in which successive studies are influenced by
preceding inquiries. The major criterion for the delineation of these traditions is the
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disciplinary affiliation of the researcher modified by the nature of the innovation
being studied. Examples of major research traditions are: rural sociology, medical
sociology, anthropology, communication, agricultural economics, marketing, and
general sociology (Rogers, 1968).

In these traditions, the nature of the innovation varies from farm practices (Gross,
1942), pharmaceutical products (Menzel & Katz, 1955), educational methods (Mort
and Cornell, 1938), consumer products (Ram, 1989), to financial services (Pepermans,
Van  Cappellen, and Verleye   1996).  The  body of research underlying the diffusion
process of innovation can be described by the diffusion paradigm proposed by

Gatignon and Robertson (1985). In fact, the paradigm consists of a variety of
(in)directly related research areas with a common theme and common elements. The
major elements are the following:
1. The  innovation  and its characteristics. The perceived characteristics  of an

innovation are essential elements of the adoption and diffusion of innovations. This
is demonstrated by studies in rural sociology (Feder, 1982; and Kivlin, 1960) and in
organizational behavior (Zaltman, Duncan, & Holbek  1973).

-2. The social system within which the innovation dibses. The social system consists
of a group of people with a shared sense of commonality who tend to interact over
time (Gatignon & Robertson, 1991). For example, rural sociology has taken the
local farming community as the social system, while research in medical sociology
studied a local community of physicians (Colman, Katz, and Menzel,  1966) as the
social system.
We want to emphasize here that diffusion research traditions can be characterized
by the nature of the innovation under study rather than by the nature of the social
system in which the study takes place. Thus, each research tradition can contribute
to the diffusion literature in different social systems. For instance, the medical
sociology tradition studied the adoption of new drugs or techniques where the
adopters are physicians (Menzel &  Katz, 1955), or other medical ideas such as
polio vaccine, chest X rays, and family planning methods where the adopters are
individuals in the general public (Hochbaum, 1958; and Yeracaris, 1961). The
relevance of this observation is that it shows us that the boundaries between
research traditions are determined by the idiosyncratic characteristics of the
innovation being studied.

3. The adoption process  at the individual level. Here studies are concerned  with
decision processes regarding the innovation. In other words, how does an individual
arrive at a decision to buy (or not to buy) the innovation, and in what stages?
Research has been consistent with the traditional learning oriented hierarchy of
effects model and has ignored other psychological approaches such as the
behavioral decision theory to explain and predict the behavior of adopters
(Gatignon & Robertson, 1991).

4. Personal intluence. This element refers to a change in an individual's attitude or
behavior as a result of interpersonal communication (Robertson,  1971).
Theories of personal influence focus upon effects that are not directly relevant for
innovation such as compliance, identification, and internalization (Kelman, 1961).
Types of personal influences are described in epidemiological models (Colman,
Katz, and Menzel, 1966; Bass, 1969), buyer behavior models (Nicosia, 1966;
Andreasen, 1965), and in new product decision models (Cook and Herniter, 1968).

5. Innovators'  and  adopters'  personal  characteristics.   Studies  in  Qds  stream  of
literature (see, for example, Bass, 1969; Midgley & Dowling, 1978; and Rogers,
1958) are concerned with socioeconomic characteristics, personal variables, and
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communication behavior. Examples of personal variables are income, level of
education, age, social participation, and mobility.

- 6. The d(#usion process. This process is concerned with the aggregate adoption curve
over time, or the rate of penetration of the innovation within the social system (see,
for example, Dolan & Jeuland, 1981).

Within the diffusion paradigm three elements are the most heavily studied areas
among the traditions involved with the diffusion of innovations (Gatignon &
Robertson 1991): the social system, the diffusion process, and the adopters' personal
characteristics.

1.3  CRITICISMS OF DIFFUSION RESEARCH; THE INSTABILITY PROBLEM

Although diffusion research has made numerous important contributions to our
understanding of human behavior change, its potential would have been even greater
it had not been characterized by which is generally called the instability problem'.
The purpose of this section is to review this problem, which is recognized by
innovation researchers as  one of the main criticisms and shortcomings  in the diffusion
paradigm.

Downs and Mohr (1976:700) stated that, unfortunately, the theoretical value of the
diffusion research is problematic. Perhaps the most alarming characteristics of the
body of empirical study of innovation is the extreme variance among its findings,
which is generally called the 'instability' problem. Factors found to be important for
innovation in one study are found to be considerably less important, not important at
all, or even inversely important in another study. This phenomenon occurs with
relentless regularity. One should certainly expect some variation of results in social
science research, but the record in the field of innovation is beyond interpretation.

Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) developed a propositional inventory for diffusion
research consisting  of 103 generalizations about diffusion.   The 103 generalizations
have been strongly criticized by Downs and Mohr (1976) for what they consider a
lack of consistent findings. They stated that, of 38 propositions bearing directly on the
act of innovation cited by Rogers and Shoemaker (1971:350-376), 34 were supported
in some studies and found to receive no support in others. The 4 propositions with a
consistent record were treated in very few studies (p. 107). Schmidt (1976) also
criticized  the 103 generalizations  for a complete  lack of support. He argued  for the
importance of explaining why each of these generalizations is supported in some
empirical studies and not in others.

The appendix presented by Rogers and Shoemaker (1971:347-385) lists the most
important generalizations in diffusion research and reports the empirical diffusion
studies that support and do not support each of them. The appendix demonstrates that         '
the instability problem is found to affect the whole body of diffusion research. For
example, in past research on innovation characteristics there are 29 empirical studies,
(or two thirds) supporting, the proposition that the relative advantage of a new idea, as
perceived by members of a social system, is positively related to its rate of adoption;
14 (or third of) other studies do not provide support. Nine out of sixteen support the
proposition that complexity of innovations, as perceived by members of a social
system, is not related to its rate of adoption. In research on personal characteristics
there are also many examples for the instability of findings. For instance, 9 studies out
of  14  support the proposition that earlier adopters show greater empathy than later
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adopters; 5 studies do not support this. In yet another example only, 14 out of 23
studies show that earlier adopters have higher levels of achievement motivation than
later adopters.

*   The instability problem in the diffusion theory frustrated leading diffusion researchers
to the extent that they seemed to lose faith in the possibility to generalize the findings
of their studies.  Some  of them  (e.g.  Rowe & Boise  1974, and Downs  &  Mohr  1976)
accepted the notion that every innovation needs its own theory. This would mean that

.  a single diffusion theory could not be formulated. For instance, Downs and Mohr
(1976:701) state the following: "Perhaps the most straightforward way of accounting
for this empirical instability and theoretical confusion is to reject the notion that a
unitary theory of innovation exists and postulate the existence of distinct types
innovations whose adoption can best be explained by a number of corresponding
distinct theories" (cf. Rowe & Boise, 1974: 289-290). One consequence of the
frustration of the theory building efforts is that it prevented the free exchange of
information among different traditions (such as medical sociology and rural
sociology), and the direct comparison of the results of different studies. According to
Rogers and Shoemaker (1971:78-79), "rural sociologists studied agricultural
innovations, educational diffusionests investigated new teaching ideas, and so on, ...
the traditions are thus strengthened and act as partial barriers to the free exchange of
diffusion findings and methods, the search for generalizations across the traditions has
been retarded, and theoretical potentials have not been fulfilled".

It is quite evident that the failure to build a unitary diffusion theory negatively
affects diffusion research. A review of the diffusion literature mode clears that, over
time, the number of diffusion studies decreased to a large extent. In the following
review of the innovation literature the reader may observe that, usually, we are
referring to studies that were carried out between the sixties and the seventies. This
period seems to be the most productive in the history of the diffusion research. In
1976, for instance, Downs and Mohr stated that, innovation has emerged over the last
decade as possibly the most fashionable of social science areas. However, starting
from the year  1986, very few studies can be found in the literature.

We also like to point out another concern regarding the negative impact of the
instability problem on innovation and diffusion research. It can be observed that, to a
large extent, the different studies share a common characteristic in that most of them

e     do not contribute to theory building of innovation. The more recent studies are carried
out by or with marketing research agencies. They attain their goal by explaining the
diffusion of a particular product such as a mobile telephone or a new governmental
policy without going beyond this goal and discuss the more general scientific
relevance of the study (that is, by discussing the generalizability of its findings).

1.4  THE GOAL OF THE STUDY

In summary, product innovations are important from the viewpoint of society and
from the viewpoint of individual commercial or non-profit organizations. Often they
require considerable investments. Therefore, a critical question concerns the diffusion
of innovations. In the last decade research progress in the area has been very limited,
however. Innovation research boomed in the sixties and late seventies, to decline only
thereafter.  From the middle of the eighties, hardly any reference to diffusion research
generalizations can be found in the literature. According to Downs and Mohr (1976),
and Schmidt (1976) theory development is primarily hampered by the so-called
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'instability problem', the problem implies  that each individual innovation seems  to

require a theory of its own. By result, cumulation of knowledge can not take place, in
spite of the large number of studies.

The· general  aim  of this study  is to address the instability problem  and to attempt to
suggest a possible solution to overcome this problem in diffusion / innovation
research. We mentioned above that the instability problem is a general problem of
diffusion research, in the sense that it affects the whole body of the diffusion research

(see different elements of the diffusion paradigm). It would be too complex here, to   
trace and address the instability problem of the whole diffusion paradigm since each
element of the paradigm consists of an independent stream of research with its own
line of reasoning, approaches, and methods.

In this study the problem will be addressed by way of the third element of the  •
diffusion paradigm: the individual adoption process. This element is concerned with
the decision sequence and processes that individuals use to determine whether or not
to adopt the innovation (Gatignon & Robertson, 1991). The reason for selecting this
element from the total set of elements of the diffusion paradigm is that it may be
argued to represent the most central and crucial element of the paradigm. According
to Gatignon and Robertson (1991:319), "These innovative decision processes are at
the core of the diffusion research". Indeed, if these innovative decision processes are
not taking place, then there  is no sense in studying the other elements of the paradigm.
It may be argued, also, that the individual's decision to adopt or reject forms the basis
of diffusion. Finally, if diffusion is to be truly understood, it is at the level of the
individual, where all possibly relevant factors may be assumed to converge.

Therefore, the main research goals of the present dissertation can be summarized as
follows:
1. To  address the instability problem  in the innovation literature concerning  the

adoption decision process at the individual level. There is a need to gain a deeper

understanding of how the instability problem affected the adoption decision process
and to identify the main reasons behind the instability of empirical findings in this    .
line of research.

2. To  produce a possible theoretical and operational solution  for the instability
problem.

3. To  empirically test the adequacy  of such a solution and provide a basis  for  more
stable explanations of the individual adoption decision process.

1.5 GENERAL OUTLINE

In accordance with the three research goals presented above, this book can be
divided into three parts. The first, introductory part consists of Chapter  1  and 2, which
review the literature of adoption process models and discuss the instability problem in
such models. In Chapter 2, the instability problem will be attributed to two main
causes: the conceptual and operational confusion concerning the criterion variables in
diffusion research (referring to the different individual responses to innovations) and
the variance in the effects of the independent variables (such as innovation attributes
and individual differences) on the criterion variables.

The second part of the book consists of Chapters 3,4, and 5. Chapter 3 discusses
the conceptual and the operational confusion concerning the criterion variables. A
conceptual scheme and an operational framework for the criterion variables is
presented, based upon the results of a qualitative study. Chapter 4 addresses how the
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independent variables in diffusion research contribute to the instability problem and
discusses the major theoretical and operational difficulties in overcoming this
problem. Chapter 5 discusses the diffusion methodology of theory building. On the
basis of this discussion and the discussions in previous chapters an alternative
methodological approach is proposed for the study of adoption decisions. The
instability problem is specifically addressed. A conceptual model is presented which
provides the basis of a second study.

The last part of the book consists of Chapters 6 through 9. Chapters 6,7, and 8 test
empirically the adequacy of the suggested alternative methodology. To achieve more
stable explanations of adaptation decisions, a research project is reported in which
three simultaneous product-related studies are described. In the final chapter (Chapter
9), overall conclusions are drawn and recommendations are presented with regard to
the generalizability of findings is discussed in broader terms than the individual
adoption process. Finally, the scientific relevance is discussed, followed by an
indication of marketing and managerial implications of the findings.

11



2.  The instability problem in explaining individual adoption decision

2.1 Introduction; innovation and individual behavior

An innovation can be viewed in terms of its objective complexity and properties.
At the same time the significance and effects of innovations are determined by
subjective evaluation and acceptance. This applies to social innovations and product
innovations. Hence, a closer analysis of the individual innovation adoption decision
is not only important to marketeers but also to persons in other roles such as policy
makers in other realms than marketing. Indeed, innovations diffuse because of the
cumulation of decisions to adopt or use them. The framework of psychology is
particularly important to the diffusion theory because many of the diffusion studies
deal with individual psychological variables that determine adoption decisions
(Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971).
Although the study of the adoption of innovations may address a variety of types of
innovations in a variety of markets and other contexts, this dissertation will primarily
focus on the adoption of product or service innovations by consumers.
Adoption is defined as: 'the acceptance and continued use' of an innovation
(Robertson, 1971:57). Robertson emphasizes the distinction between the terms
'product adoption' and 'product purchase'. The former term is derived from the
literature dealing with innovations, while the latter term is used in a variety of
contexts that relate or do not relate to the purchase of innovations. Moreover, adoption
refers to the acceptance and continued use of an item (product, service, idea), while
purchase is referred to in the diffusion theory as a single type ofbehavior (buying).
As  we  mentioned in Chapter   1, the adoption process is described by Gatignon  and
Robertson (1991) as the core of the diffusion theory. The adoption process is defined
as the mental and behavioral process through which an individual passes from first
hearing about an innovation to the final adoption (Rogers, 1983:74).

In general, the individual innovation decision process is described as a process with
five consecutive stages; knowledge, persuasion, decision, implementation, and
confirmation (Rogers, 1983, 1995). Adoption behavior is seen as a possible outcome
of the decision stage in the innovation decision process (Gatignon & Robertson,
1989). The innovation decision process is referred   to as 'adoption process'   or
'adoption decision process' when the outcome  of the decision is adoption behavior.
According to Rogers (1995: 161), this process consists of a series of actions and
choices over time through which an individual (or an organization) evaluates a new
idea and decides whether or not to incorporate the innovation into ongoing practice.
The decision process is further emphasized by Rogers when he claims that the
perceived newness of an innovation, and the uncertainty associated with this newness,
is a distinctive aspect of innovation decision making, compared to other types of
decision making (1995:161).

12



2.2 The psychological explanation and prediction of adoption decisions in the

Diffusion Theory

2.2.1   Introduction to the adoption process models

Researchers studying the diffusion of innovations have committed a major effort in
explaining and predicting individuals' decisions to adopt innovations. For several

I decades, the information-processing paradigm   has   been the major source   of
explaining and predicting adoption decisions. This perspective is concerned with how
individuals perceive and use information. Adopters are viewed as goal oriented, and
their adoption decisions are assumed to be carefully calculated to provide the greatest
amount of benefits received from the money spent. The approach stems from the
diffusion researchers' tendency to combine work from the disciplines economic and
psychology (Peter & Olson, 1993).
In short,@iffusion researchers often have assumed that adopters are rational problem
solvers and decision makers who carefully consider the objective features, functional
benefits, and costs of innovations. In this rational perspective, adopters carefully
integrate as much information as possible with what they already know about an
innovation and then use 'plusses and minuses' of each attribute and/or alternative to
form a pre-purchase attitude which than leads to the adoption behavior.
This process implies that cognitive steps in decision making should be carefully
studied by researchers interested in the explanation and prediction of adoption
behavior. The pre-purchase attitude toward the innovation is suggested to be the best
predictor of adoption behavior (Howard, 1992). Obviously, it is important to know to
what extent the actual adoption can indeed be explained and predicted from the results
of information processing. Later in Chapter 4 we will return to discuss this issue.

In the information processing paradigm some diffusion researchers have proposed
their own models and others have used the purchase process models to describe the
adoption process (Robertson 1971, Gatignon & Robertson, 1985,1991; Rogers,  1983;
Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971).
Here, we will review these models. In doing so we will classify them into three
categories according to their idiosyncratic point of focus : The problem-oriented
models, the awareness models,  and the level of processing models.

2.2.2 The Problem-Oriented Models

The first category of adoption process models is formed by the problem-oriented
models. These are characterized by the notion that in order for an adoption process to
occur a problem must first be identified.
Among these models, the 'Basic Problem Solving Model' (Usher, 1929) conceived of
innovation adoption as follows:

1. Problem perception;  it is proposed  that the perception  of the problem precedes
awareness of the innovation

2. Stage setting; organizations of information and solution alternatives are
structured together (where the innovation can be a possible alternative).
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3. Insight; choosing the optimal alternative that solves  the  problem  in  the  most
efficient way (it is possible that the innovation could turn out to be the best
available solution). At this stage the innovation is accepted or rejected.

4 Critical revision; the innovation is re-evaluated to judge its practical value.

This model is similar to the one by Dewey (1910). He assumed a framework
consisting of:  1) a felt difficulty, 2) definition of a problem, 3) data collection and
suggestion of possible solutions, 4) evaluation and reasoning about these solutions,
and 5) testing of the solution by trial, or on an experimental basis.

' . /1. .
According to Robertson (1971) such early generation models did not contribute much
to the progress in understanding the adoption process. He argued that in many
situations the innovation induces the perception of the problem rather than that the
innovation follows problem perception. Moreover, individuals can build their
adoption decision on the basis of what others will think, instead of which product will
best solve the problem (Ward & Gibson, 1969).
Another critique is that consumers are not likely to engage in elaborate data
collection, except for important purchases (Gatignon & Robertson, 1985); and that the
information they use is far from complete. The Hierarchy-of-Effects model, a model
that can be placed in the category of the Awareness Models, seems to avoid most of
these difficulties (Robertson, 1971).

2.2.3 The Awareness Models

In order to avoid confusion, it is important to clarify that the term 'Hierarchy-of-
Effects' is referred in the diffusion literature in two different ways: it is a distinct
model introduced by Lavidge and Steiner (1961; see Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971; and
Gatignon & Robertson,  1985), and it refers to a category of models that address the
consecutive cognitive stages in information processing (in other disciplines, such as
marketing communication). We will refer to the distinct model as the 'Hierarchy-of-
Effects-model' and to the generic category of as the 'Hierarchy-of-Effects-models'.
Adoption research relied heavily on the traditional learning or Hierarchy-of-Effects
model (Gatignon & Robertson,  1985)  for the description of the stages  of the adoption
process. As mentioned earlier, the model was proposed by Lavidge and Steiner (1961)
and was named by Palda (1966). Lavidge and Steiner formulated the model as a
conceptualisation of the psychological approach leading to advertising effectiveness.
Later some diffusion researchers adopted it as a model describing the innovation
decision process. An individual's adoption behavior was a possible outcome of the
final stage  in the model (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971; Robertson 1971; Gatignon  &
Robertson, 1985,1991).
The 'Hierarchy-of-Effects' model consists  of six related steps to purchase which  in
turn relate to three basic psychological domains: cognitive, affective, and co native.
Robertson (1971) refers to these as thoughts, emotions, and motives. The stages in the
'Hierarchy-of-Effects' model are as follows:

1.        Awareness; the individual is aware ofthe innovation?s existence.
2.              Knowledge; the individual knows about characteristics of the innovation.
3.              Liking; the individual forms a positive attitude toward the innovation.
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4.        Preference; the individual's positive attitude has developed to the point of
preference over all possible alternatives.

5. Conviction; preference is translated into willingness to buy.
6. Purchase; intention is translated into actual buying behavior.

This model was the first of its time to explicitly consider the information-attitude
behavior theory of communication effects (Rogers & Shoemaker,  1971).

According to Robertson (1971), a main critique of this model is that 'liking' does not
guarantee 'preference'. For instance, a consumer can like a new brand but this liking
may not be sufficient to prefer (or buy) the brand. In the model there are no feedback
loops and it assumes that a continuous process including all stages is a necessity.
In this category Rogers' Adoption Pfocess Model (1962) is the most accepted model
and has been accepted by many diffusion researchers from different traditions. He
distinguishes between five stages in the adoption process:
1.           Awareness; the individual knows about  the  new  idea but lacks sufficient

information about it.
2.       Interest; the individual's interest in the innovation develops; more information

is gathered.
3.              Evaluation; the individual evaluates the innovation's attributes.
4.         Trial; the individual decides to try the innovation.
5.              Adoption; the individual decides to commit himself to its use.

Again there are no possibilities for the individual to skip stages, nor to use feedback
loops (Robertson  1971). The logical conceptualization of this model and its empirical
operationalizations did take place in the context of rural sociology in which the
adopters were farmers and the concerning innovation was a new farm practice.
Many researchers from different traditions used the Adoption Process Model. For
example, a study by Kleyngeld (1974) addressed the adoption of new food products
among consumers. Also, the model was used to describe the industrial adoption
process. Yet, critical remarks could be made. According to Rogers and Shoemaker,
(1971), the conceptualisation of the model was based primarily on theoretical
reasoning, rather than empirical evidence.  In  the late 1950s two studies  by  Beal  and
Bohlen (1957) and Copp (1958) provided evidence for the model by empirical studies
on farm practices.
In the marketing tradition, adopters (consumers) were found, in a real situation, to
skip the evaluation stage and to proceed directly from interest to trial (Robertson,
1971). Moreover, it turned out that individuals can reject the innovation at any stage.

Finally, the model does not explain the speed by which an individual proceeds
through the stages.
Another widely used model is the four-stage AIDA model of the innovation decisjon
process (Zaltman, 1964). It was conceptualised in terms of Awareness, Interest,
Desire, and Action. Although the AIDA Model was primarily proposed for personal
selling and advertising by its author Strong (1925) and others, we included the AIDA
model in this category of adoption process models due to its later application in
diffusion research.

There are common critiques applied to all three dominant models of awareness
generation (Adoption Process Model, Hierarchy-of-Effects model, and the AIDA
model). Mason (1962) challenged the Adoption Process Model. He found, by way of
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his empirical studies, that the sequence of stages proposed by rural sociologists did
not describe adoption behavior taking place in reality. Instead, distinct forms of
adoption behavior were associated with different adoption processes according to the
particular practice and the particular individual (farmer) studied.

Both Mason (1962) and Robertson (1971) agreed on only two stages that can be
generalized over models belonging to the awareness category. These are the  -
awareness stage and the adoption stage. Also, they suggested that the innovation and
the personal factors were responsible for the instability of the order and number of
stages among the adoption process models.
For instance, Mason (1962) found that the evaluation stage can possibly take place
before the interest stage. In addition, the adoption could not be the final stage, but
could be followed by interest (Robertson, 1971) and information seeking. According
to Robertson (1971) and others, such as Erlich, Guttmann, Schonbach, and Mills
(1957), this finding is consistent with studies of cognitive dissonance in which
information seeking follows the adoption decision.
Robertson (1971) claimed that the adoption process conceptualisation is impossible
across the full range of consumer goods. His claim derives from the observation that
an inexpensive, low risk adoption process is certainly different from the adoption

process of an expensive, high-risk innovation.
Finally, Campbell (1966) introduced a different paradigm for the adoption process.
His main arguments were that the adoption process may not be as rational as generally
assumed by other existing adoption process models, and that the adoption process
may either start with the perception of a problem or with the perception of the
innovation.
So far, we have discussed only the more dominant adoption process models in the
awareness category. Other less commonly used models are, for instance, those of
Wilkening (1956), Emery and Oesar (1958), Ryan and Gross (1943), Rahim (1961),
Copp (1958), and Singh and Pareek (1968). These models are rarely adopted in
diffusion research studies, and will not be considered here.

2.2.4 The level of processing models

The third category of adoption process models that is referred to here is formed by
the level of processing models. This category of models does not differ substantially
from the category of awareness models. However, it explicitly distinguishes between
two levels of information processing: high and low.

The transition  from the awareness generation to the level of processing generation has
been due mainly to the work by Davis (1976), Robertson and Wind (1980), Sheth

(1981), and Hirschman (1980). The major contribution of their work was that the
Hierarchy-of Effects model was adapted to allow for limited cognitive processing.
Under conditions of low involvement the stages of the model changed to: awareness,
trial, attitude formation, and adoption. This version of the model was labelled as the
'Low Involvement Adoption Model' (Zaichkowsky, 1985). Then, according to
Gatignon and Robertson (1985) the "Hierarchy-of-Effects" adoption model is
expected to apply under conditions of:

•                     High consumer learning requirements;
•                     High innovation costs or high switching costs;
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•                  High social imitation;
•                     A multi-person adoption decision as in a family or organization.

They expect the "Low Involvement Adoption Model" to apply under conditions of:

•          Low consumer learning requirements;
•         Low innovation costs or low switching costs;
•         Low social imitation.

This distinction between levels of processing has also been applied to the Adoption
Process Model, Rogers' traditional model. In situations of elaborate or high cognitive
processing, the consecutive stages of the Adoption Process Model are: awareness,
interest, evaluation, and adoption (Gatignon & Robertson, 1985). Others (e.g.,
Nakanishi, 1968) found in their empirical studies on the adoption of new grocery
products (where the adoption might possibly occur at low levels of cognitive
processing) that the stages differed from Rogers' Adoption Process Model with the
following sequence of stages: 1) awareness, 2) trial, 3) evaluation and, 4) adoption or
rej ection.

2.2.5 The Adoption Process Models: Summary and conclusions

Hierarchy of AIDA Adoption
Effects Model Model Process Mode I

Purchase Action Adoption

Behavioral Level Conviction
TrialA

Preferences

Attitude Level Liking Desire Evaluation

  Knowledge Interest Interest

Information Level
Awareness Level Attention Level Awareness

Figure 2.1 shows a comparison between the different awareness models. Adapted
from Robertson (1971:60).

Our purpose of discussing the traditional problem-oriented models was. ody to
give a historical background of the instability of such models in the diffusion
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literature. As a matter of fact, they have almost been excluded from the literature due
to their narrow approach of the adoption process. We mentioned earlier that
they were built on the traditional notion that a problem first must be experienced by
the individual in order for him or her to develop an interest in the innovation and thus
the adoption. However, later empirical studies in consumer behavior strongly

questioned their validity (see Bauer, 1967; Ward & Gibson, 1969).
The adoption models which are presently used in different disciplines (such as rural
sociology, marketing, and medical sociology) are primarily based on the awareness

models, with the difference that more attention is paid to the individual's cognitive
processing level (high involvement versus low involvement). This suggests that the
awareness models still dominate the diffusion theory. For this reason we show in
Figure 2.1 a comparison between the different awareness models:

1. The Hierarchy-of-Effects model
2. The Adoption Process model
3. The AIDA model

(Robertson, 1971:60).

The comparison shows us that the structure of these models may be represented by
simple, direct causal relations from information to behavior through attitude. Research
interest has used the product-oriented approach rather than the consumer-oriented

approach in describing and explaining adoption decisions. The difference between the
product-oriented approach and the consumer-oriented approach is that the former
relies on the information about the product to explain the adoption decision (Feder
1982; Fliegel & Kivlin, 1966), while the latter pays attention to the consumer as an
explanatory source of the adoption process (Webly & Lea,  1993). In other words, the
product-oriented approach (which dominates the diffusion theory studies as we will
see in coming discussions) investigates what new products are adopted by people. On
the other hand, the consumer oriented approach studies why people adopt new
products. The product-oriented approach can be seen as a descriptive approach in the
sense that it describes the information on which an individual reaches a decision to
adopt an innovation. The consumer-oriented approach can be seen as an explanatory
approach in the sense that it explains why an individual arrives at a decision to adopt
an innovation.
It may be assigned that, basically, all one-way cause-and-effect adoption process
models discussed earlier were developed by diffusion researchers who relied on the
product-oriented approach. Obviously, it is too complex to formulate a general
adoption decision model that departs from the product-oriented approach. A major

problem of this approach, that can be seen as a characteristic of diffusion studies in
general, is that it overemphasizes the nature of the innovation being studied. In
diffusion research the departure from a particular innovation in explaining adoption
decisions is consistent with the observation that most diffusion researchers were
generally trained in the technique of the innovation being studied (Rogers,  1983).  For

instance, Rogers' Adoption Process Model (Rogers, 1962) was conceptually framed
and empirically tested (initially) by rural sociologists in order to explain the particular
adoption of new farm practices in rural societies. Most rural sociologists who study
the adoption of farm practices have a graduate or training degree in agriculture, and
the same applies to educational innovations (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971). By result
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we know more about the way fertilizers, weed spray, antibiotic drugs are diffused in a
social system and much less about the psychological explanation of adoption
decisions. Rogers and Shoemaker (1971:780) called this problem 'the overemphasis
on the message content'. They state that "the general result of this overemphasis upon
the object of the message has not been entirely a blessing to the field. The traditions
are thus strengthened and act as partial barriers to the free exchange of diffusion
findings and methods, the search for generalizations across the traditions has been
retarded, and theoretical potentials have not been fulfilled. Most of the innovations
that had been studied resulted from physical or biological science research." (Rogers
& Shoemaker, 1971:79).

Another major problem of the product-oriented approach is that it assumes and
overemphasizes rationality of adopters. Information processing models that have been
used as adoption process models seem too rational and mechanical. They do not
account for the variety of behaviors that can take place in real life. Consumers are
often not as economically rational as traditional economic theory assumes, and their
knowledge of the product is limited. For instance, a diffusion study on adopters'
reactions to the available nutritional information on the labels of food products have
concluded that the vast majority of consumers neither use nor comprehend nutrition
information in arriving at food purchase decision (Jacoby, Speller, & Kohn
1974:119). According to Foxall (1994:78), this finding weakens effect
hierarchy/information processing approaches; it also suggests that the assumptions of
such models are no longer taken for granted by many consumer researchers who are
asking for evidence that consumers understand information to which they are exposed
and make use of The growing recognition of limitations of the product-oriented
approach has prompted the development of the consumer-oriented approach.
The consumer-oriented approach is a growing trend in consumer psychology research
(Lea, 1992). As we explained earlier by this approach most attention is given to the
consumer him/herself rather than to the product as the main explanatory source of his
or her adoption behavior (see also Poiesz, 1993). From the perspective of the
consumer-oriented approach, the product-oriented approach models (the one-way
cause-and-effect adoption process models reviewed earlier) can best be viewed as
models that describe  but do not explain the internal cognitive stages of processing that
an individual can pass through while adopting a particular innovation. Peter and Olson
(1993:29) criticized these product-oriented approach models by stating that in order to
analyse consumer behavior from a consumer-oriented approach, the simple one-way
cause-and-effect relationships are incapable of providing a complete explanation of
even simple events. There is always a variety of causal interactions involved. They
argue that the explanation of consumer behavior in a few steps is definitely
incomplete.

To conclude, general criticisms regarding adoption process models (that is, all
three categories of models) are (see Gatignon & Robertson, 1985; Kleyngeld, 1974;
Weenig and Midden, 1991) that:

1. There is no unified conceptualization or operationalization of the stages,

themselves;
2.            There is no prespecificed order of stages;
3. There isnostable number ofstages.
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These observations combine to form the instability problem.

We can infer from the above discussion that different researchers have observed three
major types of factors to be responsible for the instability (or variance) in the order
and the number of stages of the adoption process models (criticisms 2 and 3):
1. Individual differences; differences in the characteristics of the person are ,

among the main variables that were observed by researchers to have a strong

impact on the nature of the adoption process;
2.   Characteristics of the innovation; the decision adoption process varies

depending upon innovation characteristics. For example, according to
Zaichkowsky (1985) some innovations, by their very nature, generate a low-
involvement adoption process (Gatignon & Robertson, 1985);

3.              Characteristics of the social context; decisions are not made  in a social vacuum
(Payne, Bettman, & Johnson, 1993). Rather, many social factors can influence
the adoption process. For example, according to Gatignon and Robertson
(1985) the Hierarchy-of-Effects adoption model is to be expected under
condition of high social imitation.

The summary and conclusions presented above identify two primary
theoretical sources of the instability in the diffusion literature. First, the lack of
standardized conceptual and operational definitions of the dependent variables (see
criticism  1). This observation underlines the seriousness of the instability problem.
Indeed, in adoption behavior research the different stages of the adoption decision
process are considered to be the dependent variables or the individual responses to
innovations (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971; Rogers, 1995). The second primary
theoretical source of instability is formed by the independent variables (such as
individual differences, innovation characteristics, and social factors). The distinction
between dependent variables and independent variables is made on the basis of the
purpose of diffusion research, to explain individual responses to innovations; the
distinction may not necessarily correspond to the actual time-order in which the
variables occur in the real world (Rogers & Shoemaker 1971; Rogers 1995). To avoid
a deviation from our main line of argument we will return to explain this point more
fully in Chapter 5, where the diffusion methodology of theory development will be
discussed.
In summary, we have in fact two related sources of instability. The two sources may
even interact to produce a level of instability higher than can be explained by the mere
sum of the two sources. These two sources of instability will provide the basis of our
theoretical elaboration in the coming chapters. The next chapter (Chapter 3) will
discuss the lack of standardized conceptual and operational definitions of the
dependent variables (different stages of the adoption process models or individual
responses to innovations). An alternative conceptual and operational adoption process
model will be presented together with the results of a qualitative study. Chapter 4 will
deal with the second source of instability: the independent variables. Our conclusions
from discussions in Chapters 4  and  5  will be integrated in Chapter 5.  In this chapter,
an alternative theoretic approach will be suggested.
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3. Conceptual and operational confusions in the study of individual
adoption decision behavior

3.1 INTRODUCTION

In  Chapter 2 we pointed  at the  lack of conceptual and operational definitions  of the
dependent variables (different stages or individual responses to innovations). The present
chapter will take a closer look at the adequacy of these behavior related concepts and
operationalizations. More specifically, it attempts to: 1. Discuss the chronological
development ofadoption related behavioral concepts in the literature, 2. Assess the nature
ofthe relationships between the major concepts, 3. Discuss the different measurements
of these concepts, 4. Propose a conceptual framework as a synthesis of the previous
points,  and 5. Report the results o f a qualitative study intended to provide a first test of
the alternative conceptual framework.

3.2 BEHAVIOR RELATED CONCEPTS IN THE ADOPTION LITERATURE

In the innovation literature on individual responses to innovations two general lines of
research can be identified. One focuses on innovation adoption, and the other emphasizes
consumer resistance to innovation. The first is the more traditional and dominant stream,
which assesses how adoption is influenced by product characteristics (e.g., Feder, 1982;
Fliegel & Kilvin, 1966; Zaltman, Duncan, & Holbek, 1973; Rogers 1962; Srivastava,
Mahajan, Ramaswami, & Cherian, 1985), personal characteristics (e.g., Robertson,
Zielinski,   &   Ward    1984;   Bass,    1969), and perceived   risk (e.g., Ostlund    1974).
Researchers in the second line of research explicitly assume that rejection and adoption
are two different types of behavior rather than mere antagonistic forms (Gatignon &
Robertson, 1991).

In the adoption literature a variety ofbehavioral concepts is frequently referred to such
as, for example, adoption, rejection, resistance, acceptance, approval, trial, and
postponement. Basically, adoption and rejection are the criterion concepts, with a strong
emphasis in the literature on the former. Apparently, adoption is the more interesting
behavior type to study, even though adoption and rejection are ofequal importance from
a practical point of view: they present each other's complement.

Let us start, therefore, with a critical analysis of the concept ofadoption, which, in the
adoption literature, refers to two different types of behavior. The behavior most
commonly referred to in the definition of adoption is 'the acceptance and the continued
use' ofan innovation (Robertson 1971:56). Alternatively, Rogers (1962) views adoption
as 'a decision to continue full-scale use of an innovation' (p. 17). Robertson's (1971)
definition implies that not every innovation purchase results in adoption. In the case of
non-durable innovations, for which continued use would pose an evident problem,
Robertson (1971) replaced'continuous use' by'repeat purchase decisions', thus indicating
that the operationalization of adoption is dependent upon the nature ofthe product class
under consideration. Apparent conceptual and operational complexities relate to the time
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frame and the number of repeat purchases to be considered, and to the necessity to allow
for product category differences.

Rogers' (1962) definition basically refers to the intention to continue full-scale use of
the innovation. There are two problems with this definition, the first being that research
has shown that intention is a rather weak determinant ofthe corresponding behavior (see
e.g. Howard, 1992). The second problem is that the definition seems to address a mere
determinant of adoption: innovation acceptance. Thus, there is a risk of confusing the
determining concept with the determined concept.

The two different definitions of the same concept illustrate the ease with which
conceptual confusion arises in the area of innovative behavior. In order to clarify the
definitional issue we will attempt to answer the question whether a distinction between
acceptance and adoption is theoretically useful at all. Wilkening (1953) was the first to
use the concept ofacceptance. However, in his definition (page 54), acceptance included
both approval and adoption. According to Klonglan and Coward (1970), approval is the
affirmative evaluation ofa practice whether or not innovation trial occurred, and adoption
refers to the incorporation of the innovation into the behavior pattern. Bohlen (1964)
explicitly called for a distinction between acceptance and adoption, considering the time
lag between mental acceptance and actual adoption. Beal, Klonglan, and Bohlen (1966),
Bohlen (1968), and Rogers (1968) introduced the concept of symbolic adoption, to be
defined by Rogers (1968) as the adoption of symbolic ideas without a material parallel.
Examples of symbolic ideas are migration, occupational choice, and partner choice
(Bohlen 1964). Klonglan and Coward (1970) were the first to view symbolic adoption as
a part of the adoption process, regardless of whether the innovation being adopted is
material or immaterial. The underlying assumption is that all innovations include an idea
component and that some innovations also include a material component (Rogers, 1962;
Krampf, Burns & Rayman, 1993).

In the adoption literature (as we discussed in chapter 2), the adoption decision process
is usually conceived of as a'hierarchy ofeffects' model (Gatignon and Robertson 1991).
Rogers' (1962) adoption process model, which assumes an awareness-interest-evaluation-
trial-adoption sequence, is the most popular. According to Gatignon and Robertson
(1991) the model explains the adoption process under conditions ofhigh involvement or
cognitive processing. In contrast, under conditions of low cognitive processing, the
adoption process may be described in terms of an adapted sequence: awareness-trial-
evaluation-adoption. On the basis ofthe difference between the two sequences, Gatignon
and  Robertson (1991) state  that  in any conceptualization of the adoption process,  it  is
essential to separate trial and adoption (p.325). Innovation trial is defined by Rogers and
Shoemaker (1971) as the application by an individual of the new idea on a small scale in
order to determine its utility  in his  or her own situation. Both under conditions of high
and low involvement consumers pass through the psychological stage of innovation
acceptance before entering the trial stage. However, under high involvement conditions,
relative to low involvement conditions, a more active acceptance develops before trial.
Passive acceptance can be attributed to low consumer learning requirements, low
innovation costs or switching costs, and low social imitation (see Krugman, 1965; Ray,
1973; Robertson 1976; and Gatignon & Robertson, 1985).

As in the case of acceptance, a distinction can be made between active and passive
resistance. The concept ofinnovation resistance has been proposed by Sheth (1981) and
Ram (1987). Passive resistance, then, may be assumed to take place under conditions of
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low involvement or limited or no active cognitive processing: a consumer resists the
innovation without considering its potential. On the other hand, active resistance is

expected under conditions ofhigh involvement or extensive cognitive processing. Engel,
Blackwell, and Miniard (1993) distinguish between active and passive rejection. They
refer to active rejection after the innovation is considered (for instance, after trying it),
and view passive rejection as taking place when the innovation is never really considered

by the consumer. Note that the distinction between active and passive rejection seems to
add to the conceptual confusion in the innovation literature. Do the authors mean active
and passive rejection or active and passive resistance?

It is difficult to be conclusive with regard to the mutual relationships between the

concepts ofadoption, acceptance, rejection and resistance. Concepts may differ from each
other in terms of their psychological meaning and/or because oftheir respective positions
in the adoption sequence. Should adoption and rejection be viewed as each other's
conceptual opposites, or do they reflect different underlying behaviors? Or are they
conceptually similar but located at different positions in the adoption process? Are
rejection and resistance basically the same, or should they be considered different? How
useful is the distinction between active and passive behavior? And what role do trial and
postponement play in relation to these concepts? The literature provides no conclusive
answers to these questions. Comparisons are reported, but these relate more to individual
pairs of concepts than to a systematic overall analysis of conceptual similarities and
differences. In the next section we will refer to some ofthese comparisons.

According to Klonglan and Coward (1970), the two possible outcomes of the
evaluation stage in the adoption process are 'mental acceptance' or'mental rejection', the
former possibly leading to trial and eventual continued use. Both acceptance and rejection
may be related to other concepts. Innovation acceptance may also be viewed as the
obverse of innovation resistance. Then, consumer acceptance and consumer resistance

refer to the same type of behavior, are explained by the same factors, but differ in sign.
Sheth (1981) and Ram (1989) attributed innovation resistance to two major sources of
resistance: perceived risk components and habit or cognitive resistance. However, these
resistance factors seem to provide an incomplete explanation of consumer resistance to
innovations. If attraction factors leading to innovation acceptance are absent, then a
reduction of the resistance factors does not necessarily increase the probability of
acceptance. Also, ifrepulsion factors are absent, a consumer can still resist the innovation
in the absence of attraction factors. Therefore, the assessment of innovation acceptance
and resistance requires the consideration of both repulsion and attraction forces.

Both rejection and resistance refer to the decision not to adopt the innovation. For
instance, Gatignon and Robertson (1989) show that the decision to reject is not explained
by the same factors that explain adoption: 'Rejection is not the mirror image ofadoption
but a different type of behavior. Future research could contribute by specifying factors
uniquely tied to innovation resistance' 4.325, italics ours). Ram (1987) and Ram and
Sheth (1989) refer to innovation resistance as the resistance offered by consumers to an
innovation, either because it poses potential changes from a satisfactory status quo or
because it conflicts with their belief structure (p.6). However, it seems that the same
terms can be used to define rejection: the definition does not allow for a conceptual
distinction between the two concepts. Ifthe concepts are not synonymous, their usage in
the literature is rather inconsistent. For example, Ram (1989) states that two consumers
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may resist the same innovation for different reasons, and these reasons will have effects
on the adoption process ofeach consumer. For example, one consumer may perceive the
price of the innovation to be very high and reject it (p.21).    Summarizing, we posit that
adoption and rejection relate to the behavioral stage in the adoption decision model, while
acceptance and resistance are located at the preceding evaluation and intention level. If
this interpretation is correct, resistance is not the obver#e of adoption, and acceptance         -

may preceed both adoption and rejection.

The consumer may escape from the dilemma between adoption and rejection by
postponing the decision. Postponers are unwilling to commit themselves at a given point
in time. They are undecided as to whether they need more information or more
information-processing time (Gatignon & Robertson, 1991), or are forced to delay

adoption by external constraints such as, for example, product availability. Therefore, we
suggest two types ofpostponement responses toward innovations: trial postponement and
adoption postponement. Trial postponement is a state in which consumers are undecided
as to whether or not they should try using the innovation, or they have decided about trial
but not about the point in time. Adoption postponement is a state in which consumers are
undecided as to whether or not they should continue trial,or they have decided but
external constraints keep them from the purchase. Even though innovationpostponement
may be a major type of consumer response, we know of only one study by Holak,
Lehmann and Sultan (1987), who indirectly examined consumer postponement responses
to innovations.

3.3 THE MEASUREMENT OF INNOVATION RESPONSES

Another possible cause ofconfusion in the innovation adoption literature is the lack of
standardized operationalizations of the dependent variables acceptance, adoption,
rejection, resistance, and postponement.  This  is not surprising, giving the  lack of clear
and consistent conceptualizations. Many adoption studies operationalize adoption in
terms of mere purchase behavior, product ownership, or product possession rather than
the extensive and prolonged use ofthe innovation (see, for example, Dickerson & Gentry,
1983; Olshavsky, 1980). There are two main techniques used by adoption researchers to
assess adoption in terms of the continued and extensive use of the innovation. The
relatively common technique is to employ subjective recall measures on both the date of
purchase and the frequency of use. The other technique is to employ objective measures
where researchers depend upon external information for the assessment of adoption
behavior. Adoption researchers show a tendency to simply distinguish the respondents of
their studies into two groups: adopters and non-adopters (for instance, see Dickerson &
Gentry, 1983). Gatignon and Robertson (1989), studying organizational innovation
behavior, state that grouping all nonadopters as a single category loses some level of
information relevant to adoption decision. Organizations may still be in the process of
evaluating whether or not they should adopt. Therefore, it would be erroneous to classify
them as having made a decision to reject the innovation (p.42). The same argument
applies to consumers: at a particular point in time, nonadopters could be classified as
belonging to resistors, postponers, or rejectors.

It is surprising that in spite ofthe theoretical and practical importance ofthe differences
between these consumer responses to innovations, no standardized measurements ofthese
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concepts have been presented in the adoption literature. For the measurement of
acceptance and adoption no known scales are available. The only standardized scale to
measure consumer resistance to innovation is suggested by Ram (1989). The basic idea of
his scale is that resistance can be measured by assessing the psychological antecedents of
innovation resistance (in terms of four perceived risk components and two habit re-
sistance components), and the consumer behavioral resistance to try, purchase, and switch
to the innovation. We noted earlier that in a complete approach two types ofantecedents
should be measured: both repulsion and attraction factors. It can be argued, therefore, that
an approach which operationalizes consumer resistance in terms of the repulsion (or
attraction) factors alone is basically incomplete. Ram's (1989) resistance scale does
exactly this: it only assesses repulsion factors.

The measurement oftrial postponement involves the assessment ofa type ofconsumer
response to innovations which is located later in the adoption process relative to active
acceptance and active resistance. The trial postponement response can be operationalized
as the consumer's intention to postpone the experience of a limited application of the
innovation to his or her situation after s/he has actively accepted it. The development of
scales  for the measurement of innovation responses is beyond the scope  of the present
study. Conceptual clarity and uniqueness constitute a goal that should be achieved before
specific operationalizations can be presented.

3.4 A FRAMEWORK OF INNOVATION RESPONSES

An attempt is made here to summarize the different concepts and their relationships in
one overall framework, in which also the adoption sequence is represented. See Figure
3.1.

Figure 3.1 about here
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Figure 3.1 Conceptual framework of innovation responses
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The conceptual framework may be translated in operational terms. See Table 3.1.

Table 3.1 about here
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Table 3.1 A framework of operationalizations

Concept Variable

Active or passive
Acceptance/resistance Level of perceived newness (Krampf et al., 1993).

Absence ofdirect usage experience (*)
Intention to try (Ram, 1998)
Intention to purchase (Ram, 1989)
Intention to switch (Ram, 1989)

Trail postponement Absence of direct usage exercise (*)
Intention to postpone trial  (*)

Adoption postponement Presence of direct usage experience (*)
Intention to postpone purchase (Holak et al.,
1987)
Intention to postpone switching (*)

Adoption Present innovation usage level (*)
Perceived level of usage satisfaction
(Krampf et al., 1993)

Rejection Presence of direct usage experience (*)
Intention not to re-use innovation
(Robertson, 1971).

(*) These concepts were proposed by the present author on the basis of literature review.
Operationalizations were very direct-the questions asked by the interview used the same
terminology as the concepts themselves).

A qualitative assessment of the conceptual framework

A study was set up to make a preliminary assessment ofthe relevance and validity of
the conceptual framework and its operational translation. The operational goal of the
study was to find out how and why consumers proceed in their innovation decision

process. No specific hypotheses were formulated, but a qualitative study was carefully
designed to assess whether a psychologically meaningful distinction can be made
between the various concepts of the proposed framework.

Method

Respondents
Sixteen respondents were recruited by the Product Evaluation Laboratory ofthe Delft

University of Technology. Respondents belonged to a pool of inhabitants ofthe city of
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Delft who were willing to participate in scientific inquiries.  The pool consists of about
1000 persons with varying socio-economic and demographic backgrounds. Selection
requirements were that the number of men and women should be equal, and that low,
medium and high incomes should be approximately equally represented. Apart from the
selection criteria, selection was random. Respondents received the equivalent of 8 US$
for their participation.

General set up
The qualitative study was structured according to the conceptual/operational

framework depicted in Figure 3.1 and Table 3.1, respectively. Because subjective
newness rather than objective newness is the relevant concept, the procedure was to
ensure that each respondent had to be confronted with products subjectively viewed as
innovations.  For this reason, the study was done on the basis of individual interviews

Procedure

Respondents were invited 'to have an interview on new products'. The interviews
lasted about 45 minutes and were videotaped. The interview consisted oftwo parts. The
goal of the first part was to make an inventory of a sufficient number of subjectively
relevant innovations. This part was structured as follows:
1  The respondent received an explanation of the word 'innovation';
2   The respondent was asked to give some examples of innovations (unaided);
3   The respondent was asked to select examples of innovations from a predetermined list

of categories ofnew products (aided). Product categories included in the list were food
and drinks, personal care products, cleaning products, audio-visual and information
technological products, pharmaceutical products, and a rest-category;

4  For each product category, 3 examples of individual products were provided (e.g., CD-
interactive, CD-rom, hand-held telephone, pasta snack, Internet, etc.); The respondent
had to indicate whether s/he was aware of these innovations;

5  All innovations of which a respondent was aware (originated from 2,3 and 4) were
rated in terms ofperceived newness according to the operationalization employed by
Krampf et al.,  1993).

The second part of the interview focused on the adoption process itself. This was done
for those products that individual respondents had personally identified as innovations in
the previous part. To clarify, respondents were first identified as to the stage in the
adoption process. This was done with the scheme presented in Table 3.2, based upon the
operationalizations as presented in Table 3.1.

Table 3.2 about here
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Table 3.2 Operational schemes innovation related responses

Do you have direct usage experience with the product?

Yes No

Presence of direct use experience? Absence of direct use experience?

Do you have the intention to (re) buy/(re) use    Do you have the intention to buy
the product? (use/try/switch) the product?

1.No --t Rejection 1. No: Did you consider buying

(etc.) it?

1.1 Yes -A Active resistance
2. If Yes: 1.2  No -D• Passive resistance

2.1 Postpone I Adoption 2. Yes:  To what extent

(re)buy/ (re) use post- have you evaluated the
ponement innovation?

2.1 Low -A Passive
acceptance

2.2 Immediately or continue 2.2 High -t Active acceptance
(re)buy/ (re)use I Adoption

2.2.1 I will buy (etc.) it soon
-* Trial

2.2.2 I will postpone buying (etc.)
it?

-A Trial
postpnement

Note that respondents did not receive feedback on the identification to avoid framing
effects. Next, they were requested to describe the process from beginning to end in an
unstructured interview ('Can you describe how you came to this decision, starting from
the moment you were first confronted with the product?'). In this interview, the researcher
did not provide any information as to the possible structure ofthe adoption process.

3.4.3   Results and discussion

For the sake of clarity, the results will be reported in the form of individual
observations.
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•    Per respondent, the scheme was applied to 4 products consecutively (these products
had been individually identified as innovations. A total of24 products were perceived
as innovations. The nature and combination of these products varied over respon-
dents. In total, the scheme was applied to 64 units of analysis;

•  Over respondent-product combinations, a large variety of innovation related

responses was observed;
• Respondents reported having no difficulty understanding scheme-related questions;
•  With the help of the operational scheme it proved possible to allocate each

respondent-product combination to one ofthe behavior stages. Additional questions
were not required.

•     All innovation related responses in the scheme could be identified. These responses,
together with their frequency of observation in parentheses, are: passive resistance
(19), adoption (12), adoption postponement (8), rejection (6), active resistance (6),
passive acceptance (6), trial postponement (6), active acceptance (5), and trial (1 -
meaning that one respondent was actually in the stage of trying out one of the
products). It should be noted that passive resistance was the behavior most frequently
identified;

•      For all types ofproducts respondents showed a tendency ofproceeding according to a
low involvement or 'do-feel-think' process: first low initial knowledge, then
experience (trial), and finally acquire information. The respondents judged the trial
phase very important;

•      In the case ofactual adoption, it is unclear how often the product will be used. This is
in line with the concept of adoption as defined by Robertson (1971);

• Respondents spontaneously make a distinction between symbolic and objective
qualities innovations (see Kionglan & Coward, 1970): accepting the idea or symbolic
product qualities versus accepting the actual physical, or objective product qualities
(P.99).

The interpretation of descriptions provided by the respondents was done by two
mutually independent intelviewers. In conclusion, the scheme based upon the
conceptual framework could be applied in a meaningful way. Respondents understood
the meaning of the concepts and, with the help of the scheme; distinctions between the
concepts could be made. Ifthe process is viewed as located on a time-continuum,
respondents were capable of locating the different concepts at different points of the
continuum. This is important as, as far as known, this the first attempt to
simultaneously present concepts that show a tendency to be confused in the literature.

The results indicate that there is reason to believe that meaning-differences may be ident-
ified, although these differences may be small, and may possibly reflect avery small time
distance on the continuum representing the adoption process. This study shows also how
innovation related behavior may be operationalized. Because all behavior options are
included, the likelihood ofoperational confusion is reduced. The same negative reaction
to an innovation may have different psychological meanings, depending upon the stage in
the adoption process. This applies, mutatis   mutandis, to positive reactions as well. The
scheme developed for this study shows how different psychological meanings may be
accounted for, even if consumers express them in equal overt behaviors.
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A methodological suggestion implied by the results is that in spite ofthe risks involved
in the adoption of innovations, consumers tend to follow a risk reducing strategy in which
trial is a critical tactic. If this suggestion is correct, it may imply that existing scales
related to adoption behavior are biased toward high involvement behavior.

The framework presented in this chapter may provide a first contribution to the
reduction of the instability problem in innovation research. A researcher should be able to

correctly identify non-adoption as reflecting active resistance, passive resistance,
rejection, and trial postponement or adoption postponement. This is only possible if a
conceptual and methodological framework is employed in which the competing concepts
are simultaneously included. Further, a correct diagnosis of the nature of the target
behavior may help determine what operational measures need to be taken.

The next step in research, which is beyond the goal of this study, would be a
quantitative test of the framework and an assessment of associated antecedents.
Knowledge of innovation behavior determinants is required to determine whether the
adoption continuum referred to earlier should be broken down in different segments
reflecting differences in the nature of behavior, rather than differences in the degree of
behavior alone.
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4. The instability problem  and the effects of innovation, person, and social
context on adoption decision behavior

4.1 INTRODUCTION

In chapter 2 we identified two primary sources of instability: The lack of standardized
conceptual and operational definitions ofthe dependent variables (or individual responses
toward innovation), and the variation in the effects of the independent variables
(innovation, person, and social context aspects or characteristics) on the dependent
adoption variables.

This chapter attempts to: 1. take a closer look at the instability problem with regard to
the effects ofthese independent variables on adoption behavior, 2. present an analytical
view of the approach used in the diffusion literature to study the impact of the
independent variables on adoption behavior, and 3. discuss other approaches that may be
used as possible alternatives to the one presented in the literature.

4.2  INSTABILITY IN THE EFFECTS OF INNOVATION, PERSON, AND SOCIAL CONTEXT
ASPECTS ON ADOPTION BEHAVIOR

We mentioned earlier (Chapter 3), that, in the diffusion literature, Rogers' Adoption
Process Model (1962), which assumes an awareness-interest-trial-adoption sequence, is
still the most popular adoption decision model (Rogers 1995). While all these stages are
of potential interest, most diffusion studies limit themselves to the explanation of the
final stage: adoption.  This  may be  due  to  the  fact that  it  is the only stage  that is common
among all adoption decision models. Hence, our next discussions will primarily focus
upon the instability issue in the explanation of adoption behavior.
Diffusion researchers have given much attention to the effects ofthe three major factors
innovation, person, and social context on adoption behavior.
It is suggested that the explicit recognition of innovation, person, and social context
differences can substantially enhance the explanation and understanding of various
adoption behaviors. Indeed, past research has shown that the intensity and the direction of
adoption behavior is contingent upon these three factors (Gatignon & Robertson, 1985).
The three factors (innovation, person, and social context) are seen by the diffusion
researchers as the explanatory corner stones of adoption behavior, in the sense that any
analysis of adoption behavior should refer to a particular person in a particular social
context who is dealing with a particular innovation. Hence, diffusion researchers' central
interest is in the individual characteristics, innovation characteristics, and social charac-
teristics that lead to the outcome decision ofadoption. Examples ofthese characterics are,
respectively, cosmopolitness and venturesomeness, innovation complexity, and social
integration. Rogers (1995) produced an inventory of the major characteristics (or
determinants) which is presented in Table 4.1. (See next page)
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Table 4.1 Rogers' 1995 inventory of major personal characteristics, innovation
characteristics,and social characteristicsused in diffusion literatule in explaining adoption
behavior.

Variable name Definition

Personal characteristics

Innovativeness The tendendy to learn about and adq)t innovations within a
specific product category

Venturesomeness Willingness to take risk in bu)ing products within a spwific
product category

Cosmopolitanism Degree of orientation beyond a particuhr social system
Social integration Extent of social participatim with other members of the

community
Privilegedness Perceived financial well-being relative to peers
Interest polymorphism Variety and extent of one's personal interest
General self-confidence in Perceived abihty to cope with dayto-day problems
problem-solving
General self-confidence in Perceived ability to cope with others, opinions of one's
psychosocial matters decision
Family income Total family income
Respondent educaticn Years of formal education
Occupational status of hus- Social occupatimal status, nrasured by the Duncan scat
band (1982)

Respondent age

Perceived innovation attributes

Relative advantage Degree to which the innovation is perceived as superior to
ideas it supersedes (both economic and non-economic con-
sideration)

Compatibility Degree to which the innovation is perceived as consistent
with existingvalues, habits, and past ecperiences of the
potential adopter

Complexity Degree to which the innovation is perceived as difficult to
understand and use

Triability Degree to which the innovation is perceived as available for
trial on a limited basis, withalt large commitment
Degree to which results of an innovation will be apparent and

Oservability possible to communicate with others
Degree to which risks areperceived as associated with the

Perceived risk innovation

Social characteristics

Social pressure The degree of pressure exerted on the individual by his
society

Source: Adapted from Rogers (1995).

While all three types of factors are ofpotential interest, the major focus ofthe diffusion
studies has been how potential users' perceptions of innovations influence their adoption
(for instance, Brancheau & Wetherbe 1990; Moore 1987; Johnson and Rice 1987; Moore
& Benbasat 1991). According to Moore and Benbasat (1991:193), measuring potential
adopters' perception of innovations has been termed a 'classical issue' in the innovation
literature and a 'potential key' for integrating various findings within diffusion research.
Later we will discuss whether adopters' perceptions can indeed serve as a 'potential key'
to solve the instability problem.
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One ofthe most often cited reviews ofthe perceived characteristics literature is that of
Rogers (1995) who, in a survey of several thousand innovation studies, identified five
characteristics of an innovation which affect its adoption. These are relative advantage,
compatibility, complexity, observability, and triability.
Examples of subjective measures in the diffusion theory are perceived levels of
complexity, triability, relative advantage and observability (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971).
Complexity "is the degree to which an innovation is perceived as relatively difficult to
understand and use" (Rogers 1995:242). Innovations can be classified on the complexity-
simplicity continuum. Several studies found that the complexity of innovation is
negatively related to its adoption rate (for example, Carlson 1965; Danda & Danda 1968;
and Feliciano (1964). Triability "is the degree to which an innovation may be experi-
mented with on a limited basis" (Rogers 1995:243). Some innovations are more difficult
to try out than others.
Some diffusion studies found that the triability of the innovation, as perceived by
members ofa social system, is positively related to adoption rate (Fliegel & Kivlin 1962;
Polgar et al. 1963; and Kivlin & Fliegel, 1967). Relative advantage is defined as "the
degree to which an innovation is perceived as better than the idea it supersedes" (Rogers
1995:250). A series ofstudies byMansfield (1960,1961, and 1968) show that the relative
advantage of an innovation is positively related to its adoption rate. Observability"is the
degree to which results ofan innovation are visible to others" (Rogers, 1995:251). Some
diffusion studies found that the perceived observability of an innovation is positively
related to its adoption rate (Kivlin & Fliegel, 1967; Mansfield,  1961; and Polgar et al.,
1963).

In a comparison between innovation attributes and personal characteristics, Ostlund
(1974:174) found that innovation attributes are better predictors ofadoption than personal
characteristics. He stated that: "The evidence from two studies of new consumer
packaged goods suggests that perceptions of innovations by potential adopters can be
very effective predictors of innovativeness (adoption), more so than personal
characteristics". There have been many attempts by diffusion researchers to identify other
innovation attributes than those listed in Figure 4.1  but most attempts failed. For instance,
Rogers (1995:210) reports: "The twenty-five attributes (considered in his study) ex-
plained 27% ofthe variance in the adoption ofthe eight innovations. The five attributes
(relative advantages, complexity, triability, observability, and compatibility) explained
26% of the variance, only marginally less".

However, diffusion researchers still doubt that the explanation of adoption is well
established in the literature (Robertson, 1971; Downs & Mohr, 1976; Moore & Benbasat,
1991). For almost all ofthese factors, including the five innovation characteristics, there
are numerous studies suggesting both positive and negative relationships with adoption
and many studies indicate no relationship whatsoever. Rogers and Shoemaker (1971:
352-375) provided a similarly confused picture ofhow each factor relates to adoption. Of
38 propositions bearing directly on the act ofinnovation cited by Rogers and Shoemaker,
34 were supported in some studies and received no support in others. Only the 4
propositions with a consistent record were treated in very few studies. Note that ofthese
38 propositions 14 are directly related to adoption (see Table 4.2). According to
Robertson (1971:47) such percentages  show  that the relationships between diffusion
variables and adoption are 'not clear-cut'.

Table 4.2 shows that it is not possible to use any of the very specific diffusion variables

for giving a general explanation ofadoption behavior. Even if such a general explanation
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would be possible for a particular innovation, the application with the same variables in
other circumstances could turn out to be difficult and could lead to the same instability
problem. Family income, for example, may have an effect on the adoption of innovation
A (for example, a new car) and may have no effect on the adoption of innovation B  (for
example, a new pen).

Figure 4.2: The instability in findings among the most important independent variables
used in diffusion literature in explaining adoption behavior.

Diffusion variables Relationships % of studies % of studies Total
with adoption supporting not-supporting

Personal characteristics

Education positive            74                 26                     100
Family income positive            67                 33                     100
Venturesomeness positive             73                  27                      100
Cosmopolitanism positive             76                  24                      100
Social integration positive 100                 ---                      100
Age negative                          19                                     81                                              100

Social status positive             68                  32                      100
Privilegedness positive             52                  48                      100
Perceived risk negative            58                  42                      100

Perceived innovation attributes

Relative advantage positive             67                  33                       100
Compatibility positive             67                  33                       100
Complexity negative                      56                               46                                       100

Triability positive                           69                                     31                                              100

Observability positive             78                  22                      100

Social factors

Social pressure negative            55                  45                      100

Source: Based on Rogers and Stanfield (1968), Rogers and Schoemaker (1971), and
Robertson (1971). It is important to note that although the data in this table are
gathered from the early 197Os, this does not change the interpretation concerning the
instability problem. The generalizations shown in Table 4.2 are still dominating in

According to Downs and Mohr (1976:702), "When diffusion research findings
surrounding a particular variable is contradictory, the common reaction has been to view
the matter as yet undecided and call for further study, rather than to explore the divergent
studies in search of linkages between the kind of results obtained and the kinds of
innovations considered". The consequence ofthis is that, although the diffusion literature
is replete with specific variables explaining a wide range ofadoption behaviors, different
variables are appropriate in different adoption circumstances. The ability to predict which
variable will be appropriate is very limited. As always, we are far better in explaining
past adoption behavior than in predicting future behavior.
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4.3 PROBLEMS RELATED TO A GENERAL PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPLANATION OF ADOPTION
BEHAVIOR

In this section we will discuss the problems of the diffusion approach in overcoming
the instability problem. It is important to note that most ofthese problems are identified
by diffusion researchers. Here, the various arguments are integrated in a single overview.
Conclusions will be added.

There has been a tendency among researchers to study each of the three types of factors
(innovation, person and social context) as independent from the other two. Ostlund
(1969:15) states: "The primary objective in diffusion theory research is to study the
relative ability ofthese factors to predict who will adopt an innovation". In other words,
the question of how these three factors may influence adoption behavior has been
approached in the diffusion literature by splitting them up into the following three

independent questions:

1. What aspects or characteristics of innovations may lead people to adoption behavior ?
2. What aspects or characteristics of individuals may lead them to adoption behavior ?
3. What aspects or characteristics of social communities may lead people to adoption

behavior ?

Note: Other aspects of the situation than the social context have been ignored by
diffusion researchers. Later in this chapter we will return to discuss this point.

According to Downs and Mohr (1976), this approach, which was adopted by most
diffusion researchers, resulted in a large variation in empirical research findings. They
state: 66 Factors found to be important for innovation in one study are found to be
considerably less important, not important at all, or even inversely important in another
study. This phenomenon occurs with relentless regularity" (p.700). Several diffusion
researchers, such as Becker (1970), Downs & Mohr (1976) found that different aspects of
each of the three factors may not always act independently on adoption behavior. The
influence of one aspect of the innovation on adoption behavior may be moderated by
another aspect or other aspects in the person or/and the social context. For example, the
influence ofsocial pressure (as an aspect ofthe social context) on adoption behavior was
found to vary depending on the price level of the innovation (which is an aspect of the
innovation). According to Gatignon and Robertson (1985) adopters experience higher
social pressure when adopting an expensive innovation (like a new car) than when
adopting a cheaper one (such as a new grocery product). They state:  There is little
theoretical basis which aspects of innovation lead to adoption without social influence
and which aspects of the innovation result in adoption conditional on social interaction.

(1991:321).
Becker (1970) found that the adopters of measles immunization were young, urban,

liberal, and cosmopolitan (aspects ofthe person) while the adopters ofdiabetes screening
were old, rural, conservative, and parochial. He concluded that the influences of the
above personal aspects on adoption behavior are dependent on the type ofthe innovation.
Further, the influence of the adopter financial ability or wealth (as an aspect of the
person) on adoption behavior was found to differ from one innovation to another. Downs
and Mohr (1976:703) state: "There would be no point in trying to generalize about the

impact of a variable like wealth on innovativeness (adoption behavior) because wealth
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would not have a constant impact. Variation ofa characteristic ofan innovation between
one study and another but not within the respective studies is almost certainly an
important source of instability in the innovation research".

The influence ofthe level ofcomplexity ofthe innovation (aspect ofthe innovation) on
adoption behavior may be found to be dependent on the level of education, income, or
social status (aspects ofthe person). Conversely, the influence ofthe level of education,
income, or social status on adoption behavior may be dependent on the level ofcomplex-
ity or any other aspects of the innovation such as, for example, the innovation cost.
Thus, the different aspects of each ofthe three types offactors may moderate each other
before they influence adoption behavior. Although Downs and Mohr (1976:703) state
that, "it would be possible to manage the resulting instability with a general theory by
postulating interaction among independent variables". The authors do not suggest any
theoretical approach to study interactions.

In conclusion, the first problem in diffusion research is that, as far as we know, there is
no theoretical approach that can explain or even discuss the interaction between person,
innovation, and social context. To attain such an approach, the three separate questions
investigated by diffusion researchers (discussed above) have to be complemented and
integrated with the question how different aspects or characteristics of each of the three
factors (innovation, person, and social context) may combine and interact to influence
adoption behavior. It is important to note, however, that due to the large number of
aspects to be considered and the many possible interactions among them, an approach
that integrates all possible main and interaction effects may be too complex to handle
theoretically and operationally. In principle, a large number of interactions would have to
be investigated before their influences on adoption behavior can be assessed and
generalized. Studying the interactions between all individual aspects ofthe three factors
of innovation, person, and social context would amount to nothing less than re-doing all
studies of the diffusion paradigm.

The second major conceptual/theoretical problem in the diffusion literature is the high
specificity level of the independent variables, for instance, family income and
cosmopolitanism. Studying the effects of individual differences, innovation attributes,
and social characteristics on adoption behavior at a level of conceptualization that is
insufficiently aggregated and generalized may result in every behavior being considered
unique  (Punj and Steward 1983). General models of individual differences, innovation
attributes, and social factors and their influence on adoption behavior would be very
difficult to build at this micro-level of analysis. According to Eysenck (1961), Punj and
Stewart (1983), and Poiesz (1994), behavioral determinants (such as individual differ-
ences, innovation attributes, and social factors) may be characterized in terms of a
'hierarchy of determinants'. At the lowest level of analysis -the level of specific
determinants- no generalization is possible. Only by moving to higher levels in the
hierarchy ofdeterminants it is possible to develop generalizations. Hence, behavior deter-
minants can be analyzed at different levels of specificity. The more specific the
determinants or variables are used to analyse the behavior at issue, the less they are
generalizable across different behaviors or studies. Conversely, the more general the
determinants or variables are, the more generalizable they are across different behaviors
and studies (for further explanation of the hierarchy ofdeterminants see Section 4.4.1 of
this chapter). Because the variables of the diffusion literature are highly specific in
nature, generalizations across different adoption circumstances are problematic.
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A third conceptual/theoretical problem in the diffusion approach is related to the
distinction made earlier in Chapter 2 between a product-orientented approach and a
consumer-oriented approach in the explanation of adoption behavior. In the former
approach, the product is viewed as the main explanatory source ofthe adoption behavior,
while in the latter approach the consumer him/herself is taken as the primary explanatory
source. In other words, the product-oriented approach (which dominates diffusion theory
studies) investigates what new products are adopted; and how the consumer oriented
studies why people adopt new products. Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) and Rogers
(1995) implicitly assumed that adoption research uses the consumer-oriented approach.
They refer to the "individual perspective" when diffusion variables are assessed by
subjective measures. We argue that subjective measures do not provide a sufficient basis
for a consumer-oriented approach. Most ofthe concepts that they assessed in subjective
terms are still more product-oriented (or product-related) concepts than consumer-
oriented/related concepts. For example, complexity is a product-related dimension
defined in subjective terms as shown in the Figure 4.1. The individual, for example, can
perceive the innovation as highly complex, yet s/he may still adopt it because s/he has the

cognitive ability to deal with such complexity (such as in case ofphysicians adopting a
new complex drug). In this interpretation ofthe example, complexity is more a cognitive
ability related concept than a product-related concept. The same reasoning seems to apply
to other innovation dimensions that are measured in subjective terms such as, for in-
stance, compatibility, observability, and so on. This criticism is not only limited to
innovation related dimensions but also to person related dimensions. For instance,
innovativeness is defined by Goldsmith and Hofacker (1991:289) as "the tendency to
learn about and adopt innovations within a specific product category". This definition
shows how the concept is product-related. The same applies to the concept
venturesomeness, defined by Ostlund (1974: 21) as "willingness to take risk in buying
products within a specitic product category". The product dependent nature of these

concepts makes them problematic for the generalization of research findings across

product classes or even across products within the same class.

A final problem in diffusion research is suggested by Rogers and Shoemaker (1971),
Downs and Mohr (1976), and Moore and Benbasat (1991). This problem involves the
operationalization ofthe independent variables. Moore and Benbasat (1991:21) state that:
"The focus on the objective measures in diffusion research has created this inconsistency.
Primary (objective) attributes are intrinsic to an innovation independent of their
perception by potential adopters. The behaviour of individuals, however, is predicted by
how they perceive these primary attributes. Because different adopters might perceive
primary characteristics in different ways, their eventual behaviours might differ. This is
the root ofthe problem ofusing primary (objective) characteristics as research variables".
When reviewing the diffusion literature we observe how researchers tend to consider

'objective' measures, rather than perceptions (or subjective measures) for these dimen-
sions or aspects. Examples of objective measures are income, wealth, price level of
innovation, age, level of education, intelligence, and social status. Few studies employed
subjective measures.  Most of these studies investigated how aspects  of the innovation
may affect the adoption or diffusion rate. The adoption or diffusion rate is defined as the
time needed for the innovation to spread in society (Rogers  1995) and described as "an

aggregative measure resulting from many separate adoption decisions" (Ostlund
1974:23).
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Another problem of the objective measures in the diffusion research is that their
operationalizations have widely differed among various studies. By result, studies may
not be aggregated or compared, and operationalizations may not measure the same
concept. For instance, it is almost impossible to compare the operational definitions used
for the social status of physicians and farmers. Also there are large differences in the
ways researchers operationalize levels ofeducation and intelligence. This problem is very
similar to the problem of lack of standardized operationalizations of the dependent
variables as discussed in Chapter 3. The same problem arises here for the independent
variables, which were measured according to the nature ofthe product and the situation
under study; measurement takes place by way of a scale, an index, an observation, or an
answer to a direct question (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971). Further, it is almost custom
among diffusion researchers not to report the empirical referents of their concepts.

4.4  PROBLEMS OF THE DIFFUSION APPROACH:
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

If the types of variables would be used in combination, however, there is a lack of
knowledge with regard to their interaction effects. Four types ofproblems of independent
variables in diffusion research were identified that together contribute to the instability
problem: The neglect of the possibility of interactions, the high level of variable
specificity, the overemphasis on the product, and the focus on objective rather than
subjective measures. In the previous chapter an attempt was made to adress the instability
problem by providing a systematic overview of the criterion variables.  Is it possible to
confront the instability problem also with respect to the independent variables?
The combination ofthese two problems suggests that approaches to the study ofadoption
behavior can be placed on a continuum ranging from highly specific to very general, and
that the emphasis so far has been on the more specific extreme of this continuum.
Alternative approaches may be located in a more general range of the continuum.  On
what basis should alternative approaches be selected? We take the four problems of the
diffusion approach as a starting point. Instability seems to be due, to a large extent, to the
high level of specificity of variables used,  and to the neglect of possible interactions of
these variables. Another starting point is the consumer perspective. In the following we
will discuss two possible alternatives.  One is focussed on a limited set of seven generic
variables, and the other focuses on three generic variables.

We seem to have two options: One option is to follow the product-oriented approach
and agree with Rowe and Boise (1974:289-290) reject the notion that a unitary theory of
innovation can exist. This would imply the postulation of distinct types of innovations
whose adoption can best be explained by corresponding theories. However, by adopting
the reasoning by Rowe and Boise in fact every new adoption situation (or, every new
combination ofthe three factors innovation, person, and situation) would require its own
theory.

Another option is to find an approach that provides an alternative (or a substitute)
theoretical structure for the different determinants ofadoption behavior. An alternative
theoretical structure implies a more general framework under which adoption behavior
can be studied. This may result in the substitution of one problem by another, however:
"The instability of determinants from case to case frustrates the theory building efforts.
The purpose of investigating the reasons why some individuals are more likely than
others to adopt a given innovation has been to develop a more general theory of inno-
vation. Because previous empirical research indicates that the determinants important for
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one innovation are not necessarily important for others, these efforts have not yielded
such a theory" (Becker, 1970:275).

Here we will attempt to make a first step in the direction of such an alternative
approach for the study of adoption behavior. What are the more general criteria for such
an approach?

•      The alternative approach should provide a general framework for the explanation
of different types of adoption behavior. It should apply equally to, for instance,
the adoption of a new drug by a physician and the adoption of a new farm
practice by a farmer.

•     The general framework should be able to deal with the instability ofdeterminants
among different situations.

•     The general framework should take the consumer (adopter) as a starting point, in
contrast with the traditional diffusion framework which departs from the product
(innovation). This means that the model derived from the general framework
should be able to offer an explanation ofadoption behavior which is not based on
a particular innovation, but instead, is based on the psychological explanation of
this type of consumer behavior.  The goal is to explain the adoption behavior of
consumers, not the diffusion of new products. In other words, we aim to
investigate adoption behavior from a consumer psychological perspective rather
than from a product perspective.

•   The alternative approach should emphasize the subjective rather than objective
nature of variables.

4.5 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES TO THE STUDY OF ADOPTION BEHAVIOR

The more general frameworks that may be suggested for these areas can be subsumed
under the title of the MOA-models. The title stands for the use ofthree general types of
variables: motivation, ability and opportunity. These variables were used in different
models, including the well-known Elaboration Likelihood Model by Petty and Cacioppo
(e.g. 1986), the Triad Model by Poiesz (1999, 1994), and the MOA Model by MacInnes
and Jaworski (1989). The essence ofthese models is their use ofmotivation, ability and
opportunity in a generic sense. The basic assumption of the models is that the variables
are capable of representing all possibly relevant determinants of a particular behavior X.
Although the models differ in several respects, we will need them for their common
elements: the three central determinants. For that reason, we will subsume them in the
following under the term 'MOA-model'.

4.5.1 Introduction

In this section we will discuss other existing theoretical approaches that may be used to
study adoption behavior as alternatives (or substitutes) to the ones of the diffusion
literature. An important question concerns the direction in which we should search for
alternative approaches. We take as a starting point that the alternative approach needs to

employ determinants (or variables) of behavior at a more general level than that of the
more traditional diffusion variables. Variable specificy was suggested as one likely cause
ofthe instability problem. Two possible alternatives will be considered; the MOA Model
(MacInnes & Jaworski, 1989) and the behavioral decision theory (Newell & Simon,
1972; Beach & Mitchell, 1978; Punj & Stewart, 1983; Bettman, Johnson, & Payne,
1991). In the coming section we will outline the two approaches starting from a more
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general level approach (the MOA Model) to a relatively more specific level approach (the
behavioral decision theory). Further, the two approaches will be compared and evaluated
in terms of their ability to reduce the instability problem.

4.5.2     The MOA Model; a meta-theory of individual behavior

4.5.2.1  Introduction to the MOA model

Although the instability problem is addressed here directly in relation to adoption
behavior, the problem is not new in psychology.  In fact in the study of other types of
behavior instability problems may be observed that have called for theoretical solutions.
One ofthe most widespread research areas is that of information processing and attitude
change. For these areas theoretical frameworks have proposed that may serve as a source
of inspiration for the current issue.

In the literature, the concept of ability is sometimes exchanged for capacity. Because
ability may be interpreted as including opportunity aspects as well, the term capacity will
be used in the remainder of this book. For this reaons, the labels MOA (Motivation,
Opportunity and Ability) and MCO (Motivation, Capacity, and Opportunity will be used
interchangeably.

A fundamental distinction may be made between objective and the perceived
(subjective) behavior determinants. That is, we should allow for differences between the
objective nature of the behavior determinants and the subjectively perceived nature of
these determinants.

Per generic variable, a distinction can be made between intrinsic and extrinsic aspects
or determinants (or endogenous or exogenous aspects or determinants), which is a
general distinction applied to psychological variables. Poiesz (1999; 1994) makes the
following distinction per type of MOA-variable:
1. Perceived intrinsic determinants of motivation; motivation  that is perceived to  be

related to the characteristics of the person him/herself, for instance, aspiration and
personal needs.

2. Perceived extrinsic determinants of motivation; motivation that is perceived to be
related to the external factors. Examples are, social pressure and social norms.

3. Perceived intrinsic determinants ofcapacity; capacity, which is perceived as, related  to
personal factors. Examples are personal skills and knowledge.

4. Perceived extrinsic determinants of capacity; capacity is assumed to be perceived as
having external causes as well, for example, externally provided help or support.

5. Perceived intrinsic determinants of opportunity; opportunity that is perceived to be
controllable by the person. An example is self-determined time.

6. Perceived extrinsic determinants ofopportunity; extrinsic opportunity is defined as the
opportunity that is not perceived to be subject to individual choice and decision. For
example, weather conditions.

4.5.2.2  Does the MOA model meet the requirements ofa generalframeworkfor the study
of adoption  behmior?

(Although the word 'model' is used, it does not fully apply due to the lack of
specification ofthe relationship between the constituent elements).
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•      The advantage of the MOA approach is that it may be applied to explain different
behavior aspects of adoption, for instance, acceptance/resistance or adoption/
rejection. At the most general level the MOA model conceptualizes the
fundamental and essential behavior determinants required for any type of
behavior to take place.

•    In real life adoption behavior is determined by innovation, person, and situation
variables and their interaction. It may be assumed that these general types of
variables may be represented by the other generic variables motivation, capacity
and opportunity. In other words, the three generic variables motivation, capacity,
and opportunity are suggested to be applicable to different types of persons
dealing with different types of innovations in different types of situations.
Because this point is the core ofour further discussions we shall return to it in the
next section by assessing whether the MOA approach can deal with the instability
problern.

•    Theoretically, the basic components of the MOA Model do not conflict with
different specific diffusion variables (see the variables list in Chapter 3), but
rather attempts to combine, summarize or rephrase them. For instance,
motivation,  as a component of the MOA Model is strongly associated with the
subject variables of social pressure, observability, perceived risk, and relative
advantage; capacity as another MOA component is related to the subject variables
of complexity, wealth, family income and ability ofproblem solving. There are
no directly comparable diffusion variables with opportunity.

By adopting the MOA model the three concepts motivation, opportunity, and capacity
will be viewed as general antecedents to adoption behavior. At this low level of
specificity and high level ofgeneralization in behavior analysis (as explained earlier) the
following definitions will be used for the MOA components:

•     Motivation can be defined as the "drive and direction" to adopt the innovation.
Motivation may range from positive to negative. Motivation to adopt an
innovation may not only result from personal interest or relevance to adopt the
innovation (as most adoption process models assume), but it may also result from
external forces such as social pressure.

• Capacity refers to the level of "personal capability" to adopt the innovation. Here,
we must keep in mind the earlier definition ofadoption, stating that adoption does
not end with the purchase it involves its continued use as well. Thus personal
capability to adopt the innovation is not only a function of financial capacity but
also other kinds of capabilities that are required to use the innovation after
buying, for instance, the required knowledge or skills to use the innovation.

•    Opportunity will be defined here as the '7izvorability or unfavorability Of
the external circumstances" in which adoption behavior is taking place. As far
as we know this element has not been included in the explanations of adoption
behavior presented in the diffusion theory. Diffusion researchers seem to
implicitly assume that adopters always have the opportunity to adopt
innovations.
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In order for adoption behavior to take place, a minimum level must be met for each of
the three components (motivation, capacity, and opportunity). Thus the adoption behavior
can be viewed as a function of separate elements of motivation, capacity, and
opportunity. It is assumed that each ofthe three antecedents (motivation, opportunity, and
capacity) serves as a necessary, and not as a sufficient condition for adoption behavior to
occur (Poiesz, 1999,1994).

Diffusion researchers who are interested in measuring the effect of a particular factor
(the independent variable) on adoption behavior (dependent variable) may refer to the
MOA conditions for the description ofdifferent adoption circumstances. They may study
the effect ofthe independent variable by focusing on the set ofthree generic components
of the MOA model rather than on the single, particular independent variable only.  For
instance, rural sociologists found that the perceived level ofcomplexity ofan innovation
by farmers is inversely proportional to the diffusion rate. Medical sociologists found that
the perceived level ofcomplexity ofan innovation by physicians has no influence on the
diffusion rate. In other words, the perceived complexity of innovation was found to
influence farmers' adoption behavior but not physicians' adoption behavior. The
explanation presented  in the diffusion literature for this type of variation focuses upon
either the nature of the innovation, the nature of the adopter or the nature of the
community, or their interaction. A more helpful explanation may be obtained by investi-
gating the effect of the perceived complexity on the three components of the MOA
model. Then a possible interpretation is perceived complexity (low perceived capacity) is
compensated by high level(s) of motivation and/ ofopportunity in the one study and not
in the other. We suggest that the general level of the MOA Model may be one way to
deal with the instability problem. The theoretical basis of this suggestion will be
discussed in a coming section.

4.5.2.4 Limitations of the MOA model to adoption behavior analysis

•   The MOA model is only suggested to answer the question whether adoption
behavior occurs, and not the question how it occurs. In other words, it attempts to
explain behavior without describing it. Although it is obvious that the question of
"how"is very important because an efficient answer to the' why" question would
not be possible without a sufficient answer to the former one.

•     The MOA Model has suggested that behavior can be analyzed at different levels
of specificity and suggested that descending to more specific levels of behavior
analysis may be necessary to gain insight into the specific causes of behavior.
However, there only seem to be two levels of behavior analysis that are on
different levels ofspecificity, butrelative to the specific causes ofbehavior inthe
real life (for instance, particular aspects in the nature ofeach ofthe three instable
factors innovation, person, and social context that influence adoption behavior)
both levels may still be too general to gain any adequate insight in these causes.

•   More general variables may be more difficult to operationalize since they are
assumed to cover the conceptual 'wealth' of many more specific variables.

•    The empirical basis of the MOA model is limited.
•      As far as known there is no direct application of the MOA model to innovation

adoption behavior. The model is used as a conceptual framework only.
Operationalizations tends to take place with help of specific variables.
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4.5.2.5  The MOA  model and the instability problem: a possible contribution

A possible reason for the instability problem in the explanation ofadoption behavior is
the unstable combination of behavior determinants from one adoption circumstance to
another. The term adoption circumstance is taken here as a particular combination ofthe
innovation, the person, and the social context. As mentioned earlier, diffusion researchers         -
concluded that the effects of these determinants on adoption behavior are dependent upon
the nature and the interaction ofthese three factors. As a matter fact, previous efforts by
diffusion researchers to integrate these three factors in a general framework applicable to
different adoption cases were quite unsuccessful. These attempts were reported (but not
reviewed) by leading diffusion researchers such as Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) and
Downs and Mohr (1976).

Can the MOA model provide such a general framework and deal simultaneously with
the instability problem? It is important to keep in mind that for a psychological
explanation ofadoption behavior the three factors of innovation, individual, and situation
should not be taken in the physical or objective sense ofrespectively antibiotics or fertil-
izers, physicians or farmers, and medical or rural communities but rather in their
subjective meaning. Thus the nature and the interaction of innovation, individual, and
situation are reflected in the levels ofmotivation, opportunity, and capacity to engage in
the adoption behavior. Conversely, the perceived levels of motivation, capacity, and
opportunity to engage in an adoption behavior can be seen as a function ofthe nature and
the interaction of the three factors of innovation, person, and situation.  This low level Of
specificity in behavior analysis may stimulate the use of the model for different
combinations of innovations, persons and situations. Hence, the aggregated level of the
MOA  determinants  may  be  useful  in providing  a  consistent framework  of interrelated
propositions about adoption behavior at a high level ofgeneralization. Furthermore, the
study of interactions may be fostered at this general level. In this sense it may contribute
to theory development. "The study of interactions among the perceived determinants of
adoption,  helps the establishment of a general theory"  (Moore and Benbasat  (1991 :21).

4.5.3 The behavioral decision theory; an alternative approach

4.5.3.1  Introduction to the behavioral decision theory

We suggested earlier that there are several theoretical approaches that may be used to
study adoption behavior as alternatives to those of the diffusion research: The MOA
model and the behavioral decision theory. In this section we will begin by outlining the
main behavioral decision theory approaches, properties, and applications. Next, we
discuss the question whether the behavioral decision theory meets the requirements ofthe
general theory stated earlier. Finally, we will explain ifthe behavioral decision approach
may be useful for overcoming the instability problem of diffusion research.

The behavioral decision theory aims to provide a general explanation of individual
decision-making. The theory addresses a large number of important research questions
regarding how decision makers develop and use strategies for making decisions, what
factors influence decision maker choice processes, and how decision makers adapt to
different decision settings.

In contrast to innovation researchers, behavioral decision researchers have committed a
major effort in explaining individual decision stages rather than describing the decision
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sequence. According to Beach and Mitchell (1978) all decision researchers seem to agree
that the following sequence  is the appropriate sequence of individual decision-making:
Problem recognition evaluation of the task strategy selection information processing
strategy implementation choice is the appropriate sequence of the individual decision
making. While all stages are recognized by researchers as being of potential interest,
most studies are focused on the evaluation of the task and strategy selection stages. The
behavioral decision theory is based on the assumption that two or more alternative
actions exist and that therefore a choice must take place (Bettman, 1979). The chosen
alternative is determined by a decision rule or by some evaluative procedure. The
strategy used in the selection of the evaluative procedure is contingent upon the
characteristics of the decision maker, the social context, and the problem. In the
behavioral decision theory these characteristics or variables describing the three factors
(problem, person, and social context) are labeled 'contingent variables' because it was
empirically established that a particular decision is highly contingent on them (Beach &
Mitchell, 1978; Punj & Stewart, 1983; and Bettman, Johnson, & Payne, 1991). The
contingent variables and their relationships are summarized and integrated in the
Contingency Framework (Bettman, Johnson, & Payne, 1991). The framework proposes
three major classes of factors responsible for individual decision behavior as follows:

1. Characteristics ofthe decision problem, divided into two sets of sub-variables:

a Task variables. Those variables that are associated with general characteristics of the
decision problem and not with the particular values ofthe alternatives (Payne 1982).
Examples ofthese task variables are:
i     Number of alternatives. The number of alternatives as perceived by the decision

maker. For instance, in situations where there are few alternatives (which is a
contingent variable that describes one ofthe problem characteristics) as perceived
by the decision makers, they may use compensatory types ofdecision strategies. On
the other hand, when decision makers are faced with more complex decision tasks
(many with alternatives), they tend to use non-compensatory strategies (Payne,
1982). For example, above a certain number of alternatives in the initial set ofthe
decision, the smaller the proportion of information searched and the greater the
tendency for choices to be based on simple rather than complex rules (Payne &
Braunstein, 1978; Olshavsky, 1979).

ii  Perceived time pressure. For example, Svenson, Edland, and Karlson (1985),
Wright (1974), and Wright and Weitz (1977) report that people under time pressure
change their behavior, such as task simplification.

Wright (1974) and Wright and Weitz (1977) provided that the decision makers
under time pressure simplify the task by placing greater weight on negative
information about the alternatives. (Note: there is also a possible combination of
(i) and (ii) may take place, for instance, under time pressure the decision maker
simplifies the task by ignoring some alternatives (Wright, 1974).

b  Context variables.
i.     The similarity of alternatives in a decision set.
ii. Dominated alternatives, which refers to the alternatives that are not perceived as

important by the decision maker. Dominated alternatives as an example of a
behavioral decision variable has also shown to have a major impact on decision
maker choice.  It is not always the case that '*If X has more in common with Y
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than with Z, for example, then the addition of X to the set (Z, Y) tends to 'hurt'
the similar alternative Y more than the less similar one Z" (Tversky & Sattath,
1979:548). Huber, Payne, and Puto (1982) have found that this hypothesis about
the effects of similarity is violated by the addition an asymmetrically dominated
alternative. "An alternative is asymmetrically dominated if it is dominated by at
least one alternative in the set but not dominated by at least one other" (Payne,
Bettman, & Johnson, 1993:56). The addition of an asymmetrically dominated
alternative increases the choice of the alternative that dominated it. Since the
new alternative is typically closest to the item that dominates it, this implies that
the new alternative "helps" rather than "hurts" the items that are closest. In a
study by Huber and Puto (1983), the asymmetrically dominated alternative is
called a decoy. The decoy was dominated by one alternative in the set (the
target) but not by the other (competitor). It has been shown, both within
individuals and across groups, that adding a decoy increases the probability of
choosing the target. Take, for example, a consumer who is evaluating two
computers; one has 96OK memory and costs $1200 (X) and the other has 64OK
memory and costs $1000 (Y). The consumer choice between X and Y then
depends on whether the consumer is willing to pay $200 more for the additional
32OK. The asymmetric dominated rule predicts that the consumer is more likely
to  select X if the choice set include a pair of options for which the cost of
additional memory is greater than implied by the comparison between
alternatives X and Y.

2.  Characteristics  of the  person;
a Cognitive ability; for instance, decision makers who experience difficulty in

processing information such as arithmetic operations may use qualitative reasoning
(Bettman, Johnson, & Payne, 1990).

b Prior knowledge of the decision maker.

3. Characteristics  of the  social  context:
a  Accountability; even though the adoption decision can be made by an individual, s/he

may feel accountable to others such as family members.
b Group membership; there are important issues of coordination, organization, and

information flow involved in multi-person decisions.

It is important to stress here that these eight contingent factors are identified by Payne,
Bettman, and Johnson (1993) as the most important (but not all) factors that have shown
to have major effects on different individual decision behavior (for instance, internal
information search behaviors, external information search behavior, and choice of the
decision rule). A complete list of the behavioral decision variables is shown in Appendix
1 at the end of this book.

4.5.3.2  Behavioral decision research

A review ofthe behavior decision literature suggests that four approaches are used for
the application of the theory. The first approach seeks to identify elements of the
consumer choice task which determine decision outcomes (Bettman & Kakkar, 1977;
Capon & Burke, 1980; Olshavsky & Smith, 1980; Van Raaij, 1977). A second stream of
literature seeks to identify elements of consumer choice contexts which determine
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decision outcomes (Payne, Bettman, and Johnson  1993). A third stream of research is
concerned with the identification of individual differences that influence decision
outcomes (Capon & Burke, 1980; Henry, 1980;  Cox, 1967; Mazis & Sweeney, 1973;
Bell,  1967) and the last approach focuses upon the decision maker's social context (Beach
& Mitchell, 1978; Park & Lutz 1982; and Simonson, 1989). It is of interest to note that
the number ofempirical studies on effects ofthe combination ofsocial context is limited.

Although adoption research might pursue these streams of research as indicated by the
behavioral decision theory, there has been a strong tendency to work in each stream

independently of the other three (Punj & Stewart,  1983). Punj and Stewart (1983:182)
suggested an analysis of variance framework with interactions as a useful model for the
behavioral decision approaches. According to Punj and Stewart (1983) there is a need not

only to consider the main direct effects ofthe contingent variables on decision behavior,
but also to consider their indirect and interaction effects.

The concept ofdecision behavior can refer to any stage of the decision process. It can
be applied to external information search, to information processing or even information
evaluation. From the perspective of the decision behavior theory each stage of the
decision process is seen as an independent type of behavior which has its own (or
independent) set of decision task, decision context, individual difference, and social
context variables (Punj & Stewart, 1983). For example, the decision task variables that
influence information search may be different from the decision task variables that
influence information processing and evaluation behavior.
For a more detailed and complete review of the literature concerning influence of these
factors on different stages ofthe decision process, see Bettman, 1979; Punj and Stewart,
1983; and Payne, Bettman, and Johnson, 1991,1993.

4.5.3.3  The behavioral decision approach as a generalfameworkfor the explanation of
adoption behavior.

The advantage of the behavioral decision theory that it can be applied to explain
different types of decisions, for instance, the adoption decision of a new drug or the
adoption decision of a new farm practice. The behavioral decision variables (or the
contingent variables) are suggested as "general determinants of human decisions"
(Bettman, Johnson, & Payne 1991:23).

Theoretically, the variables of the behavioral decision approach do not conflict with
different diffusion variables used in explaining adoption behavior. For instance, cognitive
ability is a behavioral decision variable that reflects the subject variables ofcomplexity,
problem solving and education; accountability, as another example, is a behavioral
decision variable that reflects the subject related variables concerning observability,
social integration, and other psychosocial matters.

If we take a closer look at the two lists ofdiffusion and behavioural decision variables
(Table 4.1 and Appendix 1) relating to each ofthe diffusion research and the behavioral
decision theory we can observe that the latter approach employs variables or determi-
nants that are more general and broader than those ofthe former approach. This suggests
that the behavioral decision variables are more generalizable across other innovations,
persons, and situations than those variables of the diffusion research. For instance,
cognitive ability is a behavioral decision variables that reflects the contents of several
more specific diffusion variables such as complexity, problem solving, and education.
Accountability is example of a behavioral decision variable that reflects the contents of
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the more specific diffusion variables of observability, social integration, and other
psychosocial matters (for an elaborate discussion on this comparison see Chapter 5).
The behavioral decision theory is in line with a consumer-oriented approach rather than a
product-oriented approach. It takes the individual as the unit ofanalysis. The behavioral
decision approach may not be able to overcome the instability problem, however, due to
the neglect of interaction effects between its variables.

4.53.4 Applying the behavioral decision theory to innovation research

As far as we know, in diffusion research there is no direct or indirect application of the
behavioral decision theory. Gatignon and Robertson (1991:307) indicate: "Innovation
research has been content to rely on the traditional learning 'hierarchy-of-effects' model
and has ignored information-processing theory and behavioral decision theory

.
approaches to innovation decision processes  . The literature in behavior decision theory
has not been coupled with innovation research, yet may be a source of ideas for under-
standing consumer innovation choice. However, using the behavior decision theory
approaches to explain individual innovation choice is not a mere application of the
behavioral decision findings in the context of innovation decision research. According to
Gatignon and Robertson (1991:319), "the decision process may vary for innovative
stimuli when compared with familiar stimuli and that innovators may process information
differently than noninnovators". Also Bettman (1979) suggested that the explanation of
innovative decision behavior may strongly differ when compared with the explanation of
non-innovative decision behavior. Moreover, in innovation research there are empirical
findings that have shown major differences between adopters and non-adopters, such as
for adopters, a more positive attitude toward risk, a greater social participation, and a
higher degree ofopinion leadership (Robertson, Zielinski, & Ward, 1984). Such findings
propose that the determinants of innovation decision behavior may strongly differ from
those of non-innovation decision behavior, not only in strength but also in nature.

It  is quite unclear for us why despite  of the large number of studies  on the adoption
decision process the decision behavior theory has been largely ignored. Some diffusion
researchers suggested the behavioral decision theory as an alternative framework to study
adoption decisions. For instance, Gatignon and Robertson (1991:328) state that, *'a rich
literature has emerged within consumer behavior examining the information search and
processing ofconsumers. This topic has generally been ignored in research ofinnovative
decision processes, yet it offers an intriguing set ofhypotheses for studying the adoption
process". However, the main reason of the diffusion researchers who suggested the
behavioral decision theory as an alternative framework was not to overcome the
instability problem but rather to obtain a deeper insight in the mechanisms of the
adopter's decision process. The general advantages of applying the behavioral decision
theory to the study ofadoption behavior can be summarized as follows:

1.    The behavioral decision theory is concerned with the mechanisms that lead to the
selection of one cognitive process to solve a particular problem. Unlike the
innovation theory where the outcome of the choice is the only concern. We argue
that understanding of the innovation choice can be facilitated by the consideration of
the factors underlying the evaluative strategies and procedures. This will generate
insight in the dynamic process of these innovative choices and judgments instead of
knowledge of the decision outcomes alone.
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2.     By studying the process ofevaluation with the help ofthe behavioral decision theory
not only one alternative is considered (as in diffusion research) but also other
alternatives in the decision set. This will certainly broaden our knowledge about the
diffusion of innovations. This can be achieved by learning about the characteristics
of consumer's decision rather than the characteristics of innovation alone.

As an overall provisional conclusion we suggest that the behavioral decision
approach may be better capable to deal with the instability problem than the diffusion
approach. The theoretical bases of this suggestion will be discussed in a coming
section.

4.5.3.5 Shortcomings of the behavioral decision approach

•     The behavioral decision theory suggested that each of the four major classes of
factors (decision context, decision task, individual differences, and social
context) is responsible for people's decision behavior. On the other hand, it
ignores possible interaction effects. For instance, the decision may be more
strongly influenced by the number of alternatives under a high level of time
pressure. Hence, we can say that the behavioral decision theory combines
different behavioral decision determinants, but does not tie them together by
recognizing possible interaction effects.

•      The behavioral decision theory has not specified complete taxonomies of its
four major classes of factors. For instance,  we know that number of alter-
natives and time pressure are two important contingent variables, which de-
scribe the decision task. On the other hand, the theory does not indicate the
possible other variables that complete the description of the decision task. This
is probably in one due to the large number of variables describing the decision
task than to the exclusive relevance of the mentioned variables.

4.5.3.6 The behavioral decision theory and the instability problem:
a possible contribution

We explained earlier that the higher the level of specificity in behavior analysis the
more the determinants or variables are uniquely associated with a particular combination
of the innovation, person, and the situation. Hence, they will appear as more unstable
over different adoption circumstances. Conversely, the lower the level of specificity in
behavior analysis the more the determinants are aggregated (or general) and the more
they can be applied to other innovations, persons, and situations. Hence, they are less
unstable in explaining adoption behavior.

We explained earlier that the concepts ofthe diffusion variables are product-oriented or
related and that this product dependent nature ofthese concepts makes them problematic
for the generalization of findings across product classes or across products within the
same class. However, the behavioral decision variables are conceptualized on a more
consumer or psychological level than those of the diffusion variables. By result, we
assume that the findings of behavioral decision theory research will turn out to be more
generalizable across products than the findings on the diffusion variables. Furthermore, it
should be noted that despite ofadoption behavior is defined in the diffusion literature as
the continuous  use  of an innovation, most diffusion researchers' definition of adoption
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determinants focus on the perceptions or attitudes of the innovation itself rather than on
the use of the innovation (attitude toward the behavior or the adoption behavior). For
instance, the adoption determinant observability is defined as the degree to which the
innovation is visible to the other members of the society.  On the contrary, behavioral
decision researchers definitions of determinants are based on the concerned behavior
itself rather than on the attitude toward an object. For instance, accountability is defined
in the behavioral decision literature as the degree to which an individual feels
accountable to others (such as family members or work members) as a result of her/his
decision. As argued by Ajzen and Fishbein (1980) and Moore and Benbasat (1991)
attitude toward the innovation (the object) frequently differs from attitude toward using
the product (the behavior). We argue that in order to obtain an explanation of adoption
behavior we need to understand the factors underlying the attitude toward the adoption
behavior itself rather than the attitude toward the innovation. If the determinants of an
individual decision to adopt an innovation can be directly addressed by using the
behavioral decision variables why bother at all to use the diffusion variables, which are
indirectly related to the concerned behavior? The use ofthese indirectly related diffusion
variables can also add to the instability problem.

Further, we explained that by adopting the behavioral decision approach in studying
adoption behavior not only one alternative is considered (the innovation) but also other
alternatives of the decision set. We will provide two examples in which the different
approaches are contrasted. Perceived innovation complexity is an innovation attribute
defined as the degree to which innovation is perceived as difficult to understand and use
(Rogers 1983). According to Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) 46% of the diffusion studies
on innovation complexity support its negative correlation with adoption and 56% do not.
A possible explanation  is that in  56% of these studies the innovation was perceived as
complex in itself but still was considered less complex than other (not considered)
alternatives in the consideration set. Another example is provided for compatibility. This
is an innovation attribute defined as the degree to which the innovation is perceived as
consistent with the values, habits, and past experience of potential adopters (Rogers,
1983). Researchers study the perceived compatibility of the product without giving any
attention to other alternatives in the consideration set. This may explain why many
studies support its positive correlation with adoption (for instance, Barnett, 1953;
Brandner, 1960; and Magdub, 1964) and other studies do not (for instance, Fliegel &
Kivlin, 1962; Havens & Rogers, 1961; Kivlin, 1960; and Pemberton, 1936). The
innovation may be incompatible with the decision maker's existing values, habits, and
past experiences, yet s/he adopts it because it is still more compatible relative to other
alternatives.

4.5.4 Summary and conclusions

In this chapter we explained in detail why it is it is very unlikely that instability may be
overcome by using the diffusion approach. We suggested two alternatives (or substitutes)
to the diffusion approaches: The MOA Model and the behavioral decision theory. It was
assumed that level of generality is an important determinant of instability. Two
approaches were suggested as possible alternatives to the diffusion approach, each
representing different locations on the specificy-generality continuum. We discussed how
each of these alternatives may be useful in studying adoption behavior and for
overcoming the instability problem  of the diffusion research.  If we compare the MOA
approach with the behavioral decision approach in terms oftheir ability to overcome the
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instability problem, it may be noted that both address general determinants of human
behavior, and in doing so seem better capable ofdealing with the instability problem than
the diffusion approach. However, earlier we explained the determinant hierarchy, and
discussed how each level in the hierarchy can be seen as a possible level for behavior
analysis.  In this sense, the MOA Model has presented two different levels of specificity
for behavior analysis. A level that departs from three behavior determinants (motivation,
capacity, and opportunity) and a relatively more specific level that departs from six
determinants (extrinsic motivation, extrinsic opportunity, extrinsic capacity, intrinsic
motivation, intrinsic capacity, and intrinsic opportunity). Each of these two levels of
behavior analysis presents a separate set of compounded behavior determinants that is
assumed to provide a full description ofthe total situation in which the behavior is taking
place. On the other hand, the behavioral decision theory provides us with variables (such
as number ofalternatives, perceived time pressure, similarity ofalternatives, dominated
of alternatives, cognitive ability, prior knowledge, accountability, and group
membership) which can be seen at a higher level of specificity in behavior analysis
relative to the two levels ofthe MOA Model. This higher level ofspecificity in behavior
analysis may be employed to enhance a deeper understanding of the specific aspects of
adoption decision behavior, but it reduces the ability of the behavioral decision approach
to deal with the instability problem. The behavioral decision approach is suggested to be
less capable to deal with the instability problem than the MOA approach. The theoretical
relation between the three approaches (the MOA model, the behavioral decision
approach, and the diffusion approaches) can be depicted as shown in Figure 4.1 (see the
following page).
To conclude, the above discussions suggest a trade-off while choosing between the two
approaches (the MOA approach and the behavioral decision approach). The high level of
specificity enhances a deeper insight in determinants of adoption behavior. However, it
implies less stability in the appearance ofempirical results and findings. On the contrary,
the low specificity level  may lead to more stability in the appearance of the empirical
results and findings. This raises an important question of whether we can combine
between these two approaches for a mutual compensation ofdisadvantages. In the next
chapter we shall address this question.

Figure 4.1 about here
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Figure 4.1 The theoretical relation between the three approaches (MOA Model,
Behavioural Decision Theory, and the Diffusion Theory) in explaining individual behaviour

Low  Level of Specificity in A       Low Degree of instabilityMOA/ MCO MODEL
Explaining Individual in Explaining Individual
Behavior Behavior

BEHAVIORAL
DECISION THEORY

High Level of High Degree of instability
Specificity in DIFFUSION THEORY in Explaining Individual
Explaining Individual Behavior
Rehnvinr
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5.   The diffusion methodology of theory; a methodological
approach to increase theory generalizability

5.1 INTRODUCTION

In this chapter we will take a closer look at the adequacy of the 'd(#usion methodology
oftheory'. Rogers and Shoemaker (1971:231) used this term to explain the method
used in diffusion research to generalize findings or to build theories. More

specifically, this chapter will:
1. Discuss the literature on the diffusion methodology of theory,
2. Review different attempts by diffusion researchers to solve the instability problem,
3. Present an overview of problems of diffusion methodology of theory in overcoming

the instability problem, and, finally,
4. Make an attempt to integrate the previous discussions and propose an alternative

methodological approach to study adoption behavior as asynthesis of the previous
discussions.

5.2 DIFFUSION METHODOLOGY OF THEORY; A MIDDLE RANGE ANALYSIS

5.2.1 General theory versus raw empiricism; past versus present

The overall goal of diffusion research is to gain insight in different aspects of the
diffusion process of innovations. Considering the literature, a crude distinction may be
made between two general types ofapproaches. Two different schools developed in two
different periods: On the one hand, we have the more abstract speculations ofthe general
theorists, whose product has been translated into empirically testable hypotheses. Critics
of this approach claim that there is no general theory or universal scheme by which to
understand innovation adoption. According to Rogers and Shoemaker (1971:86):
'*Writings from the general theory school are indeed difficult to comprehend; however,
we feel there is something there. That 'something' is a useful set of concepts and
typologies and some rather meager propositions relating these concepts. What is missing

in the intellectual exercise of the general theorists  is a consistent system of interrelated

propositions about adoption behavior and a discussion of how it changes, at a level of
generalization that facilitates testing".
In contrast with the approach of the general theorists is the approach of the 'raw
empiricists:  *Raw empiricists scurry about the world gathering data concerning the
minutia ofdiffusion, giving no attention to generalizing their results beyond the particular
respondents or social systems that they study" (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971:86). "For
instance, there are more than 500 publications of diffusion in indian villages alone.

Although these researchers are to be commented for their energy, they contribute little to

our ability to explain diffusion in villages in a general perspective. All these studies suffer
from lack ofconceptual orientation. Whatever its nature, empirical investigation without
theoretical basis becomes inevitably bogged down in irrelevant data while ignoring

potentially fruitful objectives" (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971:87).
Most of our previous discussions about the instability problem are full of dated

references because there are no 'theoretical products' ofthe work ofthe raw empiricists.
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Most of recent studies are samples of raw empiricism such as, for instance, the diffusion
ofmovies (Venkatraman, 1989), and the diffusion ofLaw 23 in Scotland (Gerber, 1996).
Let us have a closer look why diffusion theory failed in the sense that no structural
elements of a general theory were produced. Before we do this we will describe the
method used by diffusion researchers for generalizing their findings (or to build their
theories). This method is referred to by Rogers and Shoemaker (1971:88) as the'di#iLsion
methodology Oftheory' or the 'middle range analysis' and by Rogers (1995:99) as the
' research methodology  of the  classical  diffusion model'.Wehaveto acknowledge that,m
the nineties, the classical method is still the most popular methodological approach
employed in diffusion research (Rogers, 1995). According to Rogers (1995) the
description is based on a meta-analysis ofdiffusion research. Also Rogers and Shoemaker
(1971) attempted to generate diffusion theories by re-analyzing existing data-sets
originally collected by raw empiricists, that is, without the intention ofhypothesis testing
and generalization of findings.

5.2.2 The diffusion methodology of theory

The following assumptions seem to underly the diffusion methodology of theory:
-  All concepts must be expressed as variables.

' The postulated relationship between two concepts, in which one of them
concerns adoption or innovativeness, is called a general or theoretical hy-
pothesis. An example of an innovation theory is: Cosmopolitness is posi-
tively related to adoption" (Rogers & Shoemaker,1971:87). The underlying
assumption is that individuals who communicate with sources external to
their social system are more innovative. Notice, "This method of two-
concept relationships is limited to the scope of the diffusion of
innovations. This is why our type of analysis is termed 'middle range'. This
should not prevent, but rather encourage, postulation of similar
hypothesized relationships dealing with other types of behavior" (Rogers
and Shoemaker, 1971:88).

-   All generalizations assume apositive or a negative linear relationship between two
concepts or variables.  A good example is given by Rogers (1995:270), "It is
assumed that individuals adopt innovations in direct proportion to their socio-
economic status; with each added unit of income, education, and other socio-
economic status variables, an individual is expected to become more innovative by
an equivalent amount".

-  "A theoretical hypothesis is tested by means of an empirical hypothesis, defined as
the postulated relationship between two operational measures of concepts.  An
operation is the empirical referent of a concept;  it may be a scale, index,
observation, or the answer to a direct question. Whereas concepts exist only at a
theoretical level, operations exist only at the empirical level. The degree to which
an operation is a valid measure of aconcept is called an epistemic relationship.
Even though it is obviously of great importance, the isomorphism (or
'identicalness') of this linkage between concept and operation in diffusion research
cannot be tested except by intuitive means" (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971:89).

An example of middle range analysis is illustrated by the Ryan and Gross (1943)
hybrid corn study in Iowa (Figure 5.1).
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Figure 5.1 Diagram of middle range analysis of adoption Behavior and Cosmopoliteness.
Source: Adapted from Rogers and Shoemaker (1971:129).

Concept Concept

Adoption behavior Is positively related to Cosmopoliteness

A A

- Epistemic relationship  -

V V

Early adoption of Is positively related to The number of trips
Hybrid corn Des Moines

Theoretical level

Empirical level

Operation Operation

- These middle range theories or two concept generalizations become step-

ping stones to more general theories of diffusion,  once they are abstracted
to a yet higher level of generality" (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971:91).

- After statistically testing the hypothesis this relationship may be considered a
diffusion generalization and eventually perhaps a principle or even a law"
(Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971:90). Ryan and Gross, for instance, report a'law'
of positive relationship between adoption and cosmopoliteness.

-      A major assumption in the diffusion methodology of theory construction

regards the nature of causality between concepts. Concepts are seemingly
arbitrarily specified as 'dependent' and

'
independent'.  In the above example

adoption or innovativeness is specified as the dependent variable and
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cosmopolitness as the independent variable. Such a specification may not
necessarily correspond to the expected time-order in which variables occur in
the real world. In our example cosmopolitness may lead to adoption. In
contrast, adoption may lead an individual to think that he is considered de-
viant in his social system, so that he may seek confirmation in another social

system as well, which increases his cosmopoliteness. In diffusion theory the -

labeling of variables as dependent and independent does not imply that they
are necessarily consequences and antecedents in a time-order sequence. In
diffusion research this sequence is irrelevant, however, and impossible to
establish empirically. Zetterberg (1965:70) explains the nature ofconceptual
relationships in diffusion theory as follows: "Most of our conceptual
relationships are probably independent". Zetterberg perfectly explains this
conceptual relationship in diffusion theory; "Such a conceptual relationship
occurs when a small increment in one variable results in a small increment in
a second variable; then, the increment in the second variable makes possible a
further increment in the first variable, which in turn affects the second one,
and so this process goes until no increments are possible"(1965:70). For
example, a little increase in cosmopoliteness leads to a small increment in
adoption, which leads to little increment in cosmopoliteness and so forth.
Who is to say whether cosmopoliteness or adoption is the antecedent variable
in this relationship? The particular antecedent variable cannot be identified.
Each variable is, and yet neither one is. Almost all of the diffusion
investigations are correlational analyses of survey data, rather than before-
after analyses of field or laboratory experiments (See Appendix 2). This
implies that the time-order nature  of two concepts can seldom be definitely
determined. Rogers & Shoemaker "prefer to speak of pairs of concepts in
theoretical hypotheses as dependent and independent, but not necessarily in
the sense ofconsequent and antecedent" (i).101). This observation still holds
for more contemporary diffusion research: According to Rogers (1995:122),
66diffusion research designs consist mainly of correlational analysis of data
gathered in one-shot survey of respondents (usually the adopters or potential
adopters of an innovation)". Diffusion researchers are interested to study a
large number of (independent) variables in a single study such as, for
example, innovation complexity, wealth, cosmopoliteness, age, etc.
Correlation coefficients ofdiffusion independent variables with adoption have
been found to vary widely between diffusion studies. Take for example, the
correlation between product complexity and adoption. In one diffusion study
this correlation is highly negative r= -.80, in another study it is not significant
r= -0.008, and in a third study it is even found to be highly positive r= +0.80.
So, as to correlation coefficients that are frequently employed in diffusion
research, the instability problem is reflected in their variance across different
diffusion studies (see Downs & Mohr, 1976). For the purpose ofour present
study we limited the above description ofdiffusion methodology oftheory to
the study of only one element of the diffusion paradigm (or one type of
diffusion research): individual adoption behavior. According to Rogers
(1995:123), "the most popular diffusion research topic has been the
relationship that exists between individual intlovativeness (adoption) and a
number of other variables". 'More than half (58%) of all the empirical
generalizations reported in diffusion publications deal with innovativeness".
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The same methodology of theory as described above is also used to generalize
research findings ofother diffusion elements such as adoption rate, diffusion
networks, and consequence of an innovation (for an overview of diffusion
elements see Chapter 1). The dependent variable in the two-concept relation-
ship only varies with the type (or goal) ofdiffusion research. For instance, if
the goal ofdiffusion research is to explain adoption rate, then the relationship
is postulated between two concepts in which one of them concerns rate Of
adoption (see the second assumption in the diffusion methodology oftheory).
Appendix 2 shows the various types of diffusion research and the main
dependent variable employed in each. The Appendix shows also the various
units of analysis in each research type.

5.2.3  Criticisms of diffusion methodology of theory

0 f the 38 diffusion generalizations bearing directly on the  act of innovation cited by
Rogers and Shoemaker (1971:350-376), 34 were supported insome studies and werenot
supported in other studies. The 4 propositions with consistent records were treated in very
few studies only. The instability problem was the earliest and major shortcoming
recognized by diffusion researchers (such as Mansfield, 1963; Mohr, 1969; Walker, 1969,
1971; Downs with Mohr, 1976) but little has been done to remedy this problem. Later in
this section we will review different attempts by diffusion researchers to solve this
problem. Today,  the 38 diffusion generalizations provide  us  with  the main theoretical
understanding of diffusion of innovations and human behavior change related to it.

Diffusion researchers interpreted the cause ofthe instability problem in two different
ways which may be labeled as: innovation-blame and methodology-blame. On the one
hand, we have the researchers who blamed the large variation to the characteristics ofthe
innovation from one study to another. For instance, Downs and Mohr (1976:703) stated:
"Variation of a characteristic of an innovation between one study and another but not
within the respective studies is almost certainly an important source of instability in
innovation research". On the other hand, we have researchers who blamed the diffusion
methodology of theory. According to the latter researchers, the instability problem is a
result of a theoretical oversimplification caused by the two-concept generalizations
(Rogers and Shoemaker, 1971). Diffusion researchers are familiar with this problem but,
generally, still prefer the middle range analysis. For instance, Rogers and Shoemaker
(1971:87) state: "Our generalizations deal almost entirely with pairs ofconcepts, whereas
the real nature of diffusion is certainly a cobweb of interrelationships among numerous
variables". They elaborate on this in the following way:"This two-concept generalization
does not indicate that the relationship between adoption and cosmopoliteness may be due
to the relationships of both variables with a third concept such as social status. The
relationship between the three variables may be due to a fourth variable and so on. This is
why it makes no sense to include a variable such as social status in the adoption-
cosmopoliteness generalization. Unfortunately, it cannot be. Most of the empirical
diffusion studies focus upon only two variable hypotheses, and we cannot summarize in
our book findings that do not exist. Further, our ability to understand three-variable, four-
variable, and so on generalizations usually suffers in direct proportion to the number of
variables included". This elaboration still seems to apply to the present situation. In his
latest review of diffusion studies Rogers (1995) concludes: "Therefore, for the sake of
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clarity and because we lack an empirical basis to do otherwise, the generalizations in this
volume, with only a few exceptions, deal with two concepts (95%). We should not forget
that in diffusion theory we are artificially and heuristically chopping up reality into con-
ceptual bite-sized pieces. Although such processing may aid digestibility, it also adds an
Ersatz flavour" (p.45).

Hence, innovation-blame refers to the assumption that variations of innovation
characteristics form the main cause of instability. An innovation-blame orientation seems
to imply that if the hat (theory) does not fit, there is something wrong with the head
(innovation). A different, more appropriate point of view blames the methodology, not
the innovation; it may imply that the hat manufacturer (the methodology) could be at fault
for a hat (theory) that does not fit. Researchers who blame the innovation use an
individual diffusion variable and correlate it with adoption behavior. Then, they test the
generalizability of the relationship across innovations so as to indicate the success or
failure of the theory rather than as indication of success or failure of the methodology.
Seldom, it is suggested in their publications that the methodology of theory might be the
source of instability. A possible reason for the innovation-blame is that the researcher
may feel that it is difficult or impossible to change methodology-blame causes, but that
innovation-blame causes may be amennable to change (as we will see in the coming
section).

Another criticism of diffusion methodology of theory concerns the issue of research
design. According to Rogers (1995), "The overwhelming reliance on correlational
analyses ofsurvey data, often led in the past to avoiding or ignoring the issue ofcausality
among the variables of study (see Appendix 2). We often speak of'independent' and
dependent' variables in diffusion research. A dependent variable usually means the main
variable in which the investigators are interested; in about 60 percent of all diffusion
research, this dependent variable is innovativeness or adoption behaviour. Diffusion
research usually implies that the independent variables 'lead to' innovativeness, although
it is often unstated or unclear whether this really means that the independent variables
cause innovativeness. In order for variable X to  be the cause of variable  Y,  (1) X must
precede Y in time-order, (2) the two variables must be related, or co-vary, and (3) X must
have a' forcing quality'  on  Y" 4.123). Rogers suggested  a more elaborate  use of field
experiments to overcome this problem of causality determination.

5.3  ATTEMPTS TO SOLVE THE INSTABILITY PROBLEM

In the literature two main attempts to a new diffusion methodology of theory may be
found. The first attempt is mainly based on an assumption of Downs and Mohr (1976)
that the variations of the innovation characteristics between one study and another, but
not within the respective studies, form the main cause of the instability innovation
research. Researchers in the area of organization adoption behavior such as Cyert and
March (1963), Wilson (1966), Knight (1967), Normann (1971), and Downs and Mohr
(1976) proposed to form categorization schemes of industrial innovations in which
diffusion middle range analysis could be applied. In other words, innovations were
classified into different categories according to some of their general characteristics.
Some examples ofthese characteristics or dimensions are problem versus slack, routine
versus radical, variation versus reorientation, major versus minor, means versus ends, and
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low-cost versus high-cost.  We will provide brief descriptions here to clarify the middle
range nature of these variables. Problem versus slack refers to whether the considered
innovation solves a problem (problem) or improves the performance (slack) of an
organization. Routine versus radical refers to the question whether the level ofnovelty of
innovation is considered low (routine) or high (radical) for an organization. Variation
points at an innovation in the form of a new product, while reorientation expresses the
use or application of an existing product in a new way or direction (re-orientation).  The
distinction major - minor concerns the question whether the considered innovation is
much different (major) or hardly different (minor) from other existing products used by
an organization. Means versus ends is a contrast in which the considered innovation is
used in an organization for administrative purposes such as a new typewriter (means) or
for production purposes such as a new canning machine (ends).

Finally, low-cost versus high-cost is synonymous to the low or high investment related
to innovation adoption. Downs and Mohr (1976) reported that even though these
innovation dimensions can be seen as continuous dimensions, all researchers used
discrete categories (such as 'low-cost'  and 'high-cost') for terminological and
methodological convenience. Each category ofinnovations produced its own inventory of
two-concept generalizations (theories) explaining the adoption ofinnovations falling into
that category. These innovation categories may include theories (two-concept
generalizations) with different specific variables, or may contain the same specific
explanatory variables while positing different effects upon the dependent variable
(adoption). For instance, in the innovation category of routine innovations,
cosmopoliteness of the manager is hypothesized to be negatively related to adoption. In
contrast, in another slack innovations as category cosmopoliteness is hypothesized to be
positively related to adoption. It is important to note that this adaptation ofthe classical
diffusion methodology of theory was quite successful in the context of organization
adoption behavior. However, it is not applicable to consumer innovation research because
of the endless number of innovation types (Mohr  1982).

The other attempt to a new diffusion methodology of theory is by Hage and Aiken
(1967), Mohr (1969), Walker (1969,1971), and Dewees and Hawker (1988) the method
introduced by them the 'multiple-innovation study' is to study several innovations (for
instance, Dewees and Hawker studied six innovations) that are fundamentally different
from each other and then average empirical findings among them. As Downs and Mohr
(1976:707) stated: "In a multiple-innovation study, we encounter dependent and
independent variables in a form such as 'number of technological innovations adopted'
and 'average perceived profitability', respectively", "The apparent motive being to
increase the reliability and generalizability of findings from single-innovation studies".
Down and Mohr (1976) criticized the multiple-innovation study. They stated: "We
conclude that the multiple-innovation design is undesirable for investigating the basic
theoretical question  'What are the determinants of the adoption of an innovation?"'
(1976:708). "Thus, we find that the multiple-innovation design solves no problems in the
study of innovation, but only compounds conceptual difficulties" (1976:709). Their
reasoning was similar to Rogers: "It is not meaningful to offset an evil of one kind
(innovation) with a good ofanother. The central disadvantage ofthe multiple-innovation
design is so serious to be incapacitating. Furthermore, generalizability is not better
attained by multiple-innovation design. The dependent variable, aggregate adoption of a
mixture of innovations, generally represents a large variety of values on both primary
(objective) and secondary (subjective) attributes of the innovations considered, all
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blended together so as to obscure totally the special implications of each. There is in fact

nothing to generalize" (1976:708).
Later, Rogers (1995:277) defended the long history that is associated with the traditional
theory ofdiffusion and did not agree with the multiple-innovation design: '*This method
leads to a kind of inconsistency and unreliability in their innovation-to-innovation find-
ings". His argument is that the multiple-innovation study does not Consider innovations as
discrete units, and hence, does not preserve the special theoretical implications of each.
Figures 5.2,5.3, and 5.4 show a summary of the development of attempts to overcome
the instability problem in diffusion research:

Figure 5.2. The Middle Range Analysis the classical diffusion methodology of theory
building

Diffusion Variable (in single terms)   Adoption

Researchers in the area of organisation adoption behavior presented an alternative
approach to deal with the instability problem. They introduced innovation
categorization schemes regarding types of innovations. In this approach the influence
of different diffusion variables on adoption is taken to be dependent on the types of
innovations considered. Hence, the method implicitly suggested the following model.

Figure 5.3 The methodological model of the innovation categorization schemes

Diffusion variable (in single terms   ·        Adoption

A

Type of innovation

Another adaptation of the classical methodology of theory that was employed in several
diffusion studies is named the 'multiple-innovation study'. The method implied to study
adoption behavior regarding fundamentally different innovations. So, implicitly it pro-
posed the following model.
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Figure 5.4. The methodological model of the multiple-innovation design.

Diffusion variable (in single terms) b Adoption (1+2+3+4+5+n)/n

n = number of innovations considered (or aggregated) in the study.

Note that this model suggests that it is based on a theoretical argumentation that is similar
to that of the earlier adaptation of the classical methodology, where innovation type or
nature is assumed to be the moderator of the two-concept relationship (diffusion
independent variable and adoption). However, there is a different implementation ofthe
method as shown in both Figure 5.3 and 5.4. This implementation ofthe method leads to
a kind of inconsistency and unreliability in innovation-to-innovation findings (Rogers,
1995).

5.4  TOWARD AN ALTERNATIVE TO THE CLASSICAL DIFFUSION
METHODOLOGY OF THEORY

A central question now is what alternative diffusion methodology oftheory can reduce
or even overcome the instability problem? Indeed we need a new diffusion methodology
of theory which is able to evoke diffusion theories that are more generalizable than those

produced by the classical model. However, before attempting to provide an answer to this

question we first need to deal with the following question: Ifan alternative to the classical
diffusion methodology oftheory is to emerge, then in what aspects should it not deviate
from the classical one? The same question can be re-phrased as follows: Is the classical
diffusion methodology oftheory useless and should it be replaced, or it is to some extent
functional, but needs to be adapted? This question is ofgreat importance as it deals with
the issue ofthe goal of the new diffusion methodology. Or, in other words, what are the
requirements of an alternative methodological approach to the classical diffusion
methodology of theory?

5.4.1 The requirements of an alternative approach to the classical methodology of theory

A consistent evaluation of the past inventory of diffusion research findings suggests
that "diffusion research has made a numerous important contributions to our
understanding of human behavior change" (Rogers 1995:99). Diffusion research has
achieved an impressive position today. According to Rogers (1995), "During recent
decades the results of diffusion research have been incorporated in basic textbooks in
social psychology, communication, public relations, advertising, marketing, consumer
behavior, rural sociology, and other fields. Both practioners like change agents and
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theoreticians regard the diffusion of innovations as a useful field of social science
knowledge" (p.97).
However, its potential would be even greater if the above shortcomings and criticisms
would be absent. The instability problem which was described by Downs and Mohr
(1976) as "the most alarming characteristics ofthe body ofempirical study of innovation"
(p.700) does not necessarily imply that the past diffusion research is useless. Indeed,
'instability' is not synonymous to 'useless'. Instability refers to an existing methodological
problem that should be dealt with in the existing framework. Even the most critical
researchers of the instability problem stated: "In spite of the large amount of energy
expended [in diffusion research], the results have not been cumulative. This is not to say
that the body ofexisting research is useless; when organized properly, when we knowjust
how to examine it, it may well constitute a powerful source of evidence bearing on
important theoretical elements". Downs and Mohr (1976:701). Who is to say that the
classical diffusion approach (which has been employed since the late 192Os) is useless
and should be replaced by another radically different approach rather than to be adapted
to overcome its problems? Rogers (1995) somehow supports this opinion by stating:  *If
the 1940s marked the original formulation of the diffusion paradigm, the 1950s were a
time ofproliferation ofthe diffusion studies in the United States, the 1960s involved the
expansion of such research in developing nations, and the 1970s were the beginnings of
introspective criticism for diffusion research. Until 197Os, almost nothing of critical
nature was written about this field; such absence of critical viewpoints has indeed been
the greatest weakness ofdiffusion research" (1995:99). 'These criticisms should be taken
seriously, for they offer directions for future diffusion research" (p.98). Further, in spite
of the instability problem, the classical diffusion methodology of theory still has
advantages that were not discussed earlier. These advantages are important to preserve in
any alternative to the classical diffusion methodology of theory. The advantages can
simply be inferred from Rogers (1995) statement: "Today, diffusion popularity is not
surprising. Diffusion research has achieved a prominent position. The diffusion approach
still promises a means to provide solutions. The research methodology implied by the
classical diffusion model is clear-cut and relatively facile. The data is not especially
difficult to gather; the method of data analysis is well laid out. The methodological
straightforwardness ofsuch diffusion studies encourage many scholars to undertake such
investigations"(p.99). This methodological simplicity of the classical diffusion model
resulted in a combination of research efforts coming from different traditions such as
marketing, psychology, and rural sociology due to the fact that"every diffusion scholar is
fully aware of the parallel methodologies and results in the other traditions" (Rogers
1995:39). This is why we should avoid replacing the classical methodology oftheory by
an unnecessarily complicated one.
Another important aspect ofthe classical model is the specificity in explaining diffusion
of innovations. In spite of complexities associated with a model for being specific  it is
certainly an advantage of any explanatory model like diffusion. A closer look at Downs
and Mohr (1976) statement - "Unfortunately, the theoretical value of the diffusion
research that has been done is problematic. Perhaps one of the most alarming
characteristics of the body of empirical study of innovation is the extreme variance
among its findings. Factors found to be important for innovation in one study are found to
be considerably less important, not important at all, or even inversely important in
another study" (p.700) - shows that learning about individual factors explaining adoption
is the theoretical heart and value of the diffusion theory. Dealing with the instability of
diffusion theory while loosing insight in these factors is not the optimum solution for a
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diffusion researcher. The main purpose and function ofthe diffusion theory is to identify
those specific factors and not to ignore (or overwhelm) them while trying to overcome the

instability problem. Furthermore, the alternative model should not provide explanations
(or generalizations) that are too global for the kinds of adoption behavior that policy
makers and marketers are interested in such as, for example, innovation acceptance,
postponement, adoption, and so on. Very general explanations may be important, but not
in such indirect and subtle ways so as to render them inappropriate. Theories ofdiffusion
(with factors such as innovation attributes, personal characteristics, and social

characteristics) would be very difficult to build at this macro-level ofanalysis. Indeed, at
such a level it becomes impossible to separate the effects of specific diffusion related
factors from non-specific diffusion related factors. On the other hand, studying adoption
of innovations at a level ofconceptualization that is insufficiently aggregated and general-
ized may result in every behavior being considered unique. At this micro-level ofanalysis
it may even be difficult to distinguish between the theoretical level and the operational
level or 'empirical level' according to the conceptualization ofthe diffusion literature. A
distinction between the 'theoretical level' and the 'empirical level' is shown in Figure 5.1.

Here, we will provide an overall view ofthe existing problems ofthe classical diffusion
methodology oftheory in generating generalizable theories of adoption behavior. Next,
we will discuss now the classical diffusion methodology of theory can be adopted or
supplemented to overcome these problems.

5.4.2   Problems of the classical diffusion methodology: an overview

For sake ofclarity, we refer again to Figure 5.1 that was presented earlier. Further, we
will provide another example of the middle range analysis for the concept complexity
(See Figure 5.5). We have specifically chosen these two examples because together they
provide a representative picture ofthe different types ofproblems existing in the classical
diffusion methodology of theory.  If we take a close look at the two examples we can
observe several theoretical sources that can explain the instability ofdiffusion findings.
First, the conceptual and operational confusion regarding the dependent variable (innova-
tiveness or adoption). In the first example innovativeness is measured by earliness ofthe
individual in using the hybrid corn, however, in the latter it is measured by intention to
buy. [This problem will not be further discussed here as we extensively did so in Chapter
3].

Another source of instability is related to the independent variables of diffusion
research [as was discussed in Chapter 4]. The number and different types of theoretical
sources of instability relating to the independent variables is much larger than that of the
dependent variables. We can make a distinction between two types ofproblem related to
diffusion independent variables: 1) Problems at the theoretical level and, 2) problems
at the operationallevel or'empirical level'.The distinction was already made by Rogers
and Shoemaker (1971:79), but still seems to be applicable to current diffusion research.
See the distinction between theoretical and empirical levels in the diagrams in Figures 5.1
and 5.5.

One ofthe main problems on the theoretical level is the high degree ofspecificity in
which concepts are identified. For instance, cosmopoliteness is a highly specific variable
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which is defined as "the degree oforientation beyond a particular social system" (Rogers
1995:255). Other examples ofhighly specific concepts used in diffusion generalizations
are family income, occupational status of husband, venturesomeness (defined as
willingness to take risk in buying new products),  and self confidence.

Figure 5.5 Diagram of middle range analysis of adoption Behavior and Complexity.

Source: Adapted from Rogers and Shoemaker (1971:129).
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The problem ofsuch specific concepts is that they are very difficult to generalize. (As we
discussed in Chapter 4 and earlier in this chapter), the more specific the concept or the
variable, the more it is associated with a particular person, innovation, or/and situation.
Further, another major problem  at the theoretical level relates  to  one  of the central
implicit assumptions of the classical diffusion methodology of theory, being that the
variables in two-variable relationships do not interact with other variables. As Rogers
(1995) mentioned, the real nature ofdiffusion is certainly a'cobweb ofinterrelationships'
among numerous variables rather than mere pairs of concepts.

The last theoretical problem concerns the distinction we made earlier in Chapters 2
and 4 between the product-oriented approach and the consumer-oriented approach.
We mentioned in Chapter 4 that Rogers and Shoemaker (1971) and Rogers (1995:21)
implicitly assumed that adoption behavior is explained from the consumer-oriented
approach  or  what they called 'individual perspective' when diffusion variables  are
measured by using subjective measures. We argued that subjective measures do not
provide a sufficient basis for a consumer-oriented approach in explaining behavior.
Most of these concepts that they assessed in subjective terms are still product-oriented
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concepts rather than consumer-oriented concepts. For example, complexity is a
product related dimension measured in subjective terms as shown in the above
diagram. The individual, for example, can perceive the innovation as highly complex
yet s/he may still adopt it because s/he has the cognitive ability to deal with such
complexity (such as in case of physicians). In this example complexity is more a
product-oriented concept than cognitive ability. Conversely, cognitive ability is a more
consumer-oriented concept than complexity. The product-related nature of diffusion
concepts renders them problematic for the generalization of research findings across
product classes and even across different diffusion studies.

The other types ofproblems causing instability are atthe empirical or operational level.
Many of the diffusion variables are assessed by using objective measures. Figure 5.1
provides a good example of an objective measure of the diffusion variable
cosmopoliteness. The concept is measured by the number oftrips outside ofthe village to
the market towns and cities (Rogers  1995). In Chapter 4 we discussed the problem of the
objective measures of independent variables in diffusion research and the problem ofthe
large variety ofoperational definitions. We also mentioned that each ofthese independent
variables is measured according to the nature ofthe product and the situation ofthe study:
"it may be a scale, index, observation, or the answer to a direct question" (Rogers &
Shoemaker, 1971:211). Further, it is almost a custom among diffusion researchers not to
report the empirical referents of concepts they used in their studies, which adds another
complication to the problem. The result ofthis variation in the operationalizations is that
there is always a high risk that the operationalizations do not measure the same concept.
To summarize, the overall sources of the instability problem discussed above are:
1.    Conceptual and operational confusion ofthe dependent variables (different consumer

responses toward innovations).
2. Problems related to the independent variables. A distinction is made between two

types of problems: Problems at the theoretical level and problems at the empirical
level.

2a. Problems at the theoretical level:
•      A high degree of specificity in which concepts are identified.
•      The use ofproduct-oriented concepts.
•        The  ignorance of the possibility of interaction effects with other vari ables

excluded from the approach of two-concepts generalizations.
2b. Problems at the empirical level.

•      The objective measurements of some diffusion concepts.

5.4.3 Overcoming the instability problem. An adaptation of the classical diffusion
methodology of theory

Given the above complexities, how can we adapt the classical diffusion methodology
of theory to make it more effective in generating more generalizable diffusion theories?
The problem at the theoretical level has been dealt with in Chapter 3. A solution ofthis
problem was proposed by presenting a conceptual and methodological framework for
different diffusion dependent variables or consumer responses toward innovations. The
framework summarized different dependent variables (related to the study of adoption
behavior) and their conceptual and operational relationships. This framework may be of
importance to overcome the instability problem in innovation research. A researcher, for
instance, should be able to correctly identify different types ofadoption behavior as either
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active acceptance, passive acceptance, adoption, trial postponement, or adoption
postponement. This is only possible if a conceptual and methodological framework is
employed in which the competing concepts are simultaneously included.

Now let us try to solve the problems related to the independent variables. The first
problem  is the highly specific nature  of the concepts or variables.  For this problem we
suggest to move in the more general direction of the variable continuum explained in
Chapter 4.  This can be done by replacing the highly specific level of diffusion variables
by the relatively more general level of the behavioral decision variables. We learned from
our discussions in Chapter 4 that the behavioral decision framework provides us with
more general variables as compared to the diffusion variables without loosing much
insight in the specific determinants or causes of adoption. Hence, it is assumed that its
variables can be employed to build diffusion theories that are more generalizable. This
solution does not interfere with the basic assumptions of the classical diffusion
methodology of theory (or the middle range analysis) which we presented earlier (Rogers
&  Shoemaker 1971): "These middle range generalizations become stepping stones  to
more general theories ofdiffusion, once they are abstracted to a yet higher level ofgener-
ality" (p.89). So this replacement ofthe specific level with the behavioral decision level
variables implies the possibility to abstract diffusion theories to a higher level of gener-
ality. The problem of abstracting diffusion variables to even much higher levels of
generality (or aggregation) than those ofthe behavioral decision variables is that we will
loose insight in the specific causes of adoption behavior. Hence, loosing ability to
generate theories that are particularly related to diffusion of innovations.

By replacing the diffusion level variables by the behavioral decision level variables we
achieve two ends: we increase the potential for generalization, and we change from a
product orientation to a consumer orientation. Take for example, the product-orientated
diffusion concept observability which is defined as the degree to which the use  of the
innovation is observable by the consumer society. One ofthe populardiffusion theories is
that innovation observability is positively related to its adoption (Ostlund, 1969; Rogers,
1995). However, Robertson (1971) reported 14 diffusion studies that found innovation
observability to be negatively related to adoption. Such a negative relationship may be
assumed to take place if the innovation has a negative implication or consequence (as
smoking a new drug). It is clear in this example that the influence of the diffusion
variable observability on adoption behavior is dependent on the nature ofthe product (i.e.
its positive or negative social implications). Accountability may serve as another
example. This is a behavioral decision variable defined as the degree to which the
decision maker needs to justify his/her decision to others. Accountability can be seen as
the conceptual proxy of the diffusion concept observability, with a more consumer-
oriented approach. Whether an individualfeels accounmble to use an observable inno-
vation is more dependent on the consumer than on the product. Therefore, accountability
can be taken as a variable that describes an aspect of the individual attitude toward the
behavior (adopting the innovation) while observability is a variable that describes an
aspect of the attitude toward the object (the innovation). So, the replacement of the
concept observability by accountability would imply a shift from a more product-oriented
approach to a more consumer-oriented approach. Such a shift may have an implication
for the reduction the instability problem. While observability may be positively and
negatively related to adoption, depending upon the positive or negative consequences of
the innovation, the relationship between accountability and adoption may range from low
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to high. Another example can be provided with regard the concept of complexity.  It is
claimed that innovation complexity is negatively related to adoption (Ostlund, 1969;
Rogers, 1995). However, there are 57 diffusion studies that do not support such a
generalization (Robertson,  1971). Some innovations were found to be perceived as highly
complex yet they were adopted all the same (e.g. complicated drug treatments adopted by
physicians).  On the other hand, cognitive ability, defined as the mental ability of the
decision maker, can be seen as the conceptual proxy ofcomplexity, iftaken from a more
consumer-oriented approach. Whether or not the consumer has the cognitive ability to
deal with the complexity of the product is more dependent on the consumer rather than
the product. Furthermore, it can be said that cognitive ability describes an aspect of the
individual attitude toward the behavior (adopting the innovation) while complexity is a
variable that describes an aspect of the attitude toward the object (the innovation). So
replacing the two-concept generalization ofcomplexity and adoption by the two-concept
generalization of cognitive ability and adoption, the explanation of adoption behavior
shifts from a more product-oriented approach to a more consumer-oriented approach.
This may reduce the instability problem. If innovations are complex and have negative
effect on adoption then the perceived cognitive ability may be expected to be  low.  If in
other diffusion studies a high level of complexity has no effect on adoption then the
perceived cognitive ability may be expected to be high. This reasoning does not apply to
the complexity-adoption generalization. The innovation may be highly complex yet
negatively influence adoption; and another innovation may be highly complex yet
positively related to adoption. To conclude, the function ofabstracting diffusion concepts
to the level ofthe behavioral decision concepts may not only be to increase generality but
also to sh(# the explanation ofdiffusion from more a product-oriented approach to a more
consumer-oriented approach.

Now let us discuss how to deal with the third theoretical problem of the classical
diffusion methodology of theory; the problem that interaction effects are ignored. This
traditional problem in the diffusion research is considered to be the main shortcoming of
the middle range analysis (the classical diffusion methodology oftheory). The ignorance
of interaction effects is a an obvious result of two-concept generalizations. The neglect of
the possibility of interaction effects can be seen as an implicit assumption ofthe classical
diffusion methodology of theory since it explicitly assumes that diffusion theories should
be built on the basis of two concept generalizations only. We mentioned earlier that
diffusion researchers acknowledge this point as a source of instability but still prefer the
middle range analysis. A likely reason is that it is too difficult to study interactions at a
high level of specificity of diffusion variables. This is due to the high number of
interactions that should be considered before any suggestion ofgeneralization (Rogers &
Shoemaker, 1971; Rogers, 1995) can be made. Indeed, there is no way to consider to
study interactions systematically at highly specific levels of the diffusion or behavioral
decision variables. Hence,  we  have  to  deal  now not with the question  of how to study
interactions, but with the question how to reduce the insmbility resultingjtom ignoring
interaction  ejfects.

According to Knight (1967), Cyert and March, (1963), and Downs and Mohr (1976),
the result ofexcluding interaction effects from the two-concept generalizations is that the

relationship between these concepts may vary according to the innovation considered. As
we discussed earlier in this chapter, on the basis ofthis theoretical interpretation, scholars
in organization adoption behavior proposed to form categorization schemes of industrial
innovations in which diffusion middle range analysis is applied independently. According
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to Downs and Mohr (1976): *'The existence of theoretically and empirically dis-
tinguishable categories of innovations and their associated models certainly would help to
explain why the explanatory power of individual specific variables is unstable across
different studies. The consequence ofhypothesizing interaction in this fashion should be
an increased understanding ofthe determinants of innovation, greater explanatory power,
and less randornness  in the appearance of results" (p.705). However, we argued before
that consumer innovations could not be classified in the same way due to their endless
number oftypes. Further, generalizations two- concept may vary not only according to the
innovation considered (as these authors suggested) but also according to the person and
the situation under study. As we explained in our meta-meta analysis of adoption
behavior in Chapter 4, adoption is a function of the combination of the innovation, the
person, and the situation, which we referred to as the adoption circumstance. In other
words, the relationship between two concepts may vary not only according to their
interaction with innovation related factors but also according to other factors related to
the person and the situation. For example, the relationship between adoption and
cosmopolitness may be due to the relationships of both variables with a third concept
related to the innovation (such as complexity) and/or related to the person (such as level
of education).

According to Downs and Mohr (1976),  'The suggestion that a single theory and set of
determinants is applicable to the entire set ofnewly implemented techniques, programs,
rules, and norms that are lumped under the generic heading 'innovations' should be
considered suspect. While most students ofinnovation might agree with this statement in
the abstract, its implications have rarely been considered in either research or theory
building" (p.701). Most emphasis in research on consumer adoption behavior has been
placed on uncovering the effect of individual aspects or characteristics of innovation,
person, and social context on adoption behavior. Inventories were presented of those
aspects associated with adoption behavior but were unaccompanied by any hint that their
impacts may depend on the nature ofthe combination ofinnovation, person, and situation
(or the adoption circumstance) considered in the study. When findings concerning the
impact ofa variable on adoption behavior is contradictory, the common reaction has been
to view the matter as yet undecided and call for further study, rather than to explore
possible linkages between the kinds of results obtained and the kinds ofadoption circum-
stances considered.

On the basis of the above observations we suggest to form a midd/e range cat-
egorization scheme €fadoption circumstances. In other words, an attempt will be made
to classify adoption circumstances into different categories according  to  some of their
general characteristics. Each category of adoption circumstance may have its own
inventory oftwo-concept generalizations explaining the adoption ofinnovations that fall
in the same category. These adoption circumstance categories may include theories (or
two-concept generalizations) with different specific independent variables, or may
contain the same specific independent variables that have different effects upon the
dependent variables. So in our attempt to reduce the instability resulting from ignoring
interaction effects we select a route that is compatible with but 'not similar' to past
diffusion researchers' attempts to organize adoption behavior to adapt the classical
diffusion methodology oftheory.

Before presenting our categorization scheme ofadoption circumstances it is important
to explain more specifically how the innovation classification scheme is employed in
diffusion studies. Take for example, the classification ofinnovations as either high or low
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cost. Diffusion researchers that employ this method usually include a question in the
questionnaire that aims to assess how each subject perceives the innovation cost. Before
analyzing their  data they divide  the  subj ects of their study  into two groups according  to
how the innovation cost is perceived: subjects perceiving the innovation as high cost
versus subjects perceiving the innovation as low cost. Then the correlation between
individual independent variables (such as complexity, perceived risk, compatibility, etc.)
with adoption is calculated for each group separately or independently from the other (as
the individual study is split into two diffusion studies). Finally, correlations between the
same variables with adoption are compared for different groups. This approach leads to
theories which are only applicable to either high cost innovations or low cost innovations.
For example, complexity is negatively related to the adoption of high cost innovations. It
has no significant effect on the adoption of low cost innovations. The same method is
applied to other kinds of innovation classifications, such as for example, radical
innovation versus reorientation. In this sense, the innovation type is employed as a mod-
erator of the relationship between the individual diffusion variables and adoption
behavior (see Figure 5.3). For the reasons discussed above we suggest the type of
adoption circumstance (in terms ofthe combination of innovation, person, and situation)
as an alternative moderator in the relationship between the individual diffusion or/and be-
havioral decision variables and the adoption behavior. What we need for this is a
typology of adoption circumstances.  This will be discussed next.

In very general terms a typology dividing adoption circumstances into groups or
categories must itself be based on characteristics or attributes of the adoption
circumstance. For example, it might be based upon the particular combination of the
innovation cost, the person's cognitive ability, and the communication in the social
context (high or low). Such characteristics or attributes may be based either upon
objective or subjective criteria. In principle, when a typology is based upon objective
criteria, an adoption circumstance can be confidently classified without reference to a
specific individual (or target group). Regardless ofhis/her wealth, education, knowledge,
and so forth, each individual would be expected to place the adoption circumstance in the
same cell of typology. Thus, both wealthy and non-wealthy individuals would describe
the adoption circumstance as >type X=. Such an objective typology does not seem
realistic to achieve. Different individuals may place the same adoption circumstance in
different cells of the typology. Therefore, when a typology is based on a subjective
attributes, the classification of the adoption circumstance depends on the individual's
perception. Wealthy individuals, for example, might classify it as 'type X', while non-
wealthy individuals might classify the same adoption circumstance as 'type Y'.

In adoption behavior research there have been a few attempts to categorize innovations
by their objective attributes. However, several diffusion researchers suggested typologies
based on subjective attributes ofinnovations. According to Downs and Mohr (1976), 'It
is apparent that much ofthe conceptual and methodological complexity surrounding the
issue ofinstability is brought about by the existence of secondary (subjective) attributes.
Because this category of variables seems to be composed of a large portion of the most
important predictors of innovation (adoption), the strategy of increasing stability by
simply eliminating secondary attributes from our models would hardly appear a viable
one' (p. 704). Downs and Mohr mean by this statement that subjective evaluations ofthe
innovations are a source of instability. If only the objective evaluation of the innovation
existed 'in the real world' then all subjects would be evaluating the innovation in the
same fashion and there would be no instability in the appearance ofresults.
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Subjective criteria for categorizing adoption circumstances may be based upon general
or specific characteristics (or attributes) of the adoption circumstance. However, if we
would select highly specific variables for the description ofadoption circumstances, we
would run into the instability problem again.  This is due to the large number of specific
variables and their interactions, which we will have to account for during the
categorization of these circumstances.
As we argued in Chapter 4, the three generic determinants of the MOA approach are
suggested to be helpful in covering the full influence ofthe adoption circumstance (or to
cover the main and interaction effects ofthe innovation, the person, and the situation) on
adoption behavior. Hence, a typology dividing adoption circumstances into groups or
categories may be based on the levels ofperceived motivation, capacity, and opportunity
to adopt the innovation. To clarify, the effect of any specific determinant or variable on
adoption behavior in a particular study can be seen as dependent upon the nature and
interaction between the innovation, the person, and the situation in the same particular
study. The levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity are evoked by the adoption
circumstance (or by the particular combination of the innovation, the person, and the
situation) (see Figure 5.6).

Figure 5.6 The objective property of the adoption circumstances in terms of innovation,
person, and situation is transformed to the subjective property

MOTIVATION

INNOVATION I Adoption behavior
PERSON

SITUATION

CAPACITY OPPORTUNITY

By doing so, we introduce the more subjective counterparts (motivation, capacity, and,
opportunity) of the more objective factors of innovation, person, and situation. We
assume that the instability (or the variation) in the influence of any specific diffusion
variable on adoption behavior across studies can be attributed to the variation in the
MOA values ofthe (average) respondents in these studies. In other words, the instability
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problem can be seen as the result ofthe large variation in the average respondent levels
of perceived motivation, capacity, and opportunity over different studies.

It is important to recall the distinction we made earlier (in Chapter 2) between
attraction and repulsion determinants ofinnovation acceptance/resistance. We mentioned
that a complete explanation of innovation acceptance/resistance requires the
consideration of both attraction and repulsion factors. Attraction factors refer to those
variables that are hypothesized in the diffusion literature to be positively correlated with
adoption such as relative advantage, compatibility, and triability. On the other hand,
repulsion factors are those variables that are hypothesized in the diffusion literature to be

negatively correlated with adoption such as perceived risk and complexity. The MOA, the
diffusion, and the behavioral decision approaches are three different and mutually
substitutable  levels  of individual  behavior analysis. Since these levels of analysis are
assumed to be substitutable it can be said, as a figure of speech, that 'in the real world'
the different levels of determinants take place simultaneously. A change in the value of
highly specific variables will simultaneously change the values ofthe behavioral decision
variables and the MOA variables. When the attraction factors to adopt a given innovation
are high (or have high positive correlation coefficients with adoption) and the repulsion
factors or forces are low (or have low negative correlation coefficients with adoption), it
can be expected that perceived levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity to adopt
the innovation are relatively high.

Positive correlations between the attraction factors with adoption and the low negative
correlation between ofthe repulsion factors with adoption behavior maybe apredictor of
adoption for subjects with high levels ofmotivation, capacity, and opportunity condition
as opposed with the number of subjects with low levels of motivation, capacity, and
opportunity condition, so would the levels ofmotivation, capacity, and opportunity be a
predictor of high positive correlation coefficients ofattraction factors  and low negative
correlation coefficients with adoption behavior in studies where the larger number of
respondents or subjects have high levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity as
opposed with the number ofthose subjects in the same study with low levels motivation,
capacity, opportunity condition. Further, just as the low positive correlation coefficients
of the attraction factors  and the high negative correlation coefficients of the repulsion
factors with adoption behavior may be a predictor of a study with larger number of
subjects with low levels ofmotivation, capacity, and opportunity conditions as opposed
with those subjects with high levels ofmotivation, capacity, and opportunity conditions,
so would the levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity be a predictor of high
negative correlation coefficients of repulsion factors and low positive correlation
coefficients with adoption behavior in studies where the average number ofrespondents
or subjects have low levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity. Hence, the
explanatory power of individual adoption determinants in studies with high levels of
motivation, capacity, and opportunity is suggested to be markedly different from those
studies with low levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity. Complexity, for
instance, may be found to predict adoption under the former condition differently than
under the latter. Similarly, variations in the level of the motivation, capacity, and

opportunity may be found to affect the impact ofcompatibility, observability, or any other

explanatory variable on adoption. Because an adoption circumstance's classification in a

subjective attribute can vary from individual to individual, we face a situation where two

(or more) contrasting theories may simultaneously apply to adoption behavior in the same

study. In the same study complexity may show high negative correlation coefficient with
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adoption for the subjects with low MOA values and no correlation with adoption for
subjects with high MOA values.

If we were to ignore, in diffusion studies, these differences in motivation, capacity, and

opportunity conditions between subjects and we would calculate the correlation of
complexity with adoption then the result would depend upon the number of subjects in
our sample with high motivation, capacity, and opportunity as opposed with the number
of those subjects with low motivation, capacity, and opportunity. If researchers ignore
this distinction between motivation, capacity, and opportunity conditions and proceed
with the analyses, the result would be based upon the average values of motivation,
capacity, and opportunity. The correlation would therefore depend upon the proportion of
individuals in the sample considering the adoption circumstance as associated with high
levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity as opposed to low levels of motivation,
capacity, and opportunity. The instability may, then, refer to variance around the three
means for a single study and the error variance concerning the levels and combinations of
the three means over studies.

If, in correlational studies, a causal factor is superimposed upon another this may act to
increase or decrease the variance of the dependent variable (adoption) relative to the
independent variable (for example, complexity), so that the correlation may be smaller or
larger than it would be in any single condition ofthe adoption circumstance typology (see
Mohr, 1978). This may help to show "why the explanatory power of some variables
thought to be theoretically relevant has been low" (Downs & Mohr, 1976:704). It may
therefore not be a mere coincidence that the role of each of these independent variables
has varied a great deal from one study to another.

Here we will elaborate further our assumption that the combination of all micro-level
attraction and repulsion variables are reflected simultaneously in the more 'macro-level'
variables motivation, capacity, and opportunity. Let us imagine, for sake ofsimplicity that
all diffusion variables are limited to four variables: 2 attraction variables (relative advan-
tage and compatibility) and 2 repulsion variables (complexity and perceived risk). Ifwe
find, in a particular study, a maximum positive correlation (1.0) between the attraction
factors and adoption, and a minimum correlation between the repulsion factors and
adoption (0.0), we assume that the motivation, capacity and opportunity to adopt are at
their maximum positive value. Any change in the attraction and/or repulsion factors will
be reflected in the values ofmotivation, capacity, and/or opportunity, and in the signs and
values of the correlations with adoption.

A possible categorization scheme for adoption circumstances may be described with
the help ofthe different scenarios in Figure 5.7 (see next page). The scenarios are formed
by assuming, for the present example, only two possible levels (positive and negative or
favourable and unfavourable) per MOA variable. While each ofthese may be viewed as a
continuum, we use discrete categories such as 'low-motivation' and 'high-motivation'.
(Incidentally, scholars in organization adoption behavior also use discrete categories.
Downs and Mohr, (1976) argue why discrete categories are used for industrial
innovations, such as 'low cost' and 'high cost'. They claim that it is an unnecessary
complication of the design to use a continuum instead of discrete categories since
variance in the obtained results may be expected only between the two extreme points on
the continuum. For instance, the relationship between innovation complexity and adop-
tion is expected not to change at every point on the innovation cost continuum but only at
the two extreme points ofhigh cost and low cost. In other words, Downs andMohr, seem
to imply that ifvariance is expected only at the extreme points why bother and complicate
things byusing a continuum. Further, the existence ofsuch discrete categories rather than
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a continuum is relevant not only to the design but also to the interpretation). The
consequences for theory building may be important, since at least some instability can be
explained by differences among adoption circumstances in their discrete categories. For
instance, some findings related to M+, C+, and 0+ circumstances are generalizable only
to other M+, C+, and 0+ circumstances and some other findings related to the M-, C-,
and 0- circumstances is generalizable only to other M-, C-, and 0- circumstances. Vari-
ations among studies in the average levels ofmotivation, capacity, and opportunity may
cause variations among the coefficients of certain independent variables on adoption
behavior, and there is little that can be done about this instability other than to understand

and accept it. We suggest that there would be no point in trying to generalize about the

impact of some diffusion or
behavioral decision variables variable like innovation complexity on adoption because

complexity would not have a constant impact. We assume that it may be an important (or
strong) negative determinant of the adoption under conditions of very low levels of
motivation, capacity, and opportunity (where the negative correlation coefficients ofthe
individual repulsion factors with adoption are expected to be high rather than low) but
may have no bearing at all under conditions of very high levels ofmotivation, capacity,
and opportunity (where the negative correlation coefficients of the individual repulsion
factors with adoption are expected to be low rather than high). If it may be assumed that

complexity has a constantly strong negative impact under both conditions there would
rarely be any instability problem reported regarding this variable or any other diffusion
variables. If our assumption is valid then the challenge to diffusion theorist is to
determine  the  influence  of complexity (or any other independent variable)  as  afunction of

dijferent levels of motivation, capacity,  and opportunity.

Figure 5.7 Eight possible scenarios levels of Motivation, Capacity, and Opportunity can be
seen as different (subjective adoption circumstances or) combinations of the effects of
innovation, person, and situation characteristics

M                               C                                0

Group 1 M+ C+ 0+
Group 2 M+ C+              0-

Group 3 M+                             C-                               0+
Group 4 M+                             0                               0-
Group 5 M- C+ 0+
Group 6 M- C+ 0-

Group 7 M-                              C-                               0+
Group 8 M-               C-               0-

In conclusion, it is argued here that the influence ofany behavioral decision variable on

adoption behavior is dependent upon the nature and the ongoing interaction of the
innovation, person, and situation. In present terms, the perceived levels of motivation,
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opportunity, and capacity may moderate the relationships between behavioral decision
variables and adoption behavior (see Figure 5.8).

Figure 5.8 A suggested alternative methodological model to increase the generalizabily of
diffusion findings.

Behavioral Decision --* Adoption Behavior
VArighle<

Motivation

  Innovation  

1 PersonSituation  

Capacity Opportunity

The subjective adoption circumstance typology would appear  to have several
implications for the design of adoption research. It indicates that we must build the
idea of interaction into our models of innovation adoption. We should recognize that
different individuals may classify the same adoption circumstance into different
categories, and also that determinants may vary in strength depending upon the
category in which the adoption circumstance is classified. We hypotheize that
cognitive ability (which is a behavioral decision variable related to the person factor)
is a stronger determinant of the adoption behavior under conditions of low levels of
perceived motivation, capacity, and opportunity than it is under conditions of high
levels of perceived motivation, capacity, and opportunity. If we are studying an
adoption circumstance with low level of motivation, capacity, and opportunity for
some individuals and high levels for others, all we need to do is to include the three
factors in our analysis in order to include the subjective perception of the adoption
circumstance. This would provide us with more information than that in traditional
adoption studies. Specifically, we can obtain the following four types of information:
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.   We can assess which characteristic(s) of the (adoption circumstance or)
person, innovation, and situation determines the classification ofthe adoption
circumstance in terms of levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity.

•    By including the adoption circumstance as an independent variable, we can
determine the extent to which it, in itself, affects adoption behavior. It was
explained earlier that the adoption circumstance can be used as an
independent set of three variables if we translate the objective innovation,
person and situation into the subjective notions ofmotivation, capacity, and
opportunity. This can be done by employing subjective measures.

•   By employing different combinations of motivation, capacity, and oppor-
tunity, we can determine the differential impact of a behavioral decision
variable.

•     Apart from the main effects ofbehavioral decision variables also interaction
effects of these variables might be revealed in the levels of motivation,
capacity, and opportunity. Interactions may be interesting and valuable
findings that could not be expected to emerge from traditional adoption
studies. There is also no need to develop separate models of innovations for
different categories as some researchers suggested. Instead, the innovation
may be seen as an aspect of the total adoption circumstance which in turn
may simply be measured as an individual property and then used in the ways
described.

The possibility to use subjective measures of motivation, capacity, and opportunity
suggests a solution for the final problem ofthe classical diffusion methodology oftheory.
We stated that this problem relates to the objective measurements of the diffusion
concepts. In very general terms, this problem can be dealt with by employing subjective
measures ofboth the behavioral decision variables and ofthe adoption circumstance (in
terms ofthe combination ofmotivation, capacity, and opportunity).

5.5 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter we discussed the adequacy of the classical diffusion methodology of
theory and we assessed how diffusion researchers tried to adapt it in order to overcome
the instability problem.  We also provided an overview of the problems of the classical
diffusion methodology of theory. As a synthesis of these discussions we suggest an
alternative approach to study adoption behavior as a possible way to provide a more
generalizable (or more stable) theory or explanation of adoption behavior. In this
approach we argue to increase the generalizability of diffusion theories in two
complementary steps:

1.     To move in the direction ofmore general or aggregate variables. For this, two options
are available: the Behavioral Decision Theory presented in the general decision
making literature but recommended in the diffusion literature to be applied in the
adoption context as well; and the MOA model. It is expected that the behavioral
decision variables are more associated with instability than variables, and that the
MOA model is better capable of accounting for interactions. The MOA model,
however, is limited because of its general nature (the more general the framework the
less we really understand conceptually). In order to compensate for this limitation we
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selected the Behavioral Decision Theory. This leads us to the following research

question:  Can the  behavioral  decisionframeworkreplace the  di#usionframeworkin
explaining adoption behavior, This question will be empirically investigated in
Chapter 6.

2.    To allow for the possibility, suggested by the very instability problem, that the same
variables may have different impacts under different circumstances. Circumstances
may be objective or subjective in nature. We suggested taking only subjective notions
ofadoption circumstances. So we need subjective rather than objective variables. If
we would select highly specific subjective variables for the assessment ofadoption
circumstances, we would run into the instability problem again. So we have to
describe circumstances with the help of subjective variables at a more aggregate
level. For this step we selected the MOA model. This leads us to the research
questionwhether is there a differential influence exercised by adoption determinants
under dgerent MOA levels? And is this injluence constant over subjective adoption
circumstances that are comparable in terms of the levels ofmotivation, capacity, and
opportunio,7 These questions will be empirically investigated in Chapters 7 and 8.

A benefit of the suggested approach is that it focuses our attention on the combination
of person, innovation and situation variables as a relevant determinant of the adoption
decision. It implies an extension of the classical design, which is characterized by the
simplicity oftwo concept generalizations. It has all the advantages ofthe latter, plus the
potential ofa greater generalizability that results from the consideration ofthe variation in
the nature ofthe adoption circumstance across and within studies. According to Downs
and Mohr (1976) the correlations based on the classical diffusion method are notoriously
inflated or deflated over the 'true' micro-level relationships. The less consistency among
potential adopters of different studies in their incentives and constraints, the less
consistence intheir ratings ofan innovation's characteristic (such as complexity), and the
less confidence we should have in the strength of the correlation involving that
characteristic. As a result we can be misled easily in innovation research by the obtained
results. Again, the classical design is not the appropriate way to study adoption behavior.
It presumes that the adoption ofone innovation follows the same 'laws' and rules as the
adoption of another innovation regardless of the characteristics of the adoption
circumstance. This assumption may not be valid.  If we  wish to explain and predict the
adoption of innovation in more general terms, a more effective and efficient method may
be to correctly identifj, the subjective interpretation of each adoption circumstance in
terms ofthe perceived levels ofmotivation, capacity and opportunity. The result may be a
theoretical framework from which the effects of individual combinations of person,
innovation and situation characteristics may be inferred.
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6. The relation between behavioral decision theory and adoption behavior;
an empirical examination

6.1 INTRODUCTION

We argued earlier that the more general level ofbehavioral decision variables could be
used as an alternative framework to the existing diffusion theory framework in explaining
adoption behavior. As far as we know, the behavioral decision variables never have been
used before to explain innovation adoption behavior. The aim of this chapter is to
describe a study conducted to examine whether the behavior decision framework can
replace (or substitute) the diffusion framework in explaining adoption behavior. More
specifically, the study aims to investigate the capabilities of the behavioral decision
constructs in covering the domains of the diffusion constructs.

Two complete lists of variables relating to both the diffusion approach and the
behavioral decision approach are shown in Appendix 3 and Appendix  1. The Ostlund
(1969 and 1974) reviews ofperson and innovation variables related to innovativeness (or
adoption) on the individual level are used, after updating, as the source of variables
representing the diffusion approach (Appendix 3 shows the Ostlund's complete list of
diffusion variables). All variables in the set have shown to have impact (positive or
negative) on individual innovativeness in past diffusion research. We specifically use
Ostlund's list because he empirically examined the relationship with a buying intention
scale, which is the operational equivalent to our operationalization of innovation
acceptance/resistance in Chapter 3. The list was updated by replacing the person variables

by the construct of innovativeness. Innovativeness is assumed in diffusion research to be
a personality trait underlying the acceptance of innovations (Leavitt and Walton  1988).
The construct has been introduced by Leavitt and Walton (1975) and is proposed by
diffusion researchers (such as, Midgley & Dowling,  1978) to replace the other personal
characteristic items included in Ostlund study. According to Midgley and Dowling
(1978:229), "Innovativeness is a personality trait possessed, to a greater or lesser degree,
by all members of a society". "Our notion ofa personality trait here is one of a persisting
characteristics or disposition by which one individual can be distinguished from another,
where innovativeness is viewed as a continuum. These assumptions are central both to
the theory of innovative behavior as it currently stands, and perhaps more importantly to
the research methodologies employed in the published studies ofnew product adoption".

Two main sources are used to form the second list of variables representing the
behavioral decision approach (See Appendix 1). The first source is Punj and Stewart's

(1983) set of person and problem variables. Their apparent motive for forming this set
was to summarize past research findings on behavioral decision making. The list does not
include variables that are directly related to the social context. However, the set of
variables represents the inventory ofbehavioral decision making research until 1983. The
second source that we used is the review on adaptive decision making by Payne,
Bettmann, and Johnson (1993). We organized our list using the classification scheme

presented earlier in our introduction to the behavioral decision approach: problem factors,
with two major subcategories oftask variables and context variables; person factors; and
social context factors.
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Due to the varying nature ofthe variables representing each ofthe two approaches, and
the large number ofthese variables, (see Appendix 1 and 3) a direct comparison between
the two approaches will not be possible even though a complete and direct comparison
would be required to give a straightforward conclusion. The comparison will only be

possible ifwe limit ourselves to behavioral decision variables, which are almost similar
in nature or conceptually equivalent to the diffusion variables. For instance, account-

ability is a behavioral decision variable ofwhich the meaning is very similar to meaning
inherent to the diffusion variable observability. Dominated alternative, as another

example, is a behavioral decision variable that is very similar to the diffusion variable
relative advantage. An explanation ofour criteria for the selection ofconceptual, similar
behavioral decision variables is presented next.

For each diffusion variable, two basic criteria were used for selecting its conceptually
equivalent variable(s) in the behavioral decision approach. First, the definition of the
selected behavioral decision variable had to match, in nature and meaning, the definition
ofthe diffusion variable. For example, relative advantage is a diffusion variable defined
as "the degree to which the innovation is perceived as superior to ideas it supersedes"

(Ostlund, 1974:63). On the other hand, dominated alternatives is a behavioral decision
variable defined as "the number of alternatives being preferred over a particular alter-
native" (Payne, 1982:123). Both concepts are very close in nature and meaning. The other
criterion we used in the selection is that the equivalent behavioral decision variable had to
be a more general and broader concept than the diffusion variable. In other words, the
equivalent behavioral decision construct had to cover the main domain of the diffusion
construct. This is consistent with our earlier argument that the behavioral decision
approach analyzes behavior at a conceptually more general level than the diffusion
approach.

An important question now is how representative the final set of selected diffusion
variables (see Appendix  3) is  for the total  set of relevant variables. The overall goal of
our research is not to develop and test an alternative specific theory to the diffusion
theory, but to develop and test an alternative to the diffusion methodology oftheory. It is
assumed that the selected, updated set of the most important diffusion variables is
sufficient for this purpose. If we would be able to show, with the help of the main
diffusion variables, that the alternative methodology oftheory is functional, then it would
be feasible, in future research, to extend our approach with other less important diffusion
variables. As we mentioned earlier the six innovation characteristics included in our
selected list of diffusion variables (relative advantage, complexity, compatibility,
observability, triability, and perceived risk) are identified by Rogers (1983) on the basis
of his survey of thousands of innovation studies  as the major explanatory factors of
adoption behavior (Moore & Benbasat, 1991; Frambach, Barkema, Nooteboom, &
Wedel, 1997). Furthermore, contrary to other diffusion variables, these have been
extensively used in the last decade to explain adoption behavior (Frambach, Barkema,
Nooteboom, & Wedel 1997). For instance, Moore and Benbasat (1991), state:   Recently,
researchers of information technology have begun to rely on the theories of innovation
diffusion to study implementation problems (Brancheau & Wetherbe, 1990; Moore, 1987;
Johnson & Rice, 1987). A major focus in these studies has been on how potential users'

perceptions ofthe information technology influence its adoption' (p. 193). Therefore, we
decided to pay much attention to these innovation characteristics.
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Also the concept of innovativeness as personal characteristic has an important and con-
siderable role in explaining adoption behavior. Midgley and Dowling (1978) after an
extensive literature review, expressed the notion that innovativeness is '*the degree to
which an individual is receptive to new ideas and makes innovation decisions
independently of the communicated experience of the others" (p.236). A large body of
empirical research supported the Midgley and Drowling notion of innovativeness (for
instance, Hirschman, 1980). Ostlund (1969, 1974) and Rogers (1962, 1983, 1995)
presented another notion of the concept innovativeness. They used the term
innovativeness as synonymous to adoption rather than a personality trait. They identified
an alternative set ofperson characteristics (see Appendix 3), which, however, was rarely
used in recent diffusion studies. We take this as a reason not to include them in our
present study.

6.2 HYPOTHESES

The postulated relationship between each diffusion variable and its conceptual
equivalent in the behavioral decision approach, although complex in nature, is addressed
in following discussion. As we explained, in diffusion research innovativeness is
assumed to be a personality trait underlying the acceptance and adoption of innovations.
There are two main definitions to innovativeness. According to Leavitt and Walton
(1988) innovativeness reflects the individual openness to new information, experiences,
and stimuli. According, to Goldsmith and Hofacker (1991) innovativeness reflects the
tendency to  learn  about  and  adopt  innovations within a  specific  domain  of interest  (or
within a specific product category). If we take a closer look at these definitions they seem
to reflect the sum of the following four different dimensions:
1. The individual's openness to new information in general.
2. The individual's openness to new experiences and stimuli in general.
3. The individual's tendency to learn within a specific product category.
4. The individual's tendency to adopt within a specific product category.

The construct seems to be much similar in nature and meaning to the combination of
the two concepts prior knowledge and decision importance in the behavioral decision
approach. Prior knowledge is defined in the behavioral decision approach as the degree of
previous knowledge that a consumer brings to a choice task and reflects (or covers the
domains of) both dimensions of'the individual's openness to new information in general',
and 'the individual's tendency to learn within a specific product category'. Decision
importance is the degree to which a decision is perceived as important to the decision
maker and reflects (or covers the domains of) the other two dimensions 'the individual's
openness to new experiences and stimuli in general' and 'the individual's tendency to
adopt within a specific product category'. The argument is that the individual's openness
to new information and tendency to learn are continued and reflected in his/her level of
prior knowledge. In other words, when an individual is open to new information and has
the tendency to learn he/she is expected to have more prior knowledge than another
individual who is not open to new information and has no tendency to learn. Further, if
the individual is open to new experiences and stimuli (as trying new products) and has a
tendency to adopt innovations as well, then s/he may be expected to perceive the decision
to adopt innovations as important. It can be argued that the combination of the two
behavioral decision variables prior knowledge and decision importance can be viewed
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and dealt with as one construct, which is relatively more general and broader than
innovativeness. This is because the combination of these two variables covers the
domains ofall the dimensions ofthe different definitions ofinnovativeness. Furthermore,
an individual can have the personal characteristics ofbeing open toward new information
/experiences and have the tendency to adopt new products, yet he is not in a position or
does not have the opportunity to accumulate knowledge or to adopt a new product. For
instance, both information about the product or the product itself are not available in the
market. This is not the case with the variables prior knowledge and decision importance
as they also capture the individual actual level of knowledge and his actual tendency to
adopt.

(Per hypothesis, approximation is operationalized as having a similar high factorloading
in a Principal Component Analysis).

Hl The diffusion variable innovativeness can be approximated by the combination of the
behavioral decision variables prior knowledge and decision importance.

Relative advantage is defined as the degree to which an innovation is perceived as
superior to ideas it supersedes (both economic and noneconomic considerations).
According to Rogers and Shoemaker (1971), it indicates the perceived intensity of
rewards or punishments resulting from adoption of an innovation. Different researchers
view these rewards and punishment in different ways. For example, Holak, Lehman, and
Sultan (1987) expressed them in terms Ofgoodand badjeatures oftheproducts. Venka-
traman (1991) expressed them in terms of the two factors convenience and value of
money. Ostlund (1969) described them in terms of time saving, e#brt saving, and
monetag value. On the other hand, the variable dominated alternatives in the behavioral
decision approach is merely defined as the perceived number of alternatives being
preferred over a particular alternative. According to the behavioral decision approach an
alternative can be preferred over another due to  good and bad features of the product,
convenience, value of money, effort saving, time saving, etcetera. Hence, dominated
alternatives can be seen as conceptually close to relative advantage yet, however, broader
and more general  in the sense that it captures a larger domain of the construct relative
advantage. In other words, it may be argued that dominated alternatives as a concept
reflects different expressions or descriptions of relative advantage in diffusion research.

H2 The diffusion variable relative advantage can be approximated by the behavioral
decision variable dominated alternatives.

Complexity is defined as the degree to which the innovation is perceived as difficult to
understand and use. According to Robertson (1971), innovations may be classified on the
complexity-simplicity continuum. In the behavioral decision theory cognitive ability
refers to the perceived ability to process information and exercise that knowledge. We
argue here that the perceived cognitive ability is a more generic concept than complexity.
An individual who perceives the innovation as complex can yet adopt it. This may
happen when he perceives his mental capacity as capable ofdealing with the complexity
of the product. Perhaps, this may explain why there are several diffusion studies on
innovation complexity that do not support its negative correlation with adoption (e.g.
Kivlin, 1960; Petrini, 1966; Kivlin & Fliegel, 1967). Perceived cognitive ability as a more
generic variable does not only cover the main domain of the concept innovation
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complexity but also covers the perceived mental capacity or ability in dealing with the
complexity problem.

H3 The diffusion variable complexity can be approximated by the behavioral decision
variable cognitive ability.

Triability is a diffusion variable defined as the degree to which the innovation is

perceived as available for trial on a limited basis, without a large financial commitment.
The definition emphasizes that physical triability of an innovation is very crucial to its
adoption. Furthermore, there is no adoption that can occur without trial (Gatignon &
Robertson,  1991). The importance of triability derives from the needs of the potential
adopters to experience using the innovation before committing themselves to it (Rogers,
1995). In spite ofthe noted importance of innovation trial for adoption, some studies in
the diffusion literature do not support the positive correlation between the perceived
triability ofan innovation and its adoption (for instance, Carlson, 1965; Danda & Danda,
1968; Tucker, 1961). Indeed, the innovation can have a low perceived triability, yet the
decision maker may have had already enough prior physical experience with the
innovation itself or/and indirect mental experience through another similar innovation
(Klonglan & Coward, 1970). Prior experience is a behavioral decision variable that
reflects the degree of previous experience that a consumer brings to a choice task. We
argue that prior experience as a generic variable captures the domain ofthe direct physi-
cal experience associated with using the innovation, and captures the domain of the
indirect mental experiences associated with the innovation as well.

H4 The diffusion variable triability can be approximated by the behavioral decision
variable prior experience.

Observability  is a diffusion variable that refers  to the degree to which results  Of an
innovation  will  be  apparent  and  possible  to  communicate  to  others.  Aluiough many
diffusion studies have supported the positive correlation between observability and
adoption (for example, Fliegel et. al., 1967; Polgar et al., 1963) other studies did not find
any correlation (see for instance, Carlson, 1965; Tucker,1961). The role ofobservability
in adoption is more likely to be active when the innovation is a durable good and has
symbol status. In some other studies observability has even been found to have a negative
correlation with adoption (Rogers & Shoemaker 1971; Robertson,   1971).   As   we
explained earlier (in Chapter 5) this is in the case of innovations with negative
implications or consequences (e.g. smoking a new drug). This means that observability
has different correlations with adoption under the following conditions:
1. The correlation is positive; if the innovation has apositive symbol status.
2. The correlation is negative;  if the innovation has a negative implication.
3. The correlation is null;  if the innovation has neither a positive symbol status nor

negative implication;

Therefore, it is not the observability of the innovation in itselfthat influences its adoption
but also the innovative social image (whether it is perceived to have a positive symbol
status, or a negative implication, or neither of these).
Accountability is a behavioral decision variable relating to the social context of the
decision maker and refers to the need to justify the decision outcome to others. We
argue that accountability is a more generic concept relative to observability. This is
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because it captures the main domain of observability (whether the innovation is
visible to others) as well as the main domain of the innovation social image (whether
it has a positive symbol status or a negative implication). In this sense an individual
can perceive low accountability because the apparent positive/negative implications
are not observable by others. On the other hand, an individual can perceive high
accountability because it has a negative implication and is highly observable by other
members of his/her society.

HS The diffusion variable observability can be approximated by the behavioral decision
variable accountability.

Perceived risk is a diffusion variable referring to the "risk that a consumer perceives in
adopting an innovation" (Ram, 1989:23). Perceived  risk is negatively correlated  to
adoption. In the diffusion literature there is no single standard categorization of risk
components or types associated with adopting an innovation. Ram (1987), for instance,
identifies four types of risk associated with adoption; functional risk, economic risk,
social risk, and psychological risk. On the other hand, Ostlund (1969, 1974) identifies
two types ofrisk associated with adoption; performance risk and psychosocial risk. Ram
and Sheth (1989) associate four types of risk with adoption; physical risk, economic risk,
functional risk, and social risk. The behavioral decision variable decision uncertainty is
defined as the degree to which the choice ofalternative solutions can be determined to be
correct or optimal by the consumer prior to alternative selection. We propose that variable
decision uncertainty as defined in the behavioral decision approach is a more generic
variable than the construct perceived risk as defined in the diffusion literature. This is
because decision uncertainty covers all the different domains of the perceived risk
components such as, for instance, economic risk, physical risk, psychosocial risk, etc.
Furthermore, decision uncertainty covers other components of risk not covered by the
above types of risk. To clarify, all components ofperceived risk in diffusion literature are
product related. For instance, economic risk is defined as "the fear ofeconomic loss from
adopting the innovation" (Ram, 1987:24). However, the decision maker can perceive risk
from other non-product related sources, for instance, the risk that the innovation is
unavailable in the market. Decision uncertainty as defined in the behavioral decision
approach captures both product and non-product related sources of perceived risk.

Another main disadvantage ofthe diffusion approach in dealing with the perceived risk
is that it explicitly assumes that all risk types and components have equal weights or
importance to the adopter (Ram, 1987). Usually diffusion researchers measure these
variables separately from one another, then sum their scores and correlate it with
adoption. However, economic risk, for instance, can be perceived by the individual as
much higher than functional risk, yet functional risk may be more dominant in the
individual choice task. Decision uncertainty as a generic variable does not only cover the
domains ofboth product and non-product related sources ofperceived risk, but also may
reflects the sum of their weights in influencing adoption behavior.

H6 The diffusion variable perceived risk can be approximated by
the behavioral decision variable decision uncertainty.

Compatibility is defined in the diffusion research as the degree to which the innovation
is perceived as consistent with existing values, habits, and past experience ofthe potential
adopter (Rogers & Shoemaker, 1971). A new product which is compatible with existing
values, habits, and past experience ensures greater security and less risk to the individual
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and makes the new product more meaningful for him. According to Rogers (1995), a
compatible innovation is expected to be close in its idea to previously introduced ideas.
This definition comes close to the behavioral decision variable similarity ofalternative,
which is defined as the extent to which the  alternative is perceived as similar to other
alternatives in the decision set. However, an important and distinguishing characteristic
of an innovative product is its low compatibility with existing values, habits, and past
experiences. This incompatibility varies in degree from one innovation to another. We
believe that in spite ofthe importance of the construct compatibility to diffusion research,
it is dealt with in a quite narrow interpretation. Researchers study the perceived compat-
ibility of the considered innovation without giving attention to other alternatives in the
adopter decision set. For instance, the innovation may be incompatible with the decision
maker existing values, habits, and past experiences, yet he adopts it because it is still
more compatible relative to other alternatives in his/her decision set. Hence, the degree of
innovation compatibility is defined and assessed in diffusion research in reference to the
individual's values, habits, and past experiences, but not in reference to other available
alternatives in his/her decision set. This may explain why some studies support its
positive correlation with adoption (for instance, Barnett, 1953; Brandner, 1960; Magdub,
1964) and other studies provide no support (for instance, Fliegel & Kivlin, 1962; Havens
& Rogers, 1961; Kivlin, 1960; Pemberton, 1936). The degree ofperceived similarity, as a
behavioral decision variable, may vary from one individual to another according to the
nature ofthe other alternatives in his/her decision set and the individual's existing values,
habits, and past experiences. Similarity of alternatives is suggested to be a more generic
variable than compatibility as it covers both domains; compatibility of the innovation
relative to other alternatives in the adopter decision set, and compatibility of the
innovation with the adopter's values, habits, and past experiences.

H7 The diffusion variable compatibility can be approximated by the behavioral decision
variable similarity of alternatives.

For testing these seven hypotheses, the next study was set up.

6.3 METHOD

6.3.1 Subjects

The above hypotheses suggest a comparison between the diffusion approach and the
behavioral decision approach on the basis ofa selected list ofdiffusion variables and their
conceptual equivalents in the behavioral decision approach. This was done by carrying
out a survey (questionnaire) on the bases ofa random sample of250 (140 male and  110
female) respondents living in Tilburg, The Netherlands. Respondents ranged from 25 to
80 years of age. The sample provided a broad representation of the population. No
systematic deviations from characteristics ofthe general population were observed. The

subjects were told that they participated in an investigation on new products.

6.3.2 Questionnaire

One questionnaire was developed for this study. The questionnaire included three
sections. Each section addressed the same diffusion research variables, their conceptually
equivalent behavioral decision variables, and the dependent variable for one of three
innovations.
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Descriptions Of innovation: The three different innovations used in the study were the
Navigator, the Credit Voice, and the Hot-Pak. The products were chosen as relevant and
relatively new to consumer's perception, and can be placed in three different product
categories: durables, financial services, and food. This variety of product categories is
important in order to assure that the results can be generalized beyond a specific category.
All three products were concepts, not real products, but described in such a way that they
could be reasonably regarded as innovations, not just as copies or variations ofproducts
already available on the market. The innovations were presented to the subjects in the
form of written descriptions (See Questionnaire in Appendix 4).

Independent variables: Two complete lists of independent variables relating to each of the
diffusion and the behavioral decision approach are shown in Figure 6.1

Figure 6.1 Shows the list of the diffusion variables and their corresponding behavioral
decision variables tested in this study.

Dll'ftision Vai:jil,le Con'esi}o,iditig Belias'ioui'at Decsion
Collccpt

Personal Characteristics
A. Innovativeness a. Prior knowledge

a. Decision importance

Perceived Innovation Attributes
B. Relative Advantage b. Dominated alternatives
C. Compatibility c.  Similarity of alternatives
D. Complexity d. Cognitive ability
E. Triability e. Prior experience
F. Observability f. Accountability
G. Perceived Risk g. Decision Uncertainty

Note that the lower case letters (a, b, c, d, e, f, g) are the approximate ofthe upper cast letters (A,
B, C, D, E, F, G,).

A complication that we had to deal with in this study was the operationalization ofthe
independent variables. There were two main problems concerning the measurement of
these variables. First, all the behavioral decision variables listed in Figure 6.1 were
manipulated rather than measured in the behavioral decision studies. This means that no
scales were available for their assessment. The other problem related to the diffusion vari-
ables was the lack ofstandardized operational definitions. This problem is verysimilar to
the problem of lack ofoperational definitions concerning the dependent variables that we
discussed in Chapter 3. As we explained in Chapter 4, one main source of the instability
problem was that each diffusion concept was measured according to the nature of the
product and the situation ofthe study; it may be a scale, index, observation, or the answer
to a direct question. Ostlund (1969) stated: 6'Each past researcher took some license in
making re#nements in his instruments for measuring these concepts (referring to the
diffusion variables). Difference in methodology also caused differences in questions
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employed, as with self-administered questionnaires rather than personal interviews"
(p.60).

Given the above complexities, we will provide a detailed explanation of the
operationalization of each ofthe independent variables in this study. For sake ofclarity,
we will start by discussing the operationalizations of the diffusion variables, and then
discuss the operationalizations of the behavioral decision variables.

Items measuring the diffusion variables:

A. Items measuring innovativeness: Previous diffusion research paid a lot ofattention to
the innovativeness construct as a personality trait. As a result of many studies two main
scales were developed and widely accepted among diffusion researchers. Leavitt and
Walton's (1975) scale measured the individual openness to new information, experiences,
and stimuli. The scale consisted oftwo sets of30 items (24 scale items and 6 filler items).
However, this scale produced unstable results. As Dickerson and Gentry (1983) stated:
"Given the failure to find empirical support for a concept of 'innovativeness' that is
generalizable over a wide range ofproducts, it is not surprising that differing profiles of
consumption innovators would be found for different types of products" (p.123).  As a
result ofthis assumption another scale was developed by Goldsmith and Hofacker (1991)
to measure the individual's openness to new information, experiences, and stimuli within
a specific domain of interest or a product category.  It was called the DSI or the Domain
jpecific Innovativeness Scale. In our study we measured innovativeness by using this
DSI scale, since it was suggested by its authors to overcome the instability in research
concerning the variable innovativeness. The DSI is a six-item scale where the items are
scored in 5-point disagree-agree formats (See Exhibit 6.1).

Exhibit 6.1. Operationalization of innovativeness used by Goldsmith and Hofacker (1991)-
The DSI Scale:

•     In general, I am among the first in my circle of friends to buy (the product category)
when it appears.

•       If I heard that a new product (within the considered product category) was
available in the store, I would be interested enough to buy it.

•     Compared to my friends I own a lot of products (within the considered
product category).

•        In  general,  I  am the first  in my circle of friends to know the titles/brands
of the latest/newest (within the considered product category)

•    I will not buy a new product (within the considered product category) if
I haven't heard/tried it yet.

-    I do like to buy new products (within the considered product category)
before other people do.

B. Items measuring relative advantage: In this study we used the Ostlund (1969,1974) scale

not only to measure relative advantage, but also to measure other product characteristics

(except for perceived risk). The advantage ofOstlund's scale is that it is widely accepted
for studying innovation adoption in the consumer context. According to Ostlund (1974)
there are three dimensions of the product relative advantage that have to be measured:
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"time savings, effort savings, and monetary value" (p.27). Exhibit 6.2 shows the items
used to measure these dimensions.

Exhibit 6.2. Operationalization of relative advantage (according to Ostlund, 1974):

•     The product saves time relative to other comparable products.
•     The product saves e/fort relative to other comparable products.
•    The product is worth its money relative to other comparable products.

C Items measuring compatibility: According to Ostlund (1974), there are three
dimensions of product compatibility that need to be measured: "self-concept, exiting
habits, and family members" (p.27). Thus, Ostlund (1969 and 1974) developed a question
to measure each ofthese components ofcompatibility. These questions were used in our
study to measure compatibility (see Exhibit 6.3).

Exhibit 6.3. Operationalization of compatibility (according to Ostlund, 1969, 1974):

•    This product suits me
•    When I first heard about the product I was surprised that such a product

can be manufactured
•    I believe my family and friends would also not be surprised that such a

product can be manufactured

D. Items measuring comp/exiol: Product complexity is defined as the "degree to which
an innovation is perceived as difficult to understand and use" (Ostlund, 1974:24).
According to this definition there are two dimensions to product complexity; the
complexity to understand and the complexity to use. Ostlund (1969, 1974) used one
question to measure each of the two dimensions as shown in Exhibit 6.4. These questions
were used in our study to measure complexity.

Exhibit 6.4. Operationalization of complexity of the product (according to Ostlund,
1974):

•     The product is difficult to understand.
-     The product is difficult to use.

E. Item measuring product triability: As we stated earlier, triability is defined as the
degree to which an innovation is perceived as available for trial on a limited basis,
without a large financial commitment" Ostlund (1974:24). This definition included one
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dimension for product triability; availability for trial without a large financial
commitment. In the study we used one question proposed by Ostlund (1974) to measure
triability as shown in Exhibit 6.5.

Exhibit 6.5. Operationalization of triability of the product (according to Ostlund, 1974):

•    It is easy for me to try the product without buying it.

F. Item measuringproduct observabili): According to Ostlund (1974:24), observability
is defined as "the degree to which the results of an innovation will be apparent and
possible to communicate to others". Ostlund (1969) identified one component of the
construct observability; the facts that people talk about certain kinds ofproducts and do
not talk about other products. In the study we used one question based on Ostlund (1969
and  1974) to measure observability (see Exhibit 6.6).

Exhibit 6.6. Operationalization of observability of the product (according to Ostlund,
1969, 1974):

•    When I buy the product my family and friends will observe that I am using it.

G. Items measuringperceived risk: Ram (1989) studied empirically perceived risk inthe
context of innovations. He defines perceived risk as "the risk that a consumer perceives in
adopting an innovation and can be classified into four components:
1. Functional risk: the fear ofperformance uncertainty
2. Economic risk:  the fear of economic loss
3. Social risk: the fear of social ostracism or ridicule
4. Psychological risk:  the fear of psychological discomfort"  (p.23).

In his study he developed a 4-item scale to measure perceived risk (a single-item scale for
each risk component. In the study we used his scale shown in Exhibit 6.7 (see next
page)to measure perceived risk.
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Exhibit 6.7. Operationalization of perceived risk (according to Ram, 1989)

1.Functional risk
•    The product may not perform as well as I expect.

2.Psychological risk
•    Using the product may affect me psychologically.

3.Economic risk
•    The product will be more expensive than regular (considered product category)

4.Social risk
•    I would not want my friends to know that I am using the product.

Hence, in this study we did not measure perceived risk according to Ostlund (1969,
1974) as we did with the other innovation dimensions (relative advantage, complexity,
observability, triability, and compatibility). The reason is that Ram's (1989) scale of
perceived risk is currently much more cited in the diffusion research than Ostlund's scale

of perceived risk. Ostlund's scale (1969,1974) measured perceived risk in relation to only
two perceived risk components; functional risk or what he called'performance risk', and
social risk or what he called 'psychosocial risk'. Each of the two risk components was
assessed by using a single question. Ram included these two questions in his scale after a
slight modification.

Items measuring the behavioral decision variables

We mentioned earlier that in past research most ofthe behavioral decision variables have
been manipulated rather than measured. This means that there were no existing scales that
could be used in the present study. At this early stage in our investigation on the relation
between the behavioral decision variables and adoption behavior the primary goal ofthe
study is not to develop scales to measure individual behavioral decision variables.
Although, in general, the use of scales should be preferred over single item
operationalizations, it was decided to provisionally employ the operationalizations
suggested in the literature (some ofwhich make use of single item operationalizations).
The clear definitions ofthe behavioral decision variables in the literature and the generic
nature of these variables relative to the diffusion variables suggested that a single
question might be assumed to adequately cover the main domain of each of these vari-
ables. As it was desirable to use the same questions for measuring the behavioral decision
variables in relation to all three innovations, it was also necessary to assure that the
questions were equally applicable to any ofthese products. Next we will explain in detail
how in this study a single item was developed according to the definition ofeach behav-
ioral decision variable. For each of these items there were five response alternatives
ranging from strongly disagree to strongly agree.

a. Items measuring prior knowledge anddecision importance:  Asweexplainedearlier
the combination of the two behavioral decision concepts is hypothesized to be the
conceptual approximation ofinnovativeness. Prior knowledge in the behavioral decision
literature is defined as the degree of knowledge that a consumer brings to a choice task
(Payne, Bettmann, and Johnson, 1993). Decision importance is defined as the degree to
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which an incorrect decision is perceived as costly (in time and money) by the decision
maker (Payne, Bettmann, and Johnson, 1993). Measurements according to definitions for
both concepts prior knowledge and decision importance are shown in Exhibit 6.8.

Exhibit 6.8. Operationalization of perceived prior knowledge and decision importance
(according to its definition in the behavioral decision making literature).

•    I believe I know a lot about different (the product category).
•        I  do  like to spend  a  lot of time  on (the product category).
•     I do like to spend a lot of money on (the product category).

b. Item measuring dominated alternatives: Dominated alternatives is suggested earlier in
this Chapter to be used as the conceptual alternative of relative advantage. The concept is
defined in the behavioral decision literature as the number of alternatives being

dominated by a particular alternative (Payne, Bettmann, and Johnson, 1993). Dominated
alternatives in this study was measured by a single item as shown in Exhibit 6.9.

Exhibit 6.9. Operationalization of dominated alternatives according to its definition in
the behavioral decision making literature).

•     I prefer to buy (the product) over many other comparable products.

c. Item measuring simitario, ofalternatives: Similarity ofalternatives is suggested to be
used as the conceptual replacement of relative advantage. The concept is defined in the
behavioral decision literature as the extent to which attribute information is available, and
in similar form, for all alternatives). A single item according to the definition (as shown
in Exhibit 6.10) was used to measure similarity of alternatives.

Exhibit 6.10. Operationalization of similarity  ofalternatives according to its definition in
the behavioral decision making literature.

•     I believe that there are many other products that are (seem) similar to the product.
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d. Item measuring cognitive ability. Earlier we referred to cognitive ability as the
perceived mental capacity or ability to deal with the complexity of the problem (Payne,
Bettmann, and Johnson, 1993). According to this definition and the definition ofproduct
complexity in the diffusion research (in terms of the complexity involved in under-
standing and using the product) cognitive ability was measured by a single-item scale as
shown in Exhibit 6.11.

Exhibit 6.11. Operationalization of cognitive ability according to its definition in the
behavioral decision making literature.

•     In spite of any complexity in understanding and using the product, I will te able to
understand and use it.

e. Item measuringprior experience. Prior experience in the behavioral decision literature
is defined as the degree of previous experience that a consumer brings to a choice task
(Payne, Bettmann, and Johnson, 1993). ). A single item according to the definition (as
shown in Exhibit 6.12) was used to measure prior experience.

Exhibit 6.12. Operationalizationprioraperience according to its definition in the behavioral
decision making literature.

•      I have enough experience to judge/decide upon buying or not buying the product.

f. Item measuring accountability: Accountability in the behavioral decision literature is
defined as the need to justify the decision to others (Payne, Bettmann, and Johnson,
1993). A single item according to the definition (as shown in Exhibit 6.13) was used to
measure accountability.

Exhibit 6.13. Operationalization accountability according to its definition in the behavioral
decision making literature.

•       I think all my family and friends will approve of my purchasing of the product.
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g. Item measuring decision uncertainot: Decision uncertainty in the behavioral decision
literature is defined as the degree to which choice of alternative solutions can be
determined to be correct or optimal by the consumer prior to alternative selection (Payne,
Bettmann, and Johnson, 1993). A single item according this definition was used to
measure uncertainty as shown in Exhibit 6.14.

Exhibit 6.14. Operationalization uncertainty according to its definition in the behavioral
decision making literature.

•     I would feel uncertain whether or not to buy the product.

Dependent variab/e: The dependent variable of concern in our research is the extent to
which innovations are accepted or resisted. Innovations will be presented to the consum-
ers in the form of written descriptions and innovation acceptance or resistance will be
measured by items based on the Ram Resistance Scale (1989). The scale consists ofthree
items of behavioral resistance or acceptance as shown in Exhibit 6.15. The items
measured are purchase acceptance/resistance, trial acceptance/resistance, and switch
acceptance/resistance. The scale items were worded suitably to match each innovation.

Exhibit 6.15. Ram's Scale was developed and tested in 1989 to measure innovation
acceptance or resistance.

•     I will try out this product
•    I will purchase this product
•    I will continue to use this product.

For each of these three variables the 5 response alternatives that ranged from strongly
disagree to strongly agree.

6.3.3 Procedure

The subjects were first asked in person by the researcher to complete a self-
administrated questionnaire on their personal background including age, sex, education,
and occupation. Next, thty were asked to examine and rate the three new products along
the diffusion variables, their conceptually approximate behavioral decision variables, and
the dependent variable. Each  1/3 of the sample read in the questionnaire the product
description of each particular innovation in a different sequence; that is, the three

products were rotated. A complete example ofthe questionnaire is shown in Appendix 4.
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6.4  ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

A Principle Components Analysis was used for which we generated a solution with 7 dimensions.
We selected a solution with 7 dimensions. Figure 6.2 shows the results of a Principle Component
Analysis.

Figure 6.2. Principal component analysis for the diffusion variable and their conceptual
equivalent behavioral decision variables.

Variable Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor Factor

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Innovation 0.745A -0.090 0.154 -0.222 0.062 -0.009 0.057

Prior knowl -0.85la -0.176 -0.101 0.463 0.077 -0.086 -0.078

Dec imp -0.880a 0.133 -0.011 0.041 0.027 -0.088 -0.048

Rel advant 0.120 0.772B -0.016 -0.144 0.205 0.047 0.051

Dom altern -0.063 0.897b -0.054 -0.057 0.104 -0.068 -0.064

Compatib 0.045 0.104 -0.182 0.081 0.015 -0.754C -0.170

Sim altern -0.143 0.059 0.062 0.026 0.112 -0.799c 0.109

Complexity 0.137 -0.857D 0.168 0.056 -0.267 0.096 0.106

Cogn ability -0.074 0.159 -0.010 0.816d 0.112 -0.052 -0.144

Triability -0.073 0.143 4.030 -0.011 -0.060 -0.047 -0.92E

Prior exp -0.188 -0.114 -0.199 0.66e -0.014 -0.052 0.297

()bserv -0.208 0.089 -0.753F 0.026 -0.155 -0.123 -0.015

Accountab -0.022 0.053 -0.804f 0.143 0.120 0.008 -0.009

Perc risk 0.055 0.333 -0.312 -0.060 0.727G -0.168 -0.114

Dec uncert 0.066 0.087 -0.212 -0.177 0.772g 0.032 -0.149

Notes:
• Values in the table are original loadings and not rounded to the

nearest integer.
•  In correspondence to Exhibit 6.2 the lower case letters (4 b, c, d, e,

f,  and  g)  are the approximate of the upper case (A,  b,  C,  D,  E,  F,
and G).

Figure 6.2 shows that innovativeness, prior knowledge, and decision importance allload
heavily on Factor  1. This confirms our first hypothesis  that the diffusion variables
innovativeness can be approximated by the behavioral decision variables prior knowledge
and decision importance. Relative advantage, dominated alternatives, and complexity all
load on Factor 2. This supports our second hypothesis that the diffusion variable relative
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advantage can be approximated by the behavioral decision variable dominated alterna-
tives. However, it was not expected that complexity would load on the same factor as
relative advantage and dominated alternatives. Compatibility and similarity both loaded
on Factor 6. Hence, it confirms our fifth hypothesis that the diffusion variable
observability can be approximated by the behavioral decision variable accountability.
Complexity loaded on Factor 2 and cognitive ability loaded on Factor 4. This rejects our
third hypothesis that the diffusion variable complexity can be approximated by the
behavioral decision variable cognitive ability. Triability loaded on Factor 7 and prior
experience loaded on Factor 4 which rejects our fourth hypothesis that the diffusion
variable triability can be approximated by the behavioral decision variable prior
experience. Observability and accountability both loaded on Factor 3. This confirms the
fifth hypothesis that the diffusion variable observability can be approximated by the
behavioral decision variable accountability. Finally, perceived risk and decision uncer-
tainty loaded on factor 5 which confirms our last hypothesis (H7) that the diffusion
variable perceived risk can be approximated by the behavioral decision variable decision
uncertainty.

6.5 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Ofthe 7 hypotheses 5 were accepted. This provides partial support for the theoretical
approach taken in our study. This may hold an important indication for the adaption the
diffusion methodology oftheory to reduce instability. The generic level ofthe behavioral
decision variables can play an important role in the explanation ofadoption behavior. As
we indicated earlier, the advantage of the generic level of the behavioral decision
variables  is that it covers both the main domains of the diffusion variables as well as
other domains, which are not covered by the more specific level of the diffusion
variables. By replacing the diffusion level ofanalysis by the behavioral decision level of
analysis we might be able to obtain more stable and generalizable findings across
diffusion studies, and, hence, more cumulation of innovation adoption knowledge.

Another possibly important indication obtained by the results concerns the number of
items needed for the assessment ofdiffusion variables versus the number of items needed
for the assessment ofbehavioral decision variables.  Is it possible to use a relatively short
list ofbehavioral decision items relative to the much longer list ofdiffusion variables? By
using the short list of items we might study a variety of innovations in one study without
overburdening the subjects with too many questions. As we explained earlier,
investigating a variety of innovations in one study is important as to assure the results can
serve for the generalization ofresults beyond a specific innovation. Given the results of
this study we believe it is important to test the reliability of the items concerning the
behavioral decision variables. Since we used exploratory single Likert scales only it was
not possible to test its reliability. However, a reliability test for a single item measure
would be possible by using the magnitude estimation technique. However, in a pilot study
we found that the questionnaire would be impractical and too exhaustive for the
respondents if we measured each concept twice; once with a Likert Scale and another
with a magnitude estimation scale. Hence, we decided to focus in the study on the main
goal of study and consider the results as a preliminary investigation for testing the
eligibility of the behavioral decision variables to replace the diffusion variables in
explaining innovation adoption behavior.
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Two hypotheses were not supported in the study; hypotheses 3 and 4. Hypothesis 3
stated that the diffusion variable complexity can be approximated by the behavioral
decision variable cognitive ability and hypothesis 4 stated that the diffusion variable
triability can be approximated by the behavioral decision variable prior experience.  A
possible explanation for the lack of support is that the two single-item measures that we

-

used to assess cognitive ability and prior experience are not reliable measures. The other

possible explanation might be that the behavioral decision variables cognitive ability and
prior experience cannot serve as the approximate concepts ofrespectivily complexity and
triability, and hence, cannot substitute them in explaining adoption behavior. For reasons

explained above in dealing with this problem we willlook into the second possibility. In
a coming study in Chapter 8 we will investigate ifcognitive ability and prior experience
need to be replaced by other, more consistent behavioral decision variables.
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7.    Development of an instrument to measure MCO in the context of
innovation adoption behavior

7.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter reports on the development of an instrument designed to measure the
motivation, capacity, and opportunity that an individual may have to adopt an innovation.
This instrument is intended to be a tool for the study ofthe initial adoption and eventual
diffusion ofinnovations. While considerable research suggests that motivation, capacity
(or ability), and opportunity (MCO) are general antecedents and determinants ofhuman
behavior (for instance, see Poiesz 1989, 1994; Robben & Poiesz, 1993; MacInnis &
Jaworski, 1989; MacInnis, Moorman & Jaworski, 1991; Singh, 1966; and Andrews,
1988), the present author does not know of any research that has explicitly linked these
three antecedents to the study of initial adoption by individuals. Such a linkage is
important, as it may
1. Facilitate the organization and synthesis of much ofthe (heretofore) disparate studies

on the diffusion of innovation;
2. Provide a theoretical account for categorizing adoption behavior determinants ofadop-

tion behavior;
3. Allow for the identification ofnovel adoption behavior antecedents that have not been

the subject of the past research, and
4. Identify important research questions about adoption behavior antecedents and their

consequences for adoption behavior.
The study of the impact of MCO on individual adoption behavior requires

operationalizations ofmotivation, capacity, and opportunity. Unfortunately, the measures
of these constructs are not well developed (MacInnis, Moorman & Jaworski,  1991).
While researchers  have been using  the MCO model since the 1980s to describe,
understand, and predict consumers' behavior in different contexts such as advertising
(Batra & Ray 1985, 1986; Petty & Cacioppo,  1986), and product evaluation (Bettman &
Park, 1980; Sujan, 1985), research efforts to date have led to mixed and inclusive results.
The lack of a theoretical foundation for such research and the inadequate definition and
measurement of constructs have been identified by MacInnis, Moorman, and Jaworski
(1991) as major causes of such outcomes. It is worth noting that ill definition and
inadequate measurement of the MCO constructs have plagued the MCO model in a wide
variety of consumer research topics. Among the authors who have noted the problems
with poor operationalizations of the constructs are Andrews (1988), and Robben and
Poiesz (1993). The lack of a cumulative tradition in MCO research is one ofthe serious
issues facing the general model. Well-defined constructs are based on theory, and the
operationalization of these constructs through measures with a high degree of validity
and reliability is a prerequisite for the beginning of a cumulative tradition. According to
Cook and Campbell (1979:146), "It is certain that advancement of the motivation,
capacity, and opportunity concepts will be enhanced when the construct validity and relia-
bility oftheir measures is established". However, it is an encouraging sign that some of
the leading journals published articles that compare the different instruments used in past
research for the measurement ofthe MCO constructs (e.g., Batra & Ray 1985, 1986),

In spite of the long tradition of the MCO model in consumer research, a literature
search indicated that all existing instruments designed to tap the MCO Constructs lacked
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reliability and validity. Understanding the development history of an instrument is
important in assessing its validity, and therefore this chapter describes in some detail the
various steps undertaken to develop one. It was our intention, however, that any scales

developed should also be generally applicable to a wide variety ofinnovations. Therefore,
we used in our study the three innovations ofthe previous study (described in Chapter 6)
that belonged to the different product classes: durables, food, and financial services. Items
applicable only to one or two product classes were excluded from the scales. The

resulting instrument seems general enough for being used, possibly with slight
modifications, in most diffusion studies. Furthermore, our literature review has shown
that no comprehensive method ofmanipulating these variables exists. All methods used
in past research have shown overlapping effects in manipulation. This is the main
difficulty in manipulating one ofthree constructs separately from the other two. A com-
prehensive method is vital for those researchers interested in studying behavior under
different levels ofMCO conditions. The study described in this chapter aims at presenting
one. More specifically, the purpose ofthis chapter is threefold. First, to develop an instru-
ment to measure consumers' motivation, capacity, and opportunity to adopt an innovation.
Second, to suggest an alternative method for manipulating MCO. Finally, to test the
hypothesis that the three constructs motivation, capacity, and opportunity have an
independent and significant explanatory and predictive effect on individuals' adoption
behavior.

7.2 THE PERCEIVED MOTIVATION, CAPACITY, AND OPPORTUNITY OF
USING AN INNOVATION

The main constructs of interest in the present study are the perceived motivation,
capacity, and opportunity ofusing an innovation. This section describes why inthis study
the focus is on the perceptions and why the perceptions of using the innovation rather
than perceptions of the innovation itself are of interest. Establishing the theoretical
meaningfulness of the concepts is perhaps the first and most important step towards
validation.

The reason for focusing on perception is that findings ofmany diffusion studies which
have examined adoption behavior by using objective measures have been inconsistent.
According to Downs and Mohr (1976) and Moore and Benbasat (1991), the focus on the

objective measures in diffusion research has created inconsistency. Objective measures of
adoption are intrinsic to an innovation, an individual, and an adoption situation
independent of the perceptions by potential adopters. It is assumed here, however, that the
Behavior of individuals predicted by how theyperceivethe innovation and the adoption
situation. Because different adopters might perceive objective characteristics in
different ways, their eventual behaviors might differ (Moore and Benbasat, 1991). This
is the root of the problem of using objective measures in diffusion research.

Furthermore, Downs and Mohr (1976) and Moore and Benbasat (1991) argue that the
study of interactions among the perceived determinants of adoption helps the
establishment of a general theory. Moore and Benbasat (1991: 194) provided the
following example of the effect of this distinction between objective and subjective
variables: "Consider the innovation attributed of cost and its influence on buying
behavior. Actual cost price is a primary (or objective) attribute, whereas the perception
of cost is a secondary (subjective) attribute. In the latter case, the adopter could
consider price relative to disposable income, and thus, what might appear solely costly
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to one potential adopter, could be inexpensive to another, depending on their relative
levels of income. It is argued that it is relative cost which has the greatest effect on buying

behavior". The same argument can be applied to motivation, capacity, and opportunity.
What can be perceived from an objective point ofview as a highly motivating innovation,
can be perceived by an adopter as low motivating innovation.

It should be noted that despite of adoption behavior being defined in the diffusion
literature as the continuous use of an innovation, most diffusion researchers' definitions
ofadoption determinants are based on the perceptions ofthe innovation rather than using
it. For instance, relative advantage is an adoption behavior determinant that is defined by
Rogers (1983:53) as "the degree to which an innovation is perceived as better than its
precursor". According to Moore (1987) and Moore and Benbasat (1991), the same
determinant can be redefined by simple rewording as Athe degree to which using the
innovation is perceived as being better than using its precursor. Innovation compatibility
is another adoption determinant defined, according to Rogers (1983:53),as "the degree to
which an innovation is perceived as being consistent with existing values, needs, and past
experiences ofpotential adopters". The same construct can be redefined as the degree to
which using an innovation is perceived as being consistent with existing values, needs,
and past using experiences of potential adopters. As argued by Ajzen and Fishbein
(1980), and Moore and Benbasat (1991), the attitude toward the innovation (the object)
can frequently differ from the attitude toward using the product (the behavior). We can
have an interest in an innovation, for instance, to learn more about it but we stilllack the
interest to use it. "Innovations diffuse because of cumulative decisions of individuals to
adopt or use them.  Thus, it is not the potential adopters' perceptions of the innovation
itself, but rather their perceptions of using the innovation that are the key to whether the
innovation diffuses. The relevance of the above argument to the study of diffusion is
clear. Unfortunately, however, within diffusion research, perceptions have traditionally
been defined with respect to the innovation itself as evidenced by Rogers' definitions"
(Moore & Benbasat, 1991:196).

Thus, given the above arguments we define the constructs ofmotivation, capacity, and
opportunity, in terms ofthe perceptions ofpotential adopters' use ofthe innovation:

• Motivation: the perceived drive and direction to use the innovation;
• Capaci(y: the perceived personal capability to use the innovation.
• Opportunity: the perceived favorability or unfavorability of the circumstances in

which the innovation can be used.

According to the Triad or MCO Model a behavior can be thought of as the result of the
combination of the motivation, capacity, and opportunity to engage in this behavior
(Poiesz,  1994). As Poiesz (1994:212) stated, "Tile higher the individual perceived levels of
motivation, capacity, and opportunity to engage in a particular behavior the more likely he
will engage in that behavior". This applies to adoption behavior which is a distinct type of
human behavior, and we refer to these three constructs in the way they are perceived or
assessed  by the concerning individual (no reference  is  made to objective values  of
motivation, capacity, and opportunity)
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7.3  PROBLEMS OF EXISTING MEASUREMENT INSTRUMENTS

Prior to the development of a measurement instrument for the three constructs
discussed in the previous section, the literature was searched for tests or scales that were
already developed, which were then evaluated in terms of their validity and reliability.
MacInnis, Moorman and Jaworski (1991) presented an extensive review of different
operationalizations of motivation, ability, and opportunity used in different consumer
research contexts. However, we will not review them here, because in our survey ofthese
references we could not find one unified measure of these constructs among different
studies. Individual studies have presented their own measurement scales ofmotivation,
capacity, and opportunity, and do not report reliability coefficients. Even though it was
argued in these studies that motivation, capacity, and opportunity are generic
determinants of behavior, they have always been measured in very specific terms.
Traditionally, the three constructs have not been well explained nor measured, which had
led the model to become a 'garbage can' into which a variety of specific factors can be
tossed. For instance, in one study by Machleit, Madden, and Allen (1990) motivation was
measured by a scale assessing interest; in another study motivation is measured by a scale
assessing importance ofthe purchase decision (Lutz, MacKenzie & Belch, 1983), and in a
third study motivation is measured by personal responsibility (Petty & Cacioppo, 1986).
In these studies no reliability coefficients are reported. Ifmotivation is measured in terms
of interest, purchase decision importance, or personal responsibility why bother to refer to
motivation at all?

The main underlying assumption of the MCO model is that motivation, capacity,
opportunity are conceptually and operationally independent from one another (Andrews,
1988).  However,  as a result of inadequate definition and measurement of constructs as
indicated by several writers (Batra & Ray,  1986; Lutz, MacKenzie and Belch 1983; Petty,
Cacioppo, and Goldman 1981; Zaichkowsky, 1985; Andrews, 1988; Robben & Poiesz
1993), measures of motivation, ability, and opportunity have been found to be
significantly correlated with one another. The coefficients of correlation between
motivation and capacity were found to range in different studies between .18 and .43.
Motivation and opportunity were found to range between .11 and .39 and capacity and
opportunity were found to range between.26 and .41. The conceptual and methodological
interdependence ofthese constructs created problems for the conceptual and, especially,
the operational distinctiveness ofthe measures. Indeed these correlations can be attributed
to measurement and perhaps manipulation problems. In the context of advertising,
Robben and Poiesz (1993), for instance, used only a single item to measure each ofthe
MCO constructs. Thev armied that in Drevious studies. if the three generic variables were

operationalized at all, they were operationalized with the help of elaborate questionnaires
on specific level variables. For example motivation has been operationalized by way of
multi-item involvement scales (Zaichkowsky, 1985). However, for several reasons
generic level operationalizations would may be helpful. The first reason is a theoretical
one (referring to the generic nature of the MCO constructs). Generic level
operationalizations would make it possible to research the interdependencies of
determinants at a very general level, and to asses their relevance in the explanation and
prediction of the considered behavior.  On the bases of this argument Robben and Poiesz
used the following single items in an advertisement processing study:
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•  Motivation: To what extent do you think the message is interesting?
• Capacity: To what extent do you think the message is understandable?
• Opportunity: To what extent do you have enough time to absorb the message?

It is clear that the actual variables measured are the perceived interest in the message,
complexity of the message, and exposure time to the message, which are even more
specific than the criticized multi-items scales. At least the latter cumulate several specific
items in generic components. Further, it is obvious that interest, complexity, and time are
theoretically and operationally not independent from each other. For instance, a complex

message would require more time to be absorbed. Given the above arguments, there is a
need in MCO research for a reliable instrument that is able to tap each of the three
constructs motivation, capacity, and opportunity separately from the other two. The next
section will describe the various steps that were undertaken to develop such an
instrument.

7.4 INSTRUMENT DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

The procedure of the instrument development consisted ofthree sequential steps. These

steps were described and followed by Moore and Benbasat (1990, 1991) to develop
general scale items for measuring their respondents' perceptions of new information
technology. The first step was item creation, whose purpose was to create pools ofitems
for each MCO-variable by identifying items from existing scales, and by creating
additional items that appeared to fit the construct definitions. The next step in the process

was scale development. As will be explained more fully in subsequent sections, the basic
idea was to have panels ofjudges sort the items from the first step into separate groups,
based on the similarities and differences among items. Based on their placement, the
items could then be evaluated and any inappropriately worded or ambiguous items could
be eliminated. The three scales were then combined into an overall instrument for the
instrument-testing step, which included two separate stages. First, the instrument was
distributed to a small sample of respondents, and the analysis of the responses was
conducted to obtain an initial indication of the scales' reliability. Items, which did not
contribute to the reliability ofthe scales, were culled for the second round oftesting. In
the  second step, after the scales were further refined, a field test of the instrument was
carried out. The following sections describe each step in detail.

7.4.1   Step  1: Item creation

The purpose of this initial step was to ensure content validity. As a starting point, items
in existing scales were categorized according to the MCO-constructs, which they were
originally intended to address. This resulted in an initial item pool for each variable.
Then, items considered to be too narrow in focus and applicable in particular situations
or to particular innovations were eliminated. Once this was done, new items were created
for those MCO categories with fewer than 25 items, or ifit was felt that all dimensions of
the construct had not been covered. The typical item in previous instruments measuring
MCO tended to be a statement to which the respondents was asked to indicate a degree of
agreement. The same approach was retained for this study, with a seven-point Likert
scale ranging from 'extremely disagree' to 'extremely agree' chosen as the response
format.
Apart from focusing on behavior towards the innovation, as discussed earlier, Ajzen
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and Fishbein (1980) and Moore and Benbasat (1991) point out that also the various
elements of the behavior must be delineated for developing an accurate indication of
respondents' perceptions. In addition to the actual behavior (using the innovation), these
elements include the target at which the behavior is directed (the innovation), a time
Rame (now and into the future), and a context for the behavior (e.g. in the street or at
one's home). While the target, the actual behavior, and the time frame were defined in all
items, the latter element did not have to be explicitly included in the items as general in-
structions for completing the eventual questionnaire made this element implicit.

Once the item pools were created, items for the various MCO variables were then re-
evaluated to eliminate those, which appeared repetitive or ambiguous (i.e. which were
expected to load on more than one factor). The following items from the capacity pool are
examples of potentially ambiguous items:

-   I like to have more information about using the [innovation].
-  Using the [innovation] would make things easier.

Each of these items also captures an aspect of motivation. In fact, including such
overlapping items in previous studies could explain the high correlation coefficients
found among the various MCO variables. The elimination process left the following
number of items in each pool, with a total of 55 items: motivation - 20 items; capacity -
17 items; and opportunity - 18 items.

7.4.2   Step 2: Scale construction

Introduction

There were two main goals for carrying out this stage. First, to measure the construct
validity of the three scales being developed. Second, to cull any particular items which
still are ambiguous. In order to achieve these goals, 21 judges were asked to sort the
various items into construct categories. This is similar to the technique used by Moore
and Benbasat (1990,1991) who were interested in assessing the coverage ofthe domain
of their constructs. They first asked judges to categorize the items without telling them
what the underlying constructs were, but the judges were asked to provide their own
labels of constructs. According to Moore and Benbasat (1991:191), 4'this procedure
minimizes the potential of interpremtional con/bunding, which occurs as the assignment
of empirical meaning to an unobservable variable le.g. factorl other than meaning and
assigned to it by an individual a priori to estimating unknown parameters" (Burn, 1976:4).
In this instance, we had several individuals define, a priori, the meaning ofthe constructs
represented by the items. Ifthese definitions matched the scale's intent, our confidence in
the construct validity  of the scales increased". Second, Moore and Benbasat asked judges to
rank how well the items with the construct definitions they had provided, and finally asked
the judges to sort items into construct categories. By comparing the categories developed,
they were able to assess the domain coverage of the particular construct.

A final indicator of construct validity was the convergence and divergence of
items within categories.  If an item was consistently placed within a particular category,
then it was considered to demonstrate the convergent validity with related construct,
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and discriminate validity with the others. Thus, in the sorting rounds, ifthe numbers of
categories created by various judges, the label assigned to them, and the items included in
them, were consistent, then scales based on these categories could also be said to be
strongly attached to the main domain and demonstrate convergent and discriminate
validity.

Table 7.1 Results of items categorization according to a panel of judges.

Interjudge agreements

Agreement measure Round 1 Round 2 Round 3

Placement Ratio Summary

Motivation 0.70 0.87 0.96

Capacity 0.67 0.73 0.91

Opportunity 0.89 0.91 1.00

Average of 0.75 0.83 0.92

agreement

Note that the placement ratio summary represents the number of items correctly placed across
the panel ofjudges in the target divided by the total number of items within the target
construct

The sorting procedure

Each item was printed on a small card. The cards were then presented to the judges
in a random order. In the first round, each judge sorted the cards into categories and
labeled the categories of items independently from the other judges.  As a result of this
round some items became candidates for elimination. In the second round, the
category labels and the items remaining from the first round were provided to the
judges and they were asked individually to indicate whether each item fits into its
category. In the third round, the remaining items from the second round were provided
to the iudees after bein2 shuffled into random order and they were asked to classify

them according to the category label represented. In all sorting rounds, a different set
ofjudges was used. In the first two rounds each set included three students.

However, in the final round each set included a student, an administrative clerk and
an university professor. This range of backgrounds was chosen to allow for a range
of perceptions to be included in the analysis. Prior to sorting the cards, judges were
read a standard set of instructions, which had been previously tested with a separate
judge to ensure their comprehensiveness and comprehensibility. Judges were
allowed to ask as many questions necessary to ensure that they understood the

sorting procedure. Each judge received the amount of 25 Dutch Guilders,  as an
incentive to participate in the sorting assignment, which is the equivalent of obout  11

US Dollars.
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Interjudge reliabilities

To assess the reliability of the sorting conducted by the judges, we used Moore and
Benbasat (1991) measurement technique. The measures of both the reliability of the
classification scheme and the validity ofthe items were developed for this research. The
method required an analysis of how many items were placed by the panel ofjudges for
each round within the 'target' construct. The higher the percentage of items placed in the
target construct, the higher the degree of inter-judge agreement across the panel must
have occurred. It must be emphasized that this procedure is more a qualitative analysis
than a rigorous quantitative procedure.  As a result of this procedure the 55 items were
reduced to 38 items. The results are presented in Table 7.1. In this table, it can be seen
that the agreements regarding the three central measures increase over the three rounds.

7.4.3 Step 3: Instrument testing

First test

The  next  step  of the development process  was a preliminary pilot  test  of the overall
instrument, which had been created by randomly ordering items from the three scales into
a common group. Because this was an initial test, the sample size was quite small.
Questionnaires were distributed to a sample of 20 graduate students from the Centre of
Economic Research at Tilburg University. In this first stage oftesting only one innovation
was used: the 'Navigator' (see Chapter 6). The other two innovations (the Hot-Pac and the
Credit Voice) were not used here to avoid overburdening the subjects by a long question-
naire. At this initial stage in the scale development process we had 38 items and including
the three innovations together in the questionnaire would exhaust the subject with 144 of
highly repetitive items that might negatively influence the reliability ofthe responses. The
innovation was presented to the subjects in the form of a verbal description included in
the questionnaire instructions.

The first goal of this test was to ensure that the mechanics of compiling the
questionnaire had been adequate. This was achieved by having the subjects first complete
the questionnaire, and then comment on its length, wording, and instructions. Another
goal ofthe test was to make an initial reliability assessment of scales. Because 38 items
are too many for this type of instrument (as respondents pointed out) we wished to
eliminate as many as possible while retaining high reliability levels.
The reliability ofthe scales were tested by using Cronbach's Alpha (Cronbach, 1970), as is
fairly standard in most discussions of reliability. According to Moore and Benbasat
(1991:205), "the accepted level of reliability depends  on the purpose  of the research
project. For example, Nunnaly argued that in early stages ofresearch, reliabilities of 0.50
to 0.60 would suffice, and that for basic research, it can be argued that increasing
reliability beyond 0.80 is wasteful" (1967:226). Hence, for this study the target level of
minimum reliability was set in the 0.75 to 0.80 ranges.

The correlation of items within each scale (henceforth item-item), the effects
on Alpha if the item were deleted, and the item standard deviation scores were used to
determine which items were candidates for culling from the scale. Items with low
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Item-item correlations, which would lower Alpha if deleted, or which showed low
variance (and hence would have low explanatory power in any model) were all candidates
for deletion. Before any item was deleted another check was made, however, to ensure
that the domain coverage (i.e. content validity) of the construct would not suffer.  As a
result, several items were deleted and the length ofthe three scales significantly reduced.
The remaining items are listed in Appendix 5. Table 7.2 shows the original number of
items in each scale, and the number after items were deleted.

Table 7.2 The original number of items in each scale, and the number after items were
deleted.

Scale Original length Reduced length

Motivation                                  13                                   7

Capacity                            10                           7

Opportunity                         15                           8

Second test

The final step of the development process was a 'full scale' pilot test of the
questionnaire using subjects who had a similar background to the target population ofthe
final study. The main goal of this test was to ensure the three scales developed
demonstrated the appropriate levels of reliability. Again checks were made for any
difficulties that respondents might face in completing the questionnaire. The sample for
the pilot test was drawn from the students, secretaries, clerks, and professors of three
different departments at Tilburg University. It included respondents with different
educational backgrounds, nationalities, ages, and sex. Questionnaires were distributed to
60 individuals. 55 Usable questionnaires returned. The same analysis was conducted as
for the first test, focusing on the reliabilities and the item-item correlations (see Table
7.3). As a result, no changes were made to scales for Motivation and Capacity. To
Opportunity, one item was dropped to improve Alpha (see Appendix 5), and slight
modifications were made to few items to correct some complex wording.

Table 7.3 about here
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Table 7.3 The results of the reliability test for the three scales.

Scale tests

First test (n=20) Second test (n=55)

Scale name Items Alpha Items Alpha

Motivation                    7               0.89               7               0.91

Capacity                 7           0.78            7            0.83

Opportunity               8           0.84            7            0.89

7.5  TESTING THE HYPOTHESES

7.5.1 Introduction

A final study was conducted to test two main hypotheses, each referring to the PDA
and their influence of the dependent variable (adoption behavior).

Hl The variables motivation, capacity, and opportunity can be independently
manipulated. This means that the intercorrelations between these factors, as
measure by the manipulation check, are not significant.

H2 The independent variables motivation, capacity, and opportunity will exert
significant main effects on adoption behavior.

In addition to testing these two hypotheses, a second goal of the final study was to
conduct an overall test of the suggestion that PDA is a reliable predictor of potential
adopters and, hence, a useful method to target prospects for new products. This test will
be explained in more detail in a later section.

7.5.2 The study

For testing the hypotheses a survey was conducted. Ninety-five questionnaires were
distributed to individuals studying and working in different departments at the Tilburg
University. Subjects' ages ranged from 18 to 65 years. 87 Usable questionnaires were
returned for a response rate of 91  %.  The rate was fairly consistent across departments.
The three different products (the Navigator, Credit Voice, and Hot-Pack) were used
again in this study. The products were chosen as to be relevant and relatively new in
the consumers' perception. The innovations are in three different product categories:
durables, financial services, and food. The idea of this diversity ofproducts is to
achieve more generalizability in our findings over a single-innovation study. The
technique is similar to the Multiple-Innovation Design used by Dewees and Hawkes
(1988). One questionnaire was developed which included three sections. Each section
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included the same items aiming to asses the MCO constructs and the dependent variable

(adoption behavior), however, for only one ofthree innovations. Therefore, each subject
had to respond to the same questions for each ofthe three innovations. Innovations were
presented to the subjects in the form of verbal descriptions (See Appendix 7). Each
product description included separate sections (What is the innovation? How to use the
Innovation? Where can you use the innovation?), to provide information to the subjects
that covers the three domains ofmotivation, capacity, and opportunity. This information
was necessary to provide since two ofthe innovations (Credit Voice and Hot-Pack) were
not yet introduced in the Dutch market and most subjects had limited or even absent

knowledge about these products.  It is also important to note that the distinction of the
product description into three sections was necessary to achieve variances across the three
MCO scales. In an earlier pretest with 15 subjects we compared an integrated form ofthe
product description with a non-integrated form of the same product description and we
found that much less variance is achieved by the earlier form ofthe product description
(the subjects in this condition were scoring on the extremes ofthe scales: either very high
levels motivation, capacity, and opportunity or very low levels ofmotivation, capacity,
and opportunity) as compared to the latter form.

The consumers' response to each innovation was measured on Ram's three-item scale

of adoption behavior (Ram, 1989, see Appendix 6) together with the three scales ofthe
PDA which we developed above (see Appendix 5). The items of Ram's scale were
slightly adjusted to match each of the three innovations considered in our study.  In our
earlier pre-test we were able to ensure that the items, questionnaire instructions, product
descriptions were clear for the respondents. The questionnaires were handed to the
subjects and collected back in person by the researcher.

To asses the independence of the MCO variables, the scores on items measuring the

perceptions of these variables over the three innovations were correlated. To simplify the
presentation, the median ofthe coefficients ofcorrelation obtained in the investigation are
presented in Table 7.4.

Table 7.4 about here

Given the sizes of the median coefficients, it seems that assumption of independence
between the MCO variables can not be dismissed. The coefficients are uniformly low
and not significant  at 95% confidence level, which indicates that the pairs of
variables can be considered independent.
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Figure 7.4: Median of correlation coefficients

Variable pair Motivation- Motivation- Capacity-
capacity opportunity opportunity

Coefficient of .048 b .081 b .045 b

correlation

b not significant at 0.05.

To test the second hypothesis an analysis of variance was conducted. Table 7.5
contains the results of the analysis of variance. The univariate effects of motivation,
capacity and opportunity on adoption behavior were all significant. Hence, higher
motivation, capacity, or opportunity to use the innovations led to increased potential of
adopting the innovation. Further, the interaction terms of the independent variables
yielded non-significant effects on adoption behavior. As expected from the very low
correlations obtained earlier between these independent variables neither the two-way nor
the three-way interactions shown a significant influence on adoption behavior. In sum
these findings support the second hypotheses that the independent variables motivation,
capacity, and opportunity will exert significant main effects on the adoption behavior.

Table 7.5 The results of the Univariate Analysis of Variance (F Test)

Factor F with 1 and 995 df             p

Main Effects

Motivation 106.73 .000<0.001
Capacity 16.55 .000<0.001

Opportunity 7.62 .006<0.05
Two-Ways and three-ways interaction effects

Motivation by Capacity 1.20 0.274>0.05
Motivation by Opportunity 3.63 0.06>0.05
Capacity by Opportunity 2.24 0.135>0.05

Motivation by Capacity by Opportunity 0.14 0.705>0.05

7.5.3 Using the MCO variables in predicting prospects for new products; potential
adopters versus non-potentials

Our original hypothesis specifies that potential adopters should have higher per-
ceived motivation, capacity, and opportunity than non-potentials, thus should score
higher on the three scales developed. Therefore, to test this hypothesis, the responses to
the scales for a split sample of potential adopters versus non-potentials were compared.
Potential adopters were separated from non-potentials by using the respondents scores
on Ram's Scale obtained in the last study. As we explained earlier the scale indicated
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whether the subjects have the intention to try, buy, and use the innovations (see Appendix
6).Respondents who scored high on Ram's Scale (score 5,6, and 7 were taken for a high
score) were considered as potential adopters and others who scored low on the same scale

(scores  1,2,  and  3 were taken as low score) were considered as non-potentials. Those
subjects who scored 4 were divided equally between the two groups ofpotential adopters
and non-potential adopters.  This was done for each of the three innovations Navigator,
Credit Voice, and Hot-Pack. Since each of the 58 subjects responded to all the three
innovations, some of the subjects appeared as potential adopters for one innovation such
as the Navigator and as non-potentials for another innovation such as the Credit Voice.
This classification scheme resulted in an overall numbers of94 potential adopters and 80
non-potentials.

The mean scores on the MCO of potential adopters versus non-potentials were then
compared using nonparametric Mann-Whitney U-test. As can be seen in Table 7.6, the
differences between the two groups are significant for all three variables as could be
expected on the basis ofthe previous results. These results fit our hypothesis.

Table 7.6 Shows variables means of potential adopters versus non-potential adopters

PDA variable Potential Non-potential U-Test Z-scores
adopters adopters
(n=94) (n=80)

Motivation 6.6 2.2 -10.01 0.0000

Capacity 5.9 2.6 -9.39 0.0000

Opportunity 5.3 3.6 -5.45 0.0000

Finally, while the relative effects of different MCO constructs was not an issue in this
study, a direct discriminant function analysis was conducted using all three scales. This
was done to determine how well they predicted membership in the potential adopter/non-
potential adopter categories, and their relative weights. The analysis was based on the
same classification scheme of 94 potential adopters versus 80 non-potentials. The
discriminant function including all three variables showed a strong association between
the categories and the predictors  [X (3) =  169, p < 0.001], correctly classifying 87% of
the sample. This percentage is much higher relative to other predictors that have been
used in diffusion research. For instance, Ostlund 1971 used a large set of21 innovation
and individual difference related predictors, which correctly classified 65% of the
sample between adopters and non-adopters. Table 7.7 suggests that the best predictor for
distinguishing between the categories is motivation, which is followed by capacity then
opportunity. These results strongly support the notion that the MCO do affect one's
decision to adopt or reject the innovation, and suggest that the MCO may be used in the
assessment of prospects for new products.
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Table 7.7 The results of discriminant analysis; Standardized canonical discriminant
function coefficients

PDA variable Equation 1 Equation 2

Motivation 0.31 0.84

Capacity 0.40 0.71

Opportunity 0.50 0.60

7.6  SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The instrument development study described here offers several contributions not only
diffusion research but also to other contexts in consumer research. For diffusion research
the most obvious contribution is the creation ofan instrument to measure various generic
perceptions of determinants of using an innovation. The creation process included desk
research on MOA, choosing appropriate items, creating new items as necessary, and then
undertaking an extensive scale development process. It is believed that the method of
developing the three scales provided a high degree of confidence in their content and
construct validity. The result is a parsimonious, 21-item instrument, comprising 3 scales,
all with acceptable levels of reliability. This instrument can now be used to investigate
how perceptions on a general level can affect the actual use of innovations. Also the MCO
can be used as an instrument to target prospects for new products. Traditionally, diffusion
research focused on factors related to motivation to use (such as the innovation relative
advantage and compatibility) and on factors related to capacity to use (such as complexity
and triability), and ignored studying factors related to opportunity. However, we have
shown that the opportunity to use an innovation as perceived by adopters is almost of
equal importance and should be considered in future diffusion research. We know nothing
about the underlying factors determining consumer's perception ofhis/her opportunity to
use an innovation. It is interesting to find, in our study, the almost complete independence
between the MCO constructs. This independence between motivation, capacity, and
opportunity and their influence on potential adoption behavior implies that, although the
consumers can have low motivation levels to use the product, they can still have a high
intention to adopt an innovation due to their high levels of perceived capacity and/or
opportunity to use the product. It would be interesting for future research to investigate
this point further. In conclusion, it is believed that the instrument which was developed
may offer a useful tool for the study of initial adoption and diffusion of innovation. In
recommending the instrument to researchers studying the MCO factors in other consumer
research contexts, a few points of caution are appropriate. The various items were
developed to be as general as possible in the context of diffusion research.  It is believed
that they could easily be reworded for other contexts, though additional checks for the
validity and reliability would be called for after rewording.
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Other consumer research contexts may introduce additional factors, which need
examination. Therefore, further investigations are needed in other contexts to assess the

generalizability of the scales.

Our study also may imply that the interaction effects between motivation, capacity, and
opportunity found in other consumer research contexts (such as advertising) may be due
to methodological incorrectness in assessing and manipulating these variables.
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8. Motivation, capacity, and opportunity as criteria for the categorization
of adoption circumstances; an empirical examination

8.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter reports on a final study aimed at the assessment ofthe relevance of
motivation, capacity, and opportunity for the categorization of adoption
circumstances. In Chapter 5 we suggested an alternative methodological approach to
the study of adoption behavior as a possible way to provide a more generalizable (or
more stable) explanation of adoption behavior. As a major argument in the suggested
approach (see Chapter 5), we proposed to increase the generalizability ofdiffusion
theories by allowing for the possibility that the same variables have different impacts
on adoption behavior under different adoption circumstances. For this, we proposed
the use ofthe perceived levels ofmotivation, capacity, and opportunity as criteria for
categorizing adoption circumstances within and across diffusion studies. This leads
now to two research questions:
1. Is a different influence exercised by specific determinants on adoption behavior under

different perceived levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity?
2. Are these different influences consistent across actual adoption circumstances? This

second question refers directly to the instability problem.

8.2     HYPOTHESES OF THE STUDY

The main research question is whether or not a different influence is exercised by the
diffusion variables or the behavioral decision determinants on adoption behavior under
different perceived levels ofmotivation, capacity, and opportunity. Hence, the aim ofthe
study was to check our earlier assumptions (made in Chapter 5. See Figure 8.1): We will
focus upon correlations in order to be able to directly address the instability problem as to
traditional diffusion research

o  The size ofcorrelations between the attraction/ repulsion independent variables and
adoption (as the dependent variable) varies across different MCO conditions.

o Higher levels of motivation, capacity and opportunity are associated with higher
positive correlations between attraction factors (such as relative advantage and

compatability) and adoption behavior.
o Higher levels of motivation, capacity and opportunity are associated with lower

negative correlations between repulsion factors (such as complexity and perceived
risk) and adootion behavior.

o Lower levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity are associated with lower
positive correlations between attraction variables and adoption behavior

o Lower levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity are associated with higher
negative correlations between repulsion factors and adoption behavior.

Confirmation ofthese hypotheses would mean that in diffusion studies differences in
correlations between attraction/ repulsion factors and adoption behavior can be
attributed (to a certain extent) to differences in perceived levels of motivation,
capacity, and opportunity to adoption behavior. Thereby, a (partial) contribution
might be presented to the solution ofthe instability problem in diffusion research.
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Figure 8.1 The relation between the levels of MCO and the correlations of independent
variables with adoption behavior.

Iligher i)ositi,#e Lower l,ositie·e
correlatiolis of correlations of

attr:ictioti factors :ittr:iction factors
„ith :1(loptioll with adol)tion

belia,·ior. behai'ior.
Lo„er negati, e Iligher negati\'e
correlatioii of col'relations of

repulsion factors repulsion factors
„·ith adoption with adoption

A

1 M+ C+ 0+

2 Mav. Cav. Oav.

3           M-                     C-                      0-
V

Note:
• M+, C+, and 0+: refers to high levels of Motivation, Capacity, and Opportunity
• Mav., Cav.,and Oav.: refers to average levels of Motivation, Capacity, and

Opportunity
• M-, C-, and 0-: refers to low levels ofMotivation, Capacity, and Opportunity.

The most generic hypothesis is that the size of correlations between the attraction/
repulsion independent variables and adoption (dependent variable) varies across
different MCO conditions in a non-random fashion. This hypothesis breaks down into
two more specific ones. The second hypothesis aims to test whether there is an
ascending pattern between the perceived levels of motivation, capacity, and
opportunity on the one hand and the sizes of the correlations of individual diffusion
and behavioral decision attraction variables on the other hand. The third hypothesis
aims to test whether there is a descending pattern between the perceived levels of
motivation, capacity, and opportunity on the one hand and the sizes of correlations of
individual diffusion and behavioral decision repulsion variables on the other hand.

Hl The size of correlations of the behavioral decision variables and diffusion

variables with adoption behavior varies across MCO conditions. As indicated,
this highly generic hypothesis is stated only to check the assumption that the
influence is not random and adds to more than mere error variance.

H2 The positive correlations between diffusion/ behavioral decision attraction

variables and adoption are higher under the condition of high levels of
motivation, capacity, and opportunity than under the condition of low levels of
motivation, capacity, and opportunity.
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H3 The negative correlations between diffusion/ behavioral decision

repulsion variables and adoption are higher under the condition of low
levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity than under the condition
of high levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity.

The testing of hypotheses 2  and 3 is critical  from the standpoint of theory building
since it is not only important to show that a differential influence is exercised by
individual determinants on adoption behavior under different MCO conditions, but also
that these differences are more or less consistent across adoption circumstances (or across
innovations). If these differences would still be inconsistent across adoption
circumstances (or across innovations), then there would be no point to use the suggested
approach  for the classification of adoption circumstances.
The study reported in Chapter 6 showed that for the behavioral decision variables
cognitive ability and prior experience two alternative operationalizations would have to
be found. Cognitive ability and prior experience were proposed as concepts
approximating the diffusion variables complexity and trialability, respectively. It was
impossible to identify, among the behavioral decision variables, a variable capable of
approximating the diffusion variable trialability. This concept is too specific in nature
relative to the nature of the behavior decision variables. However,  for the behavioral
variable cognitive ability, two basic crititeria were used for selecting the alternative
operationalization. Cognitive ability was proposed as a concept approximating the
diffusion variable complexity. Two basic criteria were used for selecting an alternative
operationalization. First, the alternative would have to come closer in meaning to the
definition of complexity than cognitive ability. Second, the alternative behavioral
decision variable would have to be a broader and general concept than the diffusion
variable complexity). Cognitive ability was replaced by the behavioral decision variable
'need for cognitive clarity' which is defined in the behavioral decision literature as 'the
perceived need of a consumer to understand new information' (Punj & Stewart, 1983).
Need for cognitive clarity is closer in meaning to complexity than cognitive ability.
Furthermore, need for cognitive clarity is suggested to be a more generic variable than
complexity. This is because need for cognitive ability does not only cover the main
domain ofthe concept innovation complexity, but also individual ability to understand it.
In the following sections, the method and results ofthe study will be described.

8.3 METHOD

8.3.1 Subjects
Fortesting the hypotheses a survey was conducted. 312 Questionnaires were mailed to

individuals participating  in a respondent panel of Delft University. Respondents'  ages

ranged from 20 to 60 years. 200 Usable questionnaires were returned which amounts to a

response rate of 67%. The sample included  110 male and 90 female respondents. The
participants were told that they participated in a new product investigation. Respondents
who returned the questionnaire received a telephone card ( f5,- the approximate
equivalent of $ 2.00 at that time) as an incentive.
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8.3.2. Design
The design ofthe study was a 2 (motivation, high/low) x 2 (capacity, high/low) x 2

(opportunity, high/low) between subjects design (see Figure 8.2). In principle, there
were 8 conditions based on the three Triad components (motivation, capacity, and
opportunity) and the two levels (high and  low) of each component.

The three variables motivation, capacity, and opportunity were manipulated in this
study. The instrument developed in Chapter 7 to assess motivation, capacity, and
opportunity in the context of innovation adoption behavior (see Appendix 5) was
included in all the sections ofthe questionnaire as a manipulation check. Manipulation
ofmotivation, capacity, and opportunity was necessary to overcome the risk that most
subjects would  fall  in  only one  or a few  of the eight Triad cells. It would have  been
ideal ifwe would succeed in the allocation ofequal number ofsubjects into each Triad
condition or cell for each product. Even if such an ideal situation would be difficult to
achieve in realitv. the manintilation woiild at least heln lis to create variance in the
perceived levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity. This variance is essential  for
testing our hypotheses. In other words, for the present purpose it suffices to have different
levels of combinations of motivation, capacity, and opportunity  for each product.
The manipulation of the three independent variables motivation, capacity, and
opportunity was included in the product descriptions. In correspondence with our
definitions of motivation, capacity, and opportunity in Chapter 7, these three variables
were manipulated in connection with innovation usage rather than the innovation itself.

An overview of the different product descriptions used in the study is shown in
Appendix 7. The three products (Navigator, Hot-Pac, and Credit Voice) and the levels of
motivation, capacity, and opportunity were rotated according to the scheme depicted here
(see the overview below, Column C). This resulted in 24 combinations. In each
combination the subjects had to respond to one of the three products (See Column E).
This product was the one that appeared as the first in order ofappearance in Column D.

The study
Column A: Condition
Column B: Number of subjects in each condition
Column C: The sequence (seq.) of product appearance

1 = Navigator, Hot-Pac, Credit Voice
2 = Hot-Pac, Credit Voice, Navigator
3 = Credit Voice, Navigator, Hot-Pac

Column D: Products with regard to the MCO-conditions
(Column D corresponds with Section I, II and III ofthe questionnaire; all subjects
had to evaluate the three products)
M = Motivation
C = Capacity
0 = Opportunity
- = low level
+ = high level

Column E: Products with regard to the MCO-levels
(Column E corresponds with Section IVA and IVB ofthe questionnaire; all subjects
had to evaluate one product; the product that had to be evaluated was the product that
appeared in Section I)
nav = Navigator
hot = Hot-Pac
crv = Credit Voice
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Questionnaire
One questionnaire developed for this study (See Appendix 7) which included four

sections; the first three sections specifically referred to the three innovations. Each ofthe
first three sections (I, II, and III) included, for one of three innovations, the same
diffusion research variables, their approximate behavioral decision variables, the
variables (motivation, capacity, and opportunity), and the dependent variable.

Product Descriptions (Innovations)

The three different innovations used in the study were, again, the Navigator, the Credit Voice,
and the Hot-Pac. As we explained earlier, these products were chosen as relevant and
relatively new to the consumer's perception, and fall in three different product categories:
durables, financial services, and food. This variety of product categories was to assure
that the results would be somewhat generalizable beyond a specific product category. The
innovations were presented to the subjects in the form ofverbal descriptions included in
the main questionnaire (See Appendix 7).

Independent variables;  Diffusion and behavioral decision variables, attraction versus repulsion
factors.

A complete  list of independent variables relating to each of the diffusion and the behavioral
decision attraction and repulsion factors is shown in Tables 8.2 and 8.3.

Table 8.1 shows the list of independent diffusion variables used in the study

Attraction diffusion variables Repulsion diffusion variables
Innovativeness Perceived risk

Relative advantage Complexity
Compatibility
Trialability

Table 8.2 show the list of independent behavioural decision variables

Attraction behavioural decision Repulsion behavioural decision variables
variables

Prior knowledge Accountability
Decision importance Decision uncertainty

Similarity of alternatives
Dominated alternatives

Need for Cognitive Clarity was classified as a repulsion variable.

Except for the new behavioral decision variable 'need for cognitive clarity' the
classifications of variables as attraction or repulsion factors in Tables 8.1  and 8.2 were
based on the findings in our earlier study in Chapter 6. These variables, which were
shown  in the study of Chapter  6  to be positively correlated with adoption across products,
were designated as attraction factors and those variables that were shown to have
negative correlation coefficients with adoption across products were designated as
repulsion factors.
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Items  in the questionnaire could be rated  on a 7-point Likert scale ranging  from
'
strongly

disagree' (1) to 'strongly agree' (7). Similar to most behavioral decision variables the
new behavioral decision variable need for cognitive clarity was manipulated, rather than
merely measured, in behavioral decision research. This means that no existing scale was
available for inclusion in the study. In Chapter 6 it was argued that at this early stage in
our investigation the goal of the study could not be to develop scales for measuring
individual behavioral decision variables. We needed first to test the capabilities  of the
behavioral decision variables to explain adoption behavior. This issue represents, in other
words, the well-known 'chicken or egg'-problem. Without the adequate validation ofa
scale, the influence of a concept may not be ascertained.  On the other hand,  it may be
necessary to check first if there  is a reason for scale development  at all.  If the concept
would prove to be irrelevant, the scale development process may be ignored. Given the
broad scope and aim ofthe present study, it was decided not to develop a scale first for all
potentially relevant concepts, but to provide an initial check on the potential relevance of
the suggested approach by using simple, ifpossible single-item operationalizations ofthe
concepts. Therefore, as a preliminary investigation we decided again to use our intuitive
means to link the definition of the individual behavioral decision concept to an
operationalization, staying as close as possible to the original conceptual meaning. Next
we will explain how a single-item operationalization was developed for the new
behavioral decision variable.

The operationalization ofneedfor cognitive clarity. Aswe mentioned earlier, need for
cognitive clarity in the behavioral decision literature is defined as the perceived need ofa
consumer to understand new information (Punj and Stewart, 1983). Measurements
according to the definitions are shown below.

Operationalization of need for cognitive clarity (according to its definition in the behavioral
decision making literature).

I would need to know  more information about  the product  in order for me to be able  to
understand and use it.

Manipulation of high and low levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity

Motivation High
Product Description Manipulation

Included in the product description are product advantages which are highly relevant to
student consumers. Also included is the information that the same product was
introduced to the American and Swedish market and that most students who use the
innovation are very satisfied with their buying decision and their present usage exper-
ience.
Included in the product description are product advantages which are highly

relevant to student consumers. Also included is the information that the same
product was introduced to the American and Swedish market and that most students
who use the innovation are very satisfied with their buying decision and their
present usage experience.
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Motivation Low

The product description refers to product advantages that are highly irrelevant to
student consumers. Also included is the information that the same product was
introduced to the American and Swedish market and that most students who used the
innovation are very dissatisfied with their buying decision and their present usage

experience.

Capacity High

Included in the product description is information in the form of a use pamphlet
showing a simple and comfortable way to use the innovation when respondents buy it.

Capacity Low

Included in the product description is information in the form of a use pamphlet
showing a complicated and tiring way to use the innovation when respondents buy it.

Opportunity High

The product description information indicates that, when the respondents buy it, the
innovation can always be used. The Navigator operates in all regions in the
Netherlands and Europe. The Credit Voice operates in any Dutch or European bank
machine. The Hot-Pac will be available for consumers in every supermarket and food
store.

Opportunity Low

The product description information indicates that the use of the innovation is not
always possible when respondents buy it. The Navigator operates only in the city where
you live. The Credit Voice can only be used in three bank machines in the center ofthe
city. The Hot-Pac is only sold at the main train stations.

Dependent variable: innovation acceptance/resistance

The deDendent variable ofconcern in our research was the extent to which innovations

were accepted or resisted. Ram's scale (1989) was used again to measure innovation
acceptance/resistance as in the earlier studies described in Chapters 6 and 7. As we
explained before, the scale consists ofthree items of behavioral resistance or acceptance
(see Appendix 6). The items measured were purchase acceptance/resistance, trial
acceptance/resistance, and switch acceptance/resistance.
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Potential participants were first asked in person by the panel administrators of Delft
University to complete a questionnaire about an investigation on a new product. Next, the
questionnaires were mailed to the respondents. The questionnaire instructions ofthe first
three sections required the subjects to examine and rate the three new products along the
diffusion variables, their conceptually approximate behavioral decision variables, the
perceived levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity,  and the dependent variables.
Each  1/3  of the sample read the product description of each particular innovation  in a
different sequence (the three products were rotated).

8.4    RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As was explained in Chapter 5, the diffusion literature is preoccupied with correlational
research. Here, we will initially follow the diffusion research in this respect by presenting
correlations between diffusion variables and behavioral decision variables on the one
hand and adoption variables on the other. Later, we will add the results of structural
equations.
Basically, the three hypotheses  call for direct comparisons  of the correlations between
independent variables and adoption under different conditions of motivation, capacity,
and opportunity.

The design that we used allows for a distinction between 8 different conditions.
However, from a theoretical point ofview there are only 3 conditions or combinations of
conditions between which a meaningful distinction  can  be  made  at this point of theory
development. The two conditions in which the perceived levels ofmotivation, capacity,
and opportunity are all very positive or all very negative provide the extremes on the
continuum and are, by that nature, very clear. With regard to the combinations ofvalues
that can be found in-between these extremes, no critical distinctions can be proposed. For
example, should we expect a different correlation between independent variables and
adoption in the following two cases: motivation high, capacity high, and opportunity low
versus motivation high, capacity low, and opportunity high?

As the distinction is not possible between those conditions in which the signs differ
over motivation, capacity, and opportunity, these conditions are collapsed, thus leaving
three conditions: a positive extreme, a negative extreme, and the condition that represents
the remaining categories. We realize that this is just one way of proceeding with the
analyses. Here we want to avoid an endless search for useful distinctions, however, and
assume that ifthe oresent distinction shows uo in the results. further and Dossiblv more
useful distinctions can be made later. Of course, we realize the risk that the intermediate
group may not show a consistent pattern of results.

In the following, we will refer to the condition in which motivation, capacity, and
opportunity all have positive values as Condition 1. Condition 2 is group of intermediate
conditions, and Condition 3 is the condition with all negative values. The division results in
different numbers of observations per condition, as might be expected. The number of
research participants per conditions was:

Condition 1 (M+C+0+); n =  71
Condition 2 (M average, C average, O average); n = 340
Condition 3 (M-C-0-): n =  66
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It should be noted that the signs (+/-) are indicated for simplicity reasons only. In fact,
there are no negative values ofmotivation, capacity, and opportunity. This means that  a

'-' just signifies a very low value.
Also, we will average over products. There is no a priori theoretical reason why the

approach should work differently for one product as compared to another. For this
reason, and because generalizability of findings is an important issue, we will not
provide separate analyses for each ofthe three products.

We will first present overviews of correlations, then figures with visualized patterns
of correlations, and finally LISREL solutions for equations involving di ffusion
variables, behavioral decision variables, and dependent adoption related variables.

Table 8.3 about here

Table 8.3 shows that no significant differences were observed per individual diffusion
variable under the three MCO conditions.

Table 8.4 about here

Table 8.4 shows no significant effects for the individual behavioral decision variables,
except for the variables accountability and similarity of alternatives.
While on the level of individual variables no overall significant effects were observed, the
pattern of correlations may not be easily derived from the table. For this reason, the
Datterns ofcorrelations are also visualized in the fieures below. Table 8.4 shows that the

positive correlations of individual attraction behavioural decision variables are higher
under high levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity conditions lower under low
levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity conditions.

(These correlations resulted from aggregating the measures of three innovations - Hot-
Pak, Navigator, and Credit Voice in order to increase generalizability).
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Table 8.3 Crude correlation coefficients between diffusion variables and adoption under
the three MCO conditions.

Correlation Coefficients

Condition Innov. Relative Adv. CompaL Triabi. Risk Comple
xity

M+C+O+ 0.16 0.23 0.10 0.25 -0.37 -0.44

Mav.Cav.Oav. 0.21 0.39 0.14 0.15 -0.56 -0.09

M-C-O- 0.26 0.16 -0.10 0.22 -0.48 -0.20

t Test for conditions M+C+0+ and M-C-0-

Diffusion Variable Innov. Relative Adv. CompaL Triabi. Risk Complexity

Result of t test 0.72 0.44 1.15 0.18 0.77 0.11

T Test for conditions M+C+0+ and Mav.Cav.Oav.

Diffusion Variable Innov. Relative Adv. Compat Triabi. Risk Complexity

Result of t test 0.39 1.30 0.31 0.78 1.84 0.36

t Test for conditions M-C-0- and Mav.Cav.Oav.

Diffusion Variable Innov. Relative Adv. Compat Triabi. Risk Complexity

Result of t test 0.54 1.82 1.76 0.53 0.80 0.51

Note: all t values < 1.96.
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Table 8.4 Crude correlation coefficients between the behavioural decision variables and
adoption under the three MCO conditions.

Correlation Coefficients

Condition Prior Decision Similarity of Dominated Accountability Decision Need for
Knowledge Importance Alternatives Alternatives Uncertainty Cognitive

Clarity
M+C+O+ 0.16 0.39 0.42 0.42 -0.12 -0.06

Mav.Cav.Oav. 0.14 0.26 0.18 0.37 -0.37 -0.09

M-C-O- 0.10 0.23 0.08 0.33 -0.26 -0.12

t Test for conditions M+C+0+ and M-C-0-

Behavioral Prior Decision Similarity of Dominated Accountability Decision Need for
Decision Knowledge Importance Alternatives Alternatives Uncertainty Cognitive
Variable Clarity

t Test 0.35 1.02 2.10 0.60 0.83 0.35 0.18

t Test for conditions M+C+0+ and Mav.Cav.Oav.

Behavioral Prior Decision Similarity of Dominated Accountability Decision Need for
Decision Knowledge Importance Alternatives Alternatives Uncertainty Cognitive
Variable Clarity

t Test 0.15 0.93 2.00 0.45 2.01 0.23 0.08

t Test for conditions M-C-0- and Mav.Cav.Oav.

Behavioral Prior Decision Similarity of Dominated Accountability Decision Need for
Decision Knowledge Importance Alternatives Alternatives Uncertainty Cognitive
Variable Clarity

t Test 0.30 0.39 0.74 0.33 0.89 0.22 0.15
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In Figure 8.2 we can see that the pattern ofcorrelations is in line with the hypotheses. The
correlations are consistently higher under conditions ofpositive motivation, capacity, and
opportunity than under conditions of intermediate and negative motivation, capacity, and
opportunity. In their turn, the correlations are more positive under the intermediate
condition than under the low condition.

Figure 8.2: Correlations of individual attraction variables (behavioural decision) with
adoption under high, intermediate, and low levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity
conditions.
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Figure 8.3 Correlations of individual attraction (diffusion) variables with adoption
under high, intermediate, and low levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity
conditions.

(These correlations resulted from aggregating the measures of three innovations - Hot-Pak,
Navigator, and Credit Voice).
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As compared to the pattern of the behavioral decision variables in Figure 8.2, the pattern of the
diffusion variables is less clear. as can be seen in Figure 8.3.

In Figure 8.4 it can be seen that (except for the variable accountability) the negative correlation
of individual repulsion behavioral decision variables with adoption behavior are higher under
lower levels ofmotivation, capacity, and opportunity conditions and lower under high levels of
motivation, capacity, and opportunity conditions.
Also in Figure 8.4 we should keep in mind that the differences are not significant at the level of
individual behavioral decision variables. Yet, the pattern seems consistent with the hypothesis
except for the variable accountability.
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Figure 8.4: Negative correlations of three repulsion diffusion variables under high,
intermediate, and low levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity conditions.
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Figure 8.5: Negative correlations of two repulsion diffusion variables under high,
intermediate, and low levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity conditions.
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Although the differences between correlations at the level of individual variables are
not statistically significant, the overall pattern as may be visually inspected is more or
less in line with expectations. One variable (risk) does not fit in the expected overall
pattern. The figures show that the behavioral decision variables show patterns that
better match to the various hypotheses than diffusion variables. There are two possible
reasons for this distinction.
First, the behavioral decision variables are closer in their conceptualization and
operationalization to motivation, capacity, and opportunity than the diffusion
variables. The former are more consumer oriented, while the latter are more product
oriented. Second, adoption is defined and operationalized as using the product rather
the buying it. MCO and behavioral decision variables are measured in relation to
using the innovation while diffusion variables are measured in relation to buying the
innovation.

The figures that are presented above show that there is some variation in the
correlations between the independent variables and the adoption variables over the
different MCO conditions. The figures suggest that the differences are somewhat more
clear for the behavioral decision variables than for the diffusion variables and also
more clear for the attraction variables than for the repulsion variables. Overall, and in
very general terms, the pattern is consistent with the theoretical points of departure,
which signifies, although not convincingly, that the MCO variables may play a role in
the explanation ofthe instability effect.

With regard to the analyses, there are several options to consider now.
Alternative one is to make one overall analysis including all diffusion variables, all
behavioral decision variables, the MCO variables and the adoption variables. For
theoretical and analytical reasons, this does not present a feasible approach. Option
two adopts a different approach: separate analyses may be presented for the
diffusion variables, the behavioral decision variables, and the MCO variables, each
with regard to their relationshio to the adootion variables.
A third option is to make a selection from the diffusion and the behavioral decision
variables on statistical grounds, and relate these to the MCO and adoption variables. The
latter two options have contrasting advantages and disadvantages. The advantage of
option two is that an impression can be obtained of the function of the MCO variables
relative to the two different theoretical approaches. The disadvantage ofthis option is that
the historical distinction between two theoretical approaches does not suggest this type of
analysis. The advantages and disadvantages ofoption three are the mirror image ofoption
two. As this implies that neither one ofthe analyses is a priori superior to the other, and
taking into account the exploratory stage in which these are taking place, we will present
them both, in the specified order. The obvious drawback ofthis approach is, ofcourse,
that two different analyses are presented on the same data suggesting their over-
exploitation. On the other hand, they are only meant as mutually exchangeable: the reader
should not interpret the second analysis as providing new evidence on top ofthe first one.
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For historical theoretical reasons (see Chapter 4), the set ofthe diffusion
variables and the set ofthe behavioral decision variables may be kept separate. In fact,
they have been presented as two different theoretical systems. In the first option, we
will adopt the distinction and will include them in separate analyses.
This results in two equations: one with the diffusion variables, the MCO variables and
the adoption variables, and one with the behavioral decision variables, the MCO
variables and the adoption variables. As the MCO variables and the adoption variables
are the same in both analyses, this analytic set-up also provides the opportunity to
relate the diffusion variables and the behavioral decision variables to the other types
of variables.

We will present the standarized solutions of Lisrel analyses (maximum
likelihood method). The model specified for the analysis incorporated three sets of
relationships: one set between all diffusion variables and the MCO variables, one set
between the MCO variables and the adoption variables, and one set among the
adoption variables. When reporting the results, we will limit ourselves to the
Significant coefficients (/relationships) only.

Figure 8.6: Lisrel solution of diffusion variables, MCO variables and adoption variables
(992 = 33.26; df = 25, p =.13)
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In the figure, the following observations can be made concerning the three sets of
relationships. The terminology used to quali fy the strength of relationships is relative
at best:
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1. Relationships between the Diffusion variables and the MCO variables:

-         Complexity and Capacity (.76)
-         Perceived Risk and Motivation (.40)
- Relative Advantage and Motivation (.25)
-         Innovativeness and Motivation (.28)

Insignificant relationships are suppressed.

2. Relationships between the MCO variables and the Adoption variables:

-         Motivation and Try (.72)
-         Motivation and Buy (.59)
-         Motivation and Use (.47)
-          Opportunity and Use (.22).

Insignificant relationships are suppressed.

3. The relationships among the Adoption variables.

-         Try and Buy (.42)
-         Try and Use (.06)
-         Buy and Use (n.s.)

The overall pattern suggests that individual diffusion variables have an impact upon
different MC(0) variables, in the sense that Complexity relates to Capacity and the
other variables to Motivation. Apparently, a particular MCO variable (in this case
Motivation) may be related to several diffusion variables. A similar overview may be
presented for the behavioral decision variables (See Figure 8.7).

Different combinations of person, innovation, and situational characteristics may
address the same underlying meaning  of some diffusion variables, allowing  for the
possibility of instability in the relationships between di ffusion variables and adoption
variables.

In the relationships between the MCO variables and the adoption variables, a major
role may be noted for Motivation. That Motivation does have an effect is expected;
unexpected is the strength ofthe relationships relative to that ofthe other two MCO
variables with the adoption variables.
In the discussion we will return to the theoretical questions raised by these results.

A similar overview may be presented for the behavioral decision variables (see Figure
8.7).
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Figure 8.7: Lisrel solution of behavioral decision variables, MCO variables and adoption
variables (Xz = 42.54; df = 30;  p =.07)
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Also  in this figure, observations  can  be made concerning three  sets of relationships.
First, for the behavioral decision variables, the relationships are stronger than for the
diffusion variables. Further:

1. Relationships between the behavioral decision variables and the MCO variables:
- Decision Importance and Motivation (.24)
- Dominated Alternatives and Motivation (.45)
- Dominated Alternatives and Capacity (.21)
- Cognitive Clarity and Capacity (.38)

Again, other relationships are insignificant and are not displayed.

2. Relationshins hetween the MCO variables and the Adontion variables:
-         Motivation and Try (.61)
-          Motivation and Buy (.55)
-        Motivation and Use (.62)
-         Opportunity and Use (.23)
-          Capacity and Try (.19)

Only signficiant relationships are retained.

3. The relationships among the Adoption variables.
-         Try and Buy (.39)
-         Buy and Use (.12)
-         Try and Use (n.s.)

The pattern of results allows for a general description that is similar to that regarding the
diffusion variables. Different behavioral decision variables do not seem to have a unique
meaning in MCO terms, while the MCO variables are orthogonal in nature. (It is not
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suggested here that the MCO variables should be taken as the theoretical reference

point). Thus, inconsistencies may arise when direct relationships are drawn between
the behavioral decision variables and the adoption variables. On a more aggregate
level, this may contribute to the instability problem.

We will present one final analysis - option 3 referred to earlier - that, in two ways,
deviates from the analyses shown so far. In the first place, it includes the variables
that, in bivariate analyses, have shown to be significantly related to the MCO
variables. In other words, variables are included irrespective of their theoretical
(diffusion or behavioral decision) background. All significant variables are taken as

potential predictors of all three MCO variables.  In the second place,  as the adoption
behavioral variables may be considered as ordered along a behavioral sequence from
initial trial to final usage, Try will be specified in the model as a predictor ofBuy, and
Try and Buy as predictors of Use. By this adaptation, the chronological order of these
steps in the adoption process is incorporated in the model (see Figure 8.8).

Figure 8.8. Lisrel solution of diffusion variables, behavioral decision variables, MCO
variables and adoption variables (Xz= 17.11; df = 19; p =.58).
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In the results and in the figure, the following observations can be made regarding the
significant relationships:
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1. Relationships between the independent variables and the MCO variables:

-         Complexity and Capacity (.30)
- Perceived (functional) Risk and Motivation (.20)

Other relationships appear to be insignificant, indicating that, overall, the diffusion
variables have a stronger relationship with the MCO variables than the behavioral
decision variables.

2. The relationships between the MCO variables and Try, Buy and Use

-          Motivation and Try (.62)
-                  Capacity and  Try (.14)
-         Try and Buy (.38)
-          Motivation and Buy (.37)
- Capacity, Opportunity and Buy (.07 and .11, resp.).
-          Try, Buy and Use (.08 and .06)
-         Motivation and Use (.53)
-         Opportunity and Use (.24)
-          Capacity and Use is weak (.09).

The results show that Motivation is by far the most important factor, but that its
impact varies over the different adoption variables. It is noteworthy that, in its turn,
Motivation has a puzzling relationship to various diffusion and behavioral decision
variables. This result might reflect the same conceptual confusion that is responsible
for the cause ofthe instability problem. This is not to suggest that the MCO variables
present a clear-cut picture. There are noteworthy differences in the strength ofthe
relationships between the three individual MCO variables and the adoption variables,
and Motivation seems to claim a special position relative to Capacity and Opportunity.
On the one hand, this raises a number of new questions. On the other, the results may
be functional in the interpretation ofthe inconsistent results on the relationships
between the diffusion variables and the adoption variables - results that cumulated in
the instability problem.

Aoart from theoretical and conceotual issues that will be discussed shortlv. there
remains one critical point to be dealt with. So far, the three MCO variables have been
considered in additive models. Strictly theoretically, we assumed a multiplicative
model. This, in fact, addresses the question whether an interaction component would
significantly contribute to the explanation ofthe adoption variables. In the equation
with Try as the dependent variable, the interaction component was significant,
however weak. The standardized regression coefficient was .086. This was after
Motivation (.63), Capacity (.13) and Opportunity (.09) had been accounted for. In the
equations with Buy and Use, the interaction component did not come out as a
significant contributor.
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Considering these results, which are indicative at best, there are several important
questions and points to be discussed. In the discussion, we will try to find an answer
to the following questions:

-    How can the strong relative position of Motivation be interpreted  (post hoc)?
-  What do the results suggest regarding the theoretical and methodological

underpinnings ofthe MCO variables?
-    What relevance,  i f any,  does the MCO appraoch have in addressing the instability

problem?
-  In case, there is any relevance, what is the nature ofthe model to be considered?
-  What research recommendations can be provided to guide future research on

adoption behavior?
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9. GENERAL DISCUSSION

The primary goal of this dissertation  is to acquire more insight  into the nature
and explanation of the instability problem the innovation adoption literature suffers.
The problem has proved to be an important and consistent one. Even though it was
introduced specifically in the area of innovation adoption, it may be noted that the
instability problem is not exclusively reserved for this area. Other areas of the
behavioral sciences seem to be subject to the same problem, but there it is either not
as visible, not identified, or not considered important. Yet, we feel that the goal of this
dissertation relates more to a central notion in all behavioral sciences than to
innovation adoption only.

The goal was a highly ambitious one as it addressed decades of research,
involving hundreds or possibly even thousands of studies produced results that did not
lend themselves to direct and consistent practical implications and recommendations.
The ambition here was to focus on the central question whether a single, overall
explanation could be found that might - in retrospect - be capable of providing a
solution to the instability problem.

The critical step in the project involved the decision what particular approach
to take. One option was to select a particular inconsistency in the literature, attempt to
replicate it, and see if an alternative explanation might be provided and tested. This
approach was not adopted, however, as it was highly probable that the same
inconsistency or instability problem might simply re-occur. Here, we should keep in
mind that many studies in the past already attempted to analyse the instability problem
in this particular way.
Another approach might have been a meta-analysis on a sample of studies. This
approach did not seem feasible or adequate for several reasons. First, innovation
adoption research activities soared in the sixties and seventies, levelled off sharply in
the eighties, and were more or less dormant in the nineties. Using the characteristics
and results of past studies, insofar as these would still be available, would have made
this project almost a historical analysis. Yet, a meta-analysis seemed attractive
because of the large number of studies, and the large number of concepts it produced.
Instead of performing a quantitative meta-analysis on the data, we decided, therefore,
to perform a more qualitative meta-analysis on the concepts. We made inventories of
the theoretical and conceptual approaches that were taken, and attempted to
reinterpret, on a meta-theoretical level, what happened in the studies and analysed
what might explain the instability problem. We came to the hypothetical conclusion
that the overall psychological context differed over the various studies that, together.
produced the instability problem. The same explanatory concept was associated with
different results, depending upon the segment, the innovation, and the adoption
circumstances as operationalized here. This suggested that the concept, or its
psychological meaning, would have to be assessed relative to its background.
Theoretically, it seemed fair to assume that the same concept might have different
psychological meanings under different psychological circumstances. This notion
forced us to think in terms that would adequately describe the rather vague notion of
'psychological circumstances'. Here we ran the risk that the description itself might
contribute to an increase rather than a reduction of the instability problem, as
circumstances may be psychologically defined in a multitude of ways. The only
solution seemed to lie in the selection of a rather general descriptive level that
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involved the selection of generic descriptive and explanatory concepts that might be
assumed to apply to a very large number of psychological circumstances (The obvious
drawback is that specific variance is lost).
It was assumed for the present purposes that psychological circumstances do not exist

as such, but are related to a particular behavior, in this case the adoption of an
innovation.

It was also assumed that psychological circumstances consist of determinants
inherent in the person and determinants inherent in the external situation. In other
words, these are intrinsically or extrinsically determined.
It was argued that psychological circumstances may be defined in terms of three
central (intrinsically and extrinsically determined) characteristics or determinants: the
degree to which a person is motivated to engage in a particular behavior, the degree to
which a person feels personally capable of engaging in that behavior, and the degree
to which the person feels that the situation, context or opportunity facilitates or
hinders that behavior. The assumption was that these three general notions have
subjective counterparts which are to be taken as the most critical determinants in most
adoption situations. That is, capacity and opportunity may not only be defined in an
objective way, but also in a subjective way, so that felt motivation, subjectively
assessed capacity and subjectively interpreted opportunity represent the subjective,
psychological circumstances.
The general hypothesis that was presented was that the instability problem may be
explained by allowing for differential effects of adoption determinants under different
combinations of subjective circumstances. In other words, the effect of a particular
determinant is dependent upon the psychological conditions under which it is
relevant, specified in terms of subjective motivation, capacity and opportunity.

While it may seem possible to argue that this, in actuality, may be the case, and that
this would form a potential way out of the instability problem, the question how this
should be approached could not be answered easily. That is why care was taken to
make first assessments with the help of qualitative research.
Further, the assumption that motivation, capacity and opportunity were mutually
independent had to be established empirically. Following this, we did have to identify
the particular role ofthe three concepts in relation to the existing explanatory concepts
(directly derived from the adoption behavior literature) and in relation to the major
adoption behavior variables. There was a variety of alternative conceptualisations and
operationalisations. For reasons of parsimony, we adopted Ram's (1989) distinction
between three basic adoption related behaviors: trying, buying, and using, reflecting
also the different behaviors that different academic and marketing analysts might be
interested in.

Although Ram (1989) treated the three adoption behaviors as mutually
distinct, they are obviously not. Trying may be viewed as a determinant of buying
which, in turn, is a prerequisite for using. In the analyses, the mutual relationship
between these behaviors had to be taken into account.
Another operational problem with these concepts is that research participants may feel
more comfortable with (and be more capable of) reacting to the possibility of trying
an innovation than to buying an innovation. Using an innovation after buying is
psychologically the most distant behavior.
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Here it appeared that the mere switch from detailed adoption determinants to
the three more general determinants does not come without a price: the
operationalisation of the three concepts in their relation to adoption behavior is at the
same time critical for the present purposes and very difficult for respondents. In order
to avoid the differences in meaning of particular concepts under different adoption
circumstances we introduced general concepts that were assumed to apply to all
adoption circumstances. By doing so, we introduced another problem: the problem of
unequivocal operationalisations of complex, aggregate concept such as motivation,
capacity, and opportunity.

The almost cynical, yet very serious remark can be made that reacting, as a
research participant, to questions relating to general notions of motivation, capacity,
and opportunity to adopt is a behavior that, by self-specified assumptions, is subject to
motivation, capacity and opportunity to provide valid answers. Stated more simply:
the questionnaire that was used as the research instrument, could only provide reliable
and valid data if the respondents were adequately motivated, capable, and facilitated
(e.g. by sufficient time) to answer the difficult questions. This point presented a
problem that was not solved in this dissertation. In future studies, this methodological
point is to be addressed and should be solved empirically.

No definite evidence could be provided on the central hypotheses. The
instability problem seemed too large to tackle and the research ambition had to be
lowered to a more realistic level. What we did find is empirical support for the general
theoretical notion that the particular meaning of diffusion variables for the explanation
of adoption behavior varies over psychological circumstances as defined by
motivation, capacity, and opportunity. Motivation, capacity and opportunity shed
some light on how the behavioral decision variables and the diffusion variables should
be interpreted.
This observation suggests that the line of research that has been started with this
dissertation seems worthwhile to pursue. Although various specific recommendations
can be (and were) provided, the question is whether the overall approach is more
fruitful if these are adopted.  Here we  want to add  a more general recommendation  for
future research. The overall theoretical set-up combines diffusion variables,
behavioral decision variables, MCO variables, and adoption variables. The results
regarding their interrelationships do not show a consistent pattern. Possible reasons
relate to the absence of the theorized relationships or the inadequacy of the
operationalizations. The operationalizations, as directly or indirectly suggested in the
literature, are not firmly validated. It is recommended, therefore, that future research
should first focus on establishing the psychometric qualities of the various types of
variables. before further analyses on their mutual relationships are performed.

Possibly because of the reason stated above,  it was not possible to assess the
nature of the relationship between the three concepts in theirjoint impact on
dependent variables. It was argued why, in principle, a multiplicative model would be
the most adequate as a starting point. The present data did not allow the identification
ofthe nature ofthe mutual relationships, however.
A puzzling finding is that motivation claimed most of the explained variance. This
may signify that motivation is the most dominant variable or that, in a dynamic rather
than a static model, effects ofcapacity and opportunity may be reflected in motivation
as well. For example, if consumers/ respondents do not have the capacity and
opportunity to engage in a particular behavior, their original high motivation may be
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negatively affected. They may not continu to be motivated with regard to products
that they cannot try, buy or use for capacity and/or opportunity reasons. Also this
point will have to be addressed in future studies. In order to analyze the possible
dynamic nature of the relationships, the studies would have to include a
methodological set-up allowing for analyses over time.

There is one final remark that may also serve as a strong recommendation for
future research. Motivation, capacity, and opportunity are, as indicated above,
particularly meaningful  if they are taken in their subjective sense.  For each particular
behavior, they have to be operationally attuned to the nature of that behavior. In the
present dissertation, they were attuned to adoption behavior in general while we, in
fact, made a distinction between three adoption related behaviors that actually may be
quite different from a psychological viewpoint. Although trying, buying, and using
may all be subsumed under adoption behavior, their different psychological meaning
may require an operational distinction for motivation, capacity, and opportunity.

More concretely, for future studies we can provide the following additional
recommendations based on this discussion of the results.

1.   The dependent behavior should be as concrete as possible for the respondents.
In this dissertation, innovation usage was taken as the critical behavior. In
retrospect, it might have been more effective to select a behavior that
respondents can actually engage in, such as actual trail in a simulated shopping
environment.

2. More insight should be developed in the particular nature, dynamics, and
relationships of the three MCO- variables. Behavior research calls for a
generic level of theorizing, and innovation adaptation research  does  not
present an exception.

3.    The very MCO concept suggests that the answering of questions by
respondents may be hampered by limitations regarding motivation, capacity,
and opportunity. Therefore, special care should be taken these limitations are
methodologically taken care of, especially when the theoretical and
methodological issues are complex.

Finally, we want to remark that in the present dynamic market situation, the
generation and introduction of innovations is as important as they ever were, ifnot
more. The development speed of markets requires very quick returns on investment,
also because product life times become increasingly shorter. Adequate insight into the
adoptability of new product and service introductions becomes even more important
than in the period when so much attention was paid to innovation research. This calls
for a revitalization of adoption research. The present project hopes to contribute to
this by proposing a new direction of research that may provide both theoretically
useful and practically applicable.
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10. SUMMARY

Research on the diffusion of innovations started in a series of independent
intellectual schools during its first decades (Rogers,  1995). Each of these discipline
groups of diffusion researchers studied a particular kind of innovation: for example,
rural sociologist investigated the diffusion of agricultural innovations to farmers,
while education researchers studied the spread of new teaching ideas among school
personnel. The sixties and early seventies were characterized by many innovation
adoption studies. The lack of consistent results across different diffusion studies
became known as 'the instability problem'  - the notion of a unitary, general theory of
innovation adoption was rejected (Downs and Mohr, 1976 and Rogers, 1995). One of
the consequences of the frustration of the theory building efforts was that it prevented
the free exchange of information across and within different traditions (such as
medical sociology, and rural sociology), and the direct-comparison of the result of
different studies.

In investigating this matter, we worked toward three main research goals:

• To address the instability problem in the innovation literature concerning the
adoption decision process on the individual level. There was a need to gain a
deeper understanding of how the instability problem affected the adoption
decision process and to identify the main reasons behind the instability of
empirical findings in this line of research.

• To produce a possible theoretical and operational solution for the instability
problem.

• To empirically test the adequacy of such a solution and provide a basis for a
more stable explanation ofthe individual adoption decision process.

In accordance with the three research goals, the dissertation was divided into three
complementary and equally important parts. The first, introductory part consists of
Chapter  1  and 2, which review the literature of adoption process models and discuss
the instability problem in such models. The instability problem was attributed to two
main causes: the conceptual and operational confusion concerning the criterion
variables in diffusion research (referring to the individual responses to innovations)
and the variance  in the effects  of the independent variables  (such as innovation
attributes and individual differences) on the criterion variables. In this part we
concluded with some general criticisms regarding the adoption decision process
models:

• There is no unified conceptualization or operationalization ofthe adoption
process stages themselves;

•   There  is no pre-specified order of these stages;
• There is no stable number of stages.

These observations combined to form the instability problem. The summary and
conclusions presented in Chapter 2 suggested two possible theoretical sources of the
instability in the diffusion literature. The first concerns the lack of standardized
conceptual and operational definitions ofthe dependent variables (see the first
criticism). This observation underlined the seriousness ofthe instability problem. In
the adoption behavior research the different stages ofthe adoption decision process
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are considered to be the dependent variables or the possible individual responses to
innovations. The second primary theoretical source of instability was suggested to be
formed by the independent variables (such as individual differences, innovation
characteristics, and social factors).

The second part of the dissertation (Chapters 3,4, and 5) focused upon the
theoretical basis of adoption behavior. Chapter 3 discussed the conceptual and
operation confusion concerning the adoption decision criterion variables. An
alternative conceptual and operational adoption process model was presented together
with the results of a qualitative study. In this alternative model, a conceptual
distinction was made between individual responses on a psychological level, like
innovation acceptance and innovation resistance, and individual responses on a
behavioral level, such as, innovation adoption and innovation rejection. The model
presented in this Chapter may be suggested to provide a first contribution to the
reduction of the instability problem in innovation research. A researcher should be
able correctly identify non-adoption as reflecting active resistance, passive resistance,
and trial postponement or adoption postponement. This is only possible if a
conceptual and methodological framework is employed in which the competing
concepts are simultaneously included. Further, a correct diagnosis of the nature of the
target behavior may help to determine the operational measures that need to be taken
into account.

Chapter 4 addressed how the independent variables in diffusion research contribute to
the instability problem and discussed the major theoretical and operational difficulties
in overcoming this problem. We explained in this chapter, that the higher level of
specificity in behavior analysis, the more the determinants variables are uniquely
associated with a particular combination of the innovation, person, and the situation.
As a result, they may appear as unstable over different adoption circumstances.
Conversely, the lower the level of specificity in behavior analysis, the more the
determinants are aggregated (or general) and the more they can be applied to different
innovations, persons, and situations. Increasing the generic level of the analysis
implies a loss of specificity, but an increase of potential applicability. Hence, more
generic variables are assumed to be less unstable in explaining adoption behavior. We
Suggested two alternatives (or substitutes) to the diffusion approach: The MCO model
and the behavioural decision theory. The two alternatives were suggested as possible
alternatives to the diffusion approach, each representing different locations in the
specificy-generality continuum. We discussed  how each of these alternatives may be
useful in studying adoption behavior and for overcoming the instability problem of
the diffusion research.

Chapter 5 discusses the diffusion methodology of theory building.  On the basis of
the discussions in this chapter and the discussion in previous chapters an alternative
methodological approach is proposed for the study of adoption decisions. The
instability problem is specifically addressed and a methodological model is presented
which provided the basis for a second study.

In this chapter we discussed the adequacy of the classical di ffusion methodology of
theory building and how diffusion researchers tried to adapt it in order to overcome
the instability problem. We also provided an overview ofthe problems ofthe classical
di ffusion methodology of theory.  As a synthesis of these discussions we suggested an
alternative methodological approach to study the adoption behavior as a possible way
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to provide a more generalizable (or more stable) theory or explanation of adoption
behavior. In this approach we argue to increase the generalizability of diffusion
theories in two complementary steps:

• To move in the direction of more general or aggregate variables. For this the
relatively generic level  of the behavioural decision variables was recommended to
replace the relatively specific level  of the diffusion variables.

• To allow for the possibility, suggested by the instability problem, that the same
variables may have different impacts under different adoption circumstances. For
this step we proposed the use of the MCO model. We suggested to take the
subjective notions of the adoption circumstances as expressed in motivation,
capacity, and opportunity to adopt an innovation.

The next part of the dissertation, consisting of the Chapters 6,7, and 8, empirically
studied the adequacy of the suggested alternative approach.  In each of the empirical
studies three mutually unrelated new products were presented to respondents who
were  requested to assess the values of the diffusion variables, the behavioral decision
variables, and the subjective notions ofthe adoption circumstances.

More specifically and in line with the theoretical recommendations in Chapter 5,
Chapter 6 described a study conducted to examine whether the behavioral decision
framework can replace (or substitute) the diffusion framework in explaining adoption
behavior. The study investigated the capabilities of the behavioral decision constructs
in covering the main domains of the diffusion constructs. Of the 7 hypotheses tested
in this study 5 were accepted and 2 were rejected. This provided partial support for
the theoretical approach taken in our study.  The more generic behavioral decision
variables could, to some extent, replace the diffusion variables in the explanation of
adoption behavior. This finding was suggested to hold an important indication for the
adaptation of the diffusion approach for the reduction of the instability problem. By
replacing the diffusion level of analysis by the behavioral decision level of analysis
we might be able to obtain more stable and generalizable findings across diffusion
studies, and as a result, allow more cumulation of innovation adoption knowledge.
Another important indication obtained by the results concerns the number of items
needed for the assessment of diffusion variables versus the number of items needed
for the assessment of behavioral decision variables. It was possible to use a relatively
short list of behavioral decision items relative to the much longer list of diffusion
variables. By using the shorter list of items several innovations might be included in a
single study without overburdening the subjects with too many questions. The
inclusion of a variety of innovations  in one study is important to assure that the results
can serve  for the generalization of results beyond a specific innovation.

Chapter 7 reports in detail on the development of an instrument designed to
measure the motivation, capacity, and opportunity that an individual may subjectively
experience for the adoption of an innovation. The instrument development study
described here suggested to offer several contributions for diffusion research, the
most obvious one being the assessment of generic determinants innovation adoption.
The creation process included literature research on the combination of motivation,
ability/capacity, and opportunity, the selection of appropriate items, and the scale
development process. The result is a parsimonious 21-item instrument compromising
3 scales for motivation, capacity, and opportunity, all with acceptable levels of
reliability. This instrument was then used to investigate how the perception on a
general level of the adoption circumstance can affect the actual adoption of the
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innovation. Traditionally, diffusion research focused on factors related to motivation
to use (such as relative advantage and compatibility) or on factors related to capacity
to use (such as innovation complexity and triability), and ignored studying factors
related to opportunity. However, the study showed that opportunity to use an
innovation as perceived by adopters may be of almost equal importance and should
be considered in future diffusion research. Another important finding was that
motivation, capacity, and opportunity can be conceptualised in a statistically
independent fashion.

Chapter 8 reports on a final study conducted to assess the adequacy of the
approach that we proposed in Chapter 5 to increase the generalizabilty ofthe diffusion
theories. Here we proposed to increase the generalizability of diffusion theories by
allowing for the possibility that the same variables have a different impact upon
adoption behavior under different adoption circumstances. For this we proposed to
use the perceived levels of motivation, capacity, and opportunity as criteria for
categorizing adoption circustances within and across diffusion studies.
This lead us to investigate in Chapter 8 two main research questions:

•   Is there a different influence exercised by particular determinants on adoption
behavior under different perceived levels of motivation, capacity, and
opportunity?

• Are these different influences consistent across actual adoption
circumstances?

At the most general level, it was observed that differences in the correlations between
diffusion variables and the behavioral decision variables on the one hand and the
adoption variables on the other hand, were related to perceived levels of motivation,
capacity, and opportunity. The majority of the observed mean correlations was in line
with the theoretical approach suggested in this dissertation. The inspection of the
correlations also showed, however, that the pattern of results was not fully consistent
and that the critical differences were small only. Three Lisrel analysis were
performed. One analysis concerned the diffusion variables, the MCO variables and the
adoption variables. The second concerned the behavioral decision variables, the MCO
variables, and the adoption behavior. A third analysis combined a selection of the
diffusion variables and the behavioral decision variables with the MCO and adoption
variables. These analyses show that the three variables, motivation, capacity, and
opportunity,  do play a role. However, the importance of their role varies. Motivation
was found to be a relatively dominant factor. The final conclusion was that the results
are indicative at best.

In the general discussion, we considered questions relating to the adequacy of
thegeneral approach taken and relating to the meaning of the results. Alternative
explanations and methodological considerations were discussed. It was noted that the
suggested approach has the potential of contributing to the reduction of the instability
problem, but also that additional conceptual and empirical research is needed before
answers can be provided with sufficient clarity. Particular attention was asked for the
analysis of psychometric characteristics of the various types of variables involved.

***
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11. SAMENVATTING

De eerste decennia van het onderzoek naar de verspreiding van innovaties werd
gekenmerkt door het ontstaan van verschillende, onafhankelijke 'scholen' (Rogers,
1995). Elk van deze disciplinaire groepen onderzoekers analyseerde een bepaald type
innovatie. Sommige sociologen onderzochten, bijvoorbeeld, de verspreiding van
agrarische innovaties onder boeren, terwijl onderwijsresearchers de verspreiding van
nieuwe onderwijsmethoden onder onderwijzers onderzochten. In de zestiger en
zeventiger jaren van de vorige eeuw werden zeer talrijke innovatiestudies uitgevoerd.
Deze leverden echter zodanig inconsistente resultaten op, en de inconsistentie was van
een zodanige omvang, dat hieraan een aparte naam werd gegeven: het
'instabiliteitsprobleem: Dit hield in dat het idee van een algemene, eenduidige theorie
over de adoptie van innovatie onhoudbaar was (Downs en Mohr, 1976 en Rogers,
1995). Dat pogingen om tot theorievorming gefrustreerd werden, had tot gevolg dat
een vrije uitwisseling van informatie over en binnen verschillende onderzoekstradities
(zoals medische sociologie en rurale sociologie) onmogelijk was. Hetzelfde gold voor
een directe vergelijking van de resultaten van verschillende studies.

Ten behoeve van de nadere bestudering van het instabiliteitsprobleem worden in dit
proefschrift drie onderzoeksdoelstellingen geformuleerd:

1.   Het analyseren van het instabiliteitsprobleem op het niveau van de individuele
beslisser. Er is de behoefte aan meer inzicht in het individuele
adoptiebeslissingsproces, in de hoop hiermee de belangrijkste redenen te
vinden voor de instabiliteit in empirische resultaten.

2.   Het vinden van een mogelijke theoretische en methodologische oplossing voor
het instabiliteitsprobleem.

3.   Het empirisch testen van het voorgestelde alternatief, om hiermee een basis te
verschaffen voor een meer stabiele, consistente verklaring van individuele
adoptiebeslissingsprocessen en daarmee van de verspreiding van innovaties.

Overeenkomstig deze drie doelstellingen, is dit proefschrift opgebouwd uit drie
onderdelen. Deze zijn gelijkwaardig en onderling aanvullend. Het eerste deel bestaat
uit de Hoofdstukken 1 en 2. Deze bieden een overzicht en evaluatie van de literatuur
over adoptiemodellen en behandelen het instabiliteitsprobleem. Dit probleem wordt
toegeschreven aan twee belangrijke oorzaken: de conceptuele en operationele
verwarring rond de criteriumvariabelen die werden gebruikt in diffusie-onderzoek, en
de variantie in de effecten van de onafhankelijke variabelen (zoals
innovatiekenmerken en individuele verschillen) op de criteriumvariabelen. Dit deel
wordt afgesloten met drie algemene kritiekpunten op adoptieprocesmodellen:

1.   Er is geen eenduidige conceptualisatie of operationalisatie van de fasen van
het adoptieproces.

2.  Er is geen voorafbepaalde volgorde in deze fasen.

3.  Er is geen vaststaand aantal fasen.
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De voorlopige conclusie wordt getrokken dat deze punten de oorzaak vormen van het
instabiliteitsprobleem. Ze komen tot uiting in twee hoofdproblemen: het eerste is het
gebrek aan gestandaardiseerde concepten en operationele definities van de
afhankelijke variabelen (die vaak betrekking hebben op verschillende fasen van het
adoptieproces). Het tweede hoofdprobleem is het verschil in de niveaus van de
onafhankelijke variabelen. Deze hebben vaak een zeer specifiek karakter. Hierdoor
moeten conclusies over empirisch onderzoek zich vaak beperken tot uitspraken over
zeer specifieke effecten (van innovatiekenmerken, individuele kenmerken en sociale
omgevingskenmerken) in zeer specifieke omstandigheden. Dit komt de
generaliseerbaarheid van effecten niet ten goede.

Het tweede deel van de dissertatie betreft de Hoofdstukken 3,4 en 5. Deze besteden
aandacht aan de theoretische basis van adoptie. Hoofdstuk 3 gaat in op de conceptulee
en operationele verwarring rond de criteriumvariabelen voor adoptie. Een alternatief
adoptieprocesmodel wordt gepresenteerd, samen met de resultaten van een kwalitieve
studie. In dit alternatieve model wordt een conceptuele scheiding aangebracht tussen
psychologische adoptieresponses (zoals innovatie-acceptatie en innovatie-weerstand)
en gedragsmatige adoptieresponses (zoals innovatie-adoptie en innovatie-afwijzing).
De duidelijker conceptualisatie hoopt hiermee een eerste bijdrage te leveren aan de
vermindering van de verwarring die aan de oorsprong ligt van het
instabiliteitsprobleem. Een onderzoeker moet in staat zijn om het niet-adopteren van
een innovatie toe te schrijven aan actieve afwuzing, passieve afwijzing, uitstel van
trial of uitstel van adoptie zelf. Dit is alleen mogelijk als een conceptueel en
methodologisch kader wordt gehanteerd waarin de concurrerende concepten
gelijktijdig zijn opgenomen. Bovendien kan een correcte diagnose van de aard van het
adoptiegedrag bijdragen aan de vaststelling van operationalisaties die in onderzoek
moeten worden gehanteerd.
Hoofdstuk 4 gaat in de manier waarop de onafhankelijke variabelen in diffusie-
onderzoek mede aanleiding vormen tot het instabiliteitsprobleem. In dit hoofdstuk
worden de moeilijkheden behandeld die opgelost moeten worden om het probleem op
te lossen. Verklaard wordt waarom een hoger niveau van specificiteit van variabelen
op een meer unieke wijze betrekking heeft op een bepaalde combinatie van de
innovatie, de persoon en de situatie. Het resultaat hiervan is dat deze variabelen
instabiel lijken over verschillende adoptie-omstandigheden. Omgekeerd, zal een
minder specifiek, meer algemeen niveau van variabelen toepasbaar zijn op meer
combinaties van innovaties, personen en situaties. Het verlagen van het niveau van
specificiteit impliceert dus een verlies van informatie, maar verhoogt de
toepasbaarheid. De conclusie wordt getrokken dat het gebruik van meer generieke
variabelen minder instabiele resultaten oplevert en een bijdrage kan bieden aan de
oplossing van het instabiliteitsprobleem. Twee alternatieve theoretische benaderingen
worden hiertoe voorgesteld, die elk een andere positie op het specificiteitscontinuum
innemen: de MOA (ofMCO-)-benadering en de 'behavioral decision theory'. De
eerste, meest generieke, comprimeert mogelijke determinanten in drie
hoofddeterminanten: motivatie, gelegenheid en capaciteit (Motivation, Opportunity,
and Ability). De behavioral decision theory omvat een zevental determinanten die
gezien kunnen worden als een samenvatting van een veel groter aantal specifieke
determinanten.
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In Hoofdstuk 5 wordt nagegaan welke methode diffusie-onderzoekers gebruiken om
te komen tot de oplossing van het instabiliteitsprobleem. Dit wordt de methodologie
van theorievorming genoemd. Dit hoofdstuk biedt, mede op basis van de discussies in
voorafgaande hoofdstukken, een alternatieve methodologie van theorievorming. Deze
vormt de aanleiding tot de tweede studie. Deze studie hanteert twee uitgangspunten:
1. Het vervangen van meer specifieke variabelen door meer geaggregeerde of

generieke variabelen. Hier wordt gekozen voor de variabelen van de behavioral
decision theory; en 2. Expliciet ruimte laten voor de mogelijkheid dat dezelfde
variabelen verschillende effecten kunnen sorteren onder verschillende
omstandigheden. Voor de beschrijving van deze omstandigheden wordt gebruik
gemaakt van de MOA-variabelen, in casu de motivatie, de gelegenheid en de
capaciteit tot het adopteren van een innovatie.

De Hoofdstukken 6,7 en 8 beschrijven het empirische onderzoek dat gericht is op de
toetsing van de aanbevolen benadering. In de studies, drie onafhankelijke innovaties
worden aangeboden aan repondenten die het verzoek krijgen waarden toe te kennen
aan de diffusievariabelen, behavioral decision variabelen, en de subjectieve noties van
de adoptie-omstandigheden (MOA).

Hoofdstuk 6 beschrijft een onderzoek dat nagaat in hoeverre de behavioral decision
variabelen in staat zijn de variabelen te vervangen die gewoonlijk gebruikt worden in
diffusie-onderzoek. De resultaten bieden een gedeeltelijke ondersteuning van de
voorgestelde theoretische benadering. De meer generieke variabelen van de
behavioral decision theorie blijken, tot op zekere hoogte, de meer specifieke
diffusievariabelen te kunnen vervangen. Aangeven wordt waarom dit resultaat gezien
wordt als een belangrijke stap in het proces naar de oplossing van het
instabiliteitsprobleem.  Door de diffusievariabelen te vervangen door behavioral
decision variabelen is het mogelijk meer stabiele en generaliseerbare resultaten over
verschillende studies te verkrijgen. De cumulatie van adoptie-gerelateerde kennis zou
hierdoor worden gestimuleerd. Een bijkomend voordeel van de meer generieke
behavioral decision variabelen is dat hun aantal geringer is dan dat van de
diffusievariabelen. Dit heeft een duidelijk methodologisch voordeel (meerdere
innovaties kunnen gelijktijdig in een enkel onderzoek worden betrokken, zonder de

repondenten overmatig te belasten).

Hoofdstuk 7 biedt een gedetailleerde beschrijving van de ontwikkeling van een
instrument tot meting van de MOA-variabelen. Het resultaat is een instrument
bestaande uit 21 items die de drie onderling onafhankelijke schalen omvatten. Dit
instrument is gebruikt om na te gaan hoe de perceptie van de adoptiesituatie invloed
kan hebben op innovatie-adoptie. Overigens, terugkijkend op eerder diffusie-
onderzoek, kan geconstateerd worden dat de meeste studies zich hebben gericht op
motivatie- en capaciteits-gerelateerde variabelen en dat gelegenheids-gerelateerde
variabelen onderbelicht zijn gebleven. De uitkomst van de studie in dit hoofdstuk laat
echter zien dat gelegenheid wei degelijk een potentieel belangrijke factor vormt.

In een studie van Hoofdstuk 8 dienen de MOA-variabelen ter typering van adoptie-
omstandigheden. De twee centrale vragen hier zijn:

1.        Is de invloed van (bepaaide) determinanten van adoptiegedrag afhankelijk
van verschillen tussen adoptie-omstandigheden?
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2.        Zijn de invloeden consistent over identieke adoptie-omstandigheden
(identiek in MOA-termen)?

Op het meest algemene niveau wordt gevonden dat verschillen ten aanzien van de
correlaties tussen de onafhankelijke en adoptievariabelen gereleateerd zijn aan de
adoptie-omstandigheden. (De onafhankelijke variabelen betreffen de diffusie-
variabelen en de behavioral decision variables; de adoptie-omstandigheden zijn
gemeten met behulp van de MOA-variabelen). De conclusie is dus dat verschillen in
adoptie-omstandigheden van belang zijn.
Hoewel de meerderheid van de geobserveerde gemiddelde correlaties in
overeenstemming is met de aanbevolen theoretische benadering, is het patroon van
resultaten niet volledig consistent. Hier komt bij dat de belangrijke verschillen slechts
klein en statistisch niet significant zijn.

Tot slot worden twee Lisrel-analyses gerapporteerd. Een analyse betreft de
combinatie van diffusievariabelen, de MOA-variabelen en de adoptie-variabelen. De
tweede heeft betrekking op de behavioral decision variables, de MOA-variabelen en
de adoptie-variabelen. Deze analyses laten zien dat de MOA-variabelen een rol
spelen,  maar dat het belang van deze rol varieert: motivatie blijkt relatief dominant.
De uiteindelijke conclusie is dat de resultaten indicatiefzijn.

In de algemene discussie wordt daarom stilgestaan bij de juistheid van de
voorgestelde benadering, daarbij verwijzend naar de resultaten van de verschillende
studies. Nagegaan wordt welke bijdragen deze dissertatie levert, maar ook welke
vragen onbeantwoord zijn gebleven. Alternatieve verklaringen en methodologische
overwegingen komen aan de orde.
De eindconclusie is dat de aanbevolen benadering de potentie heeft een bijdrage te
leveren aan de reductie van het instabiliteitsprobleem, maar dat additionele
conceptuele en empirische uitwerkingen nodig zijn voordat de openstaande vragen
voldoende duidelijk te beantwoorden zijn.
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Appendices

Appendix 1: A complete list of the behavioral decision variables (adapted from Punj
and Stewart, 1983:345-347).

Task Characteristics
1. Solution Characteristics
A. Number of alternatives available (solution multiplicity)
B. Decision uncertainty
C. Frequency of decision
D. Dominated Alternatives
E. Frequency of decision
F. Similarity of alternatives
G. Decision Importance
H. Decision Involvement
1. Population familiarity (task experience)
2. Information Characteristics
A. Number of attributes per alternatives
B. Attributes commonality
C. Information format
D. Information sources
E. Information form (for example, numerical versus verbal information)
G. Noise level (distraction)
3. Temporal Characteristics
A. Time pressure
4. Cooperation Characteristics
A. Cooperation requirements
Personality And Individual Difference Characteristics
1. Prior knowledge
2. Need for cognitive clarity
3. Need for self-esteem
4. Pattern oftraits (scale)
5. Value of importance and perceived instrumentality (scale)
6. Ability to process information
7. Beliefs (scale)
8. Need for abasement
9. Tolerance for ambiguity
10. Rigidity (scale)
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Appendix 2: An overview of typical research designs used in diffusion research
traditions.

Diffusion Tradition Typical Innovation Studied Method of Analysis Main Unit ofAnalysis

Early Sociology Agricultural ideas Survey/correlations Individual farmers

Marketing New products Surveys/correlations Individual consumers

Communication New events Surveys/correlations Individual organizations

Education Teaching Survey/correlations School teachers

General Sociology New Ideas Survey/correlations Individuals

General Economics Technological Ideas Survey/Correlations Organizations

Anthropology Technological Ideas Survey/Correlations Tribes/Villages

Geogmphy Technological Ideas Surveys/Correlations Individuals/Organizations

Source: Adapted from Rogers (1995:42 and 43).
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Appendix 3: A complete list of the diffusion (independent) variables used in explaining
adoption behavior

Variable Name Definition
Personal Characteristics
Innovativeness (+)* the tendency to learn about and adopt innovations within a product specific product

category

Venturesome ness (+) willingness to take risk in buying products widlin a specific product category
Cosmopolitanism (+) degree of orientation beyond a particular social system
Social Integration (+) extend of social participation with others members of the community
Privileged ness (+) perceived financial well-being relative to peers
Interest Polymorphism (+) variety and extend of one's personal interests
General Self-Confidence (+) perceived ability to cope with others. opinions of one's decision
Psychosocial Matters (+) perceived ability to Cope with others, opinions of one's decision

Family Income (+) total family income

Respondent Education (+) years of formal education

Occupational Status o f husband (+) social occupational status, measured by the Duncan Scale

Respondent Age (+)

Perceived Innovation Attributes
Relative Advantage (+) degree to which the innovation is perceived as superior to ideas

Compatibility (+) degree to which the innovation is perceived as consistentwith existing values, habits,
and past aperiences of the potentbl adopters

Complexity (-) degree to which the innovation is perceived as difficult to understand and use

Triability (+) degree to which the innovation is perceived as available for trial on as limited basis,
without large commitment.

Observability (+) degree to which risks are perceived as associated with inniwation
Perceived Risk (-) degree to which risks are perceived as associated with the innovation

Social Characteristics (+) degree of pressure exerted on individual by his society

Note (+) or (-) shows the type of correlation with adoption behavior
Source: Adapted from Ostlund (1974:231)and Rogers (1995:343).
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Appendix 4: The questionnaire used to assess the behavioral decision variables and
diffusion variables in Chapter 6.

Introduction
There is a permanent invasion ofnew products on the market. This is also the case with electronic-
stuffs. In the following questionnaire we would like to know what you think about the new
NAVIGATOR. Before you start answering the questions be sure that you have read and
understood all information below on the product description and the questionnaire instructions.

Product Description (The Navigator).

The Navigator is a computerized street guide (city map) which gives you indications with regard
the way to go. It has the size ofa small portable cassette-recorder and it is made up ofa keyboard
and a screen. The Navigator receives information from a satellite which enables you to find your
way to every randomly chosen street The Navigator does not only help you to reach your address
but also has many advantages. It is very small in size so you can easily carry it around in your
suitcase or even in your pocket. The Navigator provides information about how long it will take
you to walk or/and to drive to reach your address.
Suppose you are in Tilburg and you want to move yourself (by car, by feet, by bicycle etc.) from
Emma-Street to a street that is unknown to you. All you  have to do is to type the name of the city
where you are and the name ofthe street you wish to reach and it will immediately direct you to
the address dependent on where you are located. The upper part ofthe screen will some simple
commands like TURN TO THE FIRST LEFT. GO STRAIGHT ON. THE SECOND BUILDING
ON YOUR RIGHT SIDE and so on. You can also use, for instance, when you are driving the
electronic sound facility so you do not need to look into the screen display at all. The lower part of
the screen will give you an overview picture of where you are, and where and how far is the
address. Ifyou make a mistake or miss the right root it immediately warns you and leads you to the
right address from your new location.

Questionnaire Instruction
Indicate how much you agree or disagree with each o f the following statement:
1  I disagree strongly
2  I disagree somewhat
3  I neither agree nor disagree
4  I agree somewhat
5  I agree strongly

Independent Variables#

A.Perception ifthe Product is an Innovation#

1. The Navigator is a really new idea; an innovation.

B. Innovativeness (as measured by Goldsmith and Hofacker  1991)*

2.  In general, I am among the first in my circle of friends to buy a new electronic device when it
appears.

3. If I heard that a new electronic device was available in the store, 1 would be interested enough
to buy it.
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4. Compared to my friends I own a lot of electronic devices.

5. In general, I am the first in my circle of friends to know the titles/brands of the latest/newest

electronic devices.

6.  I will not buy a new electronic device if I haven't heard/tried it yet.

7. I do like to buy new electronic devices before other people do.

C.Perceived prior knowledge (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision

making).#

8. I believe I know a lot about different electronic devices.

D.Decision Importance (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision

making).#

9. I do like to spend a lot oftime on buying electronic devices.

10.   I do like to spend a lot of money on buying electronic devices.

E. Relative advantage (according to Ostlund  1974).#

11. The Navigator saves time relative to other comparable products.

12. The Navigator saves effort relative to other comparable products.

13. The Navigator is worth its money relative to other comparable products.

F. Dominated alternatives (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision
making).#

14.  I prefer to buy a Navigator over many other comparable products.

G.    Compatibility (as measured by Ostlund  1974).#

15. The Navigator suits me.

16. When I first heard about the Navigator I was not surprised that such product can be
manufactured.

17. I believe my family and friends would also not be surprised that such product can be
manufactured.

H. Perceived similarity ofalternatives (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral
decision making).#

18.  I believe that there are many products that are (seem) similar to the Navigator.

I.  Complexity (as measured by Ostlund  1974).#

19. The Navigator is difficult to understand.

20. The Navigator is difficult to use.
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J. Perceived cognitive ability (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision
making).#

21.   Despite any complexity in understanding and using a Navigator, I will be able to understand
and use it.

K.   Triability (as measured by Ostlund 1974).#

22.  It is easy for me to try the Navigator without buying it.

L. Prior experience (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision making).#

23.   I have enough experience to judge/decide upon buying or not buying the Navigator.

M. Observability (measurement according to Ostlund  1974).#

24.  When I buy a Navigator my family and friends will observe that I am using it

N.Accountability (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision making).#

25.  I think all my family and friends will approve my purchase ofthe Navigator.

0.     Perceived risk (a scale of several items as measured by Ram  1989).#

M.a. Functional risk#

26. The Navigator may not perform well as I expect.

M.b. Psychological risk#

27.  Using the Navigator may affect me psychologically.

M.c. Economic risk#

28. The Navigator will be more expensive than regular electronic devices.

M.d. Social risk#

29.  I would not want my friends to know that I am using the Navigator.

P. Decision uncertainty (measurement according to its definition  in the behavioral decision
making).#

30.  I would feel uncertain whether or not to buy a Navigator.

Dependent Variable#

Q. Innovation acceptance/resistance (According to Ram, 1989 Scale).#

31.  I will try the Navigator.
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32.  I will buy the Navigator.

33.  1 will continue using the Navigator.

Section II

Introduction

As with electronics it is also the case with food-stuffs that new products are everday introduced to
the market. In the following questionnaire we would like to know what you think about the new
HOT-PAC. Once again before you start answering the questions be sure that you have read and
understood all information on the product description and questionnaire instructions.

Product Description.
The Hot-Pac is a food-product that recently has become available in some places around the world.
It is a pasta snack and it is inside a special packing. The food-product is in the largest part ofthe
packing-for example macaroni with cheese and ham. In the smallest part ofthe packaging there are
separated from each other, two special chemical substances. By breaking the seal at the bottom of
the packaging these substances come together. Through here enough heat is being created to eat
the product warm after 10 minutes. The Hot-Pac provides you with fastest warm meal you can
ever get.

The Hot-Pac is used by just pulling a short string attached to the product and in few minutes the
meals will be heated up. Then just by slight pressure from your fingers on any side ofthe inner tin
the out side cover will be removed and you will find your meal ready with a fork, a spoon, a knife,
and perfumed tissue to clean with your hand after eating.

Questionnaire Instruction
Indicate how much you agree or disagree with each ofthe following statement:
1  I disagree strongly
2  I disagree somewhat
3  1 neither agree nor disagree
4  I agree somewhat
5  I agree strongly

The Independent Variables#

A.Perception ifthe Product is an Innovation#

34. The Hot-Pac is a really new idea; an innovation.

B. Innovativeness (as measured by Goldsmith and Hofacker  1991)#

35.  In general, I am among the first in my circle of friends to buy a new food stuff when it
appears.

36.  If I heard that a new food stuff was available in the store, I would be interested enough to buy
it.

37.   Compared to my friends I buy a lot of food stuffs.
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38.  In general, I am the first in my circle of friends to know the titles/brands ofthe latest/newest
food stuffs.

39.  I will not buy a new food stuffif I haven't heard/tried it yet.

40.  I do like to buy new food stuffs before other people do.

C.Perceived prior knowledge (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision
making).#

41.  I believe I know a lot about different food stuffs.

D.Decision Importance (measurement according to its definition  in the behavioral decision
making).#

42.  I do like to spend a lot oftime on buying food stuffs.

43.   I do like to spend a lot of money on buying food stuffs.

E. Relative advantaae (according to Ostlund  1974).#

44. The Hot-Pac saves time relative to other comparable products.

45. The Hot-Pac saves effort relative to other comparable products.

46. The Hot-Pac is worth its money relative to other comparable products.

F. Dominated alternatives (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision
making).#

47.  I prefer to buy a Hot-Pac over many other comparable products.

G.    Compatibility (as measured by Ostlund  1974).#

48. The Hot-Pac suits me.

49. When I first heard about the Hot-Pac I was not surprised that such product can be
manufactured.

50. I believe my family and friends would also not be surprised that such product can be
manufactured.

H. Perceived similarity ofalternatives (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral
decision making).#

51.  I believe that there are many products that are (seem) similar to the Hot-Pac.

I.  Complexity (as measured by Ostlund  1974).#

52. The Hot-Pac is difficult to understand.

53. The Hot-Pac is difficult to use.
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J. Perceived colznitive ability (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision
making).#

54.  Despite any complexity in understanding and using a Hot-Pac, 1 will be able to understand
and use it.

K.    Triability (as measured by Ostlund  1974).#

55.  It is easy for me to try the Hot-Pac without buying it.

L. Prior experience (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision making).#

56.   I have enough experience to judge/decide upon buying or not buying the Hot-Pac.

M. Observability (measurement according to Ostlund  1974).#

57.  When I buy a Hot-Pac my family and friends will observe that I am using it.

N.Accountability (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision making).#

58.  I think all my family and friends will approve my purchase ofthe Hot-Pac.

0.    Perceived risk (a scale of several items as measured by Ram  1989).#

M.a. Functional risk.

59. The Hot-Pac may not perform well as I expect.

M.b. Psychological risk

60.  Using the Hot-Pac may affect me psychologically.

M.c. Economic risk

61. The Hot-Pac will be more expensive than regular food stuffs.

M.d. Social risk

62.  I would not want my friends to know that I am using the Hot-Pac.

P. Decision uncertainty (measurement according to its definition  in the behavioral decision
making).#

63.    I would feel uncertain whether or not to buy a Hot-Pac.

Dependent Variable#

Q. Innovation acceptance/resistance (According to Ram, 1989 Scale).#

64.  I will try the Hot-Pac.
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65.  I will buy the Hot-Pac.

66.  I will continue using the Hot-Pac.

Section III

Introduction

As with electronics and food stuffs it is also the case with bank services that new services are
everday provided to the custonmers. In the following questionnaire we would like to know what
you think about the new CREDIT VOICE. Do Not Forget, before you start answering the
questions be sure that you have read and understood all information on the product description and
questionnaire instructions.

Product Description.

The Credit Voice is a form of financial service.  With the assistance ofthe Credit Voice you can
withdraw money from your bank account and pay in shops without using a paying card and the
pin-code you need to use it. The Credit Voice works on the bases ofthe voice recognition. You
give a spoken assignments to the money-machine. The machine recognizes your voice through
which you are permitted access to your bank account(s). In this way it is possible to carry out
financial actions without the intervention of paying cards. Every human has unique voice-
characteristics. You can compare this to finger-prints which are also unique for every human. The
voice characteristics can be recognised by the machine. Mistaking voices is not possible. The ma-
chine also has the capability to distinguish i f somebody is really speaking or that the tape is being
played on a cassette-recorder. Misue is not possible.

You can withdraw money from your bank account with your Credit Voice Card in a few seconds
simply by pushing a button on the bank machine and pronounce your last name in the microphone
special for that purpose. In 2 seconds it will check your voice print then it will immediately ask
you to type in the amount ofmoney you wish to withdraw. You will get your money three seconds
after you type in the amount you need.

Questionnaire Instruction
Indicate how much you agree or disagree with each ofthe following statement:
1  I disagree strongly
2  I disagree somewhat
3  I neither agree nor disagree
4  I agree somewhat
5  I agree strongly

The Independent Variables#

A.Perception ifthe Product is an Innovation#

67The Credit Voice is a really new idea; an innovation.

B. Innovativeness (as measured by Goldsmith and Hofacker  1991)#

68.   In general, I am among the first in my circle of friends to subscribe in a new bank service (the
product category) when it appears.
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69.  If I heard that a bank service was available at the bank, I would be interested enough to
subscribe in it.

70.  Compared to my friends I subscribe in a lot of bank services.

71.  In general, I am the first in my circle of friends to know the titles/brands ofthe latest/newest
bank services.

72.   1 will not subscribe in a new bank service if 1 haven't heard/tried it yet.

73.    I  do  like to subscribe  in  new bank services before other people  do.

C. Perceived prior knowledge (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision
making).#

74.  I believe I know a lot about different bank services.

D.Decision Importance (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision
making).#

75.  I do like to spend a lot oftime on subscribing in bank services.

76.   I do like to spend a lot of money on subscribing in bank services.

E. Relative advantage (according to Ostlund 1974).#

77. The Credit Voice saves time relative to other comparable bank services.

78. The Credit Voice saves effort relative to other comparable bank services.

79. The Credit Voice is worth its money relative to other comparable bank services.

F. Dominated alternatives (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision
making).#

80.  I prefer to use a Credit Voice over many other comparable bank services.

G.    Compatibility (as measured by Ostlund  1974).#

81. The Credit Voice suits me.

82. When I first heard about the Credit Voice I was not surprised that such product can be
manufactured.

83. I believe my family and friends would also not be surprised that such product can be
manufactured.

H. Perceived similarity ofalternatives (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral
decision making).#

84.  I believe that there are many bank services that are (seem) similar to the Credit Voice.
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I.  Complexity (as measured by Ostlund  1974).#

85. The Credit Voice is difficult to understand.

86. The Credit Voice is difficult to use.

J. Perceived cognitive ability (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision
making).#

87. Despite any complexity in understanding and using a Credit Voice, 1 will be able to
understand and use it.

K.    Triability (as measured by Ostlund  1974).#

88.  It is easy for me to try the Credit Voice without subscribing in it.

L. Prior experience (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision making).#

89.   I have enough experience to judge/decide upon subscribing or not subscribing in the Credit
Voice.

M. Observability (measurement according to Ostlund  1974).#

90.  When I use a Credit Voice my family and friends will observe that I am using it

N.Accountability (measurement according to its definition in the behavioral decision making).#

91.  I think all my family and friends will approve my use ofthe Credit Voice.

0.    Perceived risk (a scale of several items as measured by Ram  1989).#

M.a. Functional risk.#

92. The Credit Voice may not perform well as I expect.

M.b. Psychological risk#

93.    Using the the Credit Voice may affect me psychologically.

M.c. Economic risk#

94. The Credit Voice will be more expensive than regular bank services.

M.d. Social risk#

95.    I  would not  want my friends to know that I am using the Credit Voice.

P. Decision uncertainty (measurement according to its definition  in the behavioral decision
making).#

96.  I would feel uncertain whether or not to subscribe in the Credit Voice.
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Dependent Variable

Q. Innovation acceptance/resistance (According to Ram, 1989 Scale).#

97.  I will try the Credit Voice.

98.  I will subscribe in the Credit Voice service.

99.  I will continue using the Credit Voice.

(Note that all statements followed by '#' was not included in the actual questionnaire).
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Appendix 5: The list of MOC items

Motivation
1. 1 have no doubts that this product is good to use.
2. I think using this product would make me feel good.
3.  I  would be interested to use this product.
4. Using this product would be remarkable.
5. I would like to use this product.
6. I find this product attractive to use.
7. I think this product would be fascinating to use.

Capacity
1. I believe that it would be easy to get the product to do what I want it to do.
2. I find the way of using this product is confusing.
3. When I buy this product; I would be able to use it properly.
4. I have no doubts that using this product is so simple.
5. My using the product would require a lot ofmental effort.
6. Overall, I believe that the product would be easy to use.
7. I find the method of using this product is hard to understand.

Opportunity
1.  If I would buy the product; I would have a great deal of opportunity to use it.
2.  If I buy the product; I think I would not be able occasionally to use it.
3.  I could use the product for long enough periods.
4. If I buy the product; there would always be the chance to use it.
5. When I buy the product; I would be able to use it as necessary.
6. When I buy the product; I would be able to use it frequently.
7. When I buy the product; I would  not be able to use it so often.
8.* I have enough time to use the product

Notes
11*. indicates an opportunity item that was deleted from the final version ofthe scale.
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Appendix 6: Ram's Scale of Innovation Acceptance/Resistance

1.Iwill purchase this product.

2. I will try out this product.

3. I will continue using this product

Source: Ram (1989:27).
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Appendix 7: The questionnaire used to examine relations between behavioral decision
variables, diffusion variables, and the MCO variables in Chapter 8.

Section I

Introduction
[n the following questionnaire we would like to know what you think about the new NAVIGATOR. Before
you start answering the questions be sure that you have read and understood all information below on the
product description and the questionnaire instructions.

Product Description.

Condition: 1 (M+, C+, and 0+)

What is the Navigator?
The Navigator is a computerized street guide (city map) which gives you indications with regard to the way to
go.  It has the size of a small portable cassette-recorder and  it is made up of a keyboard and a screen. The
Navigator receives information from a satellite which enables you to find your way to every randomly chosen
street. The Navigator does not only help you to reach your address but also has many advantages. It is very
small in size so you can easily carry it around in your suitcase or even in your pocket. The Navigator provides
information about how long it will take you to walk or/and to drive to reach your address. Ifyou are driving it
warns you for any traffic jam 3 KM a head and shows you the best alternative route to avoid it. The Navigator
has a life long battery you would never need to charge or replace it. The Navigator also has a life time
guarantee service from Sony which means you would never need to pay any cost for repairing it. The expected
price ofthe Navigator would be around 130 Guilders. The same product was for the first time introduced to the
Japanese market on the 12th ofJanuary  1997. Most consumers who bought the Navigator reported that they
were very satisfied with using it.

How to Use the Navigator?
Suppose you are in Tilburgand you want to move yourself(by car, by feet, by bicycle etc.) from Emma-Street
to a street that is unknown to you. All you  have to do is to type the name of the city where you are and the
name of the street you wish to reach and it will immediately direct you to the address dependent on where you
are located. The upper part ofthe screen will show some simple commands like TURN TO THE FIRST LEFT.
GO STRAIGHT ON. THE SECOND BUILDING ON YOUR RIGHT  SIDE and so on. You can also, for
instance when you are driving, use the electronic sound facility so you do not need to look into the screen
display at all. The lower part ofthe screen will give you an overview picture ofwhere you are, and where and
how far away the address is. Ifyou make a mistake or miss the right route it immediately warns you and leads
you to the right address from your new location.

Where Can You Use the Navigator?
The Navigator operates at any place around the world, inside and outside The Netherlands; Inside the car or the
bus; In big cities and small cities; Indoors and outdoors.

Questionnaire Instruction
The possibilities to answer vary from  1 = completely disagree to 7= completely agree, 4= do not disagree, nor
agree. So the higher the number you choose, the more you agree with the statement.

Completely disagree 1  2  3 4  5  6  7 Completely agree

1.           The Navigator is a really new idea; an innovation.

2.          In general, I am among the first in my circle of friends to buy a new electronic device when it
appears.
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3.              If I heard that a new electronic device was available in the store, I would be interested enough to buy
it.

4.           Compared to my friends I own a lot of electronic devices.

5.         In general, I am the first in my circle of friends to know the titles/brands of the latest/newest
electronic devices.

6.                I will not buy a new electronic device if I haven't heard/tried  it yet.

7.           I do like to buy new electronic devices before other people do.

8.           I believe I know a lot about different electronic devices.

9.           I do like to spend a lot oftime on buying electronic devices.

10.         I do like to spend a lot of money on buying electronic devices.

11. The Navigator saves time relative to other comparable products.

12. The Navigator saves effort relative to other comparable products.

13. The Navigator is worth its money relative to other comparable products.

14.         I prefer to buy a Navigator over many other comparable products.

15. The Navigator suits me.

16.         When I first heard about the Navigator I was not surprised that such product can be manufactured.

17. I believe my family and friends would also not be surprised that such product can be manufactured.

18.         I believe that there are many products that are (seem) similar to the Navigator.

19. The Navigator is difficult to understand.
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20. The Navigator is difficult to use.

21. Despite any complexity in understanding and using a Navigator, I will be able to understand and use

it.

22. It is easy for me to try the Navigator without buying it.

23. I have enough experience to judge/decide upon buying or not buying the Navigator.

24. When I buy a Navigator my family and friends will observe that I am using it.

25. I think all my family and friends will approve my purchase ofthe Navigator.

26. The Navigator may not perform as well as I expect.

27. Using the Navigator may affect me psychologically.

28. The Navigator will be more expensive than regular electronic devices.

29. I would not want my friends to know that I am using the Navigator.

30. I would feel uncertain whether or not to buy a Navigator.

31. I will try the Navigator.

32. I will buy the Navigator.

33. I will continue using the Navigator.

34. I f I buy the Navigator, there would always be the chance to use it.

35. Overall, 1 believe that the Navigator would be easy to use.

36. When I buy the Navigator; I would not be able to use it so often.

37. When I buy the Navigator; I would be able to use it properly.

38. My using the Navigator would require a lot of mental effort.
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39. I could use the Navigator for long enough periods.

40. I would like to use the Navigator.

41. I think the Navigator would be fascinating to use.

42. 1 find the method ofusing the Navigator is hard to understand.

43. If I buy the Navigator; 1 think I would not be able occasionally to use it.

44. 1 believe it would be easy to get the Navigator to do what I want it to do.

45. Using the Navigator would be remarkable.

46. I think using the Navigator would make me feel good.

47. When I buy the Navigator; I would be able to use it frequently.

48. I would be interested to use the Navigator.

49. 1 find the Navigator would be attractive to use.

50. When I buy the Navigator; I would be able to use it as necessary.

51. I have no doubts that the Navigator is good to use.

52. 1 find the way of using the Navigator confusing.

53. 1 have no doubts that using the Navigator is very simple.

54. Ifl would  buy the Navigator;  1  would have a great deal ofopportunity to use it.

55. I believe that when the Navigator is introduced in the Netherlands, it will be available everywhere.

56. I would need to know more information about the Navigator in order for me to be able to understand

and use it.
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Section H

Introduction

In the following questionnaire we would like to know what you think about the new HOT-PAC. Once again,
before you start answering the questions be sure that you have read and understood all information on the
product description and questionnaire instructions.

Product Description.

Condition: 4 (M+, C-, 0-)

What is the Hot-Pac?
The Hot-Pac is a food-product that recently has become available in some places around the world. It is a
complete meal inside a special packing. The food-product is in the largest part ofthe packing, for example
macaroni with cheese and ham. By pulling a short string attached to the bottom ofthe packing enough heat is
being created to eat the product warm after 2 minutes. The advantage ofthe Hot-Pac is not only that it provides
you with a hot meal at any time and anywhere but it has also the following advantages: It provides you with a
large choice variety of 80 popular meals from all around the world such as Italian dishes, French dishes,
Mexican dishes, Indonesian dishes.  Most  of all  it is the first 100% natural packed meal without chemical
additives which provides you with the exact supply   of your daily need of vitamins, minerals, fibers, and
calories. These vitamins, mineral salts, and fibers in the Hot-Pac come from a special healthy combination of
natural ingredients that you can not achieve by regular cooking. The Hot-Pac will be manufactured by Natural
Foods Co. which is ajoint venture between Uni-Lever and another reputable Swedish leading food company.

How to Use the Hot-Pac?
The Hot-Pac is used byjust pulling together (at the exact same time) two short strings attached to the two ends
ofthe outside tin where the food is located and in two minutes the food will be warmed up. Attached to the tin
there is a small tin opener which you can use in opening the tin. The di fficulties that have proven themselves in
use are: people may bum their fingers since the external package material is slippery and so difficult to hold on
to. Also, the instructions for use are not very clear.

Where Can You Buy the Hot-Pac?
The Hot-Pac can only be bought from main train stations and not from supermarkets or other food stores.

Questionnaire Instruction
The possibilities to answer vary from 1 = completely disagree to 7= completely agree, 4= do not disagree, nor
agree. So the higher the number you choose, the more you agree with the statement.

Completely disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6  7 Completely agree

57. The Hot-Pac is a really new idea; an innovation.

58. In general, I am among the first in my circle of friends to buy a new food stuff when it appears.

59. If 1  heard that a new food stuffwas available in the store, I would be interested enough to buy it.
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60. Compared to my friends I buy a lot of food stuffs

61. In general,  1 am the  first  in my circle of friends to know the titles/brands of the latest/newest food

stufls.

62. I will not buy a new food stuff i f I haven't heard/tried it yet.

63. I do like to buy new food stuffs before other people do.

64. I believe I know a lot about different food stuffs.

65. 1 do like to spend a lot oftime on buying food stuffs.

66. I do like to spend a lot ofmoney on buying food stuffs.

67. The Hot-Pac saves time relative to other comparable products.

68. The Hot-Pac saves effort relative to other comparable products.

69. The Hot-Pac is worth its money relative to other comparable products.

70. I prefer to buy a Hot-Pac over many other comparable products.

71. The Hot-Pac suits me.

72. When I first heard about the Hot-Pac I was not surprised that such product can be manufactured.

73. I believe my family and friends would also not be surprised that such product can be manufactured.

74. 1 believe that there are many products that are (seem) similar to the Hot-Pac.

75. The Hot-Pac is difficult to understand.

76. The Hot-Pac is difficult to use.

77. Despite any complexity in understanding and using a Hot-Pac, I will be able to understand and use it.
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78. It is easy for me to try the Hot-Pac without buying it.

79. I have enough experience to judge/decide upon buying or not buying the Hot-Pac.

80. When I buy a Hot-Pac my family and friends will observe that 1 am using it.

81. I think all my family and friends will approve my purchase ofthe Hot-Pac.

82. The Hot-Pac may not perform as well as I expect.

83. Using the Hot-Pac may affect me psychologically.

84. The Hot-Pac will be more expensive than regular food stuffs.

85. I would not want my friends to know that I am using the Hot-Pac.

86. I would feel uncertain whether or not to buy a Hot-Pack.

87. I will try the Hot-Pac.

88. I will buy the Hot-Pac.

89. It will continue using the Hot-Pac.

90. If I want a Hot-Pac meal, there would always be the chance to buy it.

91. Overall, I believe that the Hot-Pac would be easy to use.

92. When I want a Hot-Pac meal; I would not be able to buy it so often.

93. When I buy a Hot-Pac meal; I would be able to use it properly.

94. My  using the Hot-Pac would require a lot of mental effort.

95. I could use the Hot-Pac for long enough periods.

96. I would like to use the Hot-Pac.
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97. I think the Hot-Pac would be fascinating to use.

98. I  find the method of using the Hot-Pac  is hard to understand.

99. I f I want a Hot-Pac meal; I think I would not be able occasionally to buy it.

100. I believe it would be easy to get the Hot-Pac to do what I want it to do.

101. Using the Hot-Pac would be remarkable.

102. I think using the Hot-Pac would make me feel good.

103. When I want a Hot-Pac; I would be able to buy it frequently.

104. I would be interested to use the Hot-Pac.

105. 1 find the Hot-Pac would be attractive to use.

106. When I want a Hot-Pac; I would be able to buy it as necessary.

107. I have no doubts that the Hot-Pac is good to use.

108. I find the way ofusing the Hot-Pac confusing.

109. I have no doubts that using the Hot-Pac is very simple.

110. If I would want a Hot-Pac meal; I would have a great deal of opportunity to buy it.

111. I believe that when the Hot-Pac is introduced in the Netherlands, it will be available everywhere.

112. 1 would need to know more information about the Hot-Pac in order for me to be able to

understand and use it.
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Section III

Introduction

In the following questionnaire we would like to know what you think about the new CEDIT VOICE. Before
you start answering the questions be sure that you have read and understood all information on the product
description and questionnaire instructions.

Product Description.

Condition: 6 (M-, C+, 0-)

What is the Credit Voice?
The Credit Voice  is a form of financial service.  With the assistance of the Credit Voice you can withdraw
money from your bank account and pay in shops without using a paying card and the pin-code you need to
operate  it. The Credit Voice works on the bases of voice recognition.  You give spoken assignments to the
money-machine. The machine recognizes your voice through which you are permitted access to your bank
account(s). For safety reasons it would not be possible for you to withdraw an amount ofmoney more than 50
Guilders per day. Due to the high technology costs invested by the bank in these machines each transaction you
make will cost you about 3% ofthe total transaction value. For example, each 100 Guilders you withdraw from
the machine will cost you 3 Guilders. The Credit Voice card is used in Hong Kong since November  1996.
Currently there are 400 bank customers in Hong Kong using the Credit Voice Card. The only complaints they
have are that: privacy is not fully guaranteed since the distance from where you have to speak is too large from
the machine. To withdraw money it takes a long time relative to other bank cards. And the transaction costs are

expensive.

How to Use the Credit Voice?
You can withdraw money from your account in a few seconds simply by pushing a button on the bank machine
and pronounce your last name in the mike special for that purpose. In 2 seconds it will check your voice print
and then it will immediately ask you to type in the amount ofmoney you wish to withdraw. You will get your
money three seconds after you type in the amount you need.

Where Can You Use the Credit Voice?
You can use the Credit Voice Card in special machines available on the streets, however, the number ofthe
machines will be stilllimited in some cities.

Questionnaire Instruction

The possibilities to answer vary from  1 = completely disagree to 7= completely agree, 4= do not disagree, nor
agree. So the higher the number you choose, the more you agree with the statement.

Completely disagree 1  2  3  4  5  6 7 Completely agree

113. The Credit Voice is a really new idea; an innovation.

114. In general, I am among the first in my circle offriends to subscribe in a new bank service when it

appears.

115. If I heard that a bank service was available at the bank, I would be interested enough to subscribe in

it.
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116. Compared to my friends I subscribe in a lot of bank services.

117. In general, I am the first in my circle of friends to know the titles/brands o f the latest/newest bank

services.

118. I  will not subscribe in a new bank service if I haven't heard/tried  it yet.

119. I do like to subscribe in new bank services before other people do.

120. I believe I know a lot about different bank services.

121. I do like to spend a lot oftime on subscribing in bank services.

122. I do like to spend a lot ofmoney on subscribing in bank services.

123. The Credit Voice saves time relative to other comparable bank services.

124. The Credit Voice saves effort relative to other comparable bank services.

125. The Credit Voice is worth its money relative to other comparable bank services.

126. I prefer to use a Credit Voice over many other comparable bank services.

127. The Credit Voice suits me.

128. When I first heard about the Credit Voice I was not surprised that such a product can be

manufactured.

129. I believe my family and friends would also not be surprised that such a service can be provided.

130. I believe that there are many bank services that are (seem) similar to the Credit Voice.

131. The Credit Voice is difficult to understand.

132. The Credit Voice is difficult to use.

133. Despite any complexity in understanding and using a Credit Voice, I will be able to understand and

use it.
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134. It is easy for me to try the Credit Voice without subscribing in it.

135. I have enough experience to judge/decide upon subscribing or not subscribing in theCreditVoioe.

136. When I use a Credit Voice my family and friends will observe that I am using         it.

137. I think all my family and friends will approve my use ofthe Credit Voice.

138. The Credit Voice may not perform as well as I expect.

139. Using the the Credit Voice may affect me psychologically.

140. The Credit Voice will be more expensive than regular bank services.

141. I would not want my friends to know that I am using the Credit Voice.

142. I would feel uncertain whether or not to subscribe in the Credit Voice

143. 1 will try the Credit Voice.

144. Iwill subscribe in the Credit Voice service.

145. 1 will continue using the Credit Voice.

146. If 1 subscribe in the Credit Voice, there would always be the chance to use it.

147. Overall, I believe that the Credit Voice would be easy to use.

148. When I subscribe in the Credit Voice; I would not be able to use it so often.

149. When I subscribe in the Credit Voice; I would be able to use it properly.

150. My using the Credit Voice would require a  lot of mental  effort

151. I could use the Credit Voice for long enough periods.
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152. I would like to use the Credit Voice.

153. 1 think the Credit Voice would be fascinating to use.

154. 1  find the method of using the Credit Voice is hard to understand.

155. If I subscribe in the Credit Voice;  I think I would not be able occasionally to use       it.

156. I believe it would be easy to get the Credit Voice to do what 1 want it to do.

157. Using the Credit Voice would be remarkable.

158. I think using the Credit Voice would make me feel good.

159. When I subscribe in the Credit Voice; 1 would be able to use it frequently.

160. 1 would be interested to use the Credit Voice.

161. I find the Credit Voice would be attractive to use.

162. When I subscribe in the Credit Voice; I would be able to use it as necessary.

163. I have no doubts that the Credit Voice is good to use.

164. I find the way of using the Credit Voice confusing.

165. I have no doubts that using the Credit Voice is very simple.

166. If I would subscribe in the Credit Voice;  I would have a great deal of opportunity to use it.

167. I believe that when the Credit Voice is introduced in the Netherlands, it will be available everywhere.

168. I would need to know more information about the Credit Voice in order for me to be able to

understand and use it.
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Appendix 8: The manipulations of the three product descriptions (Navigator, Hot-Pack,
and Credit Voice) between high and low Motivation, Capacity, and Opportunity.

Condition: 1

Product: Navigator. Condition: M+, C+, and 0+

What is the Navigator?
The Navigator is a computerized street guide (city map) which gives you indications with regard the
way to go. It has the size ofa small portable cassette-recorder and it is made up of a keyboard and a
screen. The Navigator receives information from a satellite which enables you to find your way to
every randomly chosen street The Navigator does not only help you to reach your address but also
has many advantages. It is very small in size so you can easily carry it around in your suitcase or even
in your pocket. The Navigator provides information about how long it will take you to walk or/and to
drive to reach your address. If you are driving it warns you for any traffic jam 3  KM a head and
shows you the best alternative route to avoid it. The Navigator has a life long battery you would never
need to charge or replace it. The Navigator also has a life time guarantee service from Sony which
means you would never need to pay any cost for repairing it. The expected price of the Navigator
would be around 130 Guilders. The same product was for the first time introduced to the Japanese
market on the 12m of January 1997. Most consumers who bought the Navigator reported that they
were very satisfied with using it.

How to Use the Navigator?
Suppose you are in Tilburg and you want to move yourself (by car, by feet, by bicycle etc.) from
Emma-Street to a street that is unknown to you. All you  have to do is to type the name ofthe city
where you are and the name ofthe street you wish to reach and it will immediately direct you to the
address dependent on where you are located. The upper part of the screen will some simple
commands like TURN TO THE FIRST LEFT. GO STRAIGHT ON. THE SECOND BUILDING
ON YOUR RIGHT SIDE and so on. You can also use, for instance, when you are driving the
electronic sound facility so you do not need to look into the screen display at all. The lower part of
the screen will give you an overview picture ofwhere you are, and where and how far is the address.
If you make a mistake or miss the right root it immediately warns  you and leads you to the right
address from your new location.

Where Can You Use the Navigator?
The Navigator operates any place around the world inside and outside The Netherlands; In side the
car or the bus; In big cities and small cities; In doors and out doors.

Wat is de Navigator?
De Navigator is een gecomputeriseerde stratengids (stadsplattegrond), die u aanwijzingen geeft
omtrent de te volgen weg. Het heeft de grootte van een kleine draagbare cassette-recorder en bestaat
uit een toetsenbord en beeldscherm. De navigator wordt aangestuurd door een satelliet, waardoor het
mogelijk is de weg te vinden naar iedere willekeurige straat. De navigatorhelpt u niet alleen uw adres
te bereiken, maar heeft daamaast ook vele andere voordelen. Het is erg klein, zodat u het
gemakkelijk met u mee kunt dragen  in uw koffer, of zelfs in uw broekszak. De navigator geeft u
informatie over hoeveel tijd u nodig heeft om uw adres te bereiken, lopend en/ofmet de auto. Indien
u met de auto rijdt, waarschuwt het u 3 kilometer vantevoren voor mogelijke files, en laat het u de
beste alternatieve route zien om de file te vermijden. De Navigator heeft een batterij die een leven
lang meegaat, die u nooit zult hoeven op te laden of te vervangen. De Navigator heeft een
levenslange garantieservice van Sony. Dit betekent dat u nooit enige kosten zult maken om het te
repareren. De verwachte prijs zal zo rond de 130 gulden liggen. Hetzelfde product werd voor de
eerste keer gerntroduceerd in Japan op 12 januari  1997. De meeste consumenten die de Navigator
gekocht hebben, zeiden dat ze zeer tevreden waren met het gebruik ervan.
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Hoe de Navigator te gebruiken?
Stel u bevindt zich in Tilburg en u wilt zich verplaatsen (met de auto, lopend, met de fiets, enz.), van
de Emma-straat naar een voor u onbekende straat. Het enige wat u hoeft te doen is de naam van de
stad waar u bent en de naam van de straat die u wilt bereiken, in te typen. Het systeem zal u dan

onmiddelijk de route naar het adres aangeven, afhankelijk van waar u bent. Het bovenste gedeelte
van het beeldscherm zal enkele simpele aanwijzingen geven, zoals: SLA DE EERSTE STRAAT
LINKSAF, GA RECHTDOOR, HET TWEEDE GEBOUW AAN UW RECHTERHAND,
enzovoorts. U kunt ook, bijvoorbeeld wanneer u aan het rijden bent, de electronische
geluidsmogelijkheid gebruiken, zodat u helemaal niet op het beeldscherm hoeft te kijken. Het
onderste gedeelte van het beeldscherm zal u een algeheel overzicht gevenvanwaar u bent, enhoever
u verwijderd bent van het adres. Mocht u een fout maken, ofde juiste weg missen, dan waarschuwt
het systeem u meteen en geeft het u de nieuwe route naar het adres.

Waar kunt u de Navigator gebruiken?
De Navigator werkt op elke plaats ter wereld, binnen en buiten Nederland, in de auto of in de bus, in
grote of kleine steden, binnens- of buitenshuis.

Condition: 2

Product: Navigator. Condition: M+, C+, and 0-

What is the Navigator?
The Navigator is a computerized street guide (city map) which gives you indications with regard the
way to go. It has the size of a small portable cassette-recorder and it is made up of a keyboard and a
screen. The Navigator receives information from a satellite which enables you to find your way to

every randomly chosen street The Navigator does not only help you to reach your address but also
has many advantages. It is very small in size so you can easily carry it around in your suitcase or even
in your pocket. The Navigator provides information about how long it will take you to walk or/and to
drive to reach your address. Ifyou are driving it warns you from any traffic jam 3  KM a head and
shows you the best alternative route to avoid it. The Navigator has a life long battery you would never
need to charge or replace it. The Navigator also has a life time guarantee service from Sony which
means you would never need to pay any cost for repairing it. The expected price ofthe Navigator
would be around 130 Guilders. The same product was for the first time introduced to the Japanese
market on the  126 of January  1997. Most consumers who bought the Navigator reported that they
were very satisfied with using it.

How to Use the Navigator?
Suppose you are in Amsterdam and you want to move yourself(by car, by feet, by bicycle etc.) from
Emma-Street to a street that is unknown to you. All you  have to do is to type the name of the city
where you are and the name of the street you wish to reach and it will immediately direct you to the
address dependent on where you are located. The upper part of the screen will some simple
commands like TURN TO THE FIRST LEFT. GO STRAIGHT ON. THE SECOND BUILDING
ON YOUR RIGHT SIDE and so on. You can also use, for instance, when you are driving the
electronic sound facility so you do not need to look into the screen display at all. The lower part of
the screen will give you an overview picture ofwhere you are, and where and how far is the address.
If you make a mistake or miss the right root it immediately warns you and leads you to the right
address from your new location.

Where Can You Use the Navigator?
The Navigator operates in any capital city around the world. For instance, in the Netherlands you can
only use it to find your way in Amsterdam; in Belgium you can only use it to find your way in
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Brussels; in France you can only use it to find your way in Paris; in Egypt you can only use it to find
your way in Cairo.

Wat is de Navigator?
De Navigator is een gecomputeriseerde stratengids (stadsplattegrond), die u aanwijzingen geeft
omtrent de te volgen weg. Het heeft de grootte van een kleine draagbare cassette-recorder en bestaat
uit een toetsenbord en beeldscherm. De navigator wordt aangestuurd door een satelliet, waardoor het

mogelijk is de weg te vinden naar iedere willekeurige straat. De navigator helptu niet alleen uw adres

te bereiken, maar heeft daarnaast ook vele andere voordelen. Het is erg klein, zodat u het
gemakkelijk met u mee kunt dragen in uw koffer, of zelfs in uw broekszak. De navigator geeft u
informatie over hoeveel tijd u nodig heeft om uw adres te bereiken lopend, en/ofmet de auto. Indien
u met de auto rijdt, waarschuwt het u 3 kilometer vantevoren voor mogelijke files, en laat het u de
beste alternatieve route zien om de file te vermijden. De Navigator heeft een batterij die een leven
lang meegaat, die u nooit zult hoeven op te laden of te vervangen. De Navigator heeft een
levenslange garantieservice van Sony. Dit betekent dat u nooit enige kosten zult maken om het te
repareren. De verwachte prijs zal zo rond de 130 gulden liggen. Hetzelfde product werd voor de
eerste keer geintroduceerd in Japan op 12 januari  1997. De meeste consumenten die de Navigator
gekocht hebben, zeiden dat ze zeer tevreden waren met het gebruik ervan.

Hoe de Navigator te gebruiken?
Stel u bevindt zich in Tilburg en u wilt zich verplaatsen (met de auto, lopend, met de fiets, enz.), van
de Emma-straat naar een voor u onbekende straat. Het enige wat u hoeft te doen is de naam van de
stad waar u bent en de naam van de straat die u wilt bereiken, in te typen. Het systeem zal u dan
onmiddelijk de route naar het adres aangeven, afhankelijk van waar u bent. Het bovenste gedeelte
van het beeldscherm zal enkele simpele aanwijzingen geven, zoals: SLA DE EERSTE STRAAT
LINKSAF, GA RECHTDOOR, HET TWEEDE GEBOUW AAN UW RECHTERHAND,
enzovoorts. U kunt ook, bijvoorbeeld wanneer u aan het rijden bent, de electronische
geluidsmogelijkheid gebruiken, zodat u helemaal niet op het beeldscherm hoeft te kijken. Het
onderste gedeelte van het beeldscherm zal u een algeheel overzicht geven van waar u bent, en hoe ver
u verwijderd bent van het adres. Mocht u een fout maken, ofde juiste weg missen, dan waarschuwt
het systeem u meteen en geeft het u de nieuwe route naar het adres.

Waar kunt u de Navigator gebruiken?
De Navigator werkt in elke hoofdstad ter wereld. In Nederland bijvoorbeeld kunt u het alleen
gebruiken om de weg in Amsterdam te vinden; in Belgi8 kunt u het alleen gebruiken om de weg in
Brussel te vinden; in Frankrijk kunt u het alleen gebruiken om de weg in Parijs te vinden; in Egypte
kunt u het alleen gebruiken om de weg te vinden in CaYro.

Condition: 3.

Product: Navigator. Condition: M+, C-, and 0+

What is the Navigator?
The Navigator is a computerized street guide (city map) which gives you indications with regard the
way to go. It has the size ofa small portable cassette-recorder and it is made up of a keyboard and a
screen. The Navigator receives information from a satellite which enables you to find your way to
every randomly chosen street The Navigator does not only help you to reach your address but also
has many advantages. It is very small in size so you can easily carry it around in your suitcase or even
in your pocket. The Navigator provides information about how long it will take you to walk or/and to
drive to reach your address.  If you are driving it warns you  for any traffic jam  3  KM a head and
shows you the best alternative route to avoid it. The Navigator has a life long battery you would never
need to charge or replace it. The Navigator also has a life time guarantee service from Sony which
means you would never need to pay any cost for repairing it. The expected price ofthe Navigator
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would be around 130 Guilders. The same product was for the first time introduced to the Japanese
market on the  128 of January  1997. Most consumers who bought the Navigator reported that they
were very satisfied with using it.

How to Use the Navigator?
The Navigator looks likeacalculator, however, with much more buttons (63 buttons). Some ofthese
buttons are used to type in information and the others are important function keys that you will have
to learn. The Navigator designed to be fully interactive, letting users change the way they wanted to
be directed on their way. It has the option of 21  signals that is used to direct you on the way. The
color ofthe screen which changes from location to another will show you which signal is best to use
in that location. The function keys (SIGMA + and SIGMA -) are there to help you to adjust the signal
according to the color ofthe screen. The difficulties that have proven themselves in use are: There are
30 function keys that are di fficult to memorize and the function symbols are not very clear. Also the
keys are relatively small and very sensitive so that even the slightest touch is registered.

Where Can You Use the Navigator?
The Navigator operates any place around the world inside and outside The Netherlands; In side the
car or the bus; In big cities and small cities; In doors and out doors.

Wat is de Navigator?
De Navigator is een gecomputeriseerde stratengids (stadsplattegrond), die u aanwijzingen geeft
omtrent de te volgen weg. Het heeft de grootte van een kleine draagbare cassette-recorder en bestaat
uit een toetsenbord en beeldscherm. De navigator wordt aangestuurd door een satelliet, waardoor het

mogelijk is de weg te vinden naar iedere willekeurige straat. De navigator helpt u niet alleen uw adres

te bereiken, maar heeft daarnaast ook vele andere voordelen. Het is erg klein, zodat u het
gemakkelijk met u mee kum dragen in uw koffer, of zelfs  in uw broekszak. De navigator geeft u
informatie over hoeveel tijd u nodig heeft om uw adres te bereiken, lopend en/of met de auto. Indien
u met de auto rijdt, waarschuwt het u 3 kilometer vantevoren voor mogelijke files, en laat het u de
beste alternatieve route zien om de file te vermijden. De Navigator heeft een batterij die een leven
lang meegaat, die u nooit zult hoeven op te laden of te vervangen. De Navigator heeft een
levenslange garantieservice van Sony. Dit betekent dat u nooit enige kosten zult maken om het te

repareren. De verwachte prijs zal zo rond de 130 gulden liggen. Hetzelfde product werd voor de
eerste keer gerntroduceerd in Japan op 12 januari  1997. De meeste consumenten die de Navigator
gekocht hebben, zeiden dat ze zeer tevreden waren met het gebruik ervan.

Hoe de Navigator te gebruiken?
De Navigator ziet eruit als een rekenmachine, echter met veel meer knoppen (63 knoppen). Enkele
van deze knoppen worden gebruikt voor het intypen van informatie, en de anderen zijn belangrijke
functietoetsen, die u zult moeten leren. De Navigator is ontworpen om volledig interactief te zijn,
zodat gebruikers de manier waarop de route aangegeven wordt, kunnen veranderen. Het geeft de
keuze uit
21  signalen, die worden gebruikt om u de weg te wijzen. De kleur van het beeldscherm, die verandert
van locatie tot locatie, zal u laten zien welk signaal het beste gebruikt kan worden op die locatie. De
functietoetsen (SIGMA +en SIGMA -) zijn er om u te helpen het signaal aan te passen aan de kleur
van het scherm. De moeilijkheden, die zijn gebleken tijdens het gebruik, zijn: er zijn 30
functietoetsen die moeilijk te onthouden zijn, en de functiesymbolen zijn niet erg duidelijk. Ook zijn
de toetsen relatiefklein en erg gevoelig, zodat zelfs de lichtste aanraking geregistreerd wordt.

Waar kunt u de Navigator gebruiken?
De Navigator werkt op elke plaats ter wereld, binnen en buiten Nederland, in de auto of in de bus, in
grote of kleine steden, binnens- of buitenshuis.
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Condition: 4

Product: Navigator. Condition: M+, C-, and 0-

What is the Navigator?
The Navigator is a computerized street guide (city map) which gives you indications with regard the
way to go. It has the size ofa small portable cassette-recorder and it is made up of a keyboard and a
screen. The Navigator receives information from a satellite which enables you to find your way to
every randomly chosen street The Navigator does not only help you to reach your address but also
has many advantages. It is very small in size so you can easily carry it around in your suitcase or even
in your pocket. The Navigator provides in formation about how long it will take you to walk or/and to
drive to reach your address. If you are driving it warns you from any traffic jam 3 KM a head and
shows you the best alternative route to avoid it. The Navigator has alife long battery you would never
need to charge or replace it. The Navigator also has a life time guarantee service from Sony which
means you would never need to pay any cost for repairing it. The expected price ofthe Navigator is
rather cheap, it would  cost you around 130 Guilders.  The same product  was  for the first  time
introduced to the Japanese market on the 12'  of January 1997. Most consumers who bought the
Navigator reported that they were very satisfied with using it.

How to Use the Navigator?
The Navigator looks like a calculator, however, with much more buttons (63 buttons). Some ofthese
buttons are used to type in information and the others are important function keys that you will have
to learn. The Navigator designed to be fully interactive, letting users change the way they wanted to
be directed on their way. It has the option of 21 signals that is used to direct you on the way. The
color ofthe screen which changes from location to another will show you which signal is best to use
in that location. The function keys (SIGMA + and SIGMA -) are there to help you to adjust the signal
according to the color ofthe screen. The difficulties that have proven themselves in use are: There are
30 function keys that are difficult to memorize and the function symbols are not  very clear. Also the
keys are relatively small and very sensitive so that even the slightest touch is registered.

Where Can You Use the Navigator?
The Navigator operates in any capital city around the world. For instance, in the Netherlands you can
only use it to find your way in Amsterdam; in Belgium you can only use it to find your way in
Brussels; in France you can only use it to find your way in Paris; in Egypt you can only use it to find
your way in Cairo.

Wat is de Navigator?
De Navigator is een gecomputeriseerde stratengids (stadsplattegrond), die u aanwijzingen geeft
omtrent de te volgen weg. Het heeft de grootte van een kleine draagbare cassette-recorder en bestaat
uit een toetsenbord en beeldscherm. De navigator wordt aangestuurd door een satelliet, waardoor het
mogelijk is de weg te vinden naar iedere willekeurige straat. De navigator helptu niet alleen uw adres
te bereiken, maar heeft daarnaast ook vele andere voordelen. Het is erg klein, zodat u het
gemakkelijk met u mee kunt dragen  in uw koffer, of zelfs in uw broekszak. De navigator geeft u
informatie over hoeveel tijd u nodig heeft om uw adres te bereiken, lopend en/ofmet de auto. Indien
u met de auto rijdt, waarschuwt het u 3 kilometer vantevoren voor mogelijke files, en laat het u de
beste alternatieve route zien om de file te vermijden. De Navigator heeft een batterij die een leven
lang meegaat, die u nooit zult hoeven op te laden of te vervangen. De Navigator heeft een
levenslange garantieservice van Sony. Dit betekent dat u nooit enige kosten zult maken om het te
repareren. De verwachte prijs zal zo rond de 130 gulden liggen. Hetzelfde product werd voor de
eerste keer gerntroduceerd in Japan op 12 januari  1997. De meeste consumenten die de Navigator
gekocht hebben, zeiden dat ze zeer tevreden waren met het gebruik ervan.
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Hoe de Navigator te gebruiken?
De Navigator ziet eruit als een rekenmachine, echter met veel meer knoppen (63 knoppen). Enkele
van deze knoppen worden gebruikt voor het intypen van informatie, en de anderen zijn belangrijke
functietoetsen,  die  u zult moeten leren. De Navigator is ontworpen om volledig interactief te zijn,
zodat gebruikers de manier waarop de route aangegeven wordt, kunnen veranderen. Het geeft de
keuze uit
21  signalen, die worden gebruikt om u de weg te wijzen. De kleur vanhetbeeldscherm, die verandert
van locatie tot locatie, zal u laten zien welk signaal het beste gebruikt kan worden op die locatie. De
functietoetsen (SIGMA +en SIGMA -) zijn er om u te helpen het signaal aan te passen aan de kleur
van het scherm. De moeilijkheden, die zijn gebleken tijdens het gebruik, zijn: er zijn 30
functietoetsen die moeilijk te onthouden zijn, en de functiesymbolen zijn niet erg duidelijk. Ook zijn
de toetsen relatiefklein en erg gevoelig, zodat zelfs de lichtste aanraking geregistreerd wordt.

Waar kunt u de Navigator gebruiken?
De Navigator werkt in elke hoofdstad ter wereld. In Nederland bijvoorbeeld kunt u het alleen

gebruiken om de weg in Amsterdam te vinden; in Belgia kunt u het alleen gebruiken om de weg in
Brussel te vinden; in Frankrijk kunt u het alleen gebruiken om de weg in Parijs te vinden; in Egypte
kunt u het alleen gebruiken om de weg te vinden in CaYro.

Condition: 5.
Product: Navigator. Condition: M-, C+, and 0+

What is the Navigator?
The Navigator is a computerized street guide (city map) which gives you indications with regard the
way to go. It has the size ofa large portable cassette-recorder (weighting about 6kg) and it is made up
of a keyboard and a screen. You carry it when you are walking or on your bike and will direct you to
the address you wish. The Navigator is rather expensive, it cost 2300 Guilders, in addition to 87
Guilders per month as a subscription fees. The Navigator receives information from a satellite which
enables you to find your way to every randomly chosen street. When you connect the Navigator to
your mobile telephone no phone calls can interrupt your search for the address. The person who is
calling you will immediately receive a message that right now you are busy using the Navigator in
searching for an address. The product was introduced for the first time into the American and
Swedish markets on the 12th ofJanuary 1997. Most consumers who bought it so far reported that it
was a new experience, however, they complained that it is expensive to use and heavy to carry it
around. Some ofthem also complained that the Navigator system is slow in responding and takes a
long time to get a satellite connection. The Navigator through a special service network provides you

every other year with the most up dated information about any official changes in street names or post
box numbers. If with the Navigator you are trying for more than 60 minutes to find out your address

it gives you a special alarm as a signal that there is something wrong in your search and you should
restart your search again.

How to Use the Navigator?
Suppose you are in Tilburg and you want to move yourself (by car,  by feet, by bicycle etc.) from
Emma-Street to a street that is unknown to you. All you  have to do is to type the name ofthe city
where you are and the name ofthe street you wish to reach and it will immediately direct you to the
address dependent on where you are located. The upper part of the screen will some simple
commands like TURN TO THE FIRST LEFT. GO STRAIGHT ON. THE SECOND BUILDING
ON YOUR RIGHT SIDE and so on. You can also use, for instance, when you are driving the
electronic sound facility so you do not need to look into the screen display at all. The lower part of
the screen will give you an overview picture ofwhere you are, and where and how far is the address.
If you make a mistake or miss the right root it immediately warns you and leads you to the right
address from your new location.
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Where Can You Use the Navigator?
The Navigator operates any place around the world inside and outside The Netherlands; In side the
car or the bus; In big cities and small cities; In doors and out doors.

Wat is de Navigator?
De Navigator is een gecomputeriseerde stratengids (stadsplattegrond), die u aanwijzingen geeft
omtrent de te volgen weg. Het heeft de grootte van een grote draagbare cassette-recorder (die
ongeveer zes kilogram weegt), en bestaat uit een toetsenbord en een beeldscherm. U draagt het met u
mee wanneer u aan het lopen of fietsen bent, en het zal u het door u gewenste adres wijzen. De
Navigator zelf kost 2300 gulden, bovenop de 87 gulden abonnementskosten per maand. De
Navigator wordt aangestuurd door een satelliet, waardoor het mogelijk is de weg te vinden naar
iedere willekeurige straat. Wanneer u de Navigator verbindt met uw mobiele telefoon, zullen
telefoontjes uw zoektocht naar het adres niet kunnen onderbreken. De persoon die u belt, zal
onmiddelijk een boodschap ontvangen dat u op dit moment met de Navigator bezig bent om een
adres te vinden. Het product werd voor het eerst geYntroduceerd in Amerika en Zweden op 12 januari
1997. De meeste consumenten die het tot nu toe gekocht hebben, zeiden dat heteen nieuwe ervaring
was, echter, ze klaagden dat het duur in het gebruik is, en zwaar om te dragen. Enkelen van hen
klaagden ook dat het Navigator systeem langzaam reageert, en veel tijd nodig heeft om verbinding
met een satelliet te krijgen. Door middel van een speciaal service-netwerk levert de Navigator u om
het jaar de meest recente informatie over mogelijke officiele veranderingen in straatnamen of
postcodes. Als u meer dan 60 minuten bezig bent met de Navigator een adres te vinden, geeft het
systeem u een speciaal alarm als signaal dat er iets niet klopt in uw zoektocht, en u uw zoektocht
opnieuw zou moeten beginnen.

Hoe de Navigator te gebruiken?
Stel u bevindt zich in Tilburg en u wilt zich verplaatsen (met de auto, lopend, met de fiets, enz.), van
de Emma-straat naar een voor u onbekende straat. Het enige wat u hoeft te doen is de naam van de
stad waar u bent en de naam van de straat die u wilt bereiken, in te typen. Het systeem zal u dan
onmiddelijk de route naar het adres aangeven, afhankelijk van waar u bent. Het bovenste gedeelte
van het beeldscherm zal enkele simpele aanwijzingen geven, zoals: SLA DE EERSTE STRAAT
LINKSAF, GA RECHTDOOR, HET TWEEDE GEBOUW AAN UW RECHTERHAND,
enzovoorts. U kunt ook, bijvoorbeeld wanneer u aan het rijden bent, de electronische
geluidsmogelijkheid gebruiken, zodat u helemaal niet op het beeldscherm hoeft te kijken. Het
onderste gedeelte van het beeldscherm zal u een algeheel overzicht gevenvan waarubent, enhoe ver
u verwijderd bent van het adres. Mocht u een fout maken, ofde juiste weg missen, dan waarschuwt
het systeem u meteen en geeft het u de nieuwe route naar het adres.

Waar kunt u de Navigator gebruiken?
De Navigator werkt op elke plaats ter wereld, binnen en buiten Nederland, in de auto of in de bus, in
grote ofkleine steden, binnens- ofbuitenshuis.

Condition: 6

Product: Navigator. Condition: M-, C+, and 0-

What is the Navigator?
The Navigator is a computerized street guide (city map) which gives you indications with regard the
way to go. It has the size ofa large portable cassette-recorder (weighting about 6kg) and it is made up
of a keyboard and a screen. You carry it when you are walking or on your bike and will direct you to
the address you wish. The Navigator is rather expensive, it will cost you 2300 Guilders, in addition to
87 Guilders per month as a subscription fees. The Navigator receives information from a satellite
which enables you to find your way to every randomly chosen street.  When you connect the
Navigator to your mobile telephone no phone calls can interrupt your search for the address. The
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person who is calling you will immediately receive a message that right now you are busy using the
Navigator in searching for an address. The product was introduced for the first time into the
American and Swedish markets on the 12th ofJanuary 1997. Most consumers who bought it so far
reported that it was a new experience, however, they complained that it is expensive to use and heavy

to carry it around. Some ofthem also complained that the Navigator system is slow in responding and
takes a long time to get a satellite connection. The Navigator through a special service network

provides you every other year with the most up dated information about any official changes in street

names or post box numbers. If with the Navigator you are trying for more than 60 minutes to find out

your address it gives you a special alarm as a signal that there is something wrong in your search and

you should restart your search again.

How to Use the Navigator?
Suppose you are in Tilburg and you want to move yourself (by car, by feet, by bicycle etc.) from
Emma-Street to a street that is unknown to you. All you  have to do is to type the name of the city
where you are and the name ofthe street you wish to reach and it will immediately direct you to the
address dependent on where you are located. The upper part of the screen will some simple
commands like TURN TO THE FIRST LEFT. GO STRAIGHT ON. THE SECOND BUILDING
ON YOUR RIGHT SIDE and so on. You can also use, for instance, when you are driving the
electronic sound facility so you do not need to look into the screen display at all. The lower part of
the screen will give you an overview picture ofwhere you are, and where and how far is the address.
If you make a mistake or miss the right root it immediately warns you and leads you to the right
address from your new location.

Where Can You Use the Navigator?
The Navigator operates in any capital city around the world. For instance, in the Netherlands you can
only use it to find your way in Amsterdam; in Belgium you can only use it to find your way in
Brussels; in France you can only use it to find your way in Paris; in Egypt you can only use it to find
your way in Cairo.

Wat is de Navigator?
De Navigator is een gecomputeriseerde stratengids (stadsplattegrond), die u aanwijzingen geeft
omtrent de te volgen weg. Het heeft de grootte van een grote draagbare cassette-recorder (die
ongeveer zes kilogram weegt), en bestaat uit een toetsenbord en een beeldscherm. U draagt het met u
mee wanneer u aan het lopen of fietsen bent, en het zal u het door u gewenste adres wijzen. De
Navigator zelf kost 2300 gulden, bovenop de 87 gulden abonnementskosten per maand. De
Navigator wordt aangestuurd door een satelliet, waardoor het mogelijk is de weg te vinden naar
iedere willekeurige straat. Wanneer u de Navigator verbindt met uw mobiele telefoon, zullen
telefoontjes uw zoektocht naar het adres niet kunnen onderbreken. De persoon die u belt, zal
onmiddelijk een boodschap ontvangen dat u op dit moment met de Navigator bezig bent om een
adres te vinden. Het product werd voor het eerst gerntroduceerd in Amerikaen Zweden op 12januari
1997. De meeste consumenten die het tot nu toe gekocht hebben, zeiden dat het een nieuwe ervaring
was, echter, ze klaagden dat het duur in het gebruik is, en zwaar om te dragen. Enkelen van hen
klaagden ook dat het Navigator systeem langzaam reageert, en veel tijd nodig heeft om verbinding
met een satelliet te krijgen. Door middel van een speciaal service-netwerk levert de Navigator u om
het jaar de meest recente informatie over mogelijke officiale veranderingen in straatnamen of
postcodes. Als u meer dan 60 minuten bezig bent met de Navigator een adres te vinden, geeft het
systeem u een speciaal alarm als signaal dat er iets niet klopt in uw zoektocht, en u uw zoektocht
opnieuw zou moeten beginnen.

Hoe de Navigator te gebruiken?
Stel u bevindt zich in Tilburg en u wilt zich verplaatsen (met de auto, lopend, met de fiets, enz.), van
de Emma-straat naar een voor u onbekende straat. Het enige wat u hoeft te doen is de naam van de
stad waar u bent en de naam van de straat die u wilt bereiken, in te typen. Het systeem zal u dan
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onmiddelijk de route naar het adres aangeven, afhankelijk van waar u bent. Het bovenste gedeelte
van het beeldscherm zal enkele simpele aanwijzingen geven, zoals: SLA DE EERSTE STRAAT
LINKSAF, GA RECHTDOOR, HET TWEEDE GEBOUW AAN UW RECHTERHAND,
enzovoorts. U kunt 0014 bijvoorbeeld wanneer u aan het rijden bent, de electronische
geluidsmogelijkheid gebruiken, zodat u helemaal niet op het beeldscherm hoeft te kijken. Het
onderste gedeelte van het beeldscherm zal ueen algeheel overzicht geven van waar u bent, en hoe ver
u verwijderd bent van het adres. Mocht u een fout maken, ofdejuiste weg missen, dan waarschuwt
het systeem u meteen en geeft het u de nieuwe route naar het adres.

Waar kunt u de Navigator gebruiken?
De Navigator werkt in elke hoofdstad ter wereld. In Nederland bijvoorbeeld kunt u het alleen
gebruiken om de weg in Amsterdam te vinden; in Belgie kunt u het alleen gebruiken om de weg in
Brusselte vinden; in Frankrijk kunt u het alleen gebruiken om de weg in Parijs te vinden; in Egypte
kunt u het alleen gebruiken om de weg te vinden in Carro.

Condition: 7

Product: Navigator. Condition: M-, C-, and 0+

What is the Navigator?
The Navigator is a computerized street guide(city map) which gives you indications with regard the
way to go. It has the size ofa large portable cassette-recorder (weighting about 6kg) and it is made up
ofa keyboard and a screen. You carry it when you are walking or on your bike and will direct you to
the address you wish. The Navigator is rather expensive it will cost you 2300 Guilders, in addition to
87 Guilders per month as a subscription fees. The Navigator receives information from a satellite
which enables you to find your way to every randomly chosen (main not very small street.  When you
connect the Navigator to your mobile telephone no phone calls can interrupt your search for the
address. The person who is calling you will immediately receive a message that right now you are
busy using the Navigator in searching for an address. The product was introduced for the first time
into the American and Swedish markets on the 12th ofJanuary 1997. Most consumers who bought it
so far reported that it was a new experience, however, they complained that it is expensive to use and
heavy to carry it around. Some of them also complained that the Navigator system is slow in
responding and takes a long time to get a satellite connection. The Navigator through a special
service network provides you every other year with the most up dated information about any official
changes in street names or post box numbers. If with the Navigator you are trying for more than 60
minutes to find out your address it gives you a special alarm as a signal that there is something wrong
in your search and you should restart your search again.

How to Use the Navigator?
The Navigator looks like a calculator, however, with much more buttons (63 buttons). Some ofthese
buttons are used to type in information and the others are important function keys that you will have
to learn. The Navigator designed to be fully interactive, letting users change the way they wanted to
be directed on their way. It has the option of21 signals that is used to direct you on the way. The
color ofthe screen which changes from location to another will show you which signal is best to use
in that location. The function keys (SIGMA + and SIGMA -) are there to help you to adjust the signal
according to the color ofthe screen. The difficulties that have proven themselves in use are: There are
30 function keys that are difficult to memorize and the function symbols are not very clear. Also the
keys are relatively small and very sensitive so that even the slightest touch is registered.

Where Can You Use the Navigator?
The Navigator operates any place around the world inside and outside The Netherlands; In side the
car or the bus; In big cities and small cities; In doors and out doors.
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Wat is de Navigator?
De Navigator is een gecomputeriseerde stratengids (stadsplattegrond), die u aanwijzingen geeft
omtrent de te volgen weg. Het heeft de grootte van een grote draagbare cassette-recorder (die
ongeveer zes kilogram weegt), en bestaat uit een toetsenbord en een beeldscherm. U draagt het met u
mee wanneer u aan het lopen of fietsen bent, en het zal u het door u gewenste adres wijzen. De
Navigator zelf kost 2300 gulden, bovenop de 87 gulden abonnementskosten per maand. De

Navigator wordt aangestuurd door een satelliet, waardoor het mogelijk is de weg te vinden naar
iedere willekeurige (hoofd) straat. Wanneer u de Navigator verbindt met uw mobiele telefoon, zullen
telefoontjes uw zoektocht naar het adres niet kunnen onderbreken. De persoon die u belt, zal

onmiddelijk een boodschap ontvangen dat u op dit moment met de Navigator bezig bent om een
adres te vinden. Het product werd voor het eerst geYntroduceerd in Amerika en Zweden op 12 januari
1997. De meeste consumenten die het tot nu toe gekocht hebben, zeiden dat het een nieuwe ervaring
was, echter, ze klaagden dat het duur in het gebruik is, en zwaar om te dragen. Enkelen van hen

klaagden ook dat het Navigator systeem langzaam reageert en veel tijd nodig heeft om verbinding
met een satelliette krijgen. Door middel van een speciaal service-netwerk, levert de Navigator u om
het jaar de meest recente informatie over mogelijke officiele veranderingen in straatnamen of
postcodes. Als u meer dan 60 minuten bezig bent met de Navigator een adres te vinden, geeft het

systeem u een speciaal alarm als signaal dat er iets niet klopt in uw zoektocht, en u uw zoektocht

opnieuw zou moeten beginnen.

Hoe de Navigator te gebruiken?
De Navigator ziet eruit als een rekenmachine, echter met veel meer knoppen (63 knoppen). Enkele
van deze knoppen worden gebruikt voor het intypen van informatie, en de anderen zijn belangrijke
functietoetsen, die u zult moeten leren. De Navigator is ontworpen om volledig interactiefte zijn,
zodat gebruikers de manier waarop de route aangegeven wordt, kunnen veranderen. Het geeft de
keuze uit
21 signalen, die worden gebruikt om u de weg te wijzen. De Ideur van het beeldscherm, die verandert
van locatie tot locatie, zal u laten zien welk signaal het beste gebruikt kan worden op die locatie. De
functietoetsen (SIGMA +en SIGMA -) zijn er om u te helpen het signaal aan te passen aan de kleur
van het scherm. De moeilijkheden, die zijn gebleken tijdens het gebruik, zijn: er zijn 30
functietoetsen die moeilijkte onthouden zijn, en de functiesymbolen zijn niet erg duidelijk. Ook zijn
de toetsen relatiefklein en erg gevoelig, zodat zelfs de lichtste aanraking geregistreerd wordt.

Waar kunt u de Navigator gebruiken?
De Navigator werkt op elke plaats ter wereld, binnen en buiten Nederland, in de auto of in de bus, in
grote ofkleine steden, binnens- ofbuitenshuis.

Cond ition: 8

Product: Navigator. Condition: M-, C-, and 0-

What is the Navigator?
The Navigator is a computerized street guide (city map) which gives you indications with regard the
way to go. It has the size ofa large portable cassette-recorder (weighting about 6kg) and it is made up
of a keyboard and a screen. You carry it when you are walking or on your bike and will direct you to
the address you wish. The Navigator is rather expensive it will cost you 2300 Guilders, in addition to
87 Guilders per month as a subscription fees. The Navigator receives information from a satellite
which enables you to find your way to every randomly chosen (main not very small street.  When you
connect the Navigator to your mobile telephone no phone calls can interrupt your search for the
address. The person who is calling you will immediately receive a message that right now you are
busy using the Navigator in searching for an address. The product was introduced for the first time
into the American and Swedish markets on the 12th ofJanuary 1997. Most consumers who bought it
so far reported that it was a new experience, however, they complained that it is expensive to use and
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heavy to carry it around. Some of them also complained that the Navigator system is slow in
responding and takes a long time to get a satellite connection. The Navigator through a special
service network provides you every other year with the most up dated information about any official
changes in street names or post box numbers. If with the Navigator you are trying for more than 60
minutes to find out your address it gives you a special alarm as a signal that there is something wrong
in your search and you should restart your search again.

How to Use the Navigator?
The Navigator looks like a calculator, however, with much more buttons (63 buttons). Some ofthese
buttons are used to type in information and the others are important function keys that you will have
to learn. The Navigator designed to be fully interactive, letting users change the way they wanted to
be directed on their way. It has the option of 21 signals that is used to direct you on the way. The
color ofthe screen which changes from location to another will show you which signal is best to use
in that location. The function keys (SIGMA + and SIGMA -) are there to help youtoadjust the signal
according to the color ofthe screen. The difficulties that have proven themselves in use are: There are
30 function keys that are difficult to memorize and the function symbols are not very clear. Also the
keys are relatively small and very sensitive so that even the slightest touch is registered.

Where Can You Use the Navigator?
The Navigator operates in any capital city around the world. For instance, in the Netherlands you can
only use it to find your way in Amsterdam; in Belgium you can only use it to find your way in
Brussels; in France you can only use it to find your way in Paris; in Egypt you can only use it to find
your way in Cairo.

Wat is de Navigator?
De Navigator is een gecomputeriseerde stratengids (stadsplattegrond), die u aanwijzingen geeft
omtrent de te volgen weg. Het heeft de grootte van een grote draagbare cassette-recorder (die
ongeveer zes kilogram weegt), en bestaat uit een toetsenbord en een beeldscherm. U draagt het met u
mee wanneer u aan het lopen of fietsen bent, en het zal u het door u gewenste adres wijzen. De
Navigator zelf kost 2300 gulden, bovenop de 87 gulden abonnementskosten per maand. De
Navigator wordt aangestuurd door een satelliet, waardoor het mogelijk is de weg te vinden naar
iedere willekeurige (hoofd) straat. Wanneer u de Navigator verbindt met uw mobiele telefoon, zullen
telefoontjes uw zoektocht naar het adres niet kunnen onderbreken. De persoon die u belt, zal
onmiddelijk een boodschap ontvangen dat u op dit moment met de Navigator bezig bent om een
adres te vinden. Het product werd voor het eerst gerntroduceerd in Amerika en Zweden op 12januari
1997. De meeste consumenten die het tot nu toe gekocht hebben, zeiden dat het een nieuwe ervaring
was, echter, ze klaagden dat het duur in het gebruik is, en zwaar om te dragen. Enkelen van hen
klaagden ook dat het Navigator systeem langzaam reageert, en veel tijd nodig heeft om verbinding
met een satelliet te krijgen. Door middel van een speciaal service-netwerk, levert de Navigator u om
het jaar de meest recente informatie over mogelijke officiale veranderingen in straatnamen of
postcodes. Als u meer dan 60 minuten bezig bent met de Navigator een adres te vinden, geeft het
systeem u een speciaal alarm als signaal dat er iets niet klopt in uw zoektocht, en u uw zoektocht
opnieuw zou moeten beginnen.

Hoe de Navigator te gebruiken?
De Navigator ziet eruit als een rekenmachine, echter met veel meer knoppen (63 knoppen). Enkele
van deze knoppen worden gebruikt voor het intypen van informatie, en de anderen zijn belangrijke
functietoetsen, die u zult moeten leren. De Navigator is ontworpen om volledig interactief te zijn,
zodat gebruikers de manier waarop de route aangegeven wordt, kunnen veranderen. Het geeft de
keuze uit 21 signalen, die worden gebruikt om u de weg te wijzen. De kleur van het beeldscherm, die
verandert van locatie tot locatie, zal u laten zien welk signaal het beste gebruikt kan worden op die
locatie. De functietoetsen (SIGMA +en SIGMA -) zijn er om u te helpen het signaal aan te passen
aan de kleur van het scherm. De moeilijkheden, die zijn gebleken tijdens het gebruik, zijn: er zijn 30
functietoetsen die moeilijk te onthouden zijn, en de functiesymbolen zijn niet erg duidelijk. Ook zijn
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de toetsen relatief klein en erg gevoelig, zodat zelfs de lichtste aanraking geregistreerd wordt.

Waar kunt u de Navigator gebruiken?
De Navigator werkt in elke hoofdstad ter wereld. In Nederland bijvoorbeeld kunt u het alleen

gebruiken om de weg in Amsterdam te vinden; in Belgie kunt u het alleen gebruiken om de weg in
Brussel te vinden; in Frankrijk kunt u het alleen gebruiken om de weg in Parijs te vinden; in Egypte
kunt u het alleen gebruiken om de weg te vinden in Carro.

Condition: 1

Product Hot -Pack Condition: M+, C+, 0+

What is the Hot -Pack?
The Hot-Pack is a food-product that recently has become available in some places around the world.
It is a complete meal inside a special packing. The food-product is in the largest part ofthe packing
for example macaroni with cheese and ham. At the bottom ofthe packaging (in asealed tin) there are,

separated from each other, two completely non-harmful substances. By pulling a short string attached
to the product these substances comes together. Through here enough heat is being created to eat

product warm after 2 minutes. The advantage ofthe Hot-Pack is not only that it provides you with a
hot meal any time and any where but has also the following advantages: It provides you with a large
choice variety of 80 popular meals from all around the world such as Italian dishes, French dishes,
Mexican dishes, Indonesian dishes.  Most  o f all  it  is the first 100% natural packed meal without
chemical additives which provides you with the exact supply you daily need of total vitamins, total
minerals, fibers, and calories. These vitamins mineral salts, and fibers in the Hot-Pack comes from a

special healthy combination of natural ingredients that you can not achieve by regular cooking. The
Hot-Pack will be manufactured byNatural Foods Co. which is ajoint venture between Uni-Lever and
another reputable Swedish leading food company.

How to Use the Hot-Pack?
The Hot-Pack is used byjust pulling a short string attached to the product and in 2 minutes the meals
will be heated up. Then just by slight pressure from your fingers on any side of the inner tin the out
side cover will be removed and you will find your meal ready with a fork, a spoon, a knife, and
perfumed tissue to clean with your hand after eating.

Where Can You Buy the Hot-Pack?
The Hot-Pack will be available in every supermarket and food store in both big and small cities.
There would also be automatic machines in the streets which can provide you with a Hot-Pack
wherever you are.

Wat is de Hot-Pac ?
Hot-Pac is een voedingsproduct dat pas sinds kort op sommige plaatsen ter wereld verkrijgbaar is.
Het is een complete maaltijd in een bijzondere verpakking. In het grootste deel van de verpakking zit
het voedingsproduct, bijvoorbeeld macaroni met kaas en ham. In het buitenste deel van de
verpakking (in een verzegeld gedeelte) zitten, gescheiden van elkaar, twee niet schadelijke stoffen.
Door aan een kort touwtje te trekken dat vastgemaakt is aan het product komen deze stoffen met
elkaar in aanraking. Hierdoor ontstaat voldoende warmte om het product na twee minuten warm te
kunnen eten. Deze twee stoffen komen uiteraard niet in aanraking met de maaltijd. Het voordeel van
de Hot-Pac is niet alleen dat het voor een warme maaltijd kan zorgen, wanneer en waar u maar wilt,
maar het heeft ook de volgende voordelen: het geeft u een grote keuze-varieteit van tachtig populaire
maaltijden van over de hele wereld zoals Italiaanse maaltijden, Franse maaltijden, Mexicaanse

maaltijden, Indische maaltijden. Bovendien is het de eerste 100 % natuurlijk verpakte maaltijd
zonder chemische toevoegingen, die u de precieze dagelijkse benodigde hoeveelheid vitamines,
mineralen, vezels en calorieen geeft. Deze vitamines, mineralen en vezels in de Hot-Pac vormen een

bijzonder gezonde combinatie van natuurlijk ingredienten, die u niet zult krijgen wanneer u op de
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reguliere manier kookt. De Hot-Pac zal geproduceerd worden door Natural Foods Co., wat een
gezamenlijke onderneming is van Unilever en een ander vooraanstaand Zweeds voedingsbedrijf.

Hoe de Hot-Pac te gebruiken?
Door aan het korte touwlje te trekken dat aan de Hot-Pac vastzit, zullen binnen twee minuten
maaltijden worden opgewarmd. Dan drukt u zachtjes met uw vingers op een van de kanten van het
binnenste deel, waardoor het buitenste deel verwijderd wor(it, en vindt u uw maaltijd klaar met een
vork, lepel en mes, en een tissue om uw handen schoon te maken na het eten.

Waar kunt u de Hot-Pac kopen?
De Hot-Pac zal verkrijgbaar zijn in elke supermarkt en voedingswinkel in zowel grote als kleine
steden. Ook zullen er op straat automatische machines zijn die u een Hot-Pac kunnen geven, waar u
ook bent.

Condition: 2

Product: Hot-Pack. Condition: M+, C+, and 0-

What is the Hot -Pack?
The Hot-Pack is a food-product that recently has become available in some places around the world.
It is a complete meal inside a special packing. The food-product is in the largest part ofthe packing
for example macaroni with cheese and ham. At the bottom ofthe packaging (in a sealed tin) there are,
separated from each other, two completely non-harmful substances. By pulling a short string attached
to the product these substances comes together. Through here enough heat is being created to eat
product warm after 2 minutes. The advantage ofthe Hot-Pack is not only that it provides you with a
hot meal any time and any where but has also the following advantages: It provides you with a large
choice variety of 80 popular meals  from all around the world such as Italian dishes, French dishes,
Mexican dishes, Indonesian dishes.  Most of all  it is the first 100% natural packed meal without
chemical additives which provides you with the exact supply you daily need oftotal vitamins, total
minerals, fibers, and calories. These vitamins mineral salts, and fibers in the Hot-Pack comes from a
special healthy combination ofnatural ingredients that you cannot achieve by regular cooking. The
Hot-Pack will be manufactured byNatural Foods Co. which is ajoint venture between Uni-Leverand
another reputable Swedish leading food company.

How to Use the Hot-Pack?
The Hot-Pack is used byjust pulling a short string attached to the product and in 2 minutes the meals
will be heated up. Then just by slight pressure from your fingers on any side ofthe inner tin the out
side cover will be removed and you will find your meal ready with a fork, a spoon, a knife, and
perfumed tissue to clean with your hand after eating.

Where Can You Buy the Hot-Pack?
The Hot-Pack can only be bought from main train stations and not from supermarkets or other food
stores.

Wat is de Hot-Pac?
Hot-Pac is een voedingsproduct dat pas sinds kort op sommige plaatsen ter wereld verkrijgbaar is.
Het is een complete maaltijd in een bijzondere verpakking. In het grootste deel van de verpakking zit
het voedingsproduct, bijvoorbeeld macaroni met kaas en ham. In het buitenste deel van de
verpakking (in een verzegeld gedeelte) zitten, gescheiden van elkaar, twee niet schadelijke stoffen.
Door aan een kort touwtje te trekken dat vastgemaakt is aan het product komen deze stoffen met
elkaar in aanraking. Hierdoor ontstaat voldoende warmte om het product na twee minuten warm te
kunnen eten. Deze twee stoffen komen uiteraard niet in aanraking met de maaltijd. Het voordeel van
de Hot-Pac is niet alleen dat het voor een warme maaltijd kan zorgen, wanneer en waar u maar wilt,
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maar het heeft ook de volgende voordelen: het geeft u een grote keuze-varieteit van tachtig populaire
maaltijden van over de hele wereld zoals Italiaanse maaltijden, Franse maaltijden, Mexicaanse

maaltijden, Indische maaltijden. Bovendien is het de eerste 100 % natuurlijk verpakte maaltijd
zonder chemische toevoegingen, die u de precieze dagelijkse benodigde hoeveelheid vitamines,
mineralen, vezels en calorieen geeft. Deze vitamines, mineralen en vezels in de Hot-Pac vormen een

bijzonder gezonde combinatie van natuurlijk ingredienten, die u niet zult krijgen wanneer u  op de
reguliere manier kookt. De Hot-Pac zal geproduceerd worden door Natural Foods Co. , wat een
gezamenlijke onderneming is van Unilever en een ander vooraanstaand Zweeds voedingsbedrij f.

Hoe de Hot-Pac te gebruiken?
Door aan het korte touwtje te trekken dat aan de Hot-Pac vastzit, zullen binnen twee minuten

maaltijden worden opgewarmd. Dan drukt u zachtjes met uw vingers op een van de kanten van het
binnenste deel, waardoor het buitenste deel verwijderd wordt, en vindt u uw maaltijd klaar met een
vork, lepel en mes, en een tissue om uw handen schoon te maken na het eten.

Waar kunt u de Hot-Pac kopen?
De Hot-Pac zal alleen te koop zijn bij de grote treinstations, niet bij supermarkten en andere

voedingswinkels.

Condition: 3

Product Hot -Pack Condition: M+, C-, 0+

What is the Hot -Pack?
The Hot-Pack is a food-product that recently has become available in some places around the world.
It is a complete meal inside a special packing. The food-product is in the largest part ofthe packing
for example macaroni with cheese and ham. By pulling a short string attached to the bottom ofthe
packing enough heat is being created to eat the product warm after 2 minutes. The advantage of the
Hot-Pack is not only that it provides you with a hot meal any time and any where but has also the

following advantages: It provides you with a large choice variety of80 popular meals from all around
the world such as Italian dishes, French dishes, Mexican dishes, Indonesian dishes. Most ofall it is
the first 100% natural packed meal without chemical additives which provides you with the exact

supply you daily need oftotal vitamins, total minerals, fibers, and calories. These vitamins mineral
salts, and fibers in the Hot-Pack comes from a special healthy combination ofnatural ingredients that
you can not achieve by regular cooking. The Hot-Pack will be manufactured by Natural Foods Co.
which is ajoint venture between Uni-Lever and another reputable Swedish leading food company.

How to Use the Hot-Pack?
The Hot-Pack is used by just pulling together (at the exact same time) two short strings attached to
the two ends ofthe outside tin where the food is located and in two minutes the food will be warmed
up. Attached to the tin there is a small tin opener which you can use in opening the tin. The
difficulties that have proven themselves in use: people may burn their fingers since the external

package material is slippery and so difficult to hold on to. The instructions for use are not very clear.

Where Can You Buy the Hot-Pack?
The Hot-Pack will be available in every supermarket and food store in both big and small cities.
There would also be automatic machines in the streets which can provide you with a Hot-Pack

wherever you are.

Wat is de Hot-Pac ?
Hot-Pac is een voedingsproduct dat pas sinds kort op sommige plaatsen ter wereld verkrijgbaar is.
Het is een complete maaltijd in een bijzondere verpakking. In het grootste deel van de verpakking zit
het voedingsproduct, bijvoorbeeld macaroni met kaas en ham. In het buitenste deel van de
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verpakking zit een gesloten verzegeling. Door aan een kort touwtje te trekken dat vastgemaakt is aan
het product ontstaat voldoende warmte om het product na twee minuten warm te kunnen eten. Deze
twee stoffen komen uiteraard niet in aanraking met de maaltijd. Het voordeel van de Hot-Pac is niet
alleen dat het voor een warme maaltijd kan zorgen, wanneer en waar u maar wilt, maar het heeft ook
de volgende voordelen: het geeft u een grote keuze-varieteit van tachtig populaire maaltijden van
over de hele wereld zoals Italiaanse maaltijden, Franse maaltijden, Mexicaanse maaltijden, Indische
maaltijden. Bovendien is het de eerste 100 % natuurlijk verpakte maaltijd zonder chemische
toevoegingen, die u de precieze dagelijkse benodigde hoeveelheid vitamines, mineralen, vezels en
calorieen geeft. Deze vitamines, mineralen en vezels in de Hot-Pac vormen een bijzonder gezonde
combinatie van natuurlijk ingredienten, die u niet zult krijgen wanneer u op de reguliere manier
kookt. De Hot-Pac zal geproduceerd worden door Natural Foods Co. , wat een gezamenlijke
onderneming is van Unilever en een ander vooraanstaand Zweeds voedingsbedrijf.

Hoe de Hot-Pac te gebruiken?
Door (op precies hetzelfde ogenblik) aan twee korte touwtjes te trekken, die vastgemaakt zijn aan de
twee uiteinden van het buitenste deel waar het voedsel zich bevindt, zat het voedsel binnen twee
minuten opgewarmd worden. Dit vereist de nodige ervaring. Wanneer niet tegelijkertijd aan de
touwtjes wordt getrokken werkt het simpelweg niet, met als gevolg dat de maaltijd niet wordt
opgewarmd. Aan het buitenste deel is een kleine opener bevestigd die u kunt gebruiken bij het
openen van de verpakking. De moeilijkheden die gebleken zijn tijdens het gebruilg zijn: mensen
kunnen hun vingers verbranden doordat het verpakkingsmateriaal aan de buitenkant glad is, en het
dus moeilijk vast te houden is. Ook zijn de ge- gebruiksaanwijzingen niet erg duidelijk.

Waar kunt u de Hot-Pac kopen?
De Hot-Pac zal verkrijgbaar zijn in elke supermarkt en voedingswinkel in zowel grote als kleine
steden. Ook zullen er op straat automatische machines zijn die u een Hot-Pac kunnen geven, waar u
ook bent.

Condition: 4

Product Hot -Pack Condition: Mt C-, 0-

What is the Hot -Pack?
The Hot-Pack is a food-product that recently has become available in some places around the world.
It is a complete meal inside a special packing. The food-product is in the largest part ofthe packing
for example macaroni with cheese and ham. By pulling a short string attached to the bottom ofthe
packing enough heat is being created to eat the product warm after 2 minutes. The advantage ofthe
Hot-Pack is not only that it provides you with a hot meal any time and any where but has also the
following advantages: It provides you with a large choice varietyof80 popular meals from all around
the world such as Italian dishes, French dishes, Mexican dishes, Indonesian dishes. Most ofall it is
the first 100% natural packed meal without chemical additives which provides you with the exact
supply you daily need of total vitamins, total minerals, fibers, and calories. These vitamins mineral
salts, and fibers in the Hot-Pack comes from a special healthy combination ofnatural ingredients that
you can not achieve by regular cooking. The Hot-Pack will be manufactured by Natural Foods Co.
which is ajoint venture between Uni-Lever and another reputable Swedish leading food company.

How to Use the Hot-Pack?
The Hot-Pack is used by just pulling together (at the exact same time) two short strings attached to
the two ends ofthe outside tin where the food is located and in two minutes the food will be warmed
up. Attached to the tin there is a small tin opener which you can use in opening the tin. The
difficulties that have proven themselves in use: people may bum their fingers since the external
package material is slippery and so difficult to hold on to. The instructions for use are not very clear.
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Where Can You Buy the Hot-Pack?
The Hot-Pack can only be bought from main train stations and not from supermarkets or other food
stores.

Wat is de Hot-Pac ?
Hot-Pac is een voedingsproduct dat pas sinds kort op sommige plaatsen ter wereld verkrijgbaar is.
Het is een complete maaltijd in een bijzondere verpakking. In het grootste deel van de verpakking zit
het voedingsproduct, bijvoorbeeld macaroni met kaas en ham. In het buitenste deel van de
verpakking zit een gesloten verzegeling. Door aan een kort touwtje te trekken dat vastgemaakt is aan
het product ontstaat voldoende warmte om het product na twee minuten warm te kunnen eten. Deze
twee stoffen komen uiteraard niet in aanraking met de maaltijd. Het voordeel van de Hot-Pac is niet
alleen dat het voor een warme maaltijd kan zorgen, wanneer en waar u maar wilt, maar het heeft ook
de volgende voordelen: het geeft u een grote keuze-varieteit van tachtig populaire maaltijden van
over de hele wereld zoals Italiaanse maaltijden, Franse maaltijden, Mexicaanse maaltijden, Indische

maaltijden. Bovendien is het de eerste 100 % natuurlijk verpakte maaltijd zonder chemische

toevoegingen, die u de precieze dagelijkse benodigde hoeveelheid vitamines, mineralen, vezels en
calorieen geeft. Deze vitamines, mineralen en vezels in de Hot-Pac vormen een bijzonder gezonde
combinatie van natuurlijk ingredienten, die u niet zult krijgen wanneer u  op de reguliere manier
kookt. De Hot-Pac zal geproduceerd worden door Natural Foods Co. , wat een gezamenlijke
onderneming is van Unilever en een ander vooraanstaand Zweeds voedingsbedrijf.

Hoe de Hot-Pac te gebruiken?
Door (op precies hetzelfde ogenblik) aan twee korte touwtjes te trekken, die vastgemaakt zijn aan de
twee uiteinden van het buitenste deel waar het voedsel zich bevindt, zal het voedsel binnen twee
minuten opgewarmd worden. Dit vereist de nodige ervaring. Wanneer niet tegelijkertijd aan de
touwtjes wordt getrokken werkt het simpelweg niet, met als gevolg dat de maaltijd niet wordt
opgewarmd. Aan het buitenste deel is een kleine opener bevestigd die u kunt gebruiken bij het
openen van de verpakking. De moeilijkheden die gebleken zijn tijdens het gebruik, zijn: mensen
kunnen hun vingers verbranden doordat het verpakkingsmateriaal aan de buitenkant glad is, en het
dus moeilijk vast te houden is. Ook zijn de gebruiksaanwijzingen niet erg duidelijk.

Waar kunt u de Hot-Pac kopen?
De Hot-Pac zal alleen te koop zijn bij de grote treinstations, niet bij supermarkten en andere

voedingswinkets.

Condition: 5

Product Hot -Pack Condition: M-, C+, 0+

What is the Hot -Pack?
The Hot-Pack is a food-product that recently has become available in some places around the world.
It is a pasta snack and it is inside a special packing. The food-product is  in the largest part of the
packing-for example macaroni with cheese and ham. In the smallest part of the packaging there are

separated from each other, two special chemical substances. By breaking the seal at the bottom ofthe
packaging these substances come together. Through here enough heat is being created to eat the

product warm after 10 minutes. The Hot-Pack provides you with fastest warm meal you can ever get.
The product was for the first time introduced to the American marketthe early ofJune 1997. Most of
the American consumers who bought it so far reported that it is a very practical fast food, however,
some of them complained that the taste is somewhat artificial and the temperature is so high so that
they had to wait for a long time before it coots down. Only few ofthese consumers reported that the
material used for heating is polluted.
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How to Use the Hot-Pack?
The Hot-Pack  is  used  by just pulling a short string attached to the product and  in few minutes the
meals will be heated up. Thenjust by slightpressure from your fingers on any side ofthe innertin the
out side cover will be removed and you will find your meal ready with a fork, a spoon, a knife, and
perfumed tissue to clean with your hand after eating.

Where Can You Buy the Hot-Pack?
The Hot-Pack will be available in every supermarket and food store in both big and small cities.
There would also be automatic machines in the streets which can provide you with a Hot-Pack
wherever you are.

Wat is de Hot-Pac?
Hot-Pac is een voedingsproduct dat pas sinds kort op sommige plaatsen ter wereld verkrijgbaar is.
Het is een pasta-snack dat in een bijzondere verpakking zit. In het grootste deel van de verpakking zit
het voedingsproduct bijvoorbeeld macaroni met kaas en ham. In het kleinste deel van de verpakking
zitten, gescheiden van elkaar, twee bijzondere chemische stoffen. Door onderin de verpakking de
verzegeling te verbreken, komen deze stoffen met elkaar in aanraking. Hierdoor ontstaat voldoende
warmte om het product na tien minuten warm te kunnen eten. De Hot-Pac geeft u de snelste warme
maaltijd die u ooit zult krijgen. Dit product werd voor het eerst gerntroduceerd op de Amerikaanse
markt in het begin van juli  1997. De meeste Amerikaanse consumenten die het tot nu toe gekocht
hebben, zeiden dat het erg praktisch fast food is. Echter, sommigen van hen klaagden dat de smaak
enigszins kunstmatig is, en dat de temperatuur zo hoog is, dat ze lang moesten wachten voordat het
afgekoeld was. Anderen zeiden dat het materiaal dat gebruikt wordt voor het verwarmen, schadelijk
is voor het milieu.

Hoe de Hot-Pac te gebruiken?
Door aan het korte touwtje te trekken dat aan de Hot-Pac vastzit zullen, binnen twee minuten
maaltijden worden opgewarmd. Dan drukt u zachtjes met uw vingers op een van de kanten van het
binnenste deel, waardoor het buitenste deel verwijderd wor(it, en vindt u uw maaltijd klaar met een
vork, lepel en mes, en een geparfurmeerde tissue om uw handen schoon te maken na het eten.

Waar kunt u de Hot-Pac kopen?
De Hot-Pac zal verkrijgbaar zijn in elke supermarkt en voedingswinkel in zowel grote als kleine
steden. Ook zullen er op straat automatische machines zijn die u een Hot-Pac kunnen geven, waar u
ook bent.

Condition: 6

Product Hot -Pack Condition: M-, C+, 0-

What is the Hot -Pack?
The Hot-Pack is a food-product that recently has become available in some places around the world.
It  is a pasta snack and  it is inside a special packing. The food-product is  in the largest part of the
packing-for example macaroni with cheese and ham. In the smallest part ofthe packaging there are
separated from each other, two special chemical substances. By breaking the seal at the bottom ofthe
packaging these substances come together. Through here enough heat is being created to eat the
product warm after 10 minutes. The Hot-Pack provides you with fastest warm meal you can ever get.
The product was for the first time introduced to the American market the early ofJune 1997. Most of
the American consumers who bought it so far reported that it is a very practical fast food, however,
some of them complained that the taste is somewhat artificial and the temperature is so high so that
they had to wait for a long time before it coots down. Only few ofthese consumers reported that the
material used for heating is polluted.
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How to Use the Hot-Pack?
The Hot-Pack is used by just pulling a short string attached to the product and in few minutes the
meal will be heated up. Then just by slight pressure from your fingers on any side ofthe innertin the
out side cover will be removed and you will find your meal ready with a fork, a spoon, a knife, and
perfumed tissue to clean with your hand after eating.

Where Can You Buy the Hot-Pack?
The Hot-Pack can only be bought from main train stations and not from supermarkets or other food
stores.

Wat is de Hot-Pac?
Hot-Pac is een voedingsproduct dat pas sinds kort op sommige plaatsen ter wereld verkrijgbaar is.
Het is een pasta-snack dat in een bijzondere verpakking zit. In het grootste deel van de verpakking zit
het voedingsproduct bijvoorbeeld macaroni met kaas en ham. 1n het kleinste deel van de verpakking
zitten, gescheiden van elkaar, twee bijzondere chemische stoffen. Door onderin de verpakking de
verzegeling te verbreken, komen deze stoffen met elkaar in aanraking. Hierdoor ontstaat voldoende
warmte om het product na tien minuten warm te kunnen eten. De Hot-Pac geeft u de snelste warme
maaltijd die u ooit zult krijgen. Dit product werd voor het eerst geintroduceerd op de Amerikaanse
markt in het begin van juli  1997. De meeste Amerikaanse consumenten die het tot nu toe gekocht
hebben, zeiden dat het erg praktisch fast food is. Echter, sommigen van hen klaagden dat de smaak

enigszins kunstmatig is, en dat de temperatuur zo hoog is, dat ze lang moesten wachten voordat het

afgekoeld was. Anderen zeiden dat het materiaal dat gebruikt wordt voor het verwarmen, schadelijk
is voor het milieu.

Hoe de Hot-Pac te gebruiken?
Door aan het korte touwtje te trekken dat aan de Hot-Pac vastzit, zullen binnen twee minuten

maaltijden worden opgewarmd. Dan drukt u zachtjes met uw vingers op een van de kanten van het
binnenste deel, waardoor het buitenste deel verwijderd wordt, en vindt u uw maaltijd klaar met een

vork, lepel en mes, en een geparfurmeerde tissue om uw handen schoon te maken na het eten.

Waar kunt u de Hot-Pac kopen?
De Hot-Pac zal alleen te koop zijn bij de grote treinstations, niet bij supermarkten en andere

voedingswinkels.

Condition: 7

Product Hot -Pack Condition: M-, C-, 0+

What is the Hot -Pack?
The Hot-Pack is a food-productthat recently has become available in some places around the world.
It  is a pasta snack and  it is inside a special packing. The food-product is  in the largest part of the
packing-for example macaroni with cheese and ham. In the smallest part ofthe packaging there are

separated from each other, two special chemical substances. By breaking the seal at the bottom ofthe
packaging these substances come together. Through here enough heat is being created to eat the

product warm after 10 minutes. The Hot-Pack provides you with fastest warm meal you can ever get.
The product was for the first time introduced to the American market the early of June 1997. Most of
the American consumers who bought it so far reported that it is a very practical fast food, however,
some of them complained that the taste is somewhat artificial and the temperature is so high so that
they had to wait for a long time before it cools down. Only few ofthese consumers reported that the
material used for heating is polluted.

How to Use the Hot-Pack?
The Hot-Pack is used by just pulling together (at the exact same time) two short strings attached to
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the two ends ofthe outside tin where the food is located and in two minutes the food will be warmed
up. Attached to the tin there is a small tin opener which you can use in opening the tin. The
difficulties that have proven themselves in use: people may burn their fingers since the external
package material is slippery and so difficult to hold on to. The instructions for use are not very clear.

Where Can You Buy the Hot-Pack?
The Hot-Pack will be available in every supermarket and food store in both big and small cities.
There would also be automatic machines in the streets which can provide you with a Hot-Pack
wherever you are.

Wat is de Hot-Pac?
Hot-Pac is een voedingsproduct dat pas sinds kort op sommige plaatsen ter wereld verkrijgbaar is.
Het is een pasta-snack dat in een bijzondere verpakking zit. In het grootste deel van de verpakking zit
het voedingsproduct, bijvoorbeeld macaroni met kaas en ham. In het kleinste deel van de verpakking
zitten, gescheiden van elkaar, twee bijzondere chemische stoffen. Door onderin de verpakking de
verzegeling te verbreken, komen deze stoffen met elkaar in aanraking. Hierdoor ontstaat voldoende
warmte om het product na tien minuten warm te kunnen eten. De Hot-Pac geeft u de snelste warme
maaltijd die u ooit zult krijgen. Dit product werd voor het eerst gerntroduceerd op de Amerikaanse
markt in het begin van juli  1997. De meeste Amerikaanse consumenten die het tot nu toe gekocht
hebben, zeiden dat het erg praktisch fast food is. Echter, sommigen van hen klaagden dat de smaak
enigszins kunstmatig is, en dat de temperatuur zo hoog is, dat ze lang moesten wachten voordat het
afgekoeld was. Anderen zeiden dat het materiaal dat gebruikt wordt voor het verwarmen, schadelijk
is voor het milieu.

Hoe de Hot-Pac te gebruiken?
Door (op precies hetzelfde ogenblik) aan twee korte touwtjes te trekken, die vastgemaakt zijn aan de
twee uiteinden van het buitenste deel waar het voedsel zich bevindt, zal het voedsel binnen twee
minuten opgewarmd worden. Dit vereist de nodige ervaring. Wanneer niet tegelijkertijd aan de
touwtjes wordt getrokken werkt het simpelweg niet, met als gevolg dat de maaltijd niet wordt
opgewarmd. Aan het buitenste deel is een kleine opener bevestigd, die u kunt gebruiken bij het
openen van de verpakking. De moeilijkheden die gebleken zijn tijdens het gebruik, zijn: mensen
kunnen hun vingers verbranden doordat het verpakkingsmateriaal aan de buitenkant glad is, en het
dus moeilijk vast te houden is. Ook zijn de gebruiksaanwijzingen  niet erg duidelijk.

Waar kunt u de Hot-Pac kopen?
De Hot-Pac zal verkrijgbaar zijn in elke supermarkt en voedingswinkel in zowel grote als kleine
steden. Ook zullen er op straat automatische machines zijn die u een I Iot-Pac kunnen geven, waar u
ook bent.

Condition 8

Product Hot -Pack Condition: M-, C-, 0-

What is the Hot -Pack?
The Hot-Pack is a food-product that recently has become available in some places around the world.
It  is a pasta snack and  it is inside a special packing. The food-product  is  in the largest part of the
packing-for example macaroni with cheese and ham. In the smallest part ofthe packaging there are
separated from each other, two special chemical substances. By breaking the seal at the bottom ofthe
packaging these substances come together. Through here enough heat is being created to eat the
product warm after 10 minutes. The Hot-Pack provides you with fastest warm meal you can ever get.
The product was for the first time introduced to the American market the early of June  1997. Most of
the American consumers who bought it so far reported that it is a very practical fast food, however,
some ofthem complained that the taste is somewhat artificial and the temperature is so high so that
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they had to wait for a long time before it cools down. Only few ofthese consumers reported that the
material used for heating is polluted.

How to Use the Hot-Pack?
The Hot-Pack is used by just pulling together (at the exact same time) two short strings attached to
the two ends ofthe outside tin where the food is located and in two minutes the food will be warmed
up. Attached to the tin there is a small tin opener which you can use in opening the tin. The
difficulties that have proven themselves in use: people may burn their fingers since the external

package material is slippery and so difficult to hold on to. The instructions for use are not very clear.

Where Can You Buy the Hot-Pack?
The Hot-Pack can only be bought from main train stations and not from supermarkets or other food
stores.

Wat is de Hot-Pac?
Hot-Pac is een voedingsproduct dat pas sinds kort op sommige plaatsen ter wereld verkrijgbaar is.
Het is een pasta-snack dat in een bijzondere verpakking zit. In het grootste deel van de verpakking zit
het voedingsproduct, bijvoorbeeld macaroni met kaas en ham. In het kleinste deel van de verpakking
zitten, gescheiden van elkaar, twee bijzondere chemische stoffen. Door onderin de verpakking de
verzegeling te verbreken, komen deze stoffen met elkaar in aanraking. Hierdoor ontstaat voldoende
warmte om het product na tien minuten warm te kunnen eten. De Hot-Pac geeft u de snelste warme

maaltijd die u ooit zult krijgen. Dit product werd voor het eerst geintroduceerd op de Amerikaanse
markt in het begin van juli  1997. De meeste Amerikaanse consumenten die het tot nu toe gekocht
hebben, zeiden dat het erg praktisch fast food is. Echter, sommigen van hen klaagden dat de smaak

enigszins kunstmatig is, en dat de temperatuur zo hoog is, dat ze lang moesten wachten voordat het

afgekoeld was. Anderen zeiden dat het materiaal dat gebruikt wordt voor het verwarmen, schadelijk
is voor het milieu.

Hoe de Hot-Pac te gebruiken?
Door (op precies hetzelfde ogenblik) aan twee korte touwtjes te trekken, die vastgemaakt zijn aan de
twee uiteinden van het buitenste deel waar het voedsel zich bevindt, zal het voedsel binnen twee
minuten opgewarmd worden. Dit vereist de nodige ervaring. Wanneer niet tegelijkertijd aan de
touwtjes wordt getrokken werkt het simpelweg niet, met als gevolg dat de maaitijd niet wordt
opgewarmd. Aan het buitenste deel is een kleine opener bevestigd, die u kunt gebruiken bij het
openen van de verpakking. De moeilijkheden die gebleken zijn tijdens het gebruik, zijn: mensen
kunnen hun vingers verbranden doordat het verpakkingsmateriaal aan de buitenkant glad is, en het
dus moeilijk vast te houden is. Ook zijn de gebruiksaanwijzingen niet erg duidelijk.

Waar kunt u de Hot-Pac kopen?
De Hot-Pac zal alleen te koop zijn bij de grote treinstations, niet bij supermarkten en andere

voedingswinkels.
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Condition: 1

Product: Credit Voice. Condition: M+, C+, and 0+

What is the Credit Voice?
The Credit Voice  is  a form of financial service.  With the assistance of the Credit Voice you can
withdraw money from your bank account and pay in shops without using a paying card and the pin-
code  you  need  to  use  it. The Credit Voice works on the bases  of the voice recognition.  You give
spoken assignments to the money-machine. The machine recognizes your voice through which you
are permitted access to your bank account(s). In this way it is possible to carry out financial actions
without the intervention of paying cards. Every human has unique voice-characteristics. You can
compare this to finger-prints which are also unique for every human. The voice characteristics can be
recognised by the machine. Mistaking voices is not possible. The machine also has the capability to
distinguish if somebody is really speaking or that the tape is being played on a cassette-recorder.
Misue is not possible. The Credit Voice does not only provide you with cash you need but also has
the following advantages: It is 6 times safer to use than the regular chipknip. When there is no money
on your account it, you can still withdraw from the bank (as credit) up to 3000 Guilders. You do not
need to pay any fees for prescribing in this bank service. You can use the service to transfer an
amount ofmoney from your account to another account in any place around the world. You can even
pay with the Voice Credit Card your rents, telephone bills, or any other bills. At the end of every
month you receive from the bank a print for your monthly expenses. The Voice Credit Card bank
service has been extensively and successfully used in Hong Kong since 1991.

How to Use the Credit Voice?
You can withdraw money from Voice Credit Card in few seconds simply by pushing a button on the
bank machine and pronounce your last name in the mike special for that purpose. In 2 seconds it will
check your voice print then it will immediately ask you to type in the amount ofmoney you wish to
withdraw. You will get your money three seconds after you type in the amount you need.

Where Can You Use the Credit Voice?
You can use the Voice Credit Card in any bank machine in The Netherlands or in Europe. The Voice
Credit Card will also be available that you pay with it in every shop and restaurants in The
Netherlands and Europe.

Wat is de Credit Voice?
De Credit Voice is een financiele service. Met de hulp van de Credit Voice kunt u geld opnemen van
uw bankrekening en in winkels betalen, zonder een betaalpas te gebruiken en zonder de pincode die
u nodig heeft om de betaalpas te kunnen gebruiken. De Credit Voice werkt op basis van
stemherkenning. U geeft een gesproken opdracht aan de geldautomaat. Deze automaat herkent uw
stem, waardoor u toegang krijgt tot uw bankrekening (en). Op deze manier is het mogelijk om
financiele transacties uit te voeren zonder de tussenkomst van betaalkaarten. Elke mens heeft unieke
stem-eigenschappen. U kunt dit vergelijken met vingerafdrukken, die ook uniek zijn voor elk
persoon. De stem- eigenschappen kunnen worden herkend door de machine. Het fout herkennen van
stemmen is niet mogelijk. De machine heeft ook de capaciteit om te herkennen of iemand echt
spreekt, of dat er een band wordt afgespeeld in een cassette-recorder. Misbruik is niet mogelijk. De
Credit Voice geeft u niet alleen het geld dat u nodig heeft, maar heeft ook de volgende voordelen: het
is zes keer zo veilig in het gebruik als de reguliere chipknip. Wanneer u geen geld op de bank heeft
staan, kunt u toch geld opnemen (als krediet) tot een bedrag van 3000 gulden. U heeft geen enkele
kosten wanneer u gebruik maakt van deze bank-service. U kunt gebruik maken van deze service om
een geldbedrag over te maken van uw eigen rekening naar een andere rekening waar ook ter wereld.
U kunt zelfs uw rente, telefoonrekeningen, of andere rekeningen met de Credit Voice betalen. Aan
het eind van elke maand ontvangt u van de bank een overzicht van uw maandelijkse uitgaven. De
Credit Voice bank service wordt uitgebreid en succesvol gebruikt in Hong Kong sinds 1991.
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Hoe de Credit Voice te gebruiken?
U kunt geld opnemen met de Credit Voice binnen enkele seconden, door simpelweg een knop in te
duwen op de geldautomaat, en uw achternaam te zeggen in de microfoon, die er speciaal is voor dat
doel. Binnen 2 seconden zal het uw stemafdruk nagaan, waarna het u onmiddelijk zal vragen het
gewenste geldbedrag in te toetsen. Drie seconden nadat u de hoeveelheid heeft ingetypt, ontvangt u
het geld.

Waar kunt u de Credit Voice gebruiken?
U kunt de Credit Voice in elke geldautomaat in Nederiand gebruiken, en ook in de rest van Europa.
De Credit Voice zal ook verkrijgbaar zijn voor het gebruik als betaalmiddel, in elke winkel en elk
restaurant in Nederland.

Condition : 2

Product: Credi Voice Condition: M+, C+, and 0-

What is the Credit Voice?
The Credit Voice is  a form of financial service.  With the assistance of the Credit Voice you can
withdraw money from your bank account and pay in shops without using a paying card and the pin-
code you need to use it. The Credit Voice works on the bases ofthe voice recognition. You give a
spoken assignments to the money-machine. The machine recognizes your voice through which you
are permitted access to your bank account(s). In this way it is possible to carry out financial actions
without the intervention of paying cards. Every human has unique voice-characteristics. You can
compare this to finger-prints which are also unique for every human. The voice characteristics can be

recognised by the machine. Mistaking voices is not possible. The machine also has the capability to
distinguish if somebody is really speaking or that the tape is being played  on a cassette-recorder.
Misue is not possible. The Credit Voice does not only provide you with cash you need but also has
the following advantages: It is 6 times safer to use than the regular chipknip. When there is no money
on your account it, you can still withdraw from the bank (as credit) up to 3000 Guilders. You do not
need to pay any fees for prescribing in this bank service. You can use the service to transfer an
amount ofmoney from your account to another account in any place around the world. You can even

pay with the Voice Credit Card your rents, telephone bills, or any other bills. At the end of every
month you receive from the bank a print for your monthly expenses. The Voice Credit Card bank
service has been extensively and successfully used  in Hong Kong since  1991.

How to Use the Credit Voice?
You can withdraw money from Voice Credit Card in few seconds simply by pushing a button on the
bank machine and pronounce your last name in the mike special for that purpose.  In 2 seconds it will
check your voice print then it will immediately ask you to type in the amount ofmoney you wish to
withdraw. You will get your money three seconds after you type in the amount you need.

Where Can You Use the Credit Voice?
You use the Voice Credit Card in special machines available on the streets, however, the number of
the machines will be stilllimited in some cities.

Wat is de Credit Voice?
De Credit Voice is een financiele service. Met de hulp van de Credit Voice kunt u geld opnemen van

uw bankrekening en in winkels betalen, zonder een betaalpas te gebruiken en zonder de pincode die
u nodig heeft om de betaalpas te kunnen gebruiken. De Credit Voice werkt op basis van

stemherkenning. U geeft een gesproken opdracht aan de geldautomaat. Deze automaat herkent uw
stem, waardoor u toegang krijgt tot uw bankrekening (en). Op deze manier is het mogelijk om
financiele transacties uit te voeren zonder de tussenkomst van betaalkaarten. Elke mens heeft unieke

stem-eigenschappen. U kunt dit vergelijken met vingerafdrukken, die ook uniek zijn voor elk
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persoon. De stem- eigenschappen kunnen worden herkend door de machine. Het fout herkennen van
stemmen is niet mogelijk. De machine heeft ook de capaciteit om te herkennen of iemand echt
spreekt, ofdat er een band wordt afgespeeld in een cassette-recorder. Misbruik is niet mogelijk. De
Credit Voice geeft u niet alleen hetgeld datu nodig heeft, maar heeft ook de volgende voordelen: het
is zes keer zo veilig in het gebruik als de reguliere chipknip. Wanneer u geen geld op de bank heeft
staan, kunt u toch geld opnemen (als krediet) tot een bedrag van 3000 gulden. U heeft geen enkele
kosten wanneer u gebruik maakt van deze bank-service. U kunt gebruik maken van deze service om
een geldbedrag over te maken van uw eigen rekening naar een andere rekening waar ook ter wereld.
U kunt zelfs uw rente, telefoonrekeningen, ofandere rekeningen met de Credit Voice betalen. Aan
het eind van elke maand ontvangt u van de bank een overzicht van uw maandelijkse uitgaven. De
Credit Voice bank service wordt uitgebreid en succesvol gebruikt in Hong Kong sinds  1991.

Hoe de Credit Voice te gebruiken?
U kunt geld opnemen met de Credit Voice binnen enkele seconden, door simpelweg een knop in te
duwen op de geldautomaat, en uw achtemaam te zeggen in de microfoon, die er speciaal is voor dat
doel. Binnen 2 seconden zal het uw stemafdruk nagaan, waarna het u onmiddelijk zal vragen het
gewenste geldbedrag in te toetsen. Drie seconden nadat u de hoeveelheid heeft ingetypt, ontvangt u
het geld.

Waar kunt u de Credit Voice gebruiken?
U kunt de Credit Voice gebruiken in speciale automaten op straat, echter het aantal automaten zal
beperkt zijn. U kunt deze machines alleen in stadscentra vinden.

Condition: 3

Product Credit Voice Condition: M+, C-, 0+

What is the Credit Voice?
The Credit Voice  is  a  form of financial service.  With the assistance  of the Credit Voice you  can
withdraw money from your bank account and pay in shops without using a paying card and the pin-
code you need to use it. The Credit Voice works on the bases ofthe voice recognition. You give a
spoken assignments to the money-machine. The machine recognizes your voice through which you
are permitted access to your bank account(s). In this way it is possible to carry out financial actions
without the intervention of paying cards. Every human has unique voice-characteristics.  You can
compare this to finger-prints which are also unique for every human. The voice characteristics can be
recognised by the machine. Mistaking voices is not possible. The machine also has the capability to
distinguish if somebody is really speaking or that the tape is being played on a cassette-recorder.
Misue is not possible. The Credit Voice does not only provide you with cash you need but also has
the following advantages: It is 6 times safer to use than the regular chipknip. When there is no money
on your account it, you can still withdraw from the bank (as credit) up to 3000 Guilders. You do not
need to pay any fees for prescribing in this bank service. You can use the service to transfer an
amount ofmoney from your account to another account in any place around the world. You can even
pay with the Voice Credit Card your rents, telephone bills,  or any other bills. At the end of every
month you receive from the bank a print for your monthly expenses. The Voice Credit Card bank
service has been extensively and successfully used in Hong Kong since 1991.

How to Use the Credit Voice?
Suppose you want withdraw money at a money-machine. You tell the machine throught an intercome
(microphone) how much money you would like to withdraw or transfer. On the screen apperas that
amount and your bankaccount(s). Thereupon you can indicate by means ofthe intercome from which
account the money should be withdrawn or transfered. The stated amount will be handed to you or
transfered after wich it will automatically withdrawn from the stated bankamount. You can perform
the same action for instance in a shop by telling the therefore assigned machine the amount ofmoney
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that should be payed. There is some difficulties that have proven themselves in use: The system is

very senstive to the correct pronounciation and the distance of your body from the machine. Also you
have keep your voice level normal in the machine; do whisper and do not shout.

Where Can You Use the Credit Voice?
You can use the Voice Credit Card in any bank machine in The Netherlands or in Europe. The Voice
Credit Card will also be available that you pay with it in every shop and restaurants in The
Netherlands and Europe.

Wat is de Credit Voice?
De Credit Voice is een financiele service. Met de hulp van de Credit Voice kunt u geld opnemen van

uw bankrekening en in winkels betalen, zonder een betaalpas te gebruiken en zonder de pincode die
u nodig heeft om de betaalpas te kunnen gebruiken. De Credit Voice werkt op basis van

stemherkenning. U geeft een gesproken opdracht aan de geldautomaat. Deze automaat herkent uw

stem, waardoor u toegang krijgt tot uw bankrekening (en). Op deze manier is het mogelijk om
financiele transacties uit te voeren zonder de tussenkomst van betaalkaarten. Elke mens heeft unieke

stem-eigenschappen. U kunt dit vergelijken met vingerafdrukken, die ook uniek zijn voor elk
persoon. De stem- eigenschappen kunnen worden herkend door de machine. Het fout herkennen van
stemmen is niet mogelijk. De machine heeft ook de capaciteit om te herkennen of iemand echt

spreekt, of dat er een band wordt afgespeeld in een cassette-recorder. Misbruik is niet mogelijk. De
Credit Voice geeft u niet alleen het geld dat u nodig heeft, maar heeft ook de volgende voordelen: het
is zes keer zo veilig in het gebruik als de reguliere chipknip. Wanneer u geen geld op de bank heeft

staan, kunt u toch geld opnemen (als krediet) tot een bedrag van 3000 gulden. U heeft geen enkele
kosten wanneer u gebruik maakt van deze bank-service. U kunt gebruik maken van deze service om

een geldbedrag over te maken van uw eigen rekening naar een andere rekening waar ook ter wereld.
U kunt zelfs uw rente, telefoonrekeningen, of andere rekeningen met de Credit Voice betalen. Aan
het eind van elke maand ontvangt u van de bank een overzicht van uw maandelijkse uitgaven. De
Credit Voice bank service wordt uitgebreid en succesvol gebruikt in Hong Kong sinds 1991.

Hoe de Credit Voice te gebruiken?
Stel u voor dat u geld wilt opnemen bij een geldautomaat. Dan vertelt u de machine door een
intercom (microfoon) hoeveel geld u zou willen opnemen, ofovermaken. Op het beeldscherm zullen
de hoeveelheid en uw bankrekening (en) verschijnen. Daarna kunt u aangeven door middel van de
intercom, van welke rekening het geld afgehaald ofovergemaakt zou moeten worden. De genoemde
hoeveelheid zal aan u worden overhandigd of overgemaakt, waarna het onmiddelijk van de
genoemde bankrekening afgehaald zal worden. U kunt hetzelfde bijvoorbeeld in een winkel doen,
door de daarvoor aangewezen machine het geldbedrag te vertellen dat betaald dient te worden. Er
zijn enkele moeilijkheden in het gebruik gebleken: het systeem is erg gevoelig voor de correcte

uitspraak en de afstand van uw lichaam tot de machine. Ook moet u uw stemhoogte normaal houden;
u moet niet fluisteren of schreeuwen.

Waar kunt u de Credit Voice gebruiken?
U kunt de Credit Voice in elke geldautomaat in Nederland gebruiken, en ook in de rest van Europa.
De Credit Voice zal ook verkrijgbaar zijn voor het gebruik als betaalmiddel, in elke winkel en elk
restaurant in Nederland.

Condition: 4

Product Credit Voice Condition: M+, C-, 0-

What is the Credit Voice?
The Credit Voice  is  a form of financial service.  With the assistance of the Credit Voice you can
withdraw money from your bank account and pay in shops without using a paying card and the pin-
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code you need to use it. The Credit Voice works on the bases ofthe voice recognition. You give a
spoken assignments to the money-machine. The machine recognizes your voice through which you
are permitted access to your bank account(s). In this way it is possible to carry out financial actions
without the intervention of paying cards. Every human has unique voice-characteristics.  You can
compare this to finger-prints which are also unique for every human. The voice characteristics can be
recognised by the machine. Mistaking voices is not possible. The machine also has the capability to
distinguish if somebody is really speaking or that the tape is being played on a cassette-recorder.
Misue is not possible. The Credit Voice does not only provide you with cash you need but also has
the following advantages: It is 6 times safer to use than the regular chipknip. When there is no money
on your account it, you can still withdraw from the bank (as credit) up to 3000 Guilders. You do not
need to pay any fees for prescribing in this bank service. You can use the service to transfer an
amount ofmoney from your account to another account in any place around the world. You can even
pay with the Voice Credit Card your rents, telephone bills,  or any other bills.  At the end of every
month you receive from the bank a print for your monthly expenses. The Voice Credit Card bank
service has been extensively and successfully used in Hong Kong since  1991.

How to Use the Credit Voice?
Suppose you want withdraw money at a money-machine. You tell the machine throught an intercome
(microphone) how much money you would like to withdraw or transfer. On the screen apperas that
amount and your bankaccount(s). Thereupon you can indicate by means ofthe intercome from which
account the money should be withdrawn or transfered. The stated amount will be handed to you or
transfered after wich it will automatically withdrawn from the stated bankamount. You can perform
the same action for instance in a shop by telling the therefore assigned machine the amount ofmoney
that should be payed. There is some difficulties that have proven themselves in use: The system is
very senstive to the correct pronounciation and the distance ofyourbody from the machine. Also you
have keep your voice level normal in the machine; do whisper and do not shout.

Where Can You Use the Credit Voice?
You use the Voice Credit Card in special machines available on the streets, however, the number of
the machines will be still limited in some cities.

Wat is de Credit Voice?
De Credit Voice is een financiele service. Met de hulp van de Credit Voice kunt u geld opnemen van
uw bankrekening en in winkels betalen, zonder een betaalpas te gebruiken en zonder de pincode die
u nodig heeft om de betaalpas te kunnen gebruiken. De Credit Voice werkt op basis van
stemherkenning. U geeft een gesproken opdracht aan de geldautomaat Deze automaat herkent uw
stem, waardoor u toegang krijgt tot uw bankrekening (en). Op dezE manier is het mogelijk om
financiele transacties uitte voeren zonder de tussenkomst van betaalkaarten. Elke mens heeft unieke
stem-eigenschappen. U kunt dit vergelijken met vingerafdrukken, die ook uniek zijn voor elk
persoon.  De stem- eigenschappen kunnen worden herkend door de machine. Het fout herkennen van
stemmen is niet mogelijk. De machine heeft ook de capaciteit om te herkennen of iemand echt
spreekt, of dat er een band wordt afgespeeld in een cassette-recorder. Misbruik is niet mogelijk. De
Credit Voice geeft u niet alleen het geld dat u nodig heeft, maar heeft ook de volgende voordelen: het
is zes keer zo veilig in het gebruik als de reguliere chipknip. Wanneer u geen geld op de bank heeft
staan, kunt u toch geld opnemen (als krediet) tot een bedrag van 3000 gulden. U heeft geen enkele
kosten wanneer u gebruik maakt van deze bank-service. U kunt gebruik maken van deze service om
een geldbedrag over te maken van uw eigen rekening naar een andere rekening waar ook ter wereld.
U kunt zelfs uw rente, telefoonrekeningen, of andere rekeningen met de Credit Voice betalen. Aan
het eind van elke maand ontvangt u van de bank een overzicht van uw maandelijkse uitgaven. De
Credit Voice bank service wordt uitgebreid en succesvol gebruikt in Hong Kong sinds 1991.

Hoe de Credit Voice te gebruiken?
Stel u voor dat u geld wilt opnemen bij een geldautomaat Dan vertelt u de machine door een
intercom (microfoon) hoeveel geld u zou willen opnemen, ofovermaken. Op het beeldscherm zullen
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de hoeveelheid en uw bankrekening (en) verschijnen. Daarna kunt u aangeven door middel van de
intercom, van welke rekening het geld afgehaald ofovergemaakt zou moeten worden. De genoemde
hoeveelheid zal aan u worden overhandigd of overgemaakt, waarna het onmiddelijk van de
genoemde bankrekening afgehaald zal worden. U kunt hetzelfde bijvoorbeeld in een winkel doen,
door de daarvoor aangewezen machine het geldbedrag te vertellen dat betaald dient te worden. Er
zijn enkele moeilijkheden in het gebruik gebleken: het systeem is erg gevoelig voor de correcte
uitspraak en de afstand van uw lichaam tot de machine. Ook moet u uw stemhoogte normaal houden;
u moet niet fluisteren ofschreeuwen.

Waar kunt u de Credit Voice gebruiken?
U kunt de Credit Voice gebruiken in speciale automaten op straat, echter het aantal automaten zal
beperkt zijn. U kunt deze machines alleen in stadscentra vinden.

Cond ition: 5

Product Credit Voice Condition: M-, C+, 0+

What is the Credit Voice?
The Credit Voice  is  a  form of financial service.  With the assistance  of the Credit Voice  you  can
withdraw money from your bank account and pay in shops without using a paying card and the pin-
code you need to use it. The Credit Voice works on the bases ofthe voice recognition. You give a
spoken assignments to the money-machine. The machine recognizes your voice through which you
are permitted access to your bank account(s). For safety reasons it would not be possible for you to
withdraw an amount of money more than 50 Guilders per day.  Due to the high technology cost
invested by the bank in such a machine each transaction you make will cost you about 3% ofthe total
transaction value. For example, each 100 Guilders you withdraw from the machine will cost you 3
Guilders. The Voice Credit card is used in Hong Kong since November 1996. Currently there are
400 bank customers in Hong Kong using the Voice Credit Card. The only complains they have are
that: privacy is not fully guaranteed since the distance from where you have to speak is too large from
the machine. To withdraw money it takes relatively long time relative to other bank cards. The
expensive transaction costs.

How to Use the Credit Voice?
You can withdraw money from Voice Credit Card in few seconds simply by pushing a button on the
bank machine and pronounce your last name in the mike special for that purpose. In 2 seconds it will
check your voice print then it will immediately ask you to type in the amount ofmoney you wish to
withdraw. You will get your money three seconds after you type in the amount you need.

Where Can You Use the Credit Voice?
You can use the Voice Credit Card in any bank machine in The Netherlands or in Europe. The Voice
Credit Card will also be available that you pay with it in every shop and restaurants in The
Netherlands and Europe.

Wat is de Credit Voice?
De Credit Voice is een financiele service. Met de hulp van de Credit Voice kunt u geld opnemen van
uw bankrekening en in winkels betalen, zonder een betaalkaart te gebruiken en zonder de pincode die
u nodig heeft voor de betaalkaart. De Credit Voice werkt op basis van stemherkenning. U geeft een
gesproken opdracht aan de geldautomaat. Deze automaat herkent uw stem, waardoor u toegang krijgt
tot uw bankrekening (en). Vanwege veiligheidsredenen zal het niet mogelijk zijn, dat u een
geldbedrag opneemt dat groter is dan 50 gulden per dag. Vanwege de hoge technische
investeringskosten van de bank voor deze machine, zal elke transactie u ongeveer 3 % van de totale
transactiewaarde kosten. Bijvoorbeeld:  elke 100 gulden die u opneemt met behulp van de machine
zullen u 3 gulden kosten. De Credit Voice wordt sinds november 1996 in Hong Kong gebruikt. Op
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het moment zijn er 400 bank klanten in Hong Kong die de Credit Voice gebruiken. De enige
klachten die voorkomen, zijn: uw privacy wordt niet geheel gegarandeerd, omdat de afstand tussen u
en de machine te groot is wanneer u spreekt, en geld opnemen duurt lang in vergelijking met andere
bankbetaalkaarten. De transactiekosten zijn hoog.

Hoe de Credit Voice te gebruiken?
U kum geld opnemen met de Credit Voice binnen enkele seconden, door simpelweg een knop in te
duwen op de geldautomaat, en uw achternaam te zeggen in de microfoon, die er speciaal is voor dat
doel. Binnen 2 seconden zal het uw stemafdruk nagaan, waarna het u onmiddelijk zal vragen het
gewenste geldbedrag in te toetsen. Drie seconden nadat u de hoeveelheid heeft ingetypt, ontvangt u
het geld.

Waar kunt u de Credit Voice gebruiken?
U kunt de Credit Voice in elke geldautomaat in Nederland gebruiken, en ook in de rest van Europa.
De Credit Voice zal ook verkrijgbaar zijn voor het gebruik als betaalmiddel, in elke winkel en elk
restaurant in Nederland.

Condition: 6

Product Credit Voice Condition: M-, C+, 0-

What is the Credit Voice?
The Credit Voice  is  a  form of financial service.  With the assistance  of the Credit Voice  you  can
withdraw money from your bank account and pay in shops without using a paying card and the pin-
code you need to use it. The Credit Voice works on the bases of the voice recognition. You give a
spoken assignments to the money-machine. The machine recognizes your voice through which you
are permitted access to your bank account(s). For safety reasons it would not be possible for you to
withdraw an amount of money more than 50 Guilders per day. Due to the high technology cost
invested by the bank in such a machine each transaction you make will cost you about 3% ofthe total
transaction value. For example, each 100 Guilders you withdraw from the machine will cost you 3
Guilders. The Voice Credit card is used in Hong Kong since November 1996. Currently there are
400 bank customers in Hong Kong using the Voice Credit Card. The only complains they have are
that: privacy is not fully guaranteed since the distance from where you have to speak is too large from
the machine. To withdraw money it takes relatively long time relative to other bankcards. The
expensive transaction costs.

How to Use the Credit Voice?
You can withdraw money from Voice Credit Card in few seconds simply by pushing a button on the
bank machine and pronounce your last name in the mike special for that purpose. In 2 seconds it will
check your voice print then it will immediately ask you to type in the amount ofmoney you wish to
withdraw. You will get your money three seconds after you type in the amount you need.

Where Can You Use the Credit Voice?
You use the Voice Credit Card in special machines available on the streets, however, the number of
the machines will be still limited in some cities.

Wat is de Credit Voice?
De Credit Voice is een financiele service. Met de hulp van de Credit Voice kunt u geld opnemen van
uw bankrekening en in winkels betalen, zonder een betaalkaart te gebruiken en zonder de pincode die
u nodig heeft voor de betaalkaart. De Credit Voice werkt op basis van stemherkenning. U geeft een
gesproken opdracht aan de geldautomaat. Deze automaat herkent uw stem, waardoor u toegang krijgt
tot uw bankrekening (en). Vanwege veiligheidsredenen zal het niet mogelijk zijn, dat u een
geldbedrag opneemt dat groter is dan 50 gulden per dag. Vanwege de hoge technische
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investeringskosten van de bank voor deze machine, zal elke transactie u ongeveer 3 % van de totale

transactiewaarde kosten. Bijvoorbeeld: elke  100 gulden die u opneemt met behulp van de machine
zullen u 3 gulden kosten. De Credit Voice wordt sinds november 1996 in Hong Kong gebruikt. Op
het mornent zijn er 400 bank klanten in Hong Kong die de Credit Voice gebruiken. De enige
klachten die voorkomen, zijn: uw privacy wordt nietgeheel gegarandeerd, omdat de afstand tussen u

en de machine te groot is wanneer u spreekt, en geld opnemen duurt lang in vergelijking met andere

bankbetaalkaarten. De transactiekosten zijn hoog.

Hoe de Credit Voice te gebruiken?
U kunt geld opnemen met de Credit Voice binnen enkele seconden, door simpelweg een knop in te
duwen op de geldautomaat, en uw achternaam te zeggen in de microfoon, die er speciaal is voor dat
doel. Binnen 2 seconden zal het uw stemafdruk nagaan, waarna het u onmiddelijk zal vragen het
gewenste geldbedrag in te toetsen. Drie seconden nadat u de hoeveelheid heeft ingetypt, ontvangt u
het geld.

Waar kunt u de Credit Voice gebruiken?
U kunt de Credit Voice gebruiken in speciale automaten op straat, echter het aantal automaten zal

beperkt zijn. U kunt deze machines alleen in stadscentra vinden.
Hoe de Credit Voice te gebruiken?
Stel u voor dat u geld wilt opnemen bij een geldautomaat. Dan vertelt u de machine door een
intercom (microfoon) hoeveel geld u zou willen opnemen, ofovermaken. Op het beeldscherm zullen
de hoeveelheid en uw bankrekening (en) verschijnen. Daarna kunt u aangeven door middel van de
intercom, van welke rekening het geld afgehaald ofovergemaakt zou moeten worden. De genoemde
hoeveelheid zal aan u worden overhandigd of overgemaakt, waarna het onmiddelijk van de
genoemde bankrekening afgehaald zal worden. U kunt hetzelfde bijvoorbeeld in een winkel doen,
door de daarvoor aangewezen machine het geldbedrag te vertellen dat betaald dient te worden. Er
zijn enkele moeilijkheden in het gebruik gebleken: het systeem is erg gevoelig voor de correcte

uitspraak en de afstand van uw lichaam tot de machine. Ook moet u uw stemhoogte normaal houden;
u moet niet fluisteren of schreeuwen.

Condition: 7

Product Credit Voice Condition: M-, C-, 0+

What is the Credit Voice?
The Credit Voice  is  a  form of financial service.  With the assistance  of the Credit Voice  you  can
withdraw money from your bank account and pay in shops without using a paying card and the pin-
code you need to use it. The Credit Voice works on the bases ofthe voice recognition. You give a
spoken assignments to the money-machine. The machine recognizes your voice through which you
are permitted access to your bank account(s). For safety reasons it would not be possible for you to
withdraw an amount of money more than 50 Guilders per day. Due to the high technology cost
invested by the bank in such a machine each transaction you make will cost you about 3% ofthe total
transaction value. For example, each 100 Guilders you withdraw from the machine will cost you 3
Guilders. The Voice Credit card is used in Hong Kong since November 1996. Currently there are
400 bank customers in Hong Kong using the Voice Credit Card. The only complains they have are
that: privacy is not fully guaranteed since the distance from where you have to speak is too large from
the machine. To withdraw money it takes relatively long time relative to other bankcards. The

expensive transaction costs.
How to Use the Credit Voice?
Suppose you want withdraw money at a money-machine. You tell the machine throught an intercome

(microphone) how much money you would like to withdraw or transfer. On the screen apperas that
amount and your bankaccount(s). Thereupon you can indicate by means ofthe intercome from which
account the money should be withdrawn or transfered. The stated amount will be handed to you or
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transfered after wich it will automatically withdrawn from the stated bankamount. You can perform
the same action for instance in a shop by telling the therefore assigned machine the amount ofmoney
that should be payed. There is some difficulties that have proven themselves in use: The system is
very senstive to the correct pronounciation and the distance of your body from the machine. Also you
have keep your voice level normal in the machine; do whisper and do not shout.
Where Can You Use the Credit Voice?
You can use the Voice Credit Card in any bank machine in The Netherlands or in Europe. The Voice
Credit Card will also be available that you pay with it in every shop and restaurants in The
Netherlands and Europe.
Wat is de Credit Voice?
De Credit Voice is een financiele service. Met de hulp van de Credit Voice kunt u geld opnemen van
uw bankrekening en in winkels betalen, zonder een betaalkaart te gebruiken en zonder de pincode die
u nodig heeft voor de betaalkaart. De Credit Voice werkt op basis van stemherkenning. U geeft een
gesproken opdracht aan de geldautomaat. Deze automaat herkent uw stem, waardoor u toegang krijgt
tot uw bankrekening (en). Vanwege veiligheidsredenen zal het niet mogelijk zijn, dat u een
geldbedrag opneemt dat groter is dan 50 gulden per dag. Vanwege de hoge technische
investeringskosten van de bank voor deze machine, zal elke transactie u ongeveer 3 % van de totale
transactiewaarde kosten. Bijvoorbeeld: elke 100 gulden die u opneemt met behulp van de machine
zullen u 3 gulden kosten. De Credit Voice wordt sinds november 1996 in Hong Kong gebruikt. Op
het moment zijn er 400 bank klanten in Hong Kong die de Credit Voice gebruiken. De enige
klachten die voorkomen, zijn: uw privacy wordt niet geheel gegarandeerd, omdat de afstand tussen u
en de machine te groot is wanneer u spreekt en geld opnemen duurt lang in vergelijking met andere
bankbetaalkaarten. De transactiekosten zijn hoog.
Waar kunt u de Credit Voice gebruiken?
U kunt de Credit Voice in elke geldautomaat in Nederland gebruiken, en ook in de rest van Europa.
De Credit Voice zal ook verkrijgbaar zijn voor het gebruik als betaalmiddel, in elke winkel en elk
restaurant in Nederland.
Waar kunt u de Credit Voice gebruiken?
U kunt de Credit Voice in elke geldautomaat in Nederland gebruiken, en ook in de rest van Europa.
De Credit Voice zal ook verkrijgbaar zijn voor het gebruik als betaalmiddel, in elke winkel en elk
restaurant in Nederland.

Condition: 8

Product Credit Voice Condition: M-, C-, 0-

What is the Credit Voice?
The Credit Voice  is  a  form of financial service.  With the assistance  of the Credit Voice  you  can
withdraw money from your bank account and pay in shops without using a paying card and the pin-
code you need to use it. The Credit Voice works on the bases ofthe voice recognition. You give a
spoken assignments to the money-machine. The machine recognizes your voice through which you
are permitted access to your bank account(s). For safety reasons it would not be possible for you to
withdraw an amount of money more than 50 Guilders per day. Due to the high technology cost
invested by the bank in such a machine each transaction you make will cost you about 3% ofthe total
transaction value. For example, each 100 Guilders you withdraw from the machine will cost you 3
Guilders. The Voice Credit card  is used in Hong Kong since November 1996. Currently there are
400 bank customers in Hong Kong using the Voice Credit Card. The only complains they have are
that: privacy is not fully guaranteed since the distance from where you have to speak is too large from
the machine. To withdraw money it takes relatively long time relative to other bankcards. The
expensive transaction costs.
How to Use the Credit Voice?
Suppose you want withdraw money at a money-machine. You tell the machinethrought an intercome
(microphone) how much money you would like to withdraw or transfer. On the screen apperas that
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amount and your bankaccount(s). Thereupon you can indicate by means ofthe intercome from which
account the money should be withdrawn or transfered. The stated amount will be handed to you or
transfered after wich it will automatically withdrawn from the stated bankarnount. You can perform
the same action for instance in a shop by telling the therefore assigned machine the amount ofmoney
that should be payed. There is some difficulties that have proven themselves in use: The system is

very senstive to the correct pronounciation and the distance ofyour body from the machine. Also you
have keep your voice level normal in the machine; do whisper and do not shout.
Where Can You Use the Credit Voice?
You use the Voice Credit Card in special machines available on the streets, however, the number of
the machines will be stilllimited in some cities.
Wat is de Credit Voice?
De Credit Voice is een financiele service. Met de hulp van de Credit Voice kum u geld opnemen van
uw bankrekening en in winkels betalen, zonder een betaalkaart te gebruiken en zonder de pincode die
u nodig heeft voor de betaalkaart. De Credit Voice werkt op basis van stemherkenning. U geeft een
gesproken opdracht aan de geldautomaat. Deze automaat herkent uw stem, waardoor u toegang krijgt
tot uw bankrekening (en). Vanwege veiligheidsredenen zal het niet mogelijk zijn, dat u een
geldbedrag opneemt dat groter is dan 50 gulden per dag. Vanwege de hoge technische
investeringskosten van de bank voor deze machine, zal elke transactie u ongeveer 3 % van de totale
transactiewaarde kosten. Bijvoorbeeld: elke 100 gulden die u opneemt met behulp van de machine
zullen u 3 gulden kosten. De Credit Voice wordt sinds november  1996 in Hong Kong gebruikt. Op
het moment zijn er 400 bank klanten in Hong Kong die de Credit Voice gebruiken. De enige
klachten die voorkomen, zijn: uw privacy wordt niet geheel gegarandeerd, omdat de afstand tussen u
en de machine te groot is wanneer u spreekt, en geld opnemen duurt lang in vergelijking met andere
bankbetaalkaarten. De transactiekosten zijn hoog.
Waar kunt u de Credit Voice gebruiken?
U kunt de Credit Voice in elke geldautomaat in Nederland gebruiken, en ook in de rest van Europa.
De Credit Voice zal ook verkrijgbaar zijn voor het gebruik als betaalmiddel, in elke winkel en elk
restaurant in Nederland.
Hoe de Credit Voice te gebruiken?
Stel u voor dat u geld wilt opnemen bij een geldautomaat. Dan vertelt u de machine door een
intercom (microfoon) hoeveel geld u zou willen opnemen, ofovermaken. Op het beeldscherm zullen
de hoeveelheid en uw bankrekening (en) verschijnen. Daarna kunt u aangeven door middel van de
intercom, van welke rekening het geld afgehaald ofovergemaakt zou moeten worden. De genoemde
hoeveelheid zal aan u worden overhandigd of overgemaakt, waarna het onmiddelijk van de
genoemde bankrekening afgehaald zal worden. U kunt hetzelfde bijvoorbeeld in een winkel doen,
door de daarvoor aangewezen machine het geldbedrag te vertellen dat betaald dient te worden. Er
zijn enkele moeilijkheden in het gebruik gebleken: het systeem is erg gevoelig voor de correcte
uitspraak en de afstand van uw lichaam tot de machine. Ook moet u uw stemhoogte normaal houden;
u moet niet fluisteren of schreeuwen.
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